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Yamaha's SPX effects proces-
sors have always been at the
forefront of DSP development.

In the new SPX 990 however, a
traditional feature of digital sig-
nal processors is conspicuous
by its absence, (though we
doubt that you'll miss it.

And that's the accompanying
background noise.

The SPX 990's 20 -bit A/D and
D/A convertors, sampling at 44.1
kHz, produce an ear boggling
signal to noise ratio of 106 dB.

A uniquely low noise floor from
a unique processor.

You'll find nothing else missing
though.

All the effects you have come to
expect from the pioneers of
DSP are here, more polished
than ever, and configured to
allow complete flexibility of
effect combinations.

And there's a host of new effect
algorithms that includes clear,
clean and warble free pitch
change plus genuine stereo
operation.

Its processing power is such
that the SPX 990 will even func-
tion as two discrete stereo
reverbs.

But what really makes the SPX
990 stand out from the crowd is
inaudible.

Hear it at your nearest Yamaha
Dealer.

Or rather, don't.

YAMAHA
Yamaha-Kemble Music )U.K.) Limited Professional Music Division



the first place
So here we are. Page three and already things look very different. A new logo, a new cover,

a new layout, new paper even. Most importantly... a new agenda. Not for the first time, MT has reinvented
itself and, chameleon -like, shed its old skin and entered a new phase in its development. I won't burden you

with stories of sleepless nights, impossible workloads, frayed tempers and hard decision- making. That's what
you've just paid us £1.95 for. I will, however, ask you to pay particular attention to the scope of the magazine

and perhaps pause to consider why changes were necessary.

Technology has, once more, come to be seen as an enabler; a means of empowerment rather than a millstone

round our necks. Though unlikely to be seduced by the 'white heat' of technological development as perhaps
we were in the '60s. there is nevertheless a new willingness to embrace it and investigate the possibilities it
opens up for us. And in the creative arts those possibilities could be limitless. Could be? Well, that depends

very much on what we believe to be possible and how few restrictions we impose on ourselves.

The process through which Music Technology has become, simply, MT has been one of shedding self-imposed

restrictions. We haven't achieved it in a single issue; there's more to cover than 100 pages could possibly

allow. But we know where we're headed. And from here it looks fascinating.

Your comments and observations - as ever - are gratefully received.

Nigel Lord
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20-22 Rushey Green,
Catford, London SE6
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8621

O 81 690
1848

raimilmLATEST ROLAND I. 'Rland YAMAHA MASTER
CENTREKeyboards, modules, drum sequencers & accessories.

More stock arriving all the time - Please call!!

KEYBOARDS
JV1000 - 76 note workstation, coming soon,
only £1859
JV80 - 61 note multi -performance synth
JV30 -16 part multi-timbral, superb
sounds
JV800 - realtime programmable, huge
sounds
JW50 - 317 sounds, 49,000 event
sequencer.
A30 - 76 note mother keyboard, amazing
value
AX1 - 45 note remote keyboard, excellent
performance model

DJ70 - sampling workstation, built in

sequencer modules

JD990 - new super JD synthesizer module

JV880 - 1U expandable module
SC55 Mk 2 - Sound Canvas, GM/GS format

SD35 - new sound module & MIDI file player

in one unit
SC155 - Sound Canvas with editing sliders

DRUM SEQUENCERS
R8 Mk II - new human rhythm composer,

200 sounds
R70 - great sounds and human feel +

rhythm expert system

RUG
01W/FD WORKSTATION
* 48000 note sequencer
* 48 Mb waveform memory
* 200 programs
* 32 oscillators
* 4 outputs
* PHONE FOR A GREAT PRICE

M.I. KEYBOARD
* 16 oscillators
* 4 Mb waveform memory
* 100 programs
* 4 outputs £899

Free keyboard stand

Wavestation EX keyboard £1099

Wavestation SR module £899

03RW module £phone

A4 multi effects floor unit £399
* NEW G3 multi FX pedal

This is absolutely the best pedal for the
money. Even if you are a keyboard player
it's worth taking up the guitar to use one.
Blimey it's only £199

Revert, delay, chorus, flanging, distortion,
amp simulation, noise suppression,
9 memories + a power supply!

AMPEX TAPE
REEL TO REEL

DAT + CASSETTE
Phone for home delivery

GErr
S2 keyboard 61 note
workstation £1699

S3 keyboard 76 note
wavestation £1799

- 250,000 event sequencer

-- 6 outputs

32 oscillators + filters

'.- 2 Mb sample RAM area

- Now with FREE translator

software worth £79

Turbo upgrade kit

available soon

SY85 workstation £1299

SY35 keyboard £phone

P100 piano £1499

TG500 module £phone

TG100 module £phone

QY20 sequencer £phone

QY20 sequencer £phone

MDF2 data filer £phone

£phone

£phone

RY30 drum machine

RY10 drum machine

NS10MC studio

monitors £phone

AM802 mixer £phone

MV802 rack mixer £phone

A100 power amp £phone

£phone

£phone

£phone
£phone

P2075 power amp

FX 550 new multi FX
EMP100 multi FX

R100 reverb

MFC05 MIDI

foot controller £phone

Choosing the wrong P.A. system or sound re-inforcement unit could be
your most expensive mistake!! We have large showrooms with everything
set up to be demonstrated. Don't be fooled! Come & try it at Gigsounds
Example
P.A. package - Peavey XR600 6 -channel mixer amp + Peavey HiSys 1 speaker cabs
300 watt with compact system ideal for duos, keyboard rigs & bands _1999 complete

Amps P.A. Equipment
Peavey KB300 £515 Electro-Voice Endyme 257 mica only£115

Peavey KB100 £319 Cerwin Vega PD18B full

Peavey KB60 £269 range cabs pair £990

Peavey KB15 109 JBL M330 pair £870

Laney KB120 £395 JBL M350 pair £999

SuAltniaroteri Laney KB80 £265 Peavey EurySys 2 pair £260

Laney KB50 £220 Peavey EuroSys 3 pair £300

Laney KB30 £170 Peavey HiSys 1 1x12 pair £550

LANEY ccearissbbrrooKK60015 £375 Peavey HiSys 2 115
£265 Peavey XR600 head

pair £580
£495

Peavey XR500 C head £395

Peavey CS800 power amp £599

Klystrom 1000 power amp £850
Phonic 8-2 mixer built
in MIDI thru-compact -
high quality Egg

Studiomaster
Powerhouse 250 + 250
watt 8 channel mixer -
amp digital FX £895

RECORDING Fostex
Fostex R8 £1399
Yamaha MS101-II
powered monitors £198
Phonic 100w reference

Fostex 280 £599 monitors £149 pair
Fostex X28H £389 Yamaha MT3X £495
Fostex X28 £360 Yamaha MT120 £385
Fostex X18 £275 Tascam 424 £489

Now in stock - New Tascam Porta 07 high speed 4 -track £379

* 'atnaha MT8X  New 8track cassette  coming soon *
STUDIOMASTER DESKS EXCLUSIVE STOCKISTS

Keyboard Stands

X- stand single £25

X - stand double £40

Quik Lok single £35

Quik Lok £59

Quik Lok triple £95

A - frame double £95

Philip Rees

MIDI Accessories

2M merge unit £69.95

5 x 5 MIDI switch £99.00

MCV MIDI to CV convertor £189.95

W5 dual input thru £55.95

V10 MIDI thru £39,95

V3 MIDI thru £14.95

2S selector £14.95

3B selector £29.95

5S selector £29.95

rALesis
Quadraverb £Phone

Quadraverb GT £399

MlDlverb III £Phone

M icroverb III £Phone

3630 compressor £Phone
D4 drum sound
module £Phone

RA100 stereo
power amp £299
SR16 drum
machine £239

-IVERY
most deliveries in
the London area
will cost just £5

to your door.
We accept Visa,
Access, cash &

cheques

SPECIALS
Second-hand

Ex -demo
End of line

Lexicon LXP1 reverb £345

Lexicon MRC MIDI controller £225

Korg Wavestation EX £1099

Studiomaster Mixdown 16:4:8 £1495

Studiomaster Pro -line 16:2R £845

Roland A50 mother keyboard £725

Yamaha GC2020 B II compressor £189

Yamaha EMX 2200 mixer amp £799

Yamaha P2040 power amp £199

Digitech MC7 MIDI foot controller £129

Electro-Voice Endyme 257 mica ..only £115

Cerwin Vega PD18B full range
cabs pair £990

Korg DRV 3000 reverb £350

Akai AR900 reverb £199

Akai XR 10 drum machine £199

Cheetah MD 16 drum machine £199

Cheetah MD 16R drum machine £220

Cheetah PM -16 pad to MIDI interface1149
Korg S3 drum machine s/h £349

Roland G56 multi FX £299

Casio MT 600 keyboard s/h £89

TOA D4 rack mixer s/h £195

HW MX8 disco mixer £99

Tascam M1B line mixer £199

Roland M-160 line mixer £645

ART Multiverb FX £199

Casio CT660 keyboard £189

Yamaha PSR3 keyboard £79

Yamaha PSR 32 keyboard £99

Yamaha MV 100 line mixer £139

Yamaha GSP100 FX £129

Yamaha TX 81Z module £210

Siel analogue module £145

Roland GR700 guitar synth £495

HIRE ITEMS
RATE PER NIGHT

Yamaha QY20 sequencer/module £15

Roland A50 mother keyboard £20

E -MU Proformance piano module £10

Korg DRV 3000 reverb £20

Roland E660 parametric EQ £20

Phonic twin 15 band graphic £15

Yamaha TX81Z module £20

Yamaha GC2020 compressor £15

Siel analogue module £20

Carlsbro Colt 65 keyboard combo £25

Peavey KB300 keyboard combo £35

Akai AR900 reverb £20

Cheetah MD 16 drum machine £20

Akai XR 10 drum machine £20

Korg S3 drum machine £25

Korg SQD1 sequencer £15

Alesis HR16B drum machine £20

Laney PL100 bass combo £30

Charvel bass guitar £20

Crate G80XL guitar combo £25

Squier Stratocaster £20

Hohner acoustic guitar £10

Double keyboard stand £5

Twin disco deck (powered) £40
Peavey 150w P.A. head + speakers £45

Yamaha 400w mixer + speakers £50

Peavey 12 -channel mixer £20

Shure SM58 microphone £5

Microphone boom stand £5

Gem S2 keyboard £35

WEEKLY RATES NEGOTIABLE
PLEASE PHONE FOR DETAILS

ASSORTED EXDEMO SOFTWARE 

C -Lab * Hybrid Arts * Steinberg * etc
Phone for surprise

E.g.: C -Lab Rotator Alpha £125

St B
19" RACK FLIGHT CASES

2U £99 4U £109
6U £119 8U £125

FREE DELIVERY
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4.) Scanners
News from the cutting edge of music and multimedia technology

 16 Competiti-on
Win a Korg Wavestation SR module

 18 Utah Saints
The techno punk duo on U2, sampling theft, virtual reality, CDI,
and getting the machines to rock Phil Ward

 26 Steve I?
Beryl Korot: The Cave

Pioneering documentary music video theatre Simon Trask

Introducing MT's unique encyclopedia of analogue synthesisers:

part 1, Akai to ARP Peter Forrest

38 Direct -to -disk
recordin

MT's guide to the theory and practice of the tapeless studio
Ian Waugh

 45 sheh.s
Chill out with 5 horizontal questions and win PositiraS brand

new compilation album of ambient sounds, featuring Aphex

Twin, The Orb, Irresistible Force and many more

Jazz -funk in the basement Simon Trask

 50 Jean Michel Jcirre
The maestro himself on rave, analogue classics, lasers, mice and
Fellini Phil Ward

 57 Qualii
Mrs one and only equipment review section. This month.

Microdeal Videomaster for the Atari ST
Ensoniq TS10 synthesiser

Tascam 07 portastudio

d2d Systems 4T/FX & d2d Edit direct -to -disk system

Eye&I MIDI Crystal signal indicator

SoundFoundation Gold Card for the Korg Wavestation

Emagic Notator Logic for the Atari ST

Hot Foot programmable MIDI remote controller

Perfect Pitch Francinstien stereo enhancer

Citronic SM650 Professional mixer

NJD IQ250 & MX40 Intelligent Lighting System

Your demos reviewed

Your letters, our answers. You can't lick it

 83 That Was Then
 85 MTease
Peter Cunnah of D:REAM fills out our questionnaire

 87 Grief
Technical problems deftly solved by MT's experts

 90 End Prnellfr+
Albums, videos, gigs and events - all the latest stuff actually out

there doing it. This month: Elektric Music, Fripp & Sylvian

Fantazia, Amorphous Androgynous and much more...

The original and best: bargains galore
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Volume Ten - Megabass REMIX! ple CD
Our latest release from leading mixers Megabass, speciall esigned for professional remixing, megamixing, and DJs in

addition to anyone making dance music. Megabass have ed Madonna, C&C Music Factory, 49ers, Ahern 8, The Sham

Black Box, 2 Unlimited, and many more in addition their own hits and exclusive mixes for Radio 1, Kiss FM, Capi, nd

the Mastermix DJ service. IS' 're , is fatilt .11', ano
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Bangs & Whooshes III Rave.* Techno Samples  Massive collection of Vocal Hooks II MC pies & Shouts IN in -demand

chno and rave breakbeaf loops to funky and weird loops  Plus loads more.

Volume 7 - Neil Conti's Funky
Drums from Hell
Prefab Sprout's Neil Conti has provided the groove for
such diverse artists as David Bowie, Annie Lennox,
Primal Scream, and Thomas Dolby. The combination of
funky drummer, top engineer, Daniel Lazerus, and
Metropolis' mega -bucks studio has resulted in the most
funky, stylised, classy loops ever recorded. II " the

nh cldenc ,ire,,;
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drums breaks with real attitude sure to become classics. III specially extracted
single hits to customise breaks plus a selection of much sought after hi -hat patterns.

Volume 6 - Norman Cook:
Skip to my Loops
Aside from being Beats International's main mover,
Norman is one of the UK's most successful remixers -
James Brown, Fine Young Cannibals, and Double
Trouble, to name but a few, have all had the treatment. A
massive selection of tempo -grouped, totally devastating
drum and percussion loops project this CD into totally
uncharted territory. Loops range from 84 BPM to

obscenely fast and are complemented by a sensational collection of vocal ad libs,
FX, Basses, Drum & Perc. Hits, Guitar, Reggae, Flute, and Synth samples plus
loads more.  Over 70 minutes of samples  Certainly the classiest dance sample
CD - by miles.

Rhythm of Life

Volume 2 - Danny
Cummings' & Miles Bould's
Rhythm of Life
There's no better percussion CD on the market than this.
Danny and Miles have worked with the likes of Tina
Turner, PSBs, Dire Straits, The Beloved, George
Michael, and Julia Fordham plus countless others.
They two of the best there are and this CD's production

quality shows them off to their best effect. Don't be fooled, this CD is ideal for
almost any music, pop, dance, ambient, new age, it'll add a air of class to anything it
touches. You can't be serious and not have this one. MI .' in tn,

SrpuIonic! IiInt1711. .111.-11011f0,114'71...11', suni, 1.1,',1e111101 -I arc 1)111)(ICI

- SOS, July 92  "The production i> ..nicrI):
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Cf)..lni tho.-e aho nerd ricer'," to a library ot perof.-hfir - 1 uture,Masi,',

\ov 92. IN Around 55 minutes of percussion grooves II Unparalleled performance
and recording quality  RSS Samples plus Mixes  PLUS an extremely
comprehensive collection of single hits and Much More!

alum = - Pete Gleadall's
am ography

Few sts have influenced the path of modern pop music
m than George Michael and the Pet Shop Boys.

enever those guys go into the studio they take Pete
with them. Why? Because he knows what it takes to make
a hit single and he has a sound library built specifically for
that purpose. This CD features 1400 of his best samples,

'everything need except loops'.  "Put ,rnoff. nn tianiplay.,)phn are

41, and owanc,t 111,-f,qic,1 to ,lot ,1,111','Ilf 1111,1111' 1111\ 111,11 a),f,

the ,tyif; nut it t&SI:, Dec 92.  "l-iiimplitAtrupin/ te)11, the

pop ann.!, ,ern tInow.:11 the !no ot IS h' .cf Is 1'1 fin'

.10711,',1 hcord. I 2" SOS  This CD features great synth es, pads

and leads from MKS80's, various Moogs, Prophet V's, etc. but on of this there
are loads of really choice drums and percussion loops, a phenol' al collection of
really kicking guitar samples, amazing string sections, hits, spel choirs, brass,
FXs, Sub -basses, and more! There's even a 15 Meg S1000/11 data section.

11,11,illili'$

Volume 8 - 3) pytzalik's Art of
Sampling
The Art of Noise yPftually invented sampling, this CD
gives you access to the sounds that inspired a generation
of samplists and placed JI at the cutting edge of
innovative sampling. H was also part of the Trevor Horn
production team that delivered such masterpieces as
ABC's Lexicon of Love and Frankie Goes To Hollywood's
Relax and Two Tribes. All the best sounds from JJ's

Fairlight libraries are on this CD - over a decade's worth of PROVEN HIT
MATERIAL. MI lot a collation of- q1,1 and use uble in-/ ifin,'nt-, Cl)

than Future Musk , Apr 11 93. III ' A' e 1r,

101 , I aliu(N,11,11, }lice Ot
Smuple i5' ileston, '' SOS, March 91

Volume 4 - Coldcutts
Kleptomania!
Coldcut can always be found at the cutting edg9pfdance
music. They launched the careers of International Stars
Lisa Stansfield and Yazz. This CD has-been widely
acknowledged as being one of the mast original and
inspirational of it's genre. Get this VS and get ahead of
the crowd. II Col,L -.amples are iwn, ;,,1 and pa, keJ

IWO the ft I Hit, /IC q11,711t11 or the ruusir ,,,meal
match o !at, Nth, CD lepri,ent- dnotlie,

ii, 1 - SOS. N.1,iA 92  The finest selection of ultra -

rare loops ever compiled - over 400 unbelievable loops! U Male & Female Spoken &

Sung Vocals1111Coldcut's Exclusive - Hed & HPN Samples  Superb range of mega

scratches!  Media snatches, FX, Robot Vox  Full selection of drum & per,' samples

II Hits, Stops, Breaks, Synth & Bass samples  BEYOND DESCRIPTION -
HIGHLY USABLE!  Over 1165 Samples, Over 73 minutes

Volume One - Pascal Gabriers Dance Samples
The First. And still one of the best. If you haven't got it yet. where have you been? His work with Bomb The Bass. S-Express. ENIF, Inspiral Carpets, and many more has established Pascal

as one of the UK's most respected Dance Producers/Remixers ,,r Intuuriiiu , , , 0., lrur, ,,,
Gabriel. .coremel, rnried and h 10011, 011,0pint fit 111,11h 1,1,1 ,117 rlre 1,1111d, II 90 10- /-nn,rt° 11,e6 . A,,r 92.

house ,old nee :iii,1111,1 117 I), r .91 WO, 111,11)I, Brit, qt.(' ',ern !itch) ,

Mew,. .,111111,Itild\ 11,.nr hosi, lirrmuny rl ha - SOS. hut, 'W.

Volume Three - David Ruffv's Drum Samples
Unlike most drum sample CDs on the market this one sounds contemporary. It also features a great collection of specially recorded loops. Sinead O'Connor, Mica Paris. Alison Moyet,
Yazz, Nenah Cherry. and many more have chosen Dave to give them the groove, now so can you. qua I it\ r, err, ,p, 'In r/i WI...n, eri bundle, of

110117IPS lovi:..%hould be ,nripped up he 111)111111-11101:;0 snrrtplr n,rnev, Nlolighl ,5/10 - Mute 92 111 "Ro titi,d/1:,racer
Wide i'11110e eel SI\ I i'N , 'now or /vs, km a beat all wo sons. IncludPO4 emulpthnis pl. mow epipPirmly used break, and ,here are nn ,,q,,7011 - SOS. 11m 92 Over 263 hits

and 140 loops, 70:53 minutes. Snares. Kicks, Hats, Toms, and Cymbals. Performance Velocities - 4 or more! Miking Variations. Modern Usable Drum Sounds. RSS Samples. PLUS over

140 brand new hot drums loops - too good to sell! Live & Sequenced Loops! and Much More!

All Producer Series CDs i'.A9,9Fi each including FREE CD!



AMG's Latest & Greatest!
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Volume Twelve - Keith Le Blanc's
Kickin' Lunatic Beats

This volume sets new standards for drum sample CDs. Although Keith is widely acknowledged as virtually inventing
Hip Hop, his work, and this CD, coverfar wider scope. After starting his career as in-house drummer with
Sugarhill records, working on such clap+ s as Grandmaster Flash & Melle Mel's 'The Message', Keith has gone on
to lay down the heat for James Briikvn, REM, The Rolling Stones, Annie Lennox, Seal. 808 State, Malcolm
McClaren, Bomb The Bass. ABC and many more. He has also moved into writing. production and reinixin
working with such artists as Charles & Eddie, Malcolm X, Living Color. The Cure. NIN, and many more. H
found time create the unique sound of Tackhead with Doug Wimbush and Adrian Sherwood. The, erb
performances featured this CD were recorded at Orinoco and Steve Lipson's new personal studio, The arium
so, as you can imag he recording quality is absolutely state-of-the-art. Aside from tons of choice gr (all bpm-
ed as always), w included a comprehensive set of matching single hits so you can create your ow 'ot that there's
much chance ou doing that for a while, because after you hear these Kickin' Lunatic Beats yo going to be using
them for y to come. Killer Drummer, Killer Studios, and Killer Production. This CD kicks a mule!

All Producer Series CDs £49,95 each MASTERBITSEDITIONS SAMPLE CDS AND DAT-RAMS
SPECIAL
BY KLAUS SCHULTZE (£75) and the superb ORCHESTRA CD (£65)

FEATURES NEW SAMPLES! CLIMAX COLLECTION - £45
OUR USUAL HIGH QUALITY! 1 - Vocals 2 - Classic 3 - Guitars 4/Grooves 5 - Violin 6 - Sax (£59)

SAMPLING COLLECTION - £35 each
500 - 600 - 700 - 800 - 900 - 1000+ (£45)
PLEASE CALL FOR FULL DETAILS

WITH ANY PRODUCER SERIES CD PURCHASE
AMG - ALWAYS FIRST,

ALWAYS ORIGINAL, ALWAYS BEST

0252 717333 Fax 0252 737044
Please send cheques or postal orders and although orders are usually cor,leted
within 7 days, 2 days for credit card orders. Or order by phone using: IF

All tradenames are the property of their respectiveBetuase of the copyable ',attire of mt. of our products
all refundslexchenges are at the discretion of AMG. Any person found using pouted yeselons of any of our products
will be pursued to the fullest extent of the law. 'Producer Series. and 'The Soundeundation' are tradenames of
AMG. All prices and specifications are subject to change without prior notificabWilb AMG 1993. Trading address.
no visitors without appointment -]e Broornlesf Road. Farnham, Surrey.

MANY OTHER CDS AVAILABLE FROM AUDIOQUEST, McGILL, ETC.
PLUS EXPANSIONS FROM MUSITRONICS AND EMC MUSIC SOFTWARE

PLEASE CALL FOR M E DETAILS OF ANY CD OR TO REQUEST A COPY OF OUR FORTHCOMING CATALOGUES

Send to: AMG, PO Box 67, Farnham, Surrey GU9 8YR, England
; Please rush me the following items (credit card orders usually shipped same day):
; Quantity Description Unit Price Total

.J Please send me a FREE copy of 'Now that's what I call Sampling!' in respect of above order.
Mr/Mrs/Ms* Initials Surname Order Total:
Address Signature:

Postcode ,-;/Fax
I enclose a cheque/Postal order* for £ payable to 'AMG' or please debit my credit card:
LA Access U Visa Ll Mastercard D Amex / / / Exp: /
All prices include VAT Add £1 for delivery on single items, FREE on 2-, items. Overseas prices are the same as UK.' Delete where applicable.
All stock items are despatched same day on credit card/P0 orders. Allow 7 days for cheque clearance.

Phone Orders: Call 0252 717333 or Fax 0252 737044



A big fat zero
For those MIDI Song File users on
format 0 systems, Heavenly Music
have just completed conversions of
their entire Megga Tracks MIDI
song file library, so now Yamaha's
MDF2 and the likes have access to
nearly 600 top-quality titles. A starter
pack is available from HM for £3
(refundable against your first order
of three or more titles). A utility is

also available for

nd

ssion

or PCs

from heaven
Atari users to convert format 1 MIDI
files to Format 0, priced £12.95.

Also available via HM is the
essential Jarre collection., nine Jean
Michel tracks on one disk configured
for GM/GS compatibility. This costs

£19.95

For more information contact
Heavenly Music, 39 Garden Road,
Clacton on Sea, Essex, C015 2RT,
Tel/Fax: 0255 434217.

Asystem USA h announced the

release of Sotind Impression v3.5,

multimedia software for
Windows 3.1, When combined
with a suitable sound card, Sound

Impression will "transform your
PC into a digital audio and MIDI

production system". The system is
intended to provide a low-cost opportunity for

company presentations4_broadcast and video production, home

recording, games creators, multimedia authors and musicians.

It offers a stereo component rack -mount interface for Wave
recorder/player, MIDI player, CD player and mixing panel. Five

more components are also accessible from the front panel

including the 16 -Track Wave Composer, Session Manager and

MIDI Program panel.

The system features hard -disk recording, editing and mixing

capabilities across 16 edit windows. Among the features
mentioned above is* 16 -Track Wave Composer. This is
similar to a digital audio sequencer, letting you mix any or all

16 tracks of digital audio into a single composition.

r" The system requires a 386 or 486 PC, 4Mb RAM, hard disk,
a Windows compatible sound card, EGA/VGA graphics, Arial

True Type fonrond CD-ROM drive.

Sound Impression has list price of £89 including VAT.

For more information iontact Digital Music, 27 Leven Close,

Chandler's Ford, Hants, 505 3SH, Tel: 0703 252131, Fax:

0703 270405.

Big Red Book 93
If you've ever fancied owning
an up-to-date list of every
musical recording available in

the UK (and a list of the
deletions) then you'll probably

be interested in the Music
Master 1993 Big Red Book. It's

big, it's red and it's the kind of

thing record shops use for
ordering recordings. For

£215 you get a Big Red Book,

free fortnightly updates
including classical information, and a loose -leaf binder.

For more information contact Music Master, Poulton House,

8 Shepherdess Walk, London, N1 7LB, Tel: 071 490 0049,

Fax: 071 253 1308.

Escape to Kentish Town
The Forum at Kentish town has started a monthly club called ESCAPE.

Future Vision Productions, the organisers, describe it as "a progressive

musical and visual extravaganza with elegance". It will mix the finest

in upfront dance music on the main dancefloor accompanied by a
major visual experience mixed live. The upstairs ESCAPE bar offers a

more relaxing alternative with new up-and-coming DJs.

The Forum has a state-of-the-art PA and lights. The four bars stay

open until 2am with drinks "at pub prices, not club prices". There's

even a Haagen Daaz
ice-cream machine for

the real trendies. The
ESCAPE club runs

monthly from 23rd July.

For more information

contact The Forum,
9-17 Highgate Road,
Kentish Town, London

NW5, Tel: 081 960
2225 or 071 284 2200
(box office).

Blue Ribbon service
Owners

of Blue Ribbon Soundworks
software packages Bars and Pipes

Professional and SuperJAM! for the
Amiga may be interested in a new UK
Customer Support Service. Set up to deal

with orders and software enquiries, it's
available to anyone who is in need of any

kind of information regarding Amiga
music software and existing owners of

Blue Ribbon software who are in need of

technical support. A 24 -hour telephone
service is provided, manned during office

hours, and they promise to answer all
calls within four rings!

For more information contact The Blue

Ribbon Soundworks, UK Customer
Support, PO Box 211, Richmond, Surrey,

TW9 3HY, Tel/Fax: 081 332 6959.
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Multimedia 93: showing the way ahead?
Videoconferencing, desktop video,
full -motion video on CD... There can
be no doubt that visuals are the fuel
powering the multimedia engine -
and visuals aplenty were on display at
this year's Multimedia Show, which
took place over 3 days in June in the
spacious surroundings of Earls Court
2.

Notable by their absence were
Apple, Commodore and Philips, all of
whom had prominent stands at last
year's show - maybe they're saving
their pennies for the Consumer
Electronics Show later this year.
However, there were still some 80
exhibitors demonstrating a wide
range of multimedia applications and
services, from interactive training
software to CD-ROM entertainment
software, desktop video editing
systems to desktop videoconfer-
encing systems, optical media
mastering and duplication services to
optical media packaging services,
add-on video boards to plug-in sound
cards, interactive POS (Point Of
Sale) systems to image archiving and
compressing services...

On the desktop video front,
systems included the Fast Video
Machine (Mac and PC), the Radius
VideoVision Studio (Mac),
SuperMac's Digital Film (Mac) and
the Avid Media Composer (Mac).
These are all systems which allow for
the digital capture and editing of
video in the computer domain, and -
with the exception of the high -
end Avid system - they bring
sophisticated facilities to the desktop
for a few thousand pounds.

The Amiga's sole presence at the
Show was in conjunction with the
Videopilot V330 computer -controlled
video editing system. This allows you
to compile video edits and add
special effects to your videos by
remotely controlling a pair of edit
VCRs. A Complete Video Editing
Solution Pack consisting of the
Videopilot V330, an Amiga 1200 with
80Mb hard drive, Scala and D -Paint
software and a user video is available
from distributors Apollo Mercury Ltd
(0792 476076) for £1995 inc VAT. To
that, of course, you'll need to add the
cost of a couple of VCRs and a
camcorder. A PC package is also
available at £2495 inc VAT.

To my mind the most striking
multimedia technology at the
Show was videoconferencing.

stances o

this new technology in action
were provided by VISIT, a £3000
greyscale video system for the Mac
and PC from Northern Telcom, and a
£50,000 colour system from
PictureTel International, who had a
live linkup with their central office
running during the Show.

Holding a remote conversation
with someone on one of these
systems is a strange but captivating
experiencing, a bit like being able to
talk back to your TV (and wouldn't
we all like to be able to do that).
However, there's a lot more to
videoconferencing than being able to
see (and, of course, hear) the person
at the other end of the line - at the
same time you can pass files between
one another and sketch out ideas
together on an onscreen
`whiteboard'.

The possibilities video confere-
ncing opens up for remote
collaborative working are exciting -
as a musician, for example, you could
collaborate with other musicians
anywhere in the world.
Videoconferencing effectively
collapses geographical space;
unfortunately, what it doesn't
collapse is the cost of the phone
calls! Current systems work via
ISDN lines, which are widely
available on current telecomm-
unications systems (basically, they
transfer data digitally at high rates
down existing copper -wire phone
lines).

With the honourable exception of
Roland, who were exhibiting a pre -
release version of their RAP -10 plug-
in GM/GS sound card and MIDI
songfile playback software for the PC
(see news item 'RAPping with

Roland' for more details), the MI
companies stayed away from
Multimedia 93 in droves - which just
goes to show how clued up they are.
Aren't GM modules supposed to be
the hi -tech music companies'
contribution to the multimedia mix?

As it was, the field at Multimedia
93 was largely left open to mass -
market PC sound -card manufacturers
like Creative Labs Inc., the
Singaporean company responsible
for the Blaster series of sound -cards
- including the Wave Blaster GM -
compatible card, which retails
for just £149.95. Westpoint
Creative are the distributors, on
0743 248590.

Although Multimedia 93 wasn't a
huge show, it did provide a very
effective - and very well -attended
- forum for presenting the latest
multimedia developments in
(almost) all their diversity. If there
was a shortcoming, it was the
business orientation of the Show -
consumer applications were all but
ignored, perhaps because absent
companies like Sega, Nintendo,
Philips, 3D0 and the like see the
Consumer Electronics Show as
the right forum for consumer
multimedia.

Also notable was the absence of
any street -level developments
in multimedia, as exemplified, for
instance, by Hex. Unfortunately,
the consequence of such absences
was a shortage of riveting
content - and ultimately it's
content, not form, which
will kick-start the multimedia
revolution.

Save cash and
shoe leather

Going to the Scottish Music Show

or the Scottish Record 'N' Pop
Fair? Why not go to both? It's
dead easy this year as they'll be

in adjacent halls at the SECC
Glasgow on 11th and 12th
September.

And, as an added incentive to

visit the two shows, the organisers

have got together to offer visitors

special discounts on admission

prices. Visitors to the Scottish

Music Show will be given a 50
pence discount on the admission

price to the Record 'N' Pop Fair

while those attending that event

will get £1 off the admission price

to the Scottish Music Show. So, no

excuses really.

For more information contact

Music Maker Exhibitions,
Alexander House, Forehill, Ely,

Cambridgeshire CB7 4AF, Tel:
0353 665577, Fax: 0353
662489.

Hey teachers, leave

those recorders alone!
Are you a music student fed up
with plonking xylophones when
you'd rather be sampling? Or,
are you a secondary scool
teacher baffled by your kids
talking about MIDI, multitracking

or mixing? If your answer to
either of the above is "yes" then

you may be interested in three
new courses offered by the City

of Westminster college. Designed

to meet the needs of secondary

school music teachers, these
courses look at the practical and

theoretical sides of music
technology and its use and
development in the classroom.
The emphasis will be on music
technology as a creative tool and

on giving teachers plenty
of hands-on experience as
well as ideas and inspiration
for encouraging student
composition.

So if you want to get 'with it'

or simply want to drag your
teacher into the twentieth century,

give em a call.

For more information contact

The City of Westminster College,

Paddington Centre, Paddington

Green, London W2 1 NB, Tel:
071 723 8826, Fax: 071 258
2700.
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Two more for
your microwave

Two more sound cards are now available from

Metro Sound for the Waldorf Microwave. Each card

has 64 sounds and 64 multi programmes. They cost

£45 for ROM and £65 for RAM (both

prices including VAT).

For more information contact Metro Sound, 10

Frimley Grove Gardens, Frimley, Camberley,

Surrey, GU16 5JX, Tel/Fax: 0276 22946.

Pek 44446#14
is et s hOnker '

Click on the Word, or
Plc:tures to Corm nue

Looking to get yourself noticed above the
melee of people making music for fun and
profit these days? If so, maybe what you need

is a fresh marketing angle - and one
company have come up with just that.

rGB Image Solutions was founded in 1992

by technical illustrator Terry Burgess and
mechanical engineer Tristan Greatrex to
enable them to pursue their ideas concerning

interactive presentation and entertainment
material. One idea which they've come up
with is the PopDisc, a floppy disk for the
Apple Mac containing textual information on

a group or solo artist together with pictures
and digitised sound - effectively a 'press kit
on a disk'. The company have already
produced 2 PopDiscs, one for the band
Trousershock BC and the other for metal
guitar hero Michael Schenker. The former
includes band photographs and biog, a
discography, a picture of an NME front
cover and a review from the rock weekly,
together with around 1 minute 15 seconds of

recorded music ("resampled to 11kHz in

eScaping
from The

System
Multimedia makes for some
strange bedfellows, it seems.

Take, for instance, videopunk

visionaries Hex (cf. news item

in MT June '93) and consumer

electronics giant Philips. Last

year Hex approached Sandy

Mackenzie, Publishing
Manager of Philips Interactive

Media UK, the branch of
Philips responsible for
developing titles for the
company's CD-i interactive

home entertainment system.

Speaking to MT, Sandy
recalls:

"They showed me the work

they'd done on Global Chaos

a title for Commodore's CDTV

system. Although CDTV was

supposed to be a dirty word
around Philips, I was
intrigued, and asked them to

come up with some ideas
which would play to the

strengths of CD-i."

The result was eScape, a

CD-i disc which has,

according to Sandy,
"generated more column

order to make the file sizes workable")
accompanied by a sequence of animated
video frame -grabs of the band. The Michael

Schenker disk includes the guitarist's
complete discography from 1972 on, details
of his new album, a puzzle section, and a
competition section with CDs of the new
album as prizes for 5 winners; a portion of
the album's first track is also included on the

disk as a sample loop. The company intend to

sell the Michael Schenker PopDisc for £3.50.

Both PopDiscs were produced on an
Apple Mac Ilfx with MacroMedia
MacRecorder, Mass Microsystems
QuickImage frame -grabber, Canon UC10
camcorder and Agfa flatbed scanner
hardware, together with MacroMedia
Director, Adobe Photoshop, Adobe
Illustrator, MacroMedia SoundEdit Pro,
MacroMedia Player and Stuffit DeLuxe
software.

As you might imagine with all this heavy-

duty graphics hardware and software, rGB
also undertake graphic design work; among
their completed projects is the artwork for
Michael Schenker's current solo album.

For more information, contact rGB on
0734 696535.

PHILIPS
inches in the short time since

its launch than almost any
other title on CD-i." eScape
combines dance tracks from
the likes of Irresistible Force,
Eon, Coldcut and B12 with
interactive psychedelic
computer graphics.

So pleased have Philips
been with this addition to their

CD-i catalogue that they
recently held a post -launch
launch party for it at hip
London club Ministry of
Sound. The corporate bullshit
was put on hold for the night
(ie. no boring speeches and
market analyses from grey -

suited drones), and the

assembled throng of media
types got down to some
serious networking while
downing copious amounts of
psycho -active 'smart' drinks
and experiencing eScape in
the sort of setting it's ideally

suited to, complete with large

video wallscreen and pumping

club sound system.

"We are so excited by the
possibilities shown by eScape

that we've commissioned two

more titles from Hex," says
Sandy. "Although we gave
them some technical support

on the first disc, they're
already pretty much self-

sufficient in CD-i now, and

they're developing the next
two titles themselves. These
will explore the further -flung

corners of ambient and techno

music, and will give fans of
Hex's style of visuals a chance

to peer further into the darker

recesses of their imaginative
world."

Sandy adds that the work
with Hex is just part of a
range of music titles he's
currently developing at Philips
Interactive.

"You'll soon be hearing
quite a lot about a title from
indie label Rhythm King," he

says, "and in the pipeline are

some fascinating titles which
will bring all the features of
synths and sequencers and a

video editing toolkit to a CD-i

player near you!"

So, forget all those boring
golf games, encyclopedias
and the like - CD-i is

connecting with the fast-
moving, mashed -up culture of

the streets.

For more information on
CD-i, eScape and upcoming
titles, contact Philips Interactive

Media UK at 188 Tottenham
Court Road, London W1 P 9LE,

Tel: 071 331 1369, Fax: 071
580 6757.
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Due soon fro kstat

essentially a cheaper version of the 01/W. Features
include 32 -voice polyphony, a 61 -note dynamic
keyboard, 6Mb PCM ROM, 200 internal RAM and 136

internal ROM Programs, 200 internal RAM

Combinations, a built-in 2DD floppy disk drive with
Standard MIDI File compatibility, and a 1 6-trac
onboard sequencer with a 32,000 -note
capacity. The 136 ROM Programs form a
General MIDI -compatible sound set, with 1 28

individual sounds and 8 drum kits for MIDI

songfile compatibility.

To introduce the new synth Korg are also

bringing out a mixed- mode CD which
contains 9 music tracks created using the X3,

playable on any standard CD player, and 1
CD-ROM track, for which you'll need an
Apple Mac computer with 4Mb RAM, a
colour monitor and, of course, a CD-ROM

drive.

Of course, not every potential X3 buyer has

a Mac, let alone a CD- ROM drive, so this is

something of a trail -blazing move on Korg's
part; however, the demand for Macs and for

CD-ROM drives is growing all the time (you

try getting hold of an Apple CD300 CD- ROM

drive - there's a waiting list of several weeks

for the damn things).

So what does the CD- ROM track give you?

Well, in addition to an explanatory 'Read Me'

file, you get an illustrated, interactive
onscreen guide to the features and
capabilities of the X3, and a 'remote control'

program for the music tracks (which can be

played via the CD-ROM drive's audio
outputs). Some of the demo songs have been

annotated by their composers to provide
specific information on the techniques and sounds which

were used in their production ie. you click on art
onscreen button at a particular point in the music and the

Mac program presents you with the appropriat
information.

Could this be the future of product promotion for

companies?

For more information, contact Korg (UK) Ltd at

The Crystal Centre, Elmgrove Road, Harrow, Middles

HAI 2YR, Tel: 081 427 5377.

Transparent
sampling for

the Amiga
Silica Systems have just announced details t"

of a new 8 -bit Amiga sound sampler, the
Great Valley Products (GVP) DSS 8+. Silica

are aiming it at "more serious users of

sound samplers" who aren't happy with
their existing set up but can't afford to pay

See-through sampling from Silica

the higher prices of 16 -bit samplers. It comes

with a wide selection of software including a

sequencer and control software allowing the

DSS 8+ hardware to be accessed from other

applications and other sampler software
titles.

The hardware includes automatic channel

switching, a programmable low pass filter
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and a built-in mixer. This is mounted in an
unusual see through case allowing users to

see all the intricate bits 'n' pieces. The DSS

8+ costs £69 inlcuding VAT.

For more information contact Silica
Systems, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Road,
Sidcup, Kent, DA1 4 4DX, Tel: 081 309
1 1 1 1, Fax: 081 308 0608.

WCKU UdStdrd'S

on ni5 WdUl.

Bloody nice bloke that Vince, all his
royalties from the CD will go to chariddy classic synths as the ARP2600,

VCS3, MiniMoog, Emulator
Modular and Oberheim Xpander. The synth drums and percussion
used on Erasure's recent Chorus Tour are also thrown in. The CD
runs for more than 70 minutes and costs £49.95.

AMG are also currently running a 'Buy three get one free' offer
on their other Producer Series CDs. Since they are also giving a
free NOW demo CD away with every order, you effectively get five
CDs for the price of three. The offer lasts until the end of August.

For more information, contact AMG at PO Box 67, Farnham,
Surrey GU9 8YR, Tel: 0252 717333, Fax: 0252 737044.

Vince Clarke's sample CD -
the latest in the Producer
series from AMG - is due out

this month. Subtly titled Lucky
Bastard, the CD features
analogue -man Clarke's
favourite bits, recorded during
April this year at his studio in

Amsterdam. Included are such

Music to MII1
Producing musical notation from MIDI data is

has been with us for some years: those who
can't read music can fool their friends or music

teachers into thinking they're experts by
converting their MIDI compositions to scores in

an instant. Now, you can do it the other way
around with MIDISCAN from Digital Music, a

PC software package that converts printed
sheet music into type 1 (multi -track) MIDI files

by scanning the printed music. Once scanned,

the music can be edited and then converted

into standard MIDI file format for use in your
MIDI sequencing or notation software.

MIDISCAN is available at a special launch

price of £195 + VAT -a saving of £90 against

the list price of £285 + VAT.

For more information contact Digital Music

at 27 Leven Close, Chandor's Ford, Hants,
SO5 3SH, Tel: 0703 252131, Fax: 0703
270405.



Suckon this
It's the ad on everyone's lips; the perfect

attention -seeking statement, symbolising

yoof, rebellion and, er...female bits.
Fantazia, Britain's most successful 'legal'

rave organisation, have been showing
their nipples around the country in an

advertising campaign for their new
compilation double -album which features

some of the best acts from their many
raves. Twice as Nice follows their

FA

TWICE AS NICE
4,,,41Aibunt Dian Mix OT PFIkeiaeYNk And.Pa_

successful first album, Fantazia - The First Taste. It features 10 artists who've all contributed previously unreleased

material. Included are Rat Pack, Sunset Regime, DJ Vibes, PSI, Transhuman, Nicky Mac and Shake Ya Bones.
Orca provide a whole five -track side of ambient music for the album, completing an aural experience that should
satisfy most taste buds.

For more information contact Fantazia dio Mark Borkowski PR, 21 Conduit Place, London, W2 1HS, Tel: 071
262 5005, Fax: 071 262 1247

Travels in
HyperSpace
"We are a loose alliance of people involved in

integrated and interactive media production.
We are committed to increasing knowledge and

awareness of digital media through arts,
educational projects and events."

So runs the press release/manifesto from
HyperSpace, an independent and self- financing

group operating out of the unlikely setting of the

Regent Palace Hotel in London - also,
coincidentally, the venue for hip London club
Knowledge.

HyperSpace organise meetings to exchange

ideas and information related to the production

of digital media. As well as covering such topics

as animation, sound production, graphic design

and hypermedia, they discuss the cultural and

social implications of these developments. They

also produce HyperSpace, a magazine on a
disk which is intended to provide a base for
people to show innovative and creative work.

"If you are producing or thinking of
becoming involved in multimedia production,
check us out," say HyperSpace.

If you want more information or want to be
included on their mailing list, write to Tony Hall,

HyperSpace, Regent Palace Hotel, Piccadilly
Circus, London W1A 4BZ, Tel: 071 439 1934,
Fax: 071 287 0238.

RAPping
with Roland

On display for the first time at this year's Multimedia Show

was the RAP -10, a Roland GS sound module on a plug-in

card for the PC. It features 300 CD -quality sounds and

independent 2 -track recording to hard disk with 8- or 16 -bit

sampling in mono or stereo. This allows singing/dialogue

recording and simultaneous music playback, as the RAP -10

also comes with software providing playback of MIDI files

as well as sample editing on a PC running Windows 3.1.

For more information contact Roland, Rye Close, Ancells

Business Park, Fleet, Hants, GU13 8UY, Tel:0252 816181,

Fax: 0252 812879.

The Palace Zaandam, Holland (above) and the Venue
Dundee get George's treatment

Sony's
free hour
Sony have slashed the price of their

Metal-XR tapes in a new promotion

aimed at giving consumers a feel
for the tape.

Described by Sony as "ideal for
CD recording' , the tape has also
been praised in the hi fi press,

SON
mli ..111 r 41

Ci

Two tapes for the price of on mia-
guarter...or something.,

votql 13154tMetal Tape by What
,OHi-ti magsaz,ine in 1991 and
1992 ,

The 'price for a two pack of 90 -

minute tapes will be £3.99 until the
end of August - £2 less than
normal, so you effectively get three

hours for the price of two.

For more information contact
Sony, Sony House, Soth Street.
Staines, Middlesex, TW18 4PF, Tel.

0784 467000 Fax: 0784 463278.

George tries a new angle
ABQ is a new lighting design company run by George

Ashley-Cound, previously Director of Design with Light

Angles. ABQ London offers a lighting design service

for touring light shows and installation, if required.
George is best known for his design work on The
Empire, Leicester Square, Nik Kershaw's world tour,

Motorhead's lighting and the visuals at the Garden
Club, Covent Garden.

For more information contact ABQ, 73 Woodlands,

Harrow, Middx HA2 6BN, Tel/Fax: 081 866 6202.

groupNew for I Js
It seems that certain people within the

music industry are finally realising
that your average DJ knows a thing

or two about music. The Association

of Disc Jockeys has been founded to

give recognition and raise awareness

of how important the DJ is to the
industry. The ADJ will enable

members to be aware of changes in

the marketplace, including new
equipment, job opportunities etc.
They are also hoping to provide
assistance to the professional DJ on

all aspects of the industry through a

series of workshops and regular
newsletters. A series of competitions

are planned to find out the best DJ
within several music categories with

an annual awards ceremony to
announce the winners.

The annual membership fee will be

£25 but further incentives to join
include discounts at certain music, hi-

fi and clothing shops and discounts

at various nightclubs and on travel.
Quite literally great!

For more information contact:
ADJ, Queens House, 1 Leicester
Place, Leicester Square, London
WC2H 7BP, Tel: 071 434 2000, Fax:

071 287 2658.
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1-1CoNosf TO SAMIP L. I N
BUY ANY 3 AUDIO CDs (MINIMUM ORDER VALUE £119), AND GET A 4TH CD OF YOUR CHOICE FREE (VALUE UP TO £49.95)

11111

NEW!
71170-G

irclirrRpCe
49.95

FROM THE SOUNDS OF THE UNDERGROUND
TO THE SOUNDS OF THE CHARTS!

TECHNOTRANCE brings you all the classic synth & FX sam-
ples you need, each presented with a short demo so you can
hear just how effective these samples are before you even
sample them, making Technotrance the most instantly usable
sample CD ever released!

These are the sounds you always wished you had, arranged in
logical easy -to -find sets, with accompanying advice for using
the sounds effectively.

1. Classic Rave Synths, Special Rave FX, and Rave & Hardcore Basses.
Experience the sheer power of these sounds - "Only for the
Headstrong!" 2. Progressive House Hooks and Top Twenty Stabs.
Put any of these sounds against a good beat and you'll have instant
success - the sounds that stay in people's minds so that they'll be able
to remember your track after first hearing it in a club, shop or on the
radio. Strictly for the Dancefloor! 3. Techno Synth FX & Chords and
Techno Piano Chords. Weird & Wonderful synth FX to add spice to
your track! 4. Breakdown Pads. Choice of dreamy chords and single
notes. 5. Cross -faded Trancers, and Filtered Synths & Basses. Get
some "movement" into your tracks with these PROGRESSIVE
sounds. 6. Acid Basses & Bubblers, and Talking Basses. The language

of Acid from A to Z and more. 7. Top -end Tinklers, and Euro-style
Synths. The sounds to give your mix that cutting edge - a good bal-
ance to the unconventional - very Trancey! 8. Analog Corner.
Selection of old Wasp, Moog, ARP, and Juno Straight -off -the -Wall
Synth FX. 9. Shattering Sub Basses. Watch the speakers!! 10. Classic
House & Garage FX. Stab piano, Organs & Sax, and Garagey organ
chords. Only the Most Essential! 11. Industrial FX. Assortment of
"Klings & Klangs". 12. Ambient Atmospheres. Dreamscapes etc. 13.
Ethnic Experiences. "Progressive Percussion, Synths & FX. A touch of
the exotic and very NOW! 14. Effected Drums. Reverberated snares,
Flanged hats, - NOT an old beatbox collection!

PRODUCED FOR TIME+SPACE BY M.J. DUNNE
OF RONJON PRODUCTIONS

Zero -G
Masterclass
Series

THE ;a HN4C Hi113415rflEATS-&-VOCALS SAMPLE -CD PRO-
TALC:ED BY THE PARADISE ORGANISATION:

"Essentlatitor%&clued-up dance samplist... Vital & fresh samplei... diverse,
origirWILwell-regorded... Go out and buy this. If you are subsequently dis-

ap tee, get,odbipf the datice-scene, you philistine!' (Sound on Sound,
UK). hugsmllectlir of ethnic rhythm loops, percussion, vocals and

eff for dance producers, remixers, Ns and artists, including:
 AFRO -LATIN BREAKS, ORIENTAL LOOPS AFRICAN BEATS  RARE
ETHNIC PERCUSSION AI PERCUSSION LOOPS  TRIBAL CHANTS 

UNUSUAL ORIEN I AI TO( ALS' MINI{ FLUTES AND OTHER
INSTRUMENTS FULLY INDE XFD  ETC, ETC.

Some initial user reactions :"Very useful progressive House - just what I
was looking for" (Judge Jules, Kiss'FM, London). "Mental - I'll never buy

another record" (Phil Perry, Diliremixer). "Wicked breaks & ethnic
loops" (Leftfield).

G
TC) 011 ITAL.

£49.95 =Zs.' .""7.!=:,J7".!".1:4"7.j.i....

NEW from Voltage ktustt-J absiButely superb Skt -
believe us this will b a minnerTIVg been corAptled from the liestol" '
classic & s ontempor inst anoint panning thrpase decades:
 Both Analog and di tal' synths ing Modulators  Guitars using
E -Bow  Samplers,* coders & ohtboard FX  118iod blowiagklec,
tronic loops'& arpe i bins pads & Textual&  Unique
treated analog drum- nsurpassedYrance & ambient tones

-chords  Combined na & digital layers  High standard, ofbasses
& leads  Inude W AVPS' data. from Moog,'SO & Rgjind -
easily create your:nevi-I Iliu 'ng sounds  List of old synths used is
endless  An extremely we -documented & pres'ented product
 If you only buy one Glassi analog CD snake sure itsrthis one!!

ZERO -G

Groove
C nstruchon

bfb 1:1(111!11

BE MO5111131

HE SAMPLE -r P PACKAGE THAT TEACHES YOU HOW
TO CREATE OFESSIOCL DANCE RHYTHM TRACKS
ONLY £ t 5 including CD01, MIDI -file diskette.
What use Di sequence withouT the right sounds? What usO
are great without great sequencest Imagine you were all
to break do sic loops and breakbeats, and then refine th

the exact needs of your track.
OVE CONSTRUCTION you can!

'ell organised, Imperbly documented... well up to T+ usual
ndard... helps promote individuality... it you're loolying for a set

ops with which you can mess around and leave something of
wn identity, this is definitely the CO for you." (Music

gv).

By analysing the grooves, you can understand the erences and
definitions: how House differs from Garage; how *p Hop drum
groove differs from a New lack Swing groove; w type of sounds
to use on a Streetsoui rhythm and how true T Imo differs from
Rave. And at the same time give yourself th ools to create pro-
fessional quality rhythm tracks!

This CD/MIDI-file package co rs all the
current dancefloor gr

I: TT( HNC) / EURO. 2: NAVE/
/ GARAGE.

6: 70's

Each set
style. You
are mapped onto
tern data) on
based se'
are used in ear

,es:
°CORE. 3: HOUSE

. 5: STREETSOUL.
WING / 11.S. DANCE.

and the 25 best samples for that
dividual sounds in the order they

en the MIDI sequence (rhythm pat-
dard MIDI file for any Atari or Mac-

derstand booklet shows what samples
e to map the samples on the keyboard,

and the names of the tracks containing the relevant data -
straight-foward, logical, yet so powerful. No sound appears in more
than one percussion set, and where possible, the position of each per-
cussion instrument un the keyboard conforms to MIDI General
Standard.

THE SOUNDS THAT WORK AND
TI E RHYTHMS THAT MATTER!

PROP )1 ( liMi+SPACE BY M.1. DUNNE OF RONJON PRODUCTIONS

DANC

Industr[61

f49.95

VIVCLitiliuiii lug

"THIS IS ONE MOTHER OF A SAMPLE CD,
GO OUT AND BUY IT NOW!"

(Review - Music Technology, UK).
ALL NEW AND ORIGINAL LOOPS

 OPTIONAL MIDI -FILE FLOPPY DISK OF
SEQUENCES  ALL STEREO  INDEX

POINTS FOR ALL SAMPLES
 OVER 550 INDIVIDUAL SAMPLES

Available on audio CD or CD-ROM. Features include abil-
ity to load many of the loops into any sequencer from
optional midifile disk so you can change individual sam-
ples in a loop; change the tempo without changing the
pitch; cut and paste loops together etc. Some loops even
created by heavy industrial machinery!

REVIEWS: "Get hold of this CD - you really do owe it to
yourself." (Music Technology, UK). "An education in
itself.., a hands-on insight into how the pros do it... lives
up to expectations... pristine quality... a chance not to be
missed." (Sound -on -Sound, UK).
"A hard fist -full of deadly loops & hard -edged percussion
to give your tracks attitude" (Future Music Magazine, UK)

Great new prices" AUDIO CD: £49.95 including mid-
ifile disk - please state ATARI or MAC. CD-ROM: £199
(AKAI or SampleCell formats). NEW! Limited Edition (100
Megs) Akai CD3000 version of the CD-ROM just released
- only £139.00 . (Dance/Industrial Vol. 2 coming soon!!
Every loop will have a MIDI file - release approx July. 93).

THE SEQUEL TO THE
X -STATIC GOLDMINE:

f79.00
THE WAIT IS COVER !!
The first in a new series of sample -CDs from POLESTAR MAGNETICS
(the Company who gave you the X -STATIC GOLDMINE, a top -rated
international success). XL -1 is a new concept - a brave attempt to
make it easier for you to judge a sample's character, groove & feel by
presenting them in unique "CONSTRUCTION KITS" as well as "the
traditional way". By giving you both these systems we believe you get
a complete 'Tool -Box" of Dance -Samples plus freedom & flexibilty to
work the way that suits you the best.
HERE'S A QUICK RUN-DCII

FIRST CD OF THIS DD
Construction Kits: Each has 30 Sample's (Loops, Drones, Bass, lnstr,

Vox, FX etc). As shown in the short Demo of each track, all samples

work in a musical context and at the given RPM. Lots of effort & time
went into these tracks to give you the inspiration & feel of all the dif-
ferent sounds, styles & moods.  Drum & Percussion: In total 360
samples of all types, all originating from Dance Trax of all eras.
 DAT back-up Section No. 1: All the drum & percussion sounds
from tray 61-90 of the CD, sampled & mapped for the AKAI 51000 &
S3000 samplers. Ready to play!
AND ON THE SECOND CD.... Hiphop/perc. loops/rare grooves from jazz
to funk. Relaxed & kicking.  Tekno/house Loops: hardcore breaks &
pounding housebeats. For clubland & ravers  Rolls & Breaks: Ragga,
Funk & Jazz Breaks to spice up your beats.  lazz & Funk Bass:
Acoustic & electric tones & loops. for solid foundations

 Bass Synths & Techno Loops: sub & dub basses, Rave Riffs, Acid
Loops & Garage Samples.  Funky Stuff: Hammond, Leslie, Rhodes,
Pianos, Clavinets, Funky Guitars, Sax, Trumpet, Horns, Stabs &
Squeals  Chords, Sweeps & Pads: A Huge Collection of Tekno
Chords, Bleeps & Trance Tones. Analog Sweeps and Chill -Out Pads.
From The Frantic to The Frail.  Fx & Vox: Wails, Shouts, Chants,
Mystique, Spins & Bangs, to mention a few.  DAT Back -Up Section
No. 2: All the Drum Loops from Trax 1 to 30 of the CD, sampled &
mapped for the AKAI 51000 & S3000 SAMPLERS. Ready to play!

In Total More Than 2500 Samples - MASSIVE !
and ONLY £79.00 for both CDs! CD ROM version coming!

Bob
Clearmo'

f49.95 $1
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The most unique and innovative feature of DRUMS II is

ability-tiolay the sampleskilliklgRUF-DINAMICS
cially when triggered by pads). Most of the sounds on
DRUMS II were recorded with SOFT, MEDIUM and HARD
hits to enable complete control over the dynamics of the
performance. UsualtUfnly a single sample is adjusted in
level in your sampler to imitate dynamics. However, a drum
sounds completely different when hit soft, medium or hard.
Capturing these differences in the recording is the only way
to provide true dynamic control and SOUNDS THAT
MATCH the performance.
The CD features hundreds more brilliantly recorded drums
(some processed with the famous Clearmountain touch) and

- loads of crisp new cymbals-rk hifints. Now . ,

"Due to ( learmountain's immaculate recording techniques
--amfelear-tinderstandirrrofsampfirtg-mteneitirrOw

Drititt, II is top of the heap. 10/10 for quality AND seler -
lion." (Ke board USA
Also still available: the very highly respect & essential
Vol. I "DRUMS 1" and Vol. 2 "PERCUSSION' & BASS",
still only £49.95 each (Also available on CD-ROM in AKAI,

formats, o y



TIE -1-1 NI I 4C-.) LCD -F?
OR BUY ANY 3 CD-ROMs (MIN. ORDER VALUE £595), AND GET A 4TH CD-ROM OF YOUR CHOICE FREE (VALUE UP TO £199)*

FOR A LIMITED PERIOD ONLY, SO GET YOUR ORDER IN QUICK!

Barba c,a pow'

nnerldin's
MOND

100's of uniq Hammond B3 organ grooves,
Barbara Denne in's organ technique is legenda
attraction at maj Jazz Festivalk worldwide, she's
series of albums o high interna nal repute. This
in line with that I end. We a talking world -
funk!! - her rhythm, eel, drive & ve canno
features: House & t hno inspira ; a
pled Hammond 123 s nds with & h. Led!
data hack -up section r Akai plete
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KILLER
HORNS

COMING SOON NE 93) on normal audio CD(£49.95) AND
on special 'Mixed e' CD- Ikp Only E139.00)! This brass samplt.

k collection, put toge r by Germany, is sure to become
! a standard studio Beni for R&B, Punk an Soul production! And get this

- incredibly, the CD-ROM version is a "MiAeN Mode" -r -ROM - it is a
combined version of an audio CD (45 min) and CD-RO 170 Meg),
and is formats/- Akai, Emu Ell!, or Ens° Albie
Donnelly;Liverpool, b ndleader of "Supercharge an. dio
professional, has pulled ou II /he stops for this project. All Maten
original, and includes h itriufs 'of Riffs, licks, Shots, Stabs, Falls
Swells. Also complete ti s, and a wide variety of tones. The ini-
five horn sample CD r Vance-orientaleli production. Alto-, Tenor
Baritone -Sax, Tr on., & Trumpet. ABbie invited many of the worl
best horn players pa icipate in this CD!

112...-4 AT  S BEST2

NOW ALSO ON AKAI CD-ROM!!
Produced by lifelong funk -head 1,1LFID NASLAS
irnt Clenwrivc Settartz D FOR

OilerEASIC DANCE Gurrfiel
Rmen atic:6 ErttoTs

"Meticulously prepared & presented... virtually noiseless...
engineering & playing first class... cool, fresh & funky... a
definitive collection... the best I've heard.., light years
ahead of the previous competition" (Sound on Sound, UK).

"Irresistibly catchy stuff... pulsating riffs just begging to be put over a
thumping dance beat... will crop up on countless chart & club hits."
(CU Amiga, UK). "Zero -G's Funk Guitar is, with distinction, the best
sampling CD at the moment" (Keyboards, Germany)
Guitar rhythms, timbres & FX from cool & slinky to hot & bothered,
from the mellow chug of early 03's incl. many different 'wah' sounds
through 70's Fusion & Disco, incl. the 'Talkbox', to the cutting 80's
dance sounds, and new programmed off-the-wall FX, incl. robot -type

sounds, vocoded guitar, & rhythmic gating loops. The warm open
sound of classic funk/dance, recaptured by using the guitars, amps,

and FX of the period. CD-ROM version out now!! - includes 30%
extra material - an unbeatable guitar resource for discerning studio
professionals.

 WIDE VARIETY OF TEMPOS (EIPMs GIVEN)  ULTI-
MATE SELECTION OF CLASSIC GUITARS & AMPS USED 

1, 2, & 4 BAR LOOPS  ALL ORIGINAL MATERIAL 
METICULOUS AUDIO QUALITY  1244 SAMPLES (1700

on CD-ROM)  79 MINUTES TOTAL
Authentic rawness & totally indispensable for anyone in a
funk groove. Audio CD £49.95, Akai CD-ROM £199.00

T LOCKS
t ng
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BEAT BLOCKS

Optional Groove Templates &

Clyde Stubblefield - The Funky Drummer on
James Brown's biggest hits!

Offering a new technology to marry MIDI to Audio: DNA Groove
Templates. Each loop has an accompanying set of DNA Groove
Templates, which are Quantize Templates for popular sequencers,
and they lock events in the MIDI world to THE PRECISE FEEL of
Clyde's playing in the real world. No more moving of individual
notes clock by clock to get them in the groove.

IF YOU THINK CLYDE WAS HOT BACK IN '69, HANG
ONTO YOUR HATS - HE'S EVEN HOTTER NOW!

(please specify ATARI, MAC, or IBM PC format).

DNA BEAT BLOCKS
featuring

Wilson,

f54.95

BEAT BLOCKS
Grofrve Construction Kit

FUNKY DRUMS FROM HEAVEN

I-If/1 !URINE
WILSON LAURENCIN

..

RIM

Optional Groove Templates & MIDI -file disk: £5

FUNKY DRUMS FROM HEAVEN!
Slamming playing, 78 mins., 550 live drum loops (all -
original), complete with revolutionary DNA Groove
Templates AND midi -files for EVERY loop. Wilson is defi-
nitely one of the funkiest & most technically proficient
drummers we've ever heard. His ability to play simulta-
neously with both style & aggression gives each loop a
unique distinctive character. A very wide variety of
sounds & combinations, from crystal clear kits to massive
& daring effects, using top-notch outboard gear. Includes
useful tips on drum arranging.

1

DNA BEAT BLOCKS
featuring

ARMANDO BORG

Percussion
Incognito

f54.95 EJEsel

DMA

PERCUSSION INCOGNITO

fEflIgH I 6

ARMAN DO BOR
Optional Groove Templates & MIDI -file disk: £5

Thlsthird & final package in the Beat Blocks series will
be immensely successful sin e it fills a big gap in the

large-Incredible musical versatility,44448,.
average producer's sample rep oire. Key features are-

.selection, masterful playing, over 5 percussion loops,
With tempos ranging from 50 to 170 bpm!!

. ,.- ' Armando Borg is a master percus-
sionist of the highest order. With

his knack for subtlety & inven-
tion, this is by far the best col-
lection of percussion grooves

ever assembled. Armando plays
stylish impossible -to -program

patterns with Agogos, Bongos,
Cabasa, Congas, Clave, Cowbells,

Guiros, Maracas, Pani ros, Rain Sticks, Shaker, Shakerays,
Tambourine, Timbale, Triangle, Woodblocks, + other misc.

instruments. Patterns offer a wide variety of styles & tefn-
pos, & offer a much greater degree of versatility than drum
grooves. For example, often the same pattern can be used
in House, Reggae, Soca, Techno, Calypso, Latin, Jazz, Soul

Ballad, Rap or Fusion this is a CO for everyone.

The optional floppy disk
contains DNA Groove Templates (i.e. quantise
templates for use with Steinherg'Cubase, so you
can match the timing of your own programmed
midi parts to the feel of Borg's live 'playing in
the percussion loops) and MIDI -files (standard
files of every loop for you to load into ANY
sequencer, which provide a very accurate
programmed representation of Armando Borg's
natural playing).
(please specify ATARI, MAC, or IBM PC format).

HYPER-
DANCE

CD-ROM

£199.00

!HYPER DANCE

500 Mega -byte CD-ROM in Akai S1000/3000
series format: "HYPERDANCE" contains the
best of the sounds from the popular German
"Looping" audio CD, and the newly released
"Clockwork", and "Voice Spectral" audio CDs

(Best Service, Germany), plus 30% new mater-
ial . 500 Mb for only £199.

Special limited offer - purchasers of Hyperdance or Hyperspace
are eligible to buy an Apple "CD150" CD-ROM player from us

(excluding SCSI cable) for only £99.00 ex VAT !!

HYPER -
SPACE

CD-ROM

£199.00 0401 1')R "!'b
...

"HYPERSPACE" contains the best of the sounds
from the equally popular German "Bizarre
Planet", "Science Fiction", and "Sound Collection"
audio CDs (Best Service), plus 50% new material
including construction sets, freshly -recorded
orchestra stabs, etc. - over 500 Mb!
Fantastic material for those needing general
sound effects and atmospherics for film and
soundtrack productions, or multimedia.

r);tN Et\ F

f199.00
The DOOMSDAY

UNQUESTIONABLY THE FASTEST, MOST POWERFUL & (OMPRE-
HENSIVE DANCE PRODUCTION WEAPON EVER CREA1 E D. LIVER

3250 SAMPLES KEYBOARD -MAPPED AND READY TO LOAD INTO
YOUR AKAI S1000/1100 SAMPLER.

We are talking FAST creativity - the way it should be.
Imagine you want to find a good vocal sample to use as a hook - just
press a button and there's a different one on every key of the key-
board! - ready to try out against your track. Or imagine being able to
find the right loop or snare for a particular project in seconds by
instantly loading up huge banks of proven sounds - one to every key.
All the hard work has been done, giving you the creative freedom
you've always dreamed of. Immediate access to the entire contents of
the most highly -acclaimed dance sample library in the world. Quite

simply, no other sample library has achieved so many stunning
reviews in the world's hi -tech music press. Any producer or remixer in
possession of this product will definitely be in hot demand.

 DETAILED SAMPLE AND PROGRAM LIS
KEYBOARD AND READY TO LOAD STRAIC

REVIEWS: "A REFERENCE AGAINST WHICH ALL SIMILAR SAMPLE-
CDS MUST BE LUDGED...UNRESERVEDLY EXCELLENT...THE MOST
COMPREHENSIVE DANCE SAMPLE RESOURCE IN
CIRCULATION...AMMUNITION FROM THE FRONT LINE...UNBE-
LIEVABLY VALUABLE..." . "THE GREATEST
SAMPLING TOOL EVER RELEASED TO THE PUBLIC!"
Musk Report, "AS A SOURCE OF SOUNDS AND INSPIRA-

TION, ZERO -G REALLY WORKS"
DON'T GET LEFT BEHIND... The CD-ROM market is exploding - we
strongly advise getting a CD-ROM drive for your sampler if you
haven't already done so - there are so many new CD-ROM titles immi-
nent. We offer the whole range of low-priced DAC drives,
TRADE-IN YOUR DATAFILE CDs S I.r -:/ O -ROM
We'll give yo £25 each for them!! We want you to appreciate the
speed and power of this library in its full ready -to -load form. lust send
us your CDs with your order, and include payment for the difference.
Special limited offer - purchasers of the Zero -G Datafile CD-ROM are
eligible to buy an Apple CD150"CD-ROM player from us (excluding

SCSI cable) for only £99.00 ex VAT !!



A KORGLWRVESTRTION

On the right is what we said

in our review of Korg's
Wavestation SR modul
back in the January '93
issue - and now you have

chance to win an SR for
yourself in our exclusive
competition!

Features of the Wavestation SR include:

* Advanced Vector Synthesis

*32 -voice polyphony

*55 digital effects programs

*24 -bit effects processing

*484 samples and single -cycle
waveforms

*8 ROM Banks, 3 RAM Banks

*550 Performances

*385 Patches

*352 Wave Sequences

*card storage of Performances
Patches and Wave Sequences

As usual, all you have to do to stand a

chance of winning is answer three

outrageously simple questions:

"IN A SYNTH WORLD DOMINATED

BY SAMPLE -BASED INSTRUMENTS,

THE WAVESTATION HAS BEEN THE

PROVERBIAL BREATH OF FRESH

AIR. BY PLACING THE EMPHASIS

ON ABSTRACT WAVEFORMS AND

WAVE SEQUENCES AS OPPOSED

TO IMITATIVE SAMPLES, IT HAS

OPENED UP A DIFFERENT SOUND

WORLD FOR ADVENTUROUS

MUSICIANS TO EXPLORE... THE

WAVESTATION SR... MAKES THE

IDEAL COMPANION FOR A MORE

CONVENTIONAL SAMPLE -BASED

INSTRUMENT."

1. How many U high is the

° Wavestation SR?

2. Which Korg synth shares its name

with a well-known British motorway?

3. What is the name of Korg's newest

workstation synth (it's in the mag -
somewherel)?

Write your answers on a postcard
together with your name, address and

telephone number and send your entry to:

Wavestation SR Competition

MT

Alexander House

Forehill

Ely

,Cambridgeshire CB7 4AF

Our Automatic Multiple Entry Detector

is infallible and has been programmed

to terminate all offenders with extreme

prejudice. You have been warned. As

always, the Editor's decision is final,

and no correspondence or telephone

calls will be entered into. We're busy

too, you know.

16
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TIME+SPACE - THE W se
870681

LIBRARIES ON CD & CD-ROM

Clockwork

[f39.95
4r,

srQUNs B0

box

NEW FROM BEST SERVICE IN GERMANYCLOCKWORK CI)
Get some new -style rhythms in your track nosy! Mechanical

atmos, metallic/percussive sounds, ticking clocks, -time" pads,
industrial sequences, techno drum, rhs thrill, machine loops etc.
"Will give your music a truly original taste .. rim h stereo imaging
throughout... all the net it...try sounds to 011.41 L 11.,t rhythmic tex-

tures that'll keep any club pumping till dativrt... a serious must for
any techno-industrial imposer's timbral arsenal." (Keyboard,

t IS Al. "lindoillited source of inspiration for some future dance
iimmter" (Sound on Sound, UK)

\F IC

pec[r

f39.95

Voice
Spectigl

\t XX I ROM BEST SERVICE I \ caKmANY

ON LIZ 1000 OR/G/\ IL VOCAL A \HIES
reat ethnic vocale, loroded manipulations, dynamic

hoots, female & male choirs and tones, vocoder pads,
;Irking vocals, stat-singing, gospel inflections, vocal
ercusion. Lomputer generated soil es, 60.5-sets,human
rooves, slapsticks, voice transformation, teal resyn-
esis etc. Beet mai CO ell the market! In a nutshell,
is CO e,ener0113k captures the diversity of the human

ois.e. (Keyboard, USAl. slot Loge of dii-
rent recordine,.... very musical,
en cell-tecnrded. ifforne+StodioltTcordin,g,

What's

I IF/
the Time+Space

Showcase CD

£49.95

NEXT!

Over 1000 samples taken from many of
our best selling sample -CDs!

What's NEXT!...the Time+Space showcase." This
:D offers more diversity than anything else on the,
narket. An unbelievably valuable introduction to
nany of the products we stock, from the UK and
vorldwide. The samples & demos on the CD come
rom all of the following products: Zero -G Datafiles
, 2, & 3, Funky Element, Ambient, Funk Guitar,
ihnic, Paul Hardcastle, Electribe 101, X -Static
;oldmine, XL 1, Dance/Industrial, Bob
:learmountain, Denny Jaeger, Voice Spectral,
:lockwork, Bizarre Planet, Science Fiction, Sound
'X Collection, Looping, etc. Now you can check
tut the whole lot, with
iver t000 hand-picked sounds & demos.

)on't be fooled - this is NOT another "demo" CD padded
tut with a voice telling you how brilliant everything is - on
he contrary this CD is packed SOLID (to capacity!) -
ipproximately THREE TIMES AS POWERFUL as any other
howcase CD available! In fact the sheer variety means that

EVERYONE WHO HAS HEARD THE "What's
NEXT!" CD AGREES THAT IT IS PROBABLY

THE MOST POWERFUL ALL-ROUNDER
ON THE MARKET TODAY.

We get more requests for this product than for ANY other!

There's no better way to keep up to date

Zero -G
Masterclass Series

FL7r-11-17,-

ErxEr\r,r-rvs7
f49.95

-1E1241:30 -

funky
element

THE FLTSSIC FUNK HIP -HOP / RAP SAMPLE -CD
.< WHAT THE PRESS ARE SAYING ABOUT

UNKY EL'
SOUND -ON -SOUND: "Loops sound like extremely rare
grooves... Best collection of its type I've come
across.. Mean sax notes, howls & squeals... guitar
licks sound authentically 70s... no passengers
here. A well -targeted, well -played, well pro-
grammed collection of funk elements."
FUTURE Music: For authentic funk feel you're spoilt
for choice. Straight -from -the -flare -era feel... So
fresh, so eminently usable, so FUNKY. 9 out of
10" ST Format: "For hiphop & funk it's all here."

£49.95

PR

I

500 Original Loops, License Free,

NUS

500 ORIGINAL LOOPS FOR £49.95
Over 500 Rap, Hiphop, House, Techno/Rave, Industrial,
Rock and Go -Go loops. "I'm very impressed with this

product. These are some of the best loops on the market."
- Kevin Maloney (Programmer for Michael Jackson).

This HAS to be one of the hottest sources of happening
loops in the world. Prosonus are well known in the States
and worldwide for their high -quality samples and com-
rehensive libraries. By combining their engineering

tise with the exceptional talent of dance producer
Lang they have produced an absolutely brilliant
ion of FRESH new loops. Each loop is edited to 2
rs, etjng exactly on the next down -beat.

-.wowESTSELLER S !
Other Best -Selling Sample -CDs are d here - f

details of content please call tv rite for our

FREE 32 -page Col Catalogue
Zero -G Datafile Colle . Kicks!! 3250
dance -oriented samples 3 CDs. £99 the set.
X -Static Goldmine. 30 dance samples -
serious techno/hardcore/rae etc. £79.00
Sound FX Collection. 2 CDs/2 hours High -def-
inition stereo sound FX from Germany £49.95
Film Collection. New! 2 CDs/2 hours stereo FX
/atmos for film/radio/IV from Germany £49.95
Bizarre Planet. Stereo alien FX & atmos. £35
Science Fiction. More alien FX & atmos. £35
Looping. Around 250 stereo/mono high -qual-
ity rhythm loops plus percussion. £29.95
Loop Classics. 75 great stereo breaks, each
30 seconds long, containing fills, etc. £25
Bob Clearmountain Drums. The world's best-
selling sampled drums CD from US. £49.95
Bob Clearm. Percussion S Bass. Super -hi-fi
exotic percussion & electric bass. £49.95
Steve Levine. Double -CD of instruments &
percussion - a bit of everything. £49.95
Star Trek Sound Effects. All the lab effects
atmospheres from original TV series. £19.95
Ethnic Percussion CD. Huge collection of
really unusual ethnic percussion. £39.95
Sabian Cymbals (Double CD). Complete
range, beautifully sampled. Now only L79.00
Sampling 2000. New from Italy! %N ide range
of up-to-date synth samples. £39.95

GET ON OUR MAILING LIST!!!

Zero-
Masterclas eries

£49.95
I It r

A particularly versatile collection.A fantastic array oft'
dreamy atmospherics/effects for use in ambient dance, film
work/ & all futuristic/spacey /new age/trance music.
sou n-t)N-Sot ND: "BOL 1L) APPEAL... TEXIe kES ABOUND: SOME WINDY,

sOMI m LEERY, LEMI IUST PLAIN M10.1... AN ARMY OE WHOOSHY, METALLIC,
AN CI 0,..UE, As, oi in R TEXTURES... H:I  THE Al IRK SQUARELY"

Fe TIRE Me MC. Ni 11E: 'PERFECT FOR MAKING ORB -STYLE TRANCE
RR OR CREATING I ItEsE EVER -EVOLVING I RANCE-0 AINCE SINGLES SHOULD BE

'M ELI /MOWED... LANGUAGE IS INADEQUATE TO DESCRIBE THESE

SOUNDS... IF SOU SRI LOOKING FOR EFFR IS TO ADD TO YOUR SCI-FI MOVIE, OR

NEW At,: At mosPill SG+, ST151 HIRE."

Paul

Hardt s[
f49.95

ilit0011

TLE

A varied selection from the personal sample library of the'
man who opened the eyes and ears of the world to the
sheer power of sampling and topped the charts in thir-
teen countries with the devastatingly innovative "19".

Now signed to Motown, Paul's currently enjoying big success
in the USA with his project "Kiss The Sky", and in Japan with
his other project "The Jazzmasters" which just went to No.1

on the Tokyo Hot 100. He's won many awards, including
Dance Producer of the Year, Remixer of the Year, the Ivor

Novell° Award, and many more, and he's produced and mixed
successes by Barry White, Ian Dury, D Train, Phil Lynott,

George McCrae, Third World, Carol Kenyon, to name a few.

BEST CD-ROM SELECTION!"
We have the Biggest selection of CD-ROMs in the World !

All CD-ROM prices SLASHED !! call for details !!
New CD-ROM demo facility now open - pay us a visit !!

LISTEN BEFORE YOU BUY!

A constant stream of careful purchasers visit
our hi -tech offices, listen to loads of CDs or
CD-ROMs, drinks gallons of our coffee, and
leave happily clutching ONLY those CDs
that they then KNOW suit their needs 100
per cent. You are always welcome to call
and make an appointment fo'lisfen - we will
do our very best to help you find the sounds
that you need. We are next to Berkhamsted
Station, only 30 minutes from Euston!
(or by car, 6 miles from M1 junction 8).

SAME -DAY DESPATCH -1!
.6ery usually next working day

after receipt of payment by credit card (VISA / MASTER -
CARD / AMEX), postal orders, bank draft, building soc.
cheque, or cash (registered post - its quite safe!). TO ORDER

TEL 0442 870681 or FAX 0442 87Z266.
However, if paying by personal cheque please allow up to 7
working days (!) for clearance through the bank. Make
cheques/POs payable to "TIME+SPACE" and post to:
TIME+SPACE  P.O. BOX 306  BERKHAMSTED

 HERTS.  HP4 3EP  ENGLAND
International orders: please add £5 airmail or £10 express airmail. EC

countries: please give us your international VAT number if you have one.

faizzo--*Arrff
THE LEADING EDGE

OF SAMPLING TECHNOLOGY



Utah Saints Jez Willis and Tim Garbutt had
three hit singles with Annie Lennox, Kate
Bush and Phil Oakey guesting on vocals.

Only they didn't - the real singer was
called Akai. They have already
proved that the 'live' singer is

redundant. Now they're on the road
with a multimedia show that

reflects the sensory assault of TV
and Nintendo chaos. And whilst their

debut album Utah Saints has been
extending their reputation into established

CD territory, future product promises to be
equally multisensory. Whether it's computer

graphics, laser disc or virtual reality, the
Utahs will be there when the next generation

of recorded product arrives.
Interview by Phil Ward

n this whole live thing...
Jez: "The image I had of the portable -keyboard performer was the

dodgy jazz band with an SH101, right up here on top of a mound of
keyboards. So I use the hand-held Yamaha KX5, and the beauty of it is that
you can chuck it around a bit. And you can lay out the keygroups to have
three or four keys doing the same thing - so if you miss the 'right' key,
you're covered. In most things we do, there's an anarchic punk streak,
and if you lose that it makes it too sterile. We're trying to make
machines rock."

Tim: "We played a big rave in Miami with 808 State, Rage Against The
Machine and Meat Beat Manifesto, with techno DJs inbetween, and it

was really cool. The variety of music was the important thing - in
America, 'rave' covers a much wider spectrum. Over here, you either get

garage, or techno, or breakbeat, or whatever, but everything should be
mingled."

Jez: "That night in Miami was really dynamic, and I think by necessity things are
going to have to get more dynamic over here, with bands touring together. Our
first break out of the rave circuit was doing a festival with Jesus Jones about a
year ago. The rave circuit was frustrating because it was geared up for people
miming to DAT, and we would have made more money if we'd done that, but
we didn't want to stand in front of a few disconnected keyboards for half an
hour and pretend to be Utah Saints..."

Tim: "The big worry for us was going from three sample -based hit singles
to selling albums, which is really important. Only a few dance -based acts
have done it yet - 808 State, Prodigy, Sunscreem - and they're the ones
that go out and do the live thing."

Jez: "On stage, we want the freedom to run about, so about 40% of what we
do is on DAT - basic kick and sequencing - and everything else is

layed on top."

On the way forward...
Jez: "TheeAr some bands who almost want to deny they use
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technology, and go completely acoustic. For us, that defeats the
purpose, because the way forward is to use new sounds and new
combinations of sounds, and the way to do that is to use samples.
Technology is the way forward in everything, and it's the way
forward in music. I started out as a keyboard player, but then I found
I could get computers to play what I couldn't play, so that seemed like
a pretty good way forward..."

On supporting U2...
Tim: "We did some dates with U2 in Europe, and we thought we'd
sequence everything on stage, but we only had two weeks to prepare
so we remixed about 40% of the parts in each song onto DAT.
"We didn't have much time to soundcheck either. U2 would
soundcheck right up to the doors opening, so half the time our first
song would be getting the levels right in front of the audience.
We didn't have our own monitor engineer, either, so it
would take half a song to get a level changed, waving
across this huge stage to their monitor man...
"They do some cool stuff: they drop
samples and loops from video
cassette over the top of what
they're playing, like Martin
Luther King making a speech.
That's a great move
forward, sampling with
video so it's all linked in.
The next thing we're going
to do is look into ways of
properly synchronising the
video screens that we use on
stage with the music."

On future pop media...
Jez: 'TV has become such an important pit o
culture, we're surrounded by

information and disinformation. It has
huge benefits, but huge disadvantages
too, as a medium, and we want to show
images from TV in a new context to
highlight this. For us, it has to be
something that doesn't detract from what
we're doing on stage, but which provides an
added visual stimulus. We're still experimenting,
at this stage.

"What's happening is that video games are taking
from music, but the music on most games is appalling. As
people start buying multimedia formats, we have to make sure that
the music is not an afterthought, so you can buy a CD with really good
music on it, plus some kind of visual element as well - whether it's
virtual reality, CDI or whatever. We really want to get involved as it
develops. At the moment, virtual reality is commercially fairly basic, and

very expensive, but what's going to happen is that the visuals will get
more realistic. It's quite scary, but when that happens the music better be
good..."

Tim: "At the moment it's just computerised graphics, but when it
incorporates real footage it'll get quite scary..."

Jez: "It's a shame, in a way... maybe music should be able to exist on its
own. But the sensory assault from visuals and sound is closing the gap
between them, and that's the way forward."

On having hit records...
Jez: 'We started out expecting to sell a thousand white labels, but then we
got signed. And we ended up in the ridiculous situation of having a Top
Ten hit and only one song. So we've been trying to catch up with our own
success for the last two years. We tried to step back, but then things
started going well in America, so we had to go out there. You never get a
chance to catch your breath."

On sampling vocals...
Jez: "On the next single, 'I Want You', I sampled myself and put it through

the Digitech Vocalist - which is a brilliant machine. I then resampled
that with pitchbend on it, so there's this really weird effect on the chorus.

It's down to whatever a track needs. We wanted to do three tracks using a
sampled voice as the lead instrument, now we've done that and we'll
move onto other things. But we'll always use samples, taking things and
putting them into a different context. We'd rather spend t3000 on a new
sampler than a 'classic' analogue synth..."

Tim: 'We don't collect synths, we collect CDs..."

Jez: "What made me realise that samplers could rock was when I was
doing some bass in Peter Hook's studio in Manchester, and I thought I'd 4

on stage:
Jez: Korg 01/W; Stepp guitar synth;
bass; Yamaha KX5 triggering
rackmounted Akai S1100.

"The Stepp triggers the S1100, too.
There's a switch for internal/external
sounds. It takes some getting used to;
the strings on the neck aren't attached
to the strings that you hit. So there's no
delay, and it gets the note to play from
the left hand, and how you want to play
it from the right hand simultaneously.
And when you're dealing with MIDI,
you're never quite sure what information
it's getting. One wrong touch, and you
can completely scramble the S1100. It'll
send out all sorts of filter and SysEx
information, when all you wanted was
an A...

"We're going to get a 3000 -series Akai
so we can improve the loops in the
studio. Just about all our records phase
a little in the rhythm section, because of
the slight delay between left and right."

Tim: 2 x Technics turntables; Made II
Fade mixer; Akai S950; Yamaha KX5.
Tim also operates the DAT machine.
"The only drawback with DAT is that

once you've finalised the mix, it's a fixed
length and you can't change it according
to how well the song's going."

Lee Dyson: Korg 01/W

Keith Langley: Simmons pads triggering
Yamaha RM50 rhythm sound module;
Samson Concert TD Series noise
reduction unit. The pads play bass
drum, two snares, two toms and a
timbale.

Peligrino Riccardi: acoustic percussion.

Jez: 'There's no click, so if there's bad
monitoring, and three of us are playing
loops with two of us playing along, then
we can go into some pretty weird jazz
polyrhythms..."

6 x Sony TV monitors (courtesy of
Nintendo); the video images are also
projected onto a black backcloth.

Tim: "We're both complete Sega and
Nintendo freaks, and we're really
interested in virtual reality and CDI, so
the video images are dominated by
computer graphics."

19
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add some keyboards. So they gave me an old Emulator. And when it went
down, and all the lights started flashing, the engineer just said 'give it a
good kickin' and it will sort itself out'. I felt you just don't do that to such
an expensive piece of gear, so he came in and kicked it so hard he raised

it off the ground. And it was fine after that. That was when I knew these
things weren't precious, they could have energy and life."

On sampling as theft...
Jez: 'We'd never just use the essence of someone else's song and use it as
the basis of our own - although that is a valid art form in itself. Sampling

gets a bad name because there are some unscrupulous people around
who'll take anything and use it as the basis of their song. But if you
extrapolate that argument to an absurd degree, every keyboard
manufacturer would have to sue everyone that uses their sounds,
because they created the sounds. People who slag off sampling then pick

up a guitar and play in the same style that someone else has already
done."
Tim: "What Can You Do For Me' came out about the same time as PM
Dawn's single that used Spandau Ballet's 'True', but because there was a
rap over it people's attention was focussed on that. We created something
new with Annie Lennox's voice, but because it was the voice - the focal
point - people gave us a much harder time. As soon as there's a 'singer',

everyone ignores the backing track."
Jez: "This argument will probably go on for years. When 'S -Express'
came out, MT was full of letters saying 'anybody can do this', and the
editorial reply was always 'OK, go and do it, then...'. Which was

absolutely right- and still is." 

in the studio:
Jez: "We started out with an S950 and a
Kawai K1, and that was it - that's what
we did 'What Can You Do For Me' on.
We had two days studio time for three
hundred quid. At the moment, we're still
having to write in the studio - Lion
Studios, in Leeds - but once we've got a
good set of monitors we'll start working
at home."
Tim: "We don't use tape, so we won't
need a multitrack."
Jez: "We're really impatient: it takes so
long to wind back tape... So if we're
doing vocals we put them onto DAT,
sample one line at a time and trigger
them from Cubase. It takes a little longer
at the recording stage, but saves a hell
of lot of time at the mixing stage. And I
believe there's going to be an audio add-
on to Cubase - digital recording built into
Cubase - so we'll be able to do vocals
and everything side by side. That'll be
really good for us."

synths & samplers:
Roland JD800 (Tim: "I love messing
around on the sliders...")
Ensoniq SQR (Jez: "Ensoniq gear is so
unreliable. I really like it for bass noises,
but I've had two ESQ1s and two SQRs
now and they just kept on going down.

I'm sorry, but I've got to say that...")

Akai S1100

Korg M1

Korg 01/W

Roland D110*
Roland U220 *
Roland S220 *

Digitech Vocalist

E -mu Vintage Keys *

Roland JX1 (x 2)

rhythm:
Boss DR550

Yamaha RM50 *

sequencing & editing:
Atari ST
Steinberg Cubase
Steinberg Synthworks M1 editor
Steinberg Avalon sample editor
Digidesign SoundTools

Alesis Datadisk SQ *
Miditemp PMM88 MIDI

patchbay/processor "

mixing:
Soundcraft 6000 24:16:2 console, at
Lion Studios in Leeds.

* Guy Hatton, Lion Studios

title
What Can You Do For Me
Something Good
Believe In Me
Utah Saints
I Want You

On record
format label
single ffrr/London
single ffrr/London
single ffrr/London
album ffrr/London
single ffrr/London

released
August '91
May '92
April '93
May '93

July 5th '93

reached
10

4

8

10 (still in Top 30)
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MUSIC PRCIDUCTICIN SYSTEM

It takes a lot to excite a Roland Product Specialist.
After all, they've been thoroughly spoiled over

the years. But when the first sample of the new JV-
1000 Music Production System arrived they got
seriously excited.

Why? They already had the same sound source in the
JV-80/880. They already had the same sequencer and
disk drive in the MC -50 mkII. And they already had a
76 note mother keyboard.

Was it that the JV-1000 contains over 900 sounds and is 56
note polyphonic and 24 part multitimbral with optional
expansion boards? Or that two screens keep the synthesizer and
sequencer totally independent? Or that it has multiple digital effects?
And, with the VE-GS1 board, plays Standard MIDI Files to GM/GS format?

Or does the JV-1000 have that touch of magic which makes the whole
greater than the sum of the parts?

Ring them on 0252-816181 ext 2555 for their totally biased
opinion!

Roland Information and Dealer List from:

Roland (UK) Ltd,
Atlantic Close, Swansea Enterprise Park, Swansea,
West Glam SA7 9FJ.

Tel: 0792 310247 Fax: 0792 310248



01 IF 110(1 WgNT TO
TASCAM

DTASCAM
81

NEW Deal
Da

TASCAM DA88
A superb digital
8 track system.
Using the Hi -8
tape format.
Come and
compare the
systems and let us
help you choose
the best for you!

MULTI-TRACK RECORDING
The UK's ONLY Specialist Midi & Recording Chain

WE WILL MAKE SURE YOU GET THE BEST DEAL POSSIBLE.
ALL ACCESSORIES IN STOCK PATCH BAYS, MONITORS, POWER AMPS. SIGNAL PROCESSORS. WIRING LOOMS. GRAPHIC EP'
EFFECTS. MICS, 0 AT MACHINES, WPE, DE -MAGNETISERS.

NEW MACKIE 12.2 CD QUALITY MIXER

VAT

UPGRADE
YOUR MIXER

TO DIGITAL
QUALITY

WITH

MACKIE

Mixing Cons

Perfect for digital

recording

ONLY £899

MICROPHONES
New AKG Tri-power mics

Full AKG range Audio Technics, Shure & many others

AMERICAN
EXPRESS

MUSIC
CONNECTIONS

& GS3
IN STOCK!!!

...NEW Yamaha EMP 700
Digital FX Unit

NOW IN

MONITORS

TANNOY,IBE

YAMAHA & TEA(

POP IN

& try them!!!

WE STOCK the full range of FOSTEX recording

equipment so whether you require Porta

Studios or 8/16 Track packages
GIVE US A CALL...!!!!

Why not Pop in and see the exceptional R8

and MTC-1 combination. Giving you full

transport control via your Atari sequencer all

running at 15IPS..! with Dolby noise

reduction, your recordings will be quiet too!

ALSO in stock is the 812 mixing console

forming the perfect compliment for the home

studio set up.

ALTERNATIVELY for the Professional Package

check out the stunning 616/G24S
Multi -tracks incorporating Dolby 'S' noise

reduction..!

NEW FOSTEX MIXTAB IN STOCK

ALL THE BEST DRAWMER GATES & COMPRESSORS

she 411,-OCK

OPT RECOROERsil
BEST DEALS- INSTANT DESPATCH
ALL IN STOCK. BULK OAT TAPE

Solo MIDI Console

MS WIWI
The NEW Sony Portable
Minidisc Digital Recorder

RECORD UP TO 50 MINS OF DIGITAL
QUALITY AUDIO ONTO ONE CONVENIENT
MINI DISC. RE-RECORD ON THE SAME
DISC THOUSANDS OF TIMES - WITHOUT
LOSS OF QUALITY!

£Great

NY DTC P7

NEW MACKIE
Recording Consoles! Digital Quality!
MACKIE 16-8-16  MACKIE 24-8-16

MACKIE 32-8-16
PERFECT FOR ALESIS ADAT
'Optional Midi Automation'

NNW Fostex  Tascam  Yamaha 41111(
FOSTEX X-18, X-28 & 280 COME AND
TASCAM PORTA 03/05, 424, 464 & 644 TRY

The FOSTEX G24S

24 Track
p.

ALL ALESIS & ART FX

IN Stock

LOWEST
PRICES

VERY
BEST

DEALS

ORMAIMER CENTRE iFT1.11111ft
I[- -11,611ifantOR -

EFFECTS UNIT!
BOSS CLSO  YAMAHA FX500  ART LT  ART MULTIVERB III  ALPHA  BOSS
6E50  ALESIS MICROVERB 3 OUADRAVERB PLUS  MIDIVERB 3
OUADRAVERB GT  EMP100  SPX900  ZOOM 9030, 9002  YAMAHA FR 900
LEXICON  ALESIS 3630

MAIL ORDER MUSIC 11 -e -641'614'.t'

INSTANT DESPATCH CONNECTIONS 0245 354777



LA 1111010

The Midi Mute allows automated muting of up to 32 audio channels usually to and from a
mixing desk, but also for use in keyboard setups and live installations/venues, which can then
be played back via any Midi sequencer or it's own internal patch memory, in a 1U high 191 rack
mounting package.

Muting functions are controlled very easily from the front panel by utilising the 32 channel
mute (on/off) keys which will automatically send midi note on/note off information to your
sequence or alternatively the Midi Mute has a full 128 patch set-up memory allowing complete
patches to be stored internally and then triggered internally at the touch of a single button or
via an external Midi source.

MEGA Deal SAVE £300
ONLY £29
Inc VAT

as.

or AROUND

The NEW
Atari Falcon

MEGA Computer
8 -channels of digital audio

44410 CALL US NOW FOR INFO!!

00

COIVIPUTERS" R COFTWARE
ALL THE LATEST SOFTWARE AND COMPUTERS AT BEST PRICES
LET US HELP YOU CHOOSE A PACKAGE OR BUY SEPARATELY -
ALL IN STOCK
ATARI 10405TE COMPUTERS
ATARI 5M124  SM144 MONITORS
C -LAB.

CREATOR V31  ROTATOR V3.1
CREATOR & ROTATOR UPDATE KITS
UNITOR II  HUMAN TOUCH  ALPHA ROTATOR
EXPORT  AURA  MIDIA 

STEINBERG
CUBASE V3.0  CUBEAT  ALl LATEST VERSIONS

APPLE MACINTOSH SOFTWARE.
OPCODE VISION  MOTU PERFORMER  STEINBERG CUBASE  MOTU
COMPOSER  APPLE MAC HARDWARE. MOTU MIDI TIME PIECE  MOTU VIDEO
TIME PIECE  MOTU MIDI MIXER  IL COOPER SYNC Irra  II COOPER MAC
NEXUS  C -LAB UNITOR 2  STEINBERG MIDEX.

NOTATOR, CREATOR,
CUBEAT, CUBASE

+ EDITORS
+ COMPUTERS

CLASSIC
....11-1`. 11 T., 111-11 gr- 4217 817 C-1%

£899 LA AUDIO CLASSIC COMPRESSOR The ultimate studio compressor

10 FT 8 -WAY LOOMS. IDEAL FOR CHOICE OF:

TIDYING UP KEYBOARD & Jack to phono 8 -way £31
Jack to jack 8 -way £31

RECORDING SETUPS Phono to phono 8 -way £29.50

T

THE UK's
ULTIMATE

RECORDING
M/01

SEC/AL/STS

dud Gate is a 16 channel full function audio noise gate in a 1U rackmount case which has been
iesigned to enhance the dynamic performance of any audio system in a studio or live environment.
the Gates provide clean and quiet operation while being fast enough to capture the fastest transients
with no noticeable loss as well as being very chatter resistant.

PLUS Loads of EXTRA Features '"99

!LA AUDIO 4 X 4
-our Chanilei Luolpi essot
Red Hot - Best of its kindrrllr

reat new LA Audio 4 X 4 Four Channel Dynamics Processor 191 Rack Unit.
eatures include 2 independant frequency conscious Noise Gates with an extremely
ist 5 Microsecond attack time with special 'Auto Attack' function, plus 2 independant
ompressor/Limiters which can also operate as 'de-essers'.
iving a total of tour completely independant audio channels.
ypical 4 Channel setups possible:

fl
2 x High Speed Gates + 2 De-essers 21 212 4777

. 2 x Frequency Conscious High Speed Gates 2 Compressors

Tel 01 x High Speed Gate + 1 x Frequency Conscious High Speed Gate k 1 De-esser 1 Compressor
1 two channel mode several processors can be chained together for in line use,
los full stereo linking is also available.

GREAT VALUE Only £299 inc VAT

AB 200 POWERAMPWC299

-14

U I HUN auFTWARE
AKAI S1000/S1100
Panel Partner
Now you can edit your Akai
sampler from your Atari

EDEALIII

STEINBERG
AVALON Universal editor
for samplers

EBESTIR

EDITOR
for SC155 Sound Canvas
NOW AVAILABLE

£BEST

Mg PC 1,P1
4,111f

CENTRES
COME AND TRY IBM PC MUSIC

SOFTWARE IN ALL OUR STORES!
IN STOCK AND ON DEMO

_ ....LA PROFESSIONAL
256 Track midi sequencer for Microsoft

Windows 3.1

STEINBERG CUBASE for WINDOWS
+ PC MIDI INTERFACES

%II INIGI 116 It. I MA(;I(
AN I VVAll I I X1'1 III%

C -LAB

STEINBERG

MOTU  OPCOOE

ATARI  MACINTOSH

II
OUR PRICES

WILL ALWAYS BE THE BEST

NEW

The
Zimmer
9" Trolley 1111111111111111.11hi-Rack

BEST
BEST

UNIVERSAL 19" RACK
TRAYS - E25

ONLY f79

R2 D2 rack
ONLY £55

Offering a total of 13U space, the R2D2 will accept the majority 01
19" rack mounting 8, 16 & 24 track machines currently on the
market as well as most of the older ones

BIRMINGHAM
SUPERSTORE

limaine 1 rack space height  Dual stereo h adohone lacks  Toroidal power transformer 
01 dB unweIghted noise figure  Signal presence 8 clip indicators  190W 84 bodge mode
kernon  Maintenance free convection coo mg

ALL
ZOOM EFFECTS

NOW IN STOCK
TAPE

NOV UPtN

PORTA S'111010c
PORTA 03  fOSTEX X18  FOSTEX X26  FOSTEX 428  ECISTEX 200 TASCAM
424  TASCAM 488  TASCAM 688  YAMAHA MT120

ORIIIVI MACHINES'
ALESIS SR16  YAMAHA RY30  ROLAND RE  REIM  ALESIS D4  SORG 03 
BOSS DR660  ROLAND R70

DAT TAPE
ALWAYS IN STOCK AT BULK

DISCOUNT PRICES
AMPEX TAPE  DAT TAPE  CASSETTES ALWAYS IN STOCK

TRY THE

ROLAND COMPUTER

PERIPHERALS

We have already sold loads of these!

Superb quality and reliability

Come and see us for a DEMO and a great deal

BRC - Remote Synchroniser for A-DAT

Around £1595Im VAT

BEST PRICES ON ALL ALESIS EQUIPMENT

LEXICON
IN STOCK!!!
Try these great reverbs

Choose from LXP-1 LXP-5 or LXP-15

TRY THE NEW C2
AND BIG BOTTOM

AURAL EXCITER

Cek c7ctlit,a,i1VV-1 /%' Li"ckvi.,1411iVO ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK
71 731 5993 0703 233444 021 212 4777 NEXT DAY DELIVERY



THE UK ULTIMATE REC0110111
We are probably the

largest suppliers of samplers!

Data Storage & Sequencer
File Player

You will always SAVE MONEY with

ALESIS DATADISK

IVIIM11'LE12V1 

AKAI 52800' AKAI 53000' AKAIS3200 '
AKAI CD3000 AKAI S950  AKAI S1000 
AKAI S1100. ENSONIO EPS 16R. 
ENSONID EPS 16 KEYBOARD 8 EMAXII

NEW ROLAND 5750+ BIG LIBRARIES

BE

MUSIC
CONNECTIONS

THE ENTIRE
RANGE OF

AKAI SAMPLERS
NOW AVAILABLE

IDEALS ON AKAI
 EINISCPRIC)- ROLANDSAMPLERS

SUPERB
LIBRARIES/

MENOIN adilanc
S1000/S1100 8MEG BOARDS  S1000/S1100  2MEG BOARDS 
950 750 KB BOARDS  S1000  SCSI INTERFACES  EPS 16+
MEG UPGRADES  EPS 16+  FLASHBANK  HARD DRIVES

BRILLIANT NEW sr
AKAI SO1 Sampler

NOW IN STOCK

**Tlingit 11;1

The Sample Translator for the Gem, ke
workstations is now available. This ram
to load external samples into RAM and ws the
use their favourite samples within the S2 & S3.
Samples can be loaded via MIDI in MMA-SDS (Sample Dump nil
Standard) or from floppy disk in AVALON (Atari). SOUND
DESIGNER(Atari) or SAMPLE VISION (MS-DOS) formats. The
waveforms can then be displayed on the S series screen allowing full
graphic editing. Functions include ZOOM IN and OUT control of STAR
and END LOOP POINTS, the transfer of samples to other instruments
via MIDI, as well as the ability to display and modify the INTONATION,
FREQUENCY, START and END LOOP of original samples.
The new waveforms are added to the already extensive list and can be
eddied with all the normal edit sound functions.
Up to 16 samples can be assigned to 16 zones of the keyboard
creation of each new voice.
+NEW SOUNDS & SEQUENCE DISKS also availabl

At Music Connections we are Try The New KORG 05R/W &
Sampler Experts.

Come to us to choose and try the Sound Gallery Rack Modules
best sampler for you! KORG 01R/W - LAST FEW £895!

LOADS OF FREE ADVICE

We canKP [Do
the memory of

S1100's + 5950's
on the spot!

FATAR MOTHER
KEYBOARDS

IN STOCK

YAMAHA

SY85

THE GEM 52 + S3 MUS PROCES R

NOW 32
VOICE POLY

EM 52 + S3 KEYBOARDS...BRILLIANT!!
Superb workstations with sample playing as well
53 S2 Pop in for DEMO

AMERICAN
EXPRESS

THE GEM S2 + S3 SOUND SUPERB
Great new synth sounds (6MB)  Load in samples (2MB)
Great Percussion + Drums  2 x 18 bit Effects Processors
Dynamic + Polyphonic Aftertouch  6 Separate Outputs
250,000 Event Sequencer with Full Graphic Displays  32
Oscillators  32 Fully Programmable Digital Filters  350
Internal Sounds + 1600 Storable in RAM + LOADS MORE!!

ROLAND JW-50
 GREAT PRICE 
ROLAND SC155
SOUND CANVAS

 BEST UK PRICE 
ROLAND R70

DRUM MACHINE
 BEST UK PRICE 

WE HAVE
MASSIVE LIBRARIES -

ON OPTICAL DRIVES CD-RO
+ SYQUEST CARTRIDGES

HEST PRICE
AKAI MX1000

MIDI Master Keyboard

goo

1111111111111
11111111111111111

MAIL ORDER MUSIC 2.-it'el'i-`1t/d/
INSTANT DESPATCH CONNECTIONS 0245 354777



R MIDI SWECIALIITS'
E -MU E MU DEALS

CHECK-OUT
PROTEUS MASTER PERFORMANCE SYSTEM

It's a Prateus...ancl MUCH more!!!
 4MB of superb 16 bit CD quality samples
(Expandable to 8MBI

 31 Note Polyphonic, 16 part Multitimbrol.
 Built in professional quality digital effects.
 5 Octave Velocity and Pressure sensitive keyboard.
 Ouick Keys and Performance Mops for complete

control of any complex MIDI set up.
 Exciting New Low Prkelll

ALL

ROLAND

GEAR

IN STOCK

JV-80
JV-30

NUITI-TN8RAL SYNTHS

R -7 0 :ZIP
J W -8 0 WORKSTATION

ALSO
SIC

NEW Yamaha SY35
KEYBOARD

Stunning NEW

Now in Stock

DETAI

CHECK OUT

systems EMAX II
st

JV880

Rack

Module
NOW IN

STOCK

INTEREST

FREE

ROLAND JV-30
LOW PRICE

NEW VINTAGE KEYS
IN STOCK

....wwwwwwww-

PROTEUS/3 WORLD
Proteus/3 contains 4MB of exciting new 16 bit sounds from around the globe.

These ore samples of instruments typically not available from any other MIDI
device and may be used to create world specific music al to augment ANY
other musicals tyle.

Proteus/3 World offers an excelknt sounds compliment
for use in film, Video or TV soundtracks.

K E 1111 0 12 0
WE OFFER PROBABLY THE BEST SELECTION OF THE LATEST KEYBOARDS

RACK MODULES IN THE COUNTRY
AKAI
AKAI 5950. 51000 8 51502 SAMPLERS
ENSONIO

ENSONIO SD -1. ENSONIO SO -1. ENSONIO 50-276 KEY VERSION OF 
ENSONIO EPS 16 PLUS KEYBOARD  RACK
KONG
NEW KORG 01WFD Fi 01W WORKSTATION

KORG WS1-EX WAVESTATION
KCMG WS - AD RACK
KORG SG -1D SAMPLING GRAND

OBERHEIM MATRIX 1000

NOLAND
ROLAND JD800 SYNTH
ROLAND FP8 DIGITAL PIANO YAMAHA, E -MU,
ROLAND EP DIGITAL PIANOS
ROLAND S750 DIGITAL SAMPLER ENSONIQ & A
ROLAND SC -55 SOUND CANVAS
ROLAND PC -200
YAM
YAMAHAAHA SY 99  PLUS NEW KEYBOARDS
KEYBOARD

ALL EMU PROTEUS IN STOCK ALL INEMU SYSTEMS

.PROCUSSION

PIANOS
EMU PROFORMANCE STOCK

 ROLAND FP8
RHODES MK80

BEST EVER DEALS

KORG, ROLAND,

NEW
Yamaha RY30

DrumMachine

sound Mete Inc

CREDIT
AVAILABLE
CALL NOW
FOR INFO

YAMAHA
MSC 05
MIDI FOOT

Remote control
Your MIDI Gear

ONLY £49

PROCUSSION BEST

MPS KEYBOARD BEST

PROTEUS 1 BEST

PROTEUS 2 BEST

PROTEUS 3 BEST

EMAX BEST

PROFORMANCE BEST

PROFORMANCE+ BEST

-bl fr ylloiaunwtaKnotRtoo rtaryngthee

WE HAVE IT ALL
EXPERTS Call in tor a great DEMO

NEW PRODUCTS

*YAMAHA SY 85*

*YAMAHA CLAVINOVA 

s

BIRMINGHAM
UPERSTORE NOW OPEN
Tel 02 22 ERZ

MUSIC CONNECTIONS
202 New Kings Road,

London SW6 4NF
071 731 5993 Fax: 071 731

MUSIC CONNECTIONS
Robjohns Road,

Widford Industrial Area,
Chelmsford, Essex CM1 3AG

Tel: 0245 354777 Fax: 0245 3550

r MUSIC CONNECTIONS
Kingsgate,

St Marys Street,
Southampton, SO1 1NF

Tel: 0703 233444 Fax: 0703 233266

MUSIC CONNECTIONS
Crosby Court
George Street

Birmingham B3 1QG
SI: 021 212 4777 Fax: 021 212 4877

CONTROLLER TRY 
THE KORG

WAVESTATION SR!!

OUNIITEK S7012116E
At MUSIC CONNECTIONS we
understand Mass Storage.
Why not talk to us about
which device would
make your system
more effective.

45 MB REMOVABLE
Store up to 45 Floppy Disks on one cartridge
Instant loading and saving of samples to your sampler,
Roland S750, EPS 16+ and EMAX II

CD ROM DRIVES Once the domain of the Pro because of the high cost
But MUSIC CONNECTIONS brings it within reach of

OPTICAL DRIVES
the Home and Semi -Pro Recording enthusiast

IXED HARD DRIVE Perfect for use with samplers or hard disk recording,
88 MB 675 othese drives work with Soundtools, Protools, Roland

I GIGAB DM80 and Akai S1100

DYNATEK DRIVES ARE PROBABLY THE BEST IN THE

WORLD AND ARE ENDORSED BY ALL MAJOR MANUFACTURERS

PART EX BARGAINS
CHELMSFORD
Yamaha RY30 drum machine £250

DAC 44Mg Syquest hard drive 0495

Roland 2A80 £850

1040STE 4M53M124

Cubase V3 0499

Studornaster 16 8 2 v M80 MOO
1040STEJSM144/Cobeat V2 BOO

°Peden Matto 1000 £350

Roland D110 module. £225

E -MU Prot°. 1 AR 5450
Kama R50 drum machine f190
[Noe& harmony mochlne £150

Proteus 1 £399

Fostex 4050 autolocator C319

Korg EX 00 1150
Derlalab digdal delay .£150

m JBL coma £199

Foster R8/812 £1450

Roland 020 £400

Roland Juno 106 Analog £399

Roland JX3P with PG200 0349

Roland TR5OE E'75

SOUTHAMPTON
Roland JV880 module 0550
Roland 050 £489
Studiondster 162 Session £550
DOA 16 4 ming console £1599
Aka SO1 sander £609

Aka S950 £899
Roland JV80 £950
Yamaha RY30 drum machine .....£250
Roland JV30 E550
E -MU MPS. keyboard £799

CHELSEA

Idea R100 drum machete ....£149
Yamaha P2075 amp . U49
Yamaha NS1OM Modros £199
Roland R880 revert Inc. moo _11195

Korg 01-W rack £895

BIRMINGHAM
Technics SXK700 £349
Yamaha DX11 keyboard.... £179
Roland 7050 F79

5c7(.4-14a44,1,40-14 ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK
71 731 5993 0703 233444 021 212 4777 NEXT DAY DELIVERY



Mixing live music with multi -channel

video, The Cave is a groundbreaking

new music theatre piece by composer

Steve Reich and video artist

Beryl Korot - serious art for the

MTV generation...

hen the sorrows of the
world pour daily into our
living rooms through the
TV screen in a kind of
performance art of misery,

what should be the response of artists living
and working today? Should they attempt to
grapple with the harsh and often complex
realities of life around them, or should they
portray other visions of life? For the American
composer Steve Reich, the answer is clear.

"We're living in a society where we really
need to take account of reality, nothing more,
nothing less," he says. And his latest work, a
large-scale music theatre piece developed in
collaboration with his wife, the video artist
Beryl Korot, does just that. Premiered in
Vienna during May of this year, it was also
staged during June in Amsterdam, which was
where your writer travelled to in order to see it
and to talk to its creators.

Four years in the making, The Cave is a
multiple media work of impressive breadth and
depth. Using the Biblical story of Abraham and
Sarah as a narrative framework (see 'The
historical background to The Cave' on page 28),
Reich and Korot have explored the meaning
which this story holds today for the people of
three different cultures - Israeli, Palestinian
and American. In doing so they have created a
form of art well suited to the age of MTV and
CNN: documentary music video theatre.

Essentially, The Cave adds a video dimension
to the concept of documentary musical reality
which Reich developed in his previous piece,
Different Trains, a concept which revolves
around the use of literal speech samples and
'speech melodies' derived from these samples
(see MTs January '89 interview with Steve for
more details). The Cave's speech samples are
transplanted into the realm of video, in the form
of short video clips taken from the many
interviews conducted by Reich and Korot in

2 preparation for the composition of the piece.
 With the involvement of Korot -a video artist
E  of long standing who pioneered multiple -

channel video works in the '70s (see 'Beryl
>s,

-ct Korot' on page 28) - the visual dimension of
a) The Cave involves a great deal more than
zr, simply replacing the sampler with a TV monitor.

The Cave is a theatrical piece, complete with

Perin!
an elaborate 3 -tier stage set, the centrepiece of
which is an 'arch' of five 6' x 8' video screens.
The 13 -piece musical ensemble -a typically
Reichian collection of keyboard, wind, string
and percussion players - mostly occupy centre
stage on the lowest tier, within the frame of the
video arch, while the four singers alternate
between the middle and upper tiers (which are
linked by means of two spiral staircases),
always remaining outside of the arch.

A combination of moving images and still
pictures are back -projected onto the five
screens. The moving images consist for the
most part of 'talking heads' - the individual
interviewees taped responding to questions
asked by Reich and Korot - while the
accompanying stills are blown -up segments of
single video frames 'grabbed' from the
interviews. In addition to being part of an
elaborate visual counterpoint constructed by
Korot on her multiple screens, the stills act as
visual characterisations of the interviewees -
and sometimes, when the link with a particular
interviewee has already been made, they also
act as visual cues, indicating the imminent
reappearance of an interviewee. You don't have
to be 'video -smart' to follow The Cave, but it
helps.

While parallels can be drawn with `soundbite
culture', The Cave is a densely -constructed and
slowly -evolving piece which avoids the easy
consumption tactics of mainstream TV. For one
thing, it doesn't have a straightforward
narrative structure; while there is narrative, in
the form of text 'typed' live onto multiple
screens in several languages, The Cave is
primarily about commentary - specifically, the
diverse views expressed by the 54 interviewees
on the characters and events of the narrative.
The three Acts into which the work is divided
focus respectively on the Israeli, Palestinian and

American perspectives. Lasting 2 hours 16
minutes in total, The Cave itself is an extended
commentary on how people's views are shaped
by the culture in which they live.

The interviewing for The Cave was done by
Beryl and Steve in Israel (East and West

Jerusalem) and America (New York and
Texas) using a Panasonic CLE200 S -VHS
camera and AG7400 S -VHS deck and a

Neumann shotgun microphone.
"When we started to think about doing this

work," Beryl recalls, "I was saying to people
'We're going to go S -video through this whole
thing until the final mastering', and people were
saying to me 'This is a big mistake you're
making, it's just not a good enough format'. I
was saying 'Well, this is all that I can afford, and
if you're careful enough with the lighting you
can do it.' I don't know in retrospect whether I
would have had the courage to say that all over
again. But it worked."

Back home, the pair had adjacent
soundproofed studios, and it was here that the
creative process began.

"An important point about the use of
technology in this piece," Beryl says, "is that,
for the four years which preceded getting the
playback system designed for the performance,
we each worked separately with the equipment
that we had in our own studios, without
engineers, without anybody else doing the
editing, just by ourselves, as artists would work
with their tools. The interesting question was:
could we use these tools of today to really
sustain something that had depth and breadth,
like in traditional art with traditional tools?"

The first stage involved Steve sifting through
the videotaped material to pick out the vocal

Steve: "We're living in a

society where we really

need to take account of

reality, nothing more,

nothing less."

phrases that he wanted to use musically.
"Let's say I was working on Act I Scene 1 and

I wanted to know what the Israelis said about
Abraham," he explains. "Beryl had catalogued
everything that was said, which was no small
job, so she would give me the video tape and I
would go through the material, just taking the
audio outs from the 7400 deck. When I hit on a
sentence where I thought 'This is really a
winner', I would sample it into the FZ1s and

26
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I

then notate the speech melody down on
manuscript paper.

"So I'd end up with two or three pages in my
notebook of quotes in different keys and
different tempos and different metres, and then
the work of composition was to take a selection
of these that would tell a story and at the same
time move with reasonable grace from musical
section to musical section."

Grappling with the problem of giving the
music an overall harmonic thrust in each Act,
Steve found the solution in the documentary
material itself. Acts I and II both conclude with
video material shot in the mosque at Hebron -
and the resonant frequency inside the mosque
gave him his concluding harmony: A minor.

"What made this piece work, what made it
happen, was our commitment to the
documentary aspect of it," he says. "Whenever
there was an aesthetic problem, musical
problem or dramatic problem, a further, closer
examination of the documentary material itself
would provide answers."

"And to visual problems," adds Beryl. "In a
way the video and the music inhabited separate
territories and then came together because of
this common bond to the documentary, and
because of the technological link provided by
SMFTE."

With his FZ1s given over to the speech
samples, Steve transferred all his instrumental
samples into Digidesign's SampleCell board for
the Mac. Both were controlled from Finale,

which he used in prefergite to manuscript
paper for writing and scoring the music.

"I'd save the music as a Finale file, but then
I'd save it also as a MIDI file so that I could
open it in Performer," he recalls.

"Performer was the way for me to
communicate with Beryl, because it's
marvellously hardy with SMPIE and it displays
the bar number and the SMPTE time
simultaneously. SMI' E was our lingua franca;
Beryl would come into my studio and say
'Where's Isaac?' and I'd say 'He's 23:06:42:21',
then she'd say 'Thank you, bye bye'; that was
our conversation! She had pages of Finale
printout with all these red numbers on them,
which were the SMI' 1 numbers."

The two studios were linked by means of
three cables - two audio and one SMPTE -
which ran out of the window of one studio and
in the window of the other! When the time
came to transfer the music for Beryl to work
with, Steve slaved Performer on his Mac to her
video setup via SMPTE and they downloaded
the output of SampleCell via the audio link.

In her studio, Beryl had a 5 -monitor setup
with five Panasonic VCRs which she ran from
her Mac via a control interface developed by
Californian company Advanced Remote
Technology Inc.

"The first decision I made about the piece,
which preceded anything that Steve did," she
says, "was that it was going to be a work
visualised on five screens - and five screens in a

particular shape into which the musicians
would be placed. Having five screens gives you
a tremendous variety of options yet it also keeps
the focus. So in the studio I always worked five
at a time in making my decisions for each
section of the piece.

"Steve had to give me the music first in order
for me to be able to decide how I was going to
place the people on the screens. Essentially the
first thing I did when he gave me the music was
say to myself 'OK, we have six characters here,
where do I want them to go?' So, for instance, I
would decide 'OK, Nadine is very prominent in
this Act, I'm going to give her the 1/4 position.
She's talking against Ephraim Isaac, who's the
other most dominant person, so I'm going to
give him the 2/5 position.' Then there were
other characters who would get 2/4, 1/3, 3/5,
and those people would all get placed. The
reason I doubled the speaker was because you
immediately abstract them once you double
them, they're no longer documentary, and I
wanted to take the material to another plane."

Beryl used a PC -based setup to work on the
stills which complement the moving images.
Each still was created by 'grabbing' a single
frame from video into the computer, then using
graphic editing software to zoom in on a section
of the grabbed image. The resulting 'blown -up'
image could then be written back out onto
videotape. Beryl had one record VCR hooked
up to the Mac (for the video editing) and
another to the PC (for the stills creation); when 4
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he had finished writing to a tape in one of
these machines, she could transfer it to one of
three pliyback VCRs, and start working on
anothrr tape. In this way she was able to build

her 5 -channel video 'tapestry'.
ce the tapes were compiled, they were

.."'" -,/ 1astered to Betacam and backed up onto
cl,iqal to e. and the masters were sent to 3M in
Minft polis for transfer to laser video disc -
the chosen playback medium for the live
Iperfornyinces of The Cave.

The computer -controlled laser disc playback
system was designed by Ben Rubin, a graduate
of the MIT Media Lab, and built to his
specIfication by David Canning, who has

., , previously guilt video systems for the Academy
Piwards atfd a Genesis tour. In this system the
law discs are controlled from a playlist

/ running on an IBM PS/2 computer - with a
second I S/2 running in parallel so that it can

/- be switc ed in should the first fail.
co,!.1101 interface between computer and

player) is another ARTI system, with one,' master control box running two slaved boxes
which control five laser disc players each.

..Because each laser disc holds only 30 minutes
Jr videt, each channel has two players assigned

Beryl Korot

A pioneer of multiple -channel
rivideo works, American video
artist Beryl Korot is best known for
her 4 -channel video installation
Dachau 1974 and 5 -channel
installation Text and Commentary,
both of which have been exhibited in

galleries and museums
internationally.

Drawing on the ancient
technology of the loom for
inspiration, she developed the
concept of a multi -channel 'video
tapestry' in which paired channels

The historical background to.The Cave
The Cave takes as its narrative framework the Biblical story of Abraham and Sarah. The cave in question

is the Cave of the Patriarchs, final resting place of Abraham, Sarah and their descendants. According to
Jewish mystical sources, this cave is a passageway back to the Garden of Eden; it is also said that Adam

and Eve are buried there.
Located in the largely Arab town of Hebron on the Israeli West Bank, the cave has great religious

significance for both Jews and Muslims. While Jews are descended from Abraham and Sarah through their

son Isaac. Muslims trace their lineage to Abraham through his son Ishmael, who was born to Sarah's

handmaid, Hagar.
Today the cave site is still dominated by a 12th -century mosque. Although the mosque remains under

Moslem jurisdiction, the Israeli government maintains a presence at the site, making it the only place in the

world where both Jews and Muslims worship.
Isaac and Ishmael came together at the cave to bury their father. Today, it stands as both a reminder of

common heritage and a symbol of the possibility of reconciliation for Palestinians and Israelis.

to it, and the control system is able to switch,
under automation, from one player to another.
When the 2nd players of each pair take over,
discs can be replaced manually in the 1st
players.

The final stage in the playback system is the
projection setup, which was designed by Jack
Canning. This takes the laser -disc outputs and
displays them on the five screens.

"For me the piece succeeding in visual terms
really depended on how well his projections

carrying the same video
material are 'woven together'
over time, with each channel
articulating its own rhythm
through the alternation of
image and grey leader tape.

She also co-founded and
co -edited Radical Software
magazine (1970), the first
publication to document the
work and ideas of artists on
alternatives to existing
communications systems,
and in 1976 co -edited Video
Art.

Between 1980 and 1988
she devoted herself full-time
to oil painting, creating
works on handwoven and

traditional linen canvas which were
based on the characters of written
language.

In 1989 she returned to working
with video when she and composer
Steve Reich began filming
documentary material for The Cave.
Over the next four years she
developed a multiple -channel video
realisation of this material, drawing
on her earlier concepts while also
using computer -based video and
graphics technology to explore new

creative possibilities.

looked," Beryl says. "His use of double
projectors for each screen, just run-of-the-mill
Sony projectors but piggy -backed so that the
luminance is doubled per screen, was just
phenomenal. I worked for four years looking at

all the images either on the computer screen or
on video monitors, and I was terrified... But
Jack kept reassuring me, and showed me
occasionally over the years what the images')
would look like."

Steve Reich

Now 56 years old, and with a
compositional career spanning

almost 30 years behind him, Steve
Reich has a substantial and diverse
canon of works to his name.
Formative encounters with bebop
music, the ferocious, angular
rhythms of Stravinsky's The Rite of
Spring, the complex polyrhythms of
African drumming and Balinese
gamelan music, and the repetitive,
pattern -based music of Terry Riley's
pioneering composition In C gave
him a fundamentally rhythmic take
on music. Later, as a composer in his

own right, he instinctively rejected
the serialist abstractions of the
European post-war avant-garde in
favour of complex, pulsating
rhythmic tapestries of music based
on pattern and repetition, music
which unfolds gradually, almost
imperceptibly over time, with a
powerful hypnotic quality to it which

draws the listener in.

His composii ions range ro
early phase p eces for tape (It's
Gonna Rain, CI me Out) through the

classic percu. sion pieces small
(Clapping Musi , Music for Pieces of

Wood) and larg; (Drummin ) to the
more melodic ensemble pica

as Music for blatict Instruments,

Voices and Organ, Music for Eighteen

Musicians and Tehillim), the large-
scale orchestral works (The Desert
Music, Three Movements, Four
Sections) and the Counterpoint series

of multitracked solo instrument
pieces (including Vermont

Counterpoint for flute and Electric
Counterpoint for guitar). Around two

thirds of his compositions are
available on record, primarily on the

Nonesuch and ECM labels.

One of the few contemporary
'serious' music composers to have
acquired - and maintained - a
popular following over the years, his

music is now reaching a new
audience and acq
relevance in the rea m

r
of ambient

dance music (see 'The ambient
connection').
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combination ROW has ['lila rho punch with rho introduction of r

gem DPM SIC II WON Expander Module from Podvoq.

here are many reasons why the Peavey DPM SP has

become the most popular sample playback instrument in

the industry; affordability, expandabi ity, sonic qualify,

and ease -of -use, ust to name a few. Now there is another

reason -- the DPfi

the SXII Sampling Expander is designed specifically to

complement the SR It offers stereo inputs which

accomodate quarter inch or XLP connectors for true stereo

sampling. New features include: real-time sample transfer

over SCSI, so if samples directly into the SP's memory,

eliminating the need to expand memory in the SXII; a

stereo audio output allows monitoring and auditioning

samples as they are recorded; a MIDI input allows samples

to be played directly out of the VII from a MIDI keyboard

or trigger device; and yes, the SXII comes with SCSI as a

standard feature.

Now there is no doubt, the DPM SP teamed up with the

DPM VII is abso utely the most flexible and affordable

16 -bit stereo sampling system available.

PEAVEY HAS JOINED FORCES WITH THE TOP NAMES IN THE INDUSTRY TO OFFER AN

EXTENSIVE LIBRARY OF SOUNDS AND SOFTWARE FOR THE DPM SP AND DPM SXII,

LOOK FOR THESE SUPPORT PRODUCTS AT YOUR LOCAL PEAVEY DEALER:

I -INTERVAL

SP Remote - front Panel Editing Program Denny Jaeger Master Violin Library -

for fhe DPM SP and Macintosh® Computers. Available on a series of three CD ROM disks

Created for Peavey by Interval Music Systems. far fhe RPM SP. Created for Peavey by

Denny Jaeger.

RECEIVE A fRff

"SAMPLE 1-11S"

WITH THE PURCHASE Of

OPM SP OR

OPM SXII. Stf YOUR PFAVFY

HU FOR IHIAILSI

RPM SP Sample Disk Library - A complete

library of sample disks for fhe DPM SP.

Created for Peavey by Northstar, Stratus

Sounds, Prosonus, and others.

For complete Peavey keyboard information and
software upgrades, pick up the latest edition
of Key Issues at your local Peavey dealer.
The Monitor Magazine by Peavey is a publication idled with the latest
information that musicians want to know. To receive 4 issues for only
$5 (price good in U.S A. only) send check or money order to Monitor
Mazaztne. Peavey Electronics 711 A Street. Meridian. MS 39302-2808

fork-AVEY
PEAVEY ELECTRONICS U.N. LTD.  HATTON HOUSE,HUNTERS ROAD.
CORBY.NORTHANTS,NN 1 7 IKENGLAND10536/205520
FA 8.10536169029
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At

one time, a work such as The Cave would
.LAhave existed only in a single form.
However, with the plethora of media
technologies and outlets available today, Steve
and Beryl plan to make it available in a variety
of formats, ensuring that it will reach a much
wider audience than the relatively few who can
attend a live staged performance.

"Using onscreen windows, and
reconceptualising each of the different scenes,
I'm going to be reconstructing the piece for a
single video channel," says Beryl, "and that will

Field recording
Neumann shotgun microphone

Panasonic CLE200 S -VHS video camera

Panasonic AG7400 S -VHS video deck

Studio
Beryl Korot
Hardware
Advanced Remote Technology Inc media

synchronisation network consisting of 1

ARCHI master control box and 5 ARM

individual video deck controllers

Apple Macintosh Plus computer fitted

with 16Mhz Radius Rocket accelerator

board

386 PC -compatible machine fitted with

TrueVision AT Vista 32 -bit -colour frame -

grabber board

Panasonic AG7500 record video deck

(x2)

Panasonic AG7510 playback video deck

(x3)

Software
Advanced Remote Technology Inc Video

Publisher video editing software (Mac)
AT&T Rio graphics manipulation software

(PC)

High -resolution QFX graphics

manipulation software (PC)

Steve Reich
Hardware
Apple Macintosh Ilci computer

Casio FZ1 and FZ1OM samplers

Digidesign SampleCell board

Software

Mark of the Unicorn Performer

sequencing software

Coda Finale notation software

Visual performance
Advanced Remote Technology Inc Pro

MC media controller (x3)

IBM PS/2 DOS computer (x2)

Pioneer LD-V 4400 laserdisc player (x12)

Sony video projectors (x 10)

then become a videodisc to be distributed by
Voyager and Nonesuch and a VHS tape to be
distributed by Warners."

"There will be a single CD of some of the
music from The Cave, too" Steve adds, "and
we're looking at the possibility of doing a
smaller, single -screen version of the piece, with
most of the sound taken out, that I could tour as
a concert piece with my musicians."

"Also we'll be doing a video installation of
The Cave " continues Beryl. "The piece as it
existed in my studio will be shown at the
Whitney Museum of American Art, because it
does show the basic skeleton of the work as it is
without the musicians and singers, as we
worked on it."

And Steve already has his sights set on new
possibilities for future works.

"I could see doing a piece designed for
television using onscreen windows, especially
after Beryl's done the single -channel version of

The Cave," he says. "People see this kind of
work as cutting edge, hi -tech, but basically
there's a folk technology aspect to it. The
technology is only going to get cheaper, and
better at the same time. This is urban folk art,
and you're going to see more and more of it, so
I think in a sense time is on our side, because
as time passes The Cave will begin to seem
more central to the culture.

"In fact, as far as I'm concerned, The Cave is
not the end of something, The Cave is the
beginning of something, for us and I hope for
other people. I hope other people will say 'Well,
that's nice, but... take that!' I mean, I think we're

Live dates
UK performances of The Cave will be taking
place in London at the Royal Festival Hall from

Wednesday 18th to Monday 23rd August at
7.30pm, with an additional performance at 3pm

on Sunday 22nd.

Tickets ranging in price from £7.504.25.00
can be obtained from the Royal Festival Hall
box office, tel: 071 928 8800.

up for moving music theatre on. I think it's
exciting to see musical theatre be not just the
Broadway musical on the one hand and opera
on the other. So I hope The Cave is the
beginning of a dialogue with a lot of people, and

the MTV people for sure."
Just as surely as the merging of technologies

is bringing artists from different
disciplines closer together, so it is
also breaking down the barriers
which have separated 'serious' and
`popular' cultures in the past. The
Cave exemplifies these changes, and
as such is a landmark work. In its
pursuit of 'documentary reality' it is
also a brave work, dealing as it does
with a reality which is full of, religious

and political tensions. And in the
array of artistic and technological
techniques it employs, it is also a

challenging work, one which opens
up many new possibilities for artists
working with today's media

technologies.
"There's no telling how one could present

The Cave very effectively five years from now,"
says Steve. "And there's no telling what our
next piece will be like. But probably it will
happen sometime before the millenium ends!"

In the meantime, you can experience The
Cave for yourself by getting along to one of the
seven shows taking place at London's South
Bank arts complex during late August (see

'Live dates' above). Oh, and try to get along to
one of the earlier shows, because chances are
you'll want to see The Cave a second time, and a
third time...0

The Orb's sampling of Electric Counterpoint on 'Little Fluffy Clouds', the opening track off their influential

1991 debut album The Orb's Adventures Beyond the Ultra world, is perhaps the most high -profile example

of the connection between Steve Reich's music and today's 'ambient' dance scene. Respected ambient
DJ Mixmaster Morris considers Reich's music to have been massively influential on the development of
the ambient scene. Himself a big fan of Steve's music, he has often opened his DJing sets with Music for
Eighteen Musicians.

"I always play loads of his stuff out," he says. "As well as Music for Eighteen Musicians I often play

Vermont Counterpoint, sometimes Octet, 'Drumming Part 3' I've used quite a lot, and Come Out I've
played once or twice for the more hardcore event. I played Electric Counterpoint at Glastonbury. His
music is so contemporary, it's directly parallel to what people are doing now."
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High tec features

Multimedia - It supports MCI Multimedia

device controls as well as
Digital Audio playback on

.WAV compatible sound

cards.

MCI Commands - Cakewalk can control CD
Rom drives, Video Disc

players, animation
software and Microsofts

new Video for WindowsTM.

Digital Audio
Playback - Insert Digital Audio files

(.WAV format) directly into

a sequence track and play
it back through a

compatible sound card as
the rest of your Midi
sequence is playing.

Bea

akewalk Professional for
lindows is sold at finer music
nd computer stores worldwide.
or more information or the

ame of a dealer near you call: -

)706 372299
istributed by:-
-Ware Technology Ltd,
laden Wood Business Centre,
3 dmorden Rd, Littleborough,
ancashire. OH 5 9EW

T

®Snap -to

Cakewalk Professional
for Windows, the
sequencer that no
amateur or professional
can afford to be
without. It's the first
sequencer for the PC to offer a

marriage of Midi & Digital

Audio. Boasting a new set of
graphical editing views and
controls it comes ready to

transform your PC into a

recording studio at the flick of
a switch.

Resolution:
g Fill IS Trim

*COMING SOON*
SCORE PRINTING & REALTIME EDITING
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MUSIC SUPERSTORE

395 COLDHARBOUR LANE
BRIXTON, LONDON SW9 8LQ

TEL: 071-733-6821

RECORDING, DRUM MACHINES, ETC. £499 Boss ME6B Multi FX .............. ...... ........ ......S249 AMPLIFICATION

Aria 4 -track cos. recorder ....... ............. ....... £249 Roland EP9 Piano £899 Boss DS1 Distortion £45 Pr 2x12" tabs

Drawmer 1X20 expander/compressor £199 Roland EPS £399 Boss Dimension .........................................£59 Yamaha GQ1031 rack EQ ...... .......... .... ......£(114255

MOTU MIDI Time piece £499 Roland EP3 £299 Boss Dynamic Filter .. ...................... .............£55 Fender Chomp 12 ........ .............. ...... ..........£199

Boss EH -50 stereo enhancer £99 Roland EP30 £575 Boss Chorus Ensemble £49 Soundtech 1000 watt power amp ...............£749

Aphen 'Big Bottom' Exciter......... Roland E16 £469 Boss GL100 Guitar Pre -Amp £89 Eminence 18" 400 wan speakers..................£89

Behringer Autocom compressor ......... ......... E185 Roland ElO £349 Bass GE2I Half Rack ED ............ ................. .£99 Eminence 15' 200 wan speakers. ..... ....... ..... £59

Bose music monitors £199 Roland AXI MIDI Controller £399 Korg Delay, Chorus, Noise Gate, Compressor, Eminence 1211100 watt speakers £49

Marantz PMD 740 multitrocker £699 Roland .1080.............. .................. .. ........ ...£CALL Graphic EQ with Pedal Board Eminence 10" 100 watt speakers £39

Roland R70 drums...........£239 Roland Juno 60 ..... ... £225 + Power Supply. Carlsbro Cobra 90 KBD Combo

Roland 606 drums £75 Roland Juno 6 ..E199 Korg A4 Bass Multi FX

£150

Peavey HD 100 Combo ......... ...................E£119499

Roland TR505 drums £115 Roland .11/880. SCALL Digitech GSP7 Multi FX Gorrila TC1I0 60w GTR Combo ...£99

Korg DDD5 drums £149 Cheetah M56 Rack .....................................£285 Digitech HM4 Bass Harmonizer

E299

£0129119

Golien Kruger GRT Power Amp ..... ......... ....... E75

EMU Procussion £495 Polar MIDI Controllers (CALL Digitech GFX1 Twin Tube Malt FX £349 Sunn Alpha 112R GTR Combo £99

Alesis SR16 £199 Akai Samplers .ECALL Digitech PMIO Foot Controller £249 Pearl 60w Valve Combo £99

Yamaha RX21L Percussion ........ ................ ...£75 Akai MX -1000 Weighted MIDI Controller with Hughes + Kenner Tubeman £175 Solex 50 Reveb/Chorus Combo £1 69

Yamaha RX21 Drum Machine. £75 piano sounds.. f 999 Zoom 9001 ... £189
Solex 10w Practise Amp......... £49

Yamaha DD6 Drum Pod .... ...... ..149 Cheetah Weighted MIDI Controller..............£499 Zoom 9000 ........... ......... .. ................. ........£249 Tanglewood 20w Reverb Combo 179

Elko Drumstar ...........................................£150 Ensoniq 5032 Voice Rack £599 Zoom 9120...............................................£399 Hughes . Kenner ATS Midi Head .4349

Korg DDD1 Drum Machine ...........................£99 Ensoniq SDI 32 Voice £1299 Zoom 6000 Driver Pedal...... ......................£149
Hughes + Kenner ATS Mkll 160w

Yamaha RX8 Drum Machine......... .............. E125 Ensoniq Mirage Sampler ..... ............. ...... .....£339 Rhino C -Dot Chromatic Tuner

££1343

RR Combo .S315

Roland 626...............................................(120 Ensoniq TS10.. .ECALL Tanglewood GTR Tuner £19
Hughes + Kenner ATS 12.0 Combo..... ....... .£499

Abuts HRI 6B ............... ......... .... .............. ...£165 Casio VZIO Rack .......... ......................... .....£225 Marshall 9000 Pre Amp + F/Swith ........ ....S199
Laney 6150 Bass Head And Cob ..... ... ..... ....£499

Akai 018 Drum Exposer £139 F/Switch for Marshall 9000 £39

Fasten R8... ..... ............ ......... ... ................ £1299 Akai 0700 Sampler (Expanded Memory)....E399 Shadow Midi Guitar System £299
Laney LSOR Combo................. ....... .. ..... .....E199

Yamaha 0X7 Sequencer ........ ........... ........... S99 Casio GM] OP Piano Module_ .... .........S85 Jim Dunlap Talk Box 199
Laney World Series 60R ......... ............ ........£249

Laney World Series BOR ......... ....... .............£269

Roland .15060. . E49 Yamaha TQ5 Module f169

Yamaha MSS1 Sync Box ...... ............ .......... £145 Yamaha TX7 Module 1185 MICROPHONES
Laney World Series 120R £275

Cheetah MQ8 Sequencer .... ..... .......... £125 Evolution EVS1 Rock £185 Shure SM57 £89
Laney L30 Bass Combo ........ ........... ..... ..... E125

Cheetah MD16R Drum Machine.... ..E249 Seil 085 (As Seen) £70 Beyer M2B0
YYamaha GC2020 Compressor£149 D

.£99 Casio CPS 700 Piano £249 Beyer M700

£119
Laney 1.50 Bass Combo £179

Yamaha RXI Remote Control .£49 Casio 01700 (Touch Sensiltivel £249 Beyer M180......_£89 mixing consoles

namix PM1000 500w 12/2 powered

Ei519999

Fasten Mc102 Mixer/2 Track Cm Deck £249 Casio CT657 £179 Beyer TGX480..... £169
Dynamix 8/2 Stage Mixer

Fasten X28 Multitrack £329 Casio (1395 (99 Beyer 420 £69
Dynamix 12/2 Stage Mixer E289

Dynamix 16/2 Stage Mixer . ....... .. ..... E379
G656 £169 AKG D80

139

Tascam 234 Multitrack £325 Rohner PSK22 £79 AKG C409 £59
Dynamix 1 x 18" + Horn Cabs

Tascam Porta 05 £295 Hohner PSK45 £159 AKG 0125 £65
(300w each) .. ........... ...... .............. .....Pair £499

Tascam Porta 07...............................£325 Yamaha DX27 £199 AKG 0190...................................................£69
Dynamix 1 x 15'1+ Hom Cabs

Tascam Porta One. . SI99 Kawai KS £499 AKG 3700's . f 99
(150w each) .... ........... .......... ..... _Pair 4299

Midimon Smart Sync . . £89 Proteus 1 ((ALL Audio Technica ATM IIR E79
Dynamix 1 x 12' + Hom Cabs

1100w each) Pair £219
Midiman Syncmon III £159 Proteus 1 x R £499 Audio Technica ATM 1OR En

Soundtech ST22 Mixer ......... .......... . .......... .E399
J.L.Cooper PPS200 Sync Box ......................£159 Vintage Keys . ..ECALL Electrovoice MC100. £69

Akai ME3Op MIDI Patch ............................(149 Roland AXI Remote KBD C299 Altai UDM 616.............................................£18
Dynamix 600w Power amp £399

Kawai R50E Drum Machine .£99 Yamaha Tx81Z. £169 Altal DM 140-----..........................................£25
Soundtech 500w Power amp £399

Kawai R50 Drum Machine............................£99 Roland A30 MIDI Controller.. £399 Beyer M420N.. E59
Soundtech 150w Power amp . E249

Kawai MM16 Mixer Over MIDI .... ........... 1149 Sennheiser K3 -U Pre -Amp......... ....... ............E59
Sommick 400w Power amp E299

Korg SODS Sequencer £125 Roland PC150 £139

MIXERS

Demon 60w Bass Combo E169

Korg SOB Sequencer £89
Torque 50w Bass Combo ....... ........ ... ..... .....£179

Rune MEI 5 Rack Equaliser. £199 EFFECTS PROCESSORS Fasten 2016 line mixer.... .... .... £269 Hartke 115 Bass Combo........ ........ .............£599

20 Accessit Echo and Compressor £79 Roland Dep 3 rock FX ................................£199 Simmons 8/2 MIDI mixer . ..... .. ......... .... £199 Hartke 3500 Boss Head ............................£499

Oberheim Navigator . . E99 lbonez DD1000 dual dig. delay £149 Mode 2 Fade DJ mixer 12 x decks)..............199 Hartke 2000 Bass Head .............................£399

Kenwood DX -7 Portable DAT .......... £399 JHS rackmount digital delay......... ........ ........£85 Made 2 Fade DJ mix (2 x decks + mic) ......E119 JBL Cab .............. ...... ...................................£99

Akai ME30P MIDI Patch Bay £125 Digitech Vocalist £685 Mode 2 Fade (2 x decks + mic + echo) ..... ..E199 H + H 100 Power Amp......... . .f99

XRI XR400 MIDI Mote . E199 Dod R430 Rockmount Equaliser .. ......... ......EI79 Mode 2 Fade (2 x decks + mic + sampler)..E249 Wem 400w Power Amp £249

Akai ME25s MIDI Note Separator £199 Dod 31 Band Mono Rack Eq £199 Vestax PMC 205 DJ mixer........ ................ ..£299 H + H 150 Bass Baby Combo ... ..... .............£249

J.LCooper PPS2 Sync Box £149 Digitech 4 Sec Time Machine E239 Mackie 1604 mixer ...................................£825 £99

MIDIMon Smart Sync £89 Digitech 8 Sec Time Machine £219 Soundtracks Solo MIDI 16:8:2

.£825 BC Rich 30 Bass Combo

£2750 Fender Champ 25 ..... ........... ......... ...... (249

Yamaha Mssl Sync Box £169 Digitech MEQ14 MIDI Progromable ED £299 Soundtech 122 £499 BC Rich 50 Reverb GTR Combo ...... .... ..... ....£149

Brother Midi 40 Sequencer with Drive . .£99 Jim Dunlop Woh £59 Dynamix 12:2:2 Live Mix (399 Fender Stage 212 Lead... E249

Yes Audio MCA -16 Automation Module Dynamix 8:2 Stage Mixer £199 Fender 85 Combo ..... .. ..... .... ......... .............£265

(control of desk volumes + effects dm Maxim Dual Rackmount Digital Delay ..........(99 Dynamix 12:2 Stage Mixer £275

sequencer) ................ .............. ..... ............ E499 Kudos AX -2 System Controller (X-over).........£40 Dynamix 16:2 Stage Mixer £369 SOFTWARE, SOUNDCARDS, ETC.

Yes Audio MPG -8 4 -Stereo Predictive MIDI Noise Cuter Rackmount Stereo TO (79 Dynamix PM1000 12:2 Powered Mixing 0 -Sheet SMPTENIDI automation software

Gate........................ .................. . ............ 4399 Laney ADX Theatre Echo (As Seen) . ..... ........E20 for MAC £99

Kawoi MM -16 MIDI Mix Controller ..E150 DBX Overeasy Noise Gate £125 Mackie 1202.............................................£319 Roland IAPCI sound card for PC £299

DOD Quad Noise Gate £349 Rolls MIDI Foot Controller Phonic 88000 8 Track with MIDI Thru . .£195 Musicator for PC £269

Alesis Cluadraverb GT £379 Phonic PMX1600A Rock Mixer ...................£599 (abase far windows f179

KEYBOARDS Alesis MIDIVERB II £2 (ribose Lite for ST £89

Roland JX3P...... ..E249 Alesis MICROVERB III

E18499

Dod 822 Mixer .E349 (ubase for ST £269

Yamaha 007.. ..£349 Alesis ME0230 Equaliser E189 Frontline X8 Rockmount Mixer .4169 (obese Handbook E29

Yamaha 0011 £299 Art Muhiverb Alpha 2.0..............................£299 Mark Of The Unicorn MIDI Mixer. . .E199 Rotator for ST £279

Orla DSE9 module. ..£119 Art XII foot Control E109 Frontline X8 Rackmount £99 Creator far ST £199

Proteus I Plus E4990 Art X16 Foot Control.... ..... .......... ............ ...E199 Otto Automation For Mackie...... ....... ..........£599 [-magic Logic for ST £469

Sequin for PC .G99

Band in a Box PC, ST, Amiga, £69

Quick Score De -Lux PC......... .................... £115

Cadenza for windows £250

Roland SC7 Sound Canvas with Bond in a Box

+ Turbotrax for ....... £289

Roland 0430 Sound Canvas £299

Roland SCC1 Sound Canvas Cord for PC £299

Iran for Amiga (49

MIDI MAN MM401 MIDI Interface £69

Dream GMX1 Sound Module £199

MAC Powered Monitor SPKRS ...... ...Pairi£19109

Kawai Powered Monitor SPKRS .Pair (79

Decode EZ Vision for MAC .

Decode Track Chart for MAC £99

MIDIMAN Portman MIDI Interface for

LapTop £99

Roland CN20 Note Entry Pad

.(Roland CF10 Digital Fader . £4499

Direct to Disc Software for Falcon £225

Mac powered monitor speakers £99

EZ Vision for Mac ............... ...... £99

Sequencer one Plus for Atari .............. £49

Band in a Box Atari ..... ...... ........ ..£39

Tam for Mac £59

Phantom for Atari (SMPTE Comparable with

auxiliary MIDI Port) £69

KAT Remote Control for Atari £39

Master Tracks MR for Atari (25

Feeling Partner for Atari ..... E99

Harlekan 2 for Atari....................._ £49

Copyist Apprentice for PC £89

Steinberg Pro 24 for Atari £49

M.O.T.U. Professional Composser for MAC £175

Dr T's KCS Omega 4.0 for Atari £149

Dr T's ESO Editor/Librarian for Atari.... ....(49

Dr T's EMU Proteus Editor/Librarian for AtoriE49

Dr T's DX -7 Heaven Editor/librarian

forAtari .....................................................(49

Dr T's TX81 Z/FB01/DX Editor/Librarian

forAmiga.. ............ ........... ......... ........... ....... £49

Dr T's CZ Rider Editor/Librarian for Atari ......E49

TX81Z/Editar/Librorian for Atari (49

Dr T's Intro Pack for PC

(Prism Sequencer, Copyist Apprentice Notation,

MIDI Interface, MIDI Cables) £125

Dr T's Prism Sequencer for PC E49

Roland 11-20/11-110 'Rock Drumd' Rom £29

Roland 0-20/11-110 'Synthesizer' Rom. £29

Roland 0-20/0-110 'Sax + Trombone' . .E29

Roland R8 'Dry' Rom ..... ........ E29

Roland R8 Pod Banks + Patterns... C29

Voice Crystals 64 voice Ram for U-20 £25

Voice Crystals 64 voice Ram for Microwave E29

Korg DO Drum Machine Rom 'EDrums 2' £25

Korg DD Drum Machine Rom 'Reverse l' (25

Korg DD Drum Machine Rom

'Ethnic Percussion' E25

Korg DD Drum Machine Ram 'Rhythm Box' E25

Korg DD Drum Machine Rom 'Variation E25

Korg DD Drum Machine Rom 'Cymbal 4' C25

Korg DO Drum Machine Rom 'Gate Reverb 1125

Korg DD Drum Machine Rom 'Gate Reverb 3125

Korg DD Drum Machine Rom

'Rack 3 Ambience' E25

Korg DD Drum Machine Rom 'Cymbal I' (25

Korg DD Drum Machine Rom 'Chino Cymbal' £25

Proteus Vol 3 Plus Power Ram for MPS + £65

n
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ALESIS 3630 <
COMPRESSOR m

£239!

OPEN 9.30 to 6.30 6 DAYS  OPEN 10.30 to 2.30 SUNDAYS

ROLAND

SCCI SOUND

CARD FOR PC

£299!!

ALESIS

SR16

DRUM MACHINE

£219!!

ALESIS

D4 DRUM

MODULE

£299!!

DIGITECH

DSP256XL

MULTI FX

£299!!

OBERHEIM

DRUMMER

£89!
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The aim of this series is simple: to provide a comprehensive
directory of every analogue synthesiser ever made. Not
quite so simple were the decisions that had to be made

over just what constitutes an 'analogue' synthesiser - or,

indeed, what it is we mean when we use the term 'synthesiser'.

Consequently, some selections may seem a little arbitrary.
Included will be instruments like the better-known electric
pianos and organs; left out will be drum machines, stand-alone

sequencers, effects units, vocoders and those guitar/wind
synths which aren't regularly used as expanders in their own
right. (All these may one day get their turn in separate A-Z'sI)

If, or perhaps I should say when, omissions or mistakes
. r .r- invit- . t. 1-t m- know c o MT forwardin all
the details (and preferably evidence) that you can muster. A
complete list of these - along with any other updates and
additions - will be published at the end of the series, and
those who have contributed will be fully credited. I am
personally compiling a more detailed database which will one

day be used to complete a comprehensive analogue synthesiser

encyclopaedia, so any extra information will be useful for that
as well.

My thanks go to: Bob Williams for his invaluable help in
checking entries, providing additional facts, and giving me

access to the vast number of modular synthesisers which lay

outside my price range; to Andy Horrell, EMIS, Bristol;
Mushroom from Massive Attack; Toni Rutherford (Akai UK);
David Whittle (Akai USA), and Martin Straw for his information

on the near -mythical ARP Centaur.

Peter Forrest August 1993

Key Facts
Dates: These refer to the approximate year of manufacture. New
instruments were often on sale for quite some time after production
ceased and precise chronological information is difficult to come by (all
help gratefully received!). Where any doubt occurs you will see a
question mark.

Prices: The original price quoted is that which you would have paid
in the shops; the target price is what you could expect to pay now for a
fully -working example in reasonable condition.

Users: If the exact model of synthesiser used is unclear, users are
included under the maker's name.

Stars: A maximum of five stars (except for truly remarkable
instruments) is given in these categories:

Interface - how easy it is to connect up to other synths or sequencers. MIDI,
obviously, scores highly, so to does the ability to MIDI up using an external
unit or internal interface. CV/gate at 1 volt/octave scores higher than a
volt/Hertz implementation - which in turn scores higher than having no
interface at all!

Sounds - simply how good the thing sounds. Obviously subjective, this is an
area open to potential disagreement. Who's to decide whether a Moog 3C
sounds better than a Prophet 5..?

Controls - how comprehensive, versatile and useable the controls are. A good
set of dedicated knobs and switches obviously counts high, and so do touch -

sensitivity, foot -pedal options and the feel of the keyboard.
Memories - 100 or more memories land MIDI) will tend to get five stars.

Anything less will get proportionately fewer.

VFM - Value for money. Again, an area of subjective opinion. Many feel that

programmable MIDI polyphonics with VCOs represent the best value, but you
might not!

Character - that indefinable 'something' that makes a synth desirable. Wood
panels, knobs and uniqueness score highly.

Collectability - people collect strange things, but this category takes into
consideration rarity and general interest/desirability rather than bizarre
obsession.

Ease of use - intuitive, unfussy and easy -to -adjust controls count high. So too
does the lack of complicated hidden menus, button -pushing and parameter
access

Where no stars are awarded, it means that either certain features are not
included at all (eg, no interface connections) or the category is not
applicable (eg, value for money in respect of a synth only released as a
prototype).

Although Akai made their name by producing the world's first
affordable sampler - the S612 - and the industry standard
S1000, their earliest high-tech music products included the
MG1212 multitracker and the AX80 synthesiser.

 AX60 - MIDI, 6 -voice, 6-VCO, 64 -memory, 61 -note,
split/unison keyboard. Appeared - and worked - at BMF August
1985 (see E&MM Sept '85).

Original price: Not sold in the UK, but was available in the US (at
least).

11,1111111111111111111111ill
 One of the last synthesisers until the JD800 to have knobs and
(principally) sliders.

 Not touch -sensitive, from keyboard or over MIDI. 4
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4  Good arpeggiator.
 Chorus.
 Eight keyboard split points storable.
 MIDI thru.
 Unison mode.
 Edit recall button.
 High pass and low pass filters.
 White noise generator.
 External sync socket for arpeggiator.
 Sample input: you can load Akai samples
(esp. S612/700, X7000) straight in via a 13 -pin

plug for editing/treatment with VCF, VCA,

chorus, unison, etc.
Interface: * * * * *
Sounds: * * * *
Controls: * * * *
Memories: * * * *

VFM: * * * *
Character: * * * *
Collectability: * * * *

Ease of use: * * * *

 AX73 - MIDI, 6 -voice, 6-VCO, 100 -memory,

73 -note, split keyboard. 1986-1988. Rather like

an MX73 with an 6-VCO analogue synthesiser
thrown in free.
Original price: £599.
Target price: £180

 Velocity sensitive
 Same sample input as the AX60.
 Quite reasonable to use as 6 -octave mother
keyboard - except for it's rather light and
'dicky' feel.
 No knobs and sliders to speak of.
 Digital parameter access.
 Programmable chorus.
 Pulse Width Modulation on all waveforms.
 MIDI splits and MIDI Thru socket.
 Light grey in colour (which looks good on
samplers but not on keyboards).
Interface: * * * * * VFM: * * * *
Sounds: * * * * Character: * * *

Controls: * * * Collectability: * *

Memories: * * * * Ease of use: * * *

 AX80 - MIDI, 8 -Voice, 16-VCO, 96 -
memory, 61 -note keyboard. 1984-1987.

Original price: £999
Target price: £220
E&MM review: Dec '84

 Velocity sensitive
 Excellent blue and orange fluorescent
graphic displays - possibly the best on any

mass-produced synth.
 No knobs or switches, but good layout and
displays make up for this in some ways.

 Angled rear panel for easy connections.
 32 memories are preset - only 64 are
writeable.

 Sounds good, though not always quite as
powerful as the 16 VCOs (and eight sub -

oscillators) would lead you to expect.

 No indication, during editing process, of

which patch you are editing.
 Better keyboard action than the AX73.
 Thick, lacquered wood ends.
 Like the AX60, a black as opposed to light

grey body.
Interface: * * * * *
Sounds: * * * *
Controls: * * * *

Memories: * * * * *
VFM: * * * *
Character: * * * *
Collectability: * * *

 AX90 - MIDI, 8 -voice, 16-VCO, 96 -

memory, 61 -note keyboard. c.1986 may have

only existed as a prototype. Akai UK say: "No
details are available on this as it was only put

forward for evaluation purposes."
Projected price: c. £2199

 Outwardly similar to the AX80

 Velocity sensitive
 Same excellent graphic displays.
 Different sounds included.
 All sounds in RAM (as opposed to the AX80's
mixed bunch including 32 in ROM).

 Different chips to the AX80.
Interface: * * * * * VFM:

Sounds: Character: * * *

Controls: * * * * Collectability: ******
Memories: * * * * * Ease of use: * * *

 VX600 - MIDI, 6 -voice, 6 -part, 12-VCO, 37 -
note keyboard. Probably another prototype -only

model.

 Multitimbral
 5 knobs, 1 slider - parameter access.
 50 patches, 40 programs, 20 code memories (?)
 13 -pin DIN socket for editing samplers.

 VX90 - MIDI, 6 -voice, 6-VCO, 100 -memory
module. 1986-1988. Ended up as a 2U
rackmount AX73, rather than a 4U rackmount

AX80/90 which was a shame. Six VCOs can't be
all bad, though. One to watch out for at the

right price.
Original price: £399.
Target price: £120 - £150.
Users: Bizarre Inc.

II vu y c; -J
c:p

 Input for Akai samplers on 13 -pin DIN plug

(same as AX73 and AX60).

 Unison mode included.

Interface: * * * * *
Sounds: * * * *
Controls: * *

Memories:* * * * *
VFM: * * *
Character: * * *

ANS
ANS produced a one-off optico-electrical
synthesiser in the former Soviet Union.
Users: Alfred Schnittke, Sofia Gubaidulina.
Compilation album released on Melodiya

record label.

Aries
Aries produced a modular synthesiser kit -
similar in concept to Digisound in UK. Made
by Rivera Music Services, Boston, Mass.

ARP
Major American synthesiser manufacturer
founded in 1969 by Alan R. Pearlman
after working on Gemini and Apollo space
projects, designing amplifiers. First
product was the massive, modular 2500,
followed by the 2600 and Odyssey. The
company had financial troubles in the
early '80s and went into liquidation during
development of what became the Chroma.

 16 -VOICE - Electronic Piano, 16 -voice, 73 -
note, weighted wooden keyboard. 1980-c.83.
The 16 voices referred to are 16 tones, accessed

by 16 push -buttons. Lesser versions were
available - 4 -voice (and 8 -voice?).

Original price: £109
Target price: £100
Users: Vic Emerson, Stan Shaw.

 Velocity sensitive
 Piano sounds not very realistic (by current
standards); some voices usable, though.

 Vibrato and stereo phasing.
 Detune of one of two master oscillators

possible.
 Stereo out and in and headphone socket.
 Soft and sustain pedals.
 Very good keyboard feel for the time -
better than most synths today.

Interface:

Sounds: * *
Controls: * *
Memories: *

VFM: *
Character: * *
Collectability: *

Ease of use: * * *

 2500 - Duophonic, 5-VCO, modular synth
with slider patching, c. 1970. Originally called
'Toms'. "Much better oscillators than the
Moog" - W Carlos, 1971.
Original price: $2300 - $8500.
Target price: £6000 (£8000 with 'wings).

Users include: W Carlos, Vince Clarke, David

Hentschel (Genesis producer), JM Jarre, Hugo
Montenegro, Guido Mylemans, Roger Powell,

Gerald Shapiro, Pete Townshend. Also used in
the climactic mothership scene in Close
Encounters. One is apparently in storage at the

Science Museum.
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 Infinitely flexible
modulation
possibilities.

 Slider system does
away almost entirely

with patch -leads.

 Large - even larger with optional wings with
more modules.
 Simple onboard sequencer.
 Split keyboard with reverse -colour keys.
 Strong sounds.
 Amazing pose potential - a staggering
artefact.

Interface: * * * VFM: *
Sounds: * * * * * Character: * * * * *
Controls: * * * * Collectability:* * * * * * *
Memories: Ease of use: * *

 2600 - Duophonic, 3-VCO semi -modular
synth. 1970- c.78 Probably the first synth to use
sliders for all its controls.

Original price: £2600 down to £1575.
Target price: £1300.

Users include: 808 State, Tony Banks, The
Beloved (Mk I version), Michael Boddicker,

Arthur Brown, Richard Burgess, Vince Clarke,
Steve Cunningham, Depeche Mode, John
Entwistle, Brian Gascoigne, Miquette

Giraudy/Gong, John Hollis, Steve Howell, Bob
James, JM Jarre (Zoo Look), Joy Division

(Closer), Dave Macrae, Daniel Miller, Steve
Porcaro, Roger Powell, Steve Roach, The

Shamen, Pete Townshend (Who Are You?'),
Ultravox, Ian Underwood, Edgar Winter, Stevie
Wonder (sometimes with voice -box), Joe
Zawinul (two on Sweetnighter, Mysterious

Traveller and Black Market albums).
Sampled for E-mu's Vintage Keys.

(MT retrospective: Apr '88)

'4444144i

 Easy to see where
controls are set.
 Early models had
nasty optional
keyboard; later

models had decent
optional 4 -octave

duophonic keyboard with extra LFO.
 Strong sounds at both ends of the audio
spectrum.
 Lots of fiddly bits.
 A delight to play.

 Audio input/envelope follower for processing
other instruments.
 Spring reverb, headphone socket, internal
speakers all contribute to feeling of self-
sufficiency.

 First (preferable) version was dark grey with
white legend; later versions black with orange
legend.

 White, pink and low frequency noise
available.

 All standard connections normalled, but able
to be modified by patch -cords.

 Another classic artefact that reflects its era.

Interface: * * *
Sounds: * * * * *
Controls: * * * *
Memories:

VFM: * *

Character * * * * *
Collectability: ** * * * *
Ease of use: * * *

 AVATAR - Monophonic expander with
guitar interface, 1977. A powerful and versatile
expander (with a free enamel badge!). Typical

1978 advert read: "Stolen from the Gods of the
Keyboard - bestowed on the disciples of the
Guitar. Send 50p P&P to receive a free demo
record."

Original price: £1500.
Target price: £160 - £240.

Users include: Steve Howell, Jimmy Page,
Par Example, Red Sun, Mike Rutherford, Big
Jim Sullivan, Pete Townshend.

 Good synthesiser (CV/gate) interface
connections.
 Two VCOs.
 Noise.
 Ring mod, cross -mod, sample/hold, etc.
 Balanced (XLR) audio out. Very similar (apart
from pitchbend) to Odyssey MkII.
 Fiddly and difficult tuning.
 Small black and colour -coded knobs very
liable to break.

 Guitar synth interface impossible to use if
guitar is played in the normal way!
 'Hex -fuzz' can be effective.

 Separate fuzz processor for each string, so
lead lines and chords can be equally clean or
dirty.

VFM: Nteibotids:

Interface: * * * Character * * * * *
Sounds: * * * * Collectability: * * * *
Controls: * * * * Ease of use: * * *

 AXXE - Monophonic, 1-VCO, 37 -Note,
keyboard developed from Odyssey. 1975-c.81.
For style changes between Mark I and II, see
Odyssey entry.
Original price: £380.
Target price: £120 - £200

Users include: 808 State, Jude Allen, Adrian
Chase, Rick Davis aka 3070 (Cybotron), Baby

Ford, Pascal Gabriel, Herbie Hancock.

 Same good CV/gate interface as Odyssey
(orange Mk Ils).

 'Thinner' sounds than Odyssey - less going
on - but still angular and powerful.
 Supplied with with 155 -page manual

(Lessons in Electronic Music), overlay

sheets, interface charts (eg. for hook-up to
Solina String Ensemble) and book of 50
patches.

Interface: * * *
Sounds: * * *
Controls: * * *

VFM:Mtntories:

Character * * *
Collectability: * * * *
Ease of use: * * * *

 CENTAUR - Quasi -orchestral 61 -note
polyphonic synth 1977- c.78. When technical
complexities of polyphonic pitch/voltage

conversion became too great, R&D was
channelled into Avatar and (eventually) Quadra
projects.

Projected price: $15,000 - $20,000.
Users include : Tony Banks (briefly)

 An enormous synth - far deeper front -to-

back than the largest Oberheims.
 Similar design to the later Quadra; many
more controls, but no memories.

 Overheating problems doomed it to failure -
too much going on inside (115 separate printed
circuit boards!).

 Average time between breakdowns on
prototypes: 2 hours.
 Two polyphonic sections, independently

variable VCOs with selectable waveforms and a
VCF each;

 Pulse width modulation with own LFO.
 Monophonic lead synth, 2 VCOs, VCF, ADSR,
PWM, LFO - all variable.

 Monophonic bass synth (1 VCO), but very
powerful, with pitches mixable.
 Vast array of interface sockets.
 Originally also designed to be a polyphonic
guitar synth.
Interface: * * * VFM:
Sounds: Character * * *
Controls: * * * Collectability: * * * * * *
Memories: Ease of use:

 EXPLORER 1 - Preset 37 -note
keyboard synth with variable section.
c.1976 - c.78.

Original price: £450
Target price: £150

Users include: Canned Rock, John Entwistle
 Preset voices like Trumpet, Tuba, Flute,
Clarinet, Pulsar and Lunar Lander.
 Variable ADSR and VCF.

 Sliders for volume, repeat, delayed vibrato,
portamento, etc.
 Also re -structured and included in Solina
C112 organ (triggered from highest note of
upper keyboard).
Interface:

Sounds: * *
Controls: * * *
Memories:

VFM:

Character: * * *
Collectability: * * * *
Ease of use: * * *

To be continued
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CALL US NOW ON

0202 395135
EXT. 125

KAWAI
MEGA
SYNTH
Call For
Details

EDDIE MOORS MUSIC LTD
THE SOUND INVESTMENT

679 CHRISTCHURCH ROAD
BOURNEMOUTH BH7 6AE

THE LARGEST MUSIC STORE IN THE SOUTH

Kawal Xfie
94 Sounds. Four Part Multi-timhral + Drums. £18,

oi!,i,1 orld \11,11,.11: \\ .1', :1,111,

KAWAI
PH50

SYNTH
Last

Available
Stocks
£129 11114=111

LOWEST PRICES

FATAR
Low Cost High Performance

Master Keyboards.
Full Range In Stock.

KURZWEIL

Version 2 Sortware and Sample Option Now Available.
Check our Prices on Memory Expansion.

YAMAHA
roar GLNEFIATOk

/ /

KOR
NAVESTATION

SULS I 000.S28000.S3000
S3200.CD3000.DR4D.

S950 MEGA DEAL £949

A lir

X110
MIDI STEREO DIGITAL SAMPU1

LOWEST PRICE
nov-F viss T"'

SONY
Hard Drives.
Removables. From
Opticals. £399

1105
CHECK OUR PRICES!!

KORG 0 1 /W t 1099

SPIRIT
FOLIO

Full Range
Available
Call For A

Quote.

New Folio -I
Now In Slack

CALL NOW SAVE MONEY

MAIL ORDER
SPECIALISTS

ASR10. T I 0
SQ I +

CHECK
OUR

,t Value
Segue

ffrently
..tilable

RP I \ II \ 15. DSP256. DSP I 6. GSP2 1

NEW AND USED EQUIPTMENT
Yamaha SY85 £999 Korg 01 WFD £1175 Roland 1V880 £599 rn
Yamaha RX7 £199 Korg MIEX £899 Zoom 9120 £299
Yamaha PF85 £749 Korg Wavestat AD£999 Zoom 9001 £189
Yamaha QY20 £335 Diamond 16-2 £325 Alesis SR16 £199
Yamaha TG100 £299 Ensoniq EPS £849 Tascam 05 HS £299
Roland 1D800
Roland D50
Roland TR707

£1249
£349
£129

Roland A30
Roland MC50
Korg OIW Pro

£339
£375
£1575

Roland RAS750 £159
Ensoniq SQR £399 cG 00
Proteus II £529

Roland Juno I 06 £349 Yamaha RX15 £89 Procession £349
Roland JX3P
Roland TR626

£299
£119

Yamaha QX5
Yamaha QX 21

£149
£119

Proteus 1
Roland U220

£399 -z
£299

Korg MI £799 Yamaha RX17 £89 Roland JX1 £269
Boss DS330 £289 Yamaha TX 8 I Z £175 Casio DAR 101) 4:539

FOSTEX R8 + 812 MIXER BED' UK DEAL

EFFECTS
Alesis Quadraverb + £299
klesis Quadra verb GT £349
\RT Multiverb LTX £189
\RT Multiverb SGXLT £191
\RT Multiverb Alpha 2 £299

Sony R7 Pro Reverb P0,\
ART SGX 2000 EX £.599

amaha SPX990 P0\
Roland SRV330

NOW IN STOCK .

EMAIGiC
NOTATOR £269. CREATOR £195

CUBASE V3.I £279. CUBASE LITE £79

Stainbarg

lexicon
I \PH I \ 1'9 VI,u VI.I \ Ito,

A ATARI®
Falcon

in Stock

Check
Our

Prices !!!

1040 sty + Hillh Res Nioni or £399

ACCESS. VISA. CREDIT FACILITIES. FAST EFFICIENT SERVICE. OVERNIGHT DELIVERY.



WAVESTATION
EX

LIMITED
OFFER
£1150

JV-11:100
MUSIC ..-HCICIUCT113N SYSTEM

VE- GSI EXPANSION BOARD
NOW AVAILABLE.

CHECK OUR PACKAGE PRICES!!!

INCLUDES
FREE
AMPLE
PACK.

ALL FOR
DETAILS

0 1 / Wzr-cD
MUSIC WORKSTATION

Limited Stock at f1599

CHECK
OUT OUR

PC
PACKAGES
SAVE £££s

AX -1./A.30
Mk, KEVIS,A, CON -MOLL

BEST UK DEALS
Roland 5750

Our Price Includes Free Library.
We Have RAS750 Expansion Boards

Available From Stock.

Your DAT Or
Tape Master 0_1-70 SAMPLING VVOK STATION DOWN

liana Atictra £359./..,B    AV, Ur ilk

Roland 0J-70Transfered INnt IA n p rpm pl, £299 To CD £39. PRICE!!

YAMAHA
SINItte,21r1

THE ULTIMATE .
AWM2 + AFM & RCM S_ynthe,i,

16 Track Sequencer. 63 Effects
16 Part Multi timbral + Drum,
We Have Obtained a Limited

QtlaoliIN of SY99 at an
I [Irene:liable Price. Call Noss"

CHECK OUR NEW
LOW PRICE.

AMAZING FEATURES
ONI,Y1449

SONY

Mop
0 O 0

CALL FOR
INFORMATION

R8 MKII. RY10.RY30.
DR660.RM50.D4.
BEST EVER DEALS!!!

SONY DATS FROM UNDER £400
TCD-D7. DTC690. DTC670.

ALSO TEAC DAP'20. DA30. SAVE£££c

MANY EXCLUSIVE DEALS!!!
USIC VVCIPIKSTATICI

beyerdynamicn
BEST PRICES ON

ALL MICS.
SM58 £99
SM57 £89SHURE

4 STEREO
I I FECTS

FOR £599

4 4TINE0 EFFECT PROCESSOR.

Niv 1.

Programs & 400 Effec Settings.Digital Input \Output. 19 Sturm,
crh & Dclav Optiiii,Stercii 3 -Band Fc 1011,1,e Midi (39++111

:HI, 9 N1+ Id I ,1212 t.) 9 \ ++,9 I i I,)9\ I 399,,9)9

CALL US
BEFORE V01-

111TV 7'

Stil NI)
CANVAS

£459

SC -155
Sound Canvas

317 Sounds. 9 Drum Kits. Digital Eft,
16 Part Multitimbral. 24 Voice Poly.

11.71...

Il II RAN01 A\ \ II \ I ( \LL LS I.0k A ()LOH.
CHECK OUR

ADAT
PACKAGES.

SOUNDTRACS

FRIENDLY SERVICE1
API4EXSYSTEMS

Ann IRINA AIMS AMIN
AMI=111 ..1111111INI

9120. 9001.9002. 9000S. 9200.
Driver.

LOWEST EVER PRICES
£949

Series 5 16-8-2 Exclusive
ACCESS. VISA. CREDIT FACILITIES. FAST EFFICIENT SERVICE. OVERNIGHT DELIVERY.
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Direct -to -disk ng explained

Wot, no tape? Recording acoustic sounds straight into a computer

will soon be as common as MIDI sequencing and 4 -track taping.

So here's MT's beginners guide to the future, from basic principles

to the latest available systems. On the case: Ian Waugh.

is a funny old world, innit? For
years musical instrument

manufacturers have been

beavering away to give us better
sound courtesy of digital synthesis -

and now fashion dictates that we
buy up old analogue instruments at
grossly inflated prices. The fact that

you can produce all these old

analogue sounds - and more! - on

virtually any digital synth seems to
have escaped notice. But let's not
allow the facts to get between a fool

and his money.

The recording industry, too, has
experienced something of a back -to -

analogue backlash. Having busied

itself for years developing low noise,

high clarity digital recording systems

(so that the record companies could

busy themselves ripping off the CD -

buying public) musicians and
producers - demonstrating their
customary perversity in these matters

- respond by going back to using
analogue tape because, they say, it's

inherently 'warmer'. What they
actually mean is they don't like the
high frequencies in their music which

tape conveniently masks, and they

find the clarity embarrassing. Ah
well.

For most of us, still struggling with

personal multitrackers and budget 4 -

and 8 -track tape systems, digital
recording is a luxury we only wish
we could afford. But the fact is, it's a

luxury which is becoming ever more

affordable - particularly in the area

of direct -to -disk recording - with
systems now retailing for just a few

hundred pounds.

Before
we get down to the nitty

gritiy, let's sort out the difference

between digital multitrackers and
direct -to -disk recording. Although
both types of system convert audio

System selective

Sync up those guitars with Cubase: Steinberg's Cubase Audio

AN Sim MI .. -s....
---

1111111111110
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Roland DM -80R: hard disk recording without a computer!

The most popular direct -to -disk systems
are still based around the Apple Mac, but
the PC is quickly becoming a popular
alternative. There are also systems for
Atari's Falcon and Commadore's Amiga.

The following list does not claim to be
exhaustive but aims simply to point you in
the right direction if you're looking into the
possibility of buying a direct -to -disk
system...

Digidesign were probably responsible for
the launch of direct -to -disk systems with
its ProTools package for the Mac. The
company has a current list of about seven
direct -to -disk systems which run on the
Mac and PC and it's well worth getting
further info if you have one of these
machines.

Opcode's Studio Vision (now down to
£499.95 from MCM) for the Mac can
integrate with Digidesign's Audio Media
card and the two are available for
£1173.83.

Steinberg's Cubase Audio from Harman
should soon be available for the Atari
ST/Falcon, the PC and Mac. This
integrates direct -to -disk recording with
Cubase and is bound to prove popular
with Cubase users. It can support up to 16

tracks of audio with ProTools and it can
also work with Yamaha's new CBX-D5
hard disk recorder (around £2500).

Emagic's Notator Logic Audio from Sound
Technology will follow fairly soon, too, first
on the Mac and later possibly on the
Falcon. Sound Tech also handle Mark of
the Unicorn's Digital Performer which is
supported by MotU's own digital board
and Yamaha's CBX-D5.

Roland has a range of DM hard disk
recorders and Akai launched the DR4d
(£1599), a 4 -track hard disk recorder at
Frankfurt this year. You need a hard disk
in addition to the unit but the system is not
based around a computer.

d2d's software and hardware for the
Falcon has already been mentioned and
has been reviewed on page 62.

The Soundscape system offers 4 -track
direct -to -disk recording for the PC for
£2500 and was reviewed in our July '93
issue.

Studio Audio & Video also has a 2- and
4 -channel up-market PC direct -to -disk
system called SADiE, reviewed in our
January '93 issue.
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data to digital data and back again,

digital multitrackers such as the
Alesis ADAT and Tascam DA88
record the data in a linear fashion
onto video tape much like a

traditional analogue multitracker -
except, of course, the data is in a
digital format. Direct -to -disk
recording writes the data directly to
a hard disk.

Unlike tape, you can access any
part of a disk - and therefore a song

- almost instantly. This has many
benefits when it comes to editing
and we'll be looking at these later.
But for now lets consider the other

principle advantage of direct -to -disk

recording - the high quality sound.

Digital recording does away with

the background noise which is an
inescapable part of any tape
recording. Good AD converters will

ensure a broad, flat frequency
response with highs and lows that
aren't subject to the vagaries of tape

characteristics. You can also back up

a recording with no loss in quality
and 100 percent accuracy.

Other traditional audio problems

which simply disappear with the
switch to digital recording include
crosstalk, drop outs, noise reduction

The hidden cost of direct -to -disk
Compared to the cost of a personal multitracker, a direct -to -disk recording is still a relatively expensive
business. The Falcon promised to bring affordable direct -to -disk recording to the masses with its built-in
direct -to -disk hardware, but still the cheapest system, including a monitor and software will cost around
£1500 - more if you want a greater recording time and better quality. And whichever direct-to -disk system
you plumb for, there are hidden costs which should be take into account when working out your budget.

The first is the size of the hard disk. Assess your requirements carefully in terms of recording time. If you
need 400Mb of disk space, remember that after formatting and partitioning, a drive could lose 20Mb, so a
physical 400Mb drive could end up only giving you 380Mb.

If the direct -to -disk system can run in conjunction with a sequencer, you may also need to invest in extra
RAM.

But the most vexed question is that of backing up your data. When you've filled a disk with a song or
album, you have to wipe it if you want to record new material. You could backup to floppies, but apart from
the cost it would take an age - you'd need over 150 high density floppies to back up a 200Mb hard disk!

A far more convenient option is to use a tape streamer which is used for backing up traditional computer
disks, or to backup to DAT. As you'd probably be mastering to DAT (you couldn't use all that digital
technology and master to tape!) this could be best option, though you'll need a direct -to -disk system with
digital ins and outs (most have these, but Falcon users will need extra hardware).

Another alternative is to backup to optical disks. These typically store about 120Mb of data and cost about
£40 each, although the drives are currently around £1000! Optical drives are too slow to be used for direct -to -
disk recording although they can be used successfully for other computer applications.

colouring, counter slippage,
timecode problems (through
dropouts and/or timecode leaking
through to adjacent tracks) and tape

speed problems such as wow and
flutter.

I mpressive as the sound quality
argument is, however, the real

benefits (for most people) of direct-
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to -disk recording are to be found
within the list of editing features.
These are akin to many of the
facilities you'll find on a sampler, but

unless your sampler can take
upwards of 200Mb of RAM (which,
at a conservative estimate, would
cost about £7000!), direct -to -disk
recording lets you work with much
larger files.

There are three main advantages

- accuracy, quality and versatility.
As you're no doubt aware, digital
data is comprised essentially of
numbers - huge strings of numbers,

in fact, but each one individually
accessible and capable of being
changed. You can't get much more
precise than that. No faffing about
rocking reels past tape heads armed

with a razor blade. And none of the

problems associated with editing
stereo or multitrack tape recording.

Most direct -to -disk systems allow you

to edit individual tracks - or just one
side of a stereo recording.

And of course, numbers don't
deteriorate with editing. You can
shuffle sections of the recording
around ad infinitum (if you've got
that long) with no loss of quality. You

can also bounce tracks - repeatedly

- on a multitrack system with
absolutely no degradation of signal

quality.

Another huge advantage is the
non-destructive nature of the editing.

You could look at this rather like a
software jukebox which lets you
specify the order in which you want

a series of MIDI files to play. Simply

select a portion of the recording and

drop it into a playlist. Totally new

recordings can be built up in this
way: all the system does is to play
back sections of the recording in a
different order using a series of
markers. The original recording
stays intact.

If the first vocal chorus is better
than the second, you can create a
playlist which uses the first one
whenever the chorus occurs. You can

record several takes of a section of

music and paste the best one into the

final version. In fact, you could paste

in that excellent high note the singer

hit in an otherwise naff verse,
recording into a better recording of
the verse in which the high note was

fluffed.

In many ways, you can think of a

direct -to -disk recording like a MIDI

recording - editing is possible down

to the level of individual notes
through a variety of different
functions. Of course, the precise
nature of these will vary from one
system to another, but cut, copy and
paste should be pretty standard. It's

also likely that there will be invert,
fade in and out, and crossfade
facilities and indeed, on -board
digital effects which may be applied
in real time during playback.

Other useful functions might
include EQ and timestretch/
compression which would let you,
for example, squeeze a 33 second

jingle into 30 seconds without
altering the pitch.

berect -to -disk recording has uses

other than the creation of a
song. It can be used, for example, to

select the running order of songs on 4
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4 an album. Say you have a DAT
master but want to re -jig the order of

the songs. Load the tape into the
system digitally (there will be no loss

of quality) create a new playlist and

save it back to DAT. You might also

decide to crossfade the end of one

song into the start of another. Again,

no problem.

Direct -to -disk is also becoming the

preferred medium in film dubbing.
As the recording can tie in with
SMPTE very easily, its a simple
matter to sync film and sound.

At this point it's perhaps worth
including a few words about

digital inputs. Once a sound has
been converted to a digital format it

makes sense to keep it in that format

during any edit or transfer
procedures. To convert it into
analogue audio to transfer it to
another device will inevitably result

in a loss of quality (albeit a very
small one). Most samplers have a
digital interface or a provision for
adding an optional one. DATs have

digital in/outs and some CD players

include them too. Many sample CDs

now also feature digital data tracks
which you can load directly into a
sampler via a digital interface -
and, of course, into a direct -to -disk

system.

As the production of music is
carried out more and more in the
digital domain, digital inputs on
equipment will become more
prevalent. At the Frankfurt show
earlier this year, Akai even

announced the imminent launch of a

digital patchbay.

Notwithstanding my comments at
the beginning of this feature, when

such high quality becomes a
possibility, few people would want to

yield an inch to the ravages of
analogue systems.

But all this versatility does require

a degree of power from the system

playing host to it. For example, the
hard disk itself will need a pretty fast

access time so the system can read

the data off it fast enough to prevent

hiccups. A computer -based system

will also demand a certain amount
of power from the computer's
processor - although if the system
uses an external hardware unit, the

computer should have a fairly easy

time of it and should be largely free

to handle MIDI data, etc.

And this brings us to yet another

massive advantage of direct -to -disk

recording - the complete integration

of digital audio and MIDI

sequencing. This, for many people,

would be the ultimate recording set-

up: a system which can play back a

MIDI sequence and an audio
recording together, with no tape
sync problems and the simultaneous

viewing and editing of the two types

of data.

Most direct -to -disk systems can do

this, but you'll need to check the
specs as sending out MIDI data in
sync with digital audio data requires

a considerable amount of processing

power and there might be

limitations.

It could be argued that we don't
actually need direct -to -disk

technology. After all, we managed
perfectly well for years with vinyl
and cassettes. And a good analogue

multitrack recorder with noise
reduction can produce excellent
results. But the plain fact is, digital

recording is of a much higher order;

indeed, the quality matches that of
the CD playback systems which have

found their way into between 30-
40% of homes in the country.
Combine this with the powerful
editing facilities and the fact that the

technology has now reached the
stage where it is affordable for the

semi -pro and enthusiastic home user

(it's virtually a must for the

professional) and I think you have a

pretty convincing argument for
investigating the possibility of going

direct -to -disk.

As technology marches inexorably

onwards, more changes will come.

There will almost certainly be a
move towards 20- and 24 -bit
systems; smaller, faster more reliable

hard disks; and of course, regular 4

Quality CI)
In any discussion of digital recording technology, the phrase 'CD quality'
inevitably crops up. But what precisely is CD quality and just how good is it?
CDs have a sampling resolution of 16 bits and a sample rate of 44.1kHz.
However, these specifications alone are not enough to guarantee a 'CD quality'
performance.

The number of bits refers to the data storage format - the more bits, the
greater the accuracy of the digital representation of the sound. In an ideal world,
16 bits would provide absolute accuracy (or as near as damn it), but the data
has to get into the system and out again. There is no point in storing data to a
resolution of 16 bits if the playback circuitry can only output with an accuracy of
14 bits.

To put it another way, a 16 -bit machine should have a signal-to-noise ratio of
96dB - which is commonly accepted as being CD quality. That's the theoretical
dynamic range. If the converters aren't up to scratch and were operating at, say,
14 bits, then the SNR would be down to a theoretical maximum of 82dB.

Because of the AD and DA conversion process, a 16 -bit system will actually
have a SNR of around 90dB. However, if you leave a little headroom while
recording, the SNR drops even further.

What this boils down to is that in order to guarantee a 16 -bit resolution, the
equipment should actually use more bits. This is why you will now often see
high quality equipment quoting an accuracy of 20 and 24 bits. There's little
doubt that in time, all high -end equipment will be built to this specification and
then we will truly have CD or 'real life' quality.

Until then, check the specs of equipment carefully and don't assume that
anything which offers 16 -bit resolution and a 44.1kHz sampling rate will
automatically give you 'CD quality'. The Atari Falcon is a case in point. Although
the specs quote 16 -bit resolution and high sample rates, the resulting output
falls somewhat short of this ideal. (See the review of d2d's 4T/FX on page 62.)

Hard disk, big bucks
As with samplers, direct -to -disk recording is a trade off between quality and
space. Assuming you are recording at 16 -bit resolution and at a sample rate of
44.1kHz, 1Mb of hard disk space will be required to store 10 seconds of a
1 -track recording. A typical 4 -minute stereo recording, therefore, will need about
50Mb.

If you want to use direct -to -disk to re -order the tracks on an album in one
take, say for a CD, and the album is 45 minutes long, you'll need a 600Mb hard
disk. For the Mac this will typically cost around £900, for the ST around £900
and for the PC about £700 - plus VAT! Why the difference in price? A
combination of tradition, competition and supply and demand.

One thing you must bear in mind is the speed of the drives. Most of the larger
drives will have an access time of around 15ms which you'll probably need if
you are using a multitrack system with more than two tracks. The manual for the
direct -to -disk system in question will tell you what the minimum speed of the
drive should be. Some stereo systems are happy with 20 or 28ms drives.

The conversion business
Direct -to -disk recording saves sound to disk in digital
format, but what exactly happens to the sound during
the conversion process?

Recording works on the same principle as a
sampler. An analogue -to -digital (AD) converter
measures or takes a sample of the sound at regular
intervals. The frequency with which this occurs is
referred to as the sample rate and expressed in kHz
or so -many -thousand samples per second. CDs use a
sample rate of 44.1kHz.

Ina 16 -bit system each sample is represented by a
number (the digitisation process) between 0 and
65536. This is the sample resolution. For the
wireheads, a 16 -bit number consists of 16 binary bits

- 1111111111111111 - which translates as 2^1' or
65536. But you knew that already. Didn't you?

If you use a lower resolution, say 8 bits, then the
numeric range would be between 0 and 256 which will
not give as accurate a picture of the sample as 16 -bit
resolution. Being in numerical form, the data can
easily be handled by a computer and this allows for
extremely accurate editing.

Once complete, the numbers are squirted out
through a digital -to -analogue (DA) converter which
translates them into sound again.

You can copy digital data with 100% accuracy as,
again, all you are doing is copying a stream of

numbers. This is what caused the fat men in the plush
record company offices to sweat when DAT machines
arrived - suddenly technology had made it possible
for anyone to copy a CD with no loss of quality. This
lead to the inclusion of SCMS (Serial Copy
Management System) into many consumer DAT
machines which allowed an original recording to be
digitally copied, but prevented further copies being
made from that copy. It was a futile act, as SCMS
override units soon appeared.

This has nothing to do with direct -to -disk recording,

by the way, unless you master the recording onto
DAT. As, of course, you will.
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SO1

Explore musical possibilities to the
affordable SO1 Digital Sampler. Eas

makes sampling delightfully simple.

16 bit sampling technology, you can rec

samples, or choose from hundreds of s

sound library. The Akai SO1 is multi-timb

sensitive and features

I
NEW AKA! S3000 SERIES

The new Akai Samplers have many new features:

voices, resonant filters, program mixing, digi
effects, HELP pages, sectional editing, digital fad

level rescaling, APM and many more; The new seri

is compatible with the huge existing Akai sound
library and has a quickly expanding dedicated library

of its own. Check out the individual benefits:

52800

All this power in a 2U space! The S2800 is designe

for compact operation in studios or on the road. The

standard 2mB memory is expandable to 16mB and

there are two assignable outputs in addition to the

normal L/R stereo outputs. Optional SCSI and Digital

I/O boards are available.

U

I
C03000

At last, a playback unit complete with thousands of

sounds. The CD3000 comes with 5 CD-ROMS! The

built-in CD-ROM drive can also digitally read and
play normal CDs. It has a floppy drive for loading
sounds from disk and a built-in SCSI interface for

hard -disk use. The standard 2mB memory can be
expanded to 16mB.

AK,

1111111111111

0

S3000

Designed for users who may wish to expand their

Sampler's capabilities, the powerful S3000 offers a
full range of options; Timecode reader/generator,
SCSI and Digital I/O. Memory can be expanded from

2mB to a full 32mB.

0
CJ 1.1

C, LP .?
C:1,

S3200

The S3200 features all the options of the S3000, plus

8mB of memory as standard! A second custom LSI

offers wonderful extra features such as; recording

direct to hard -disk, additional resonant filters and

digital effects. The S3200 also has provision for an

internal Magneto Optical drive. Great performance

from a complete sampler - the Akai S3200.

Want to find out more? Contact us today for a

brochure and the name of your nearest dealer.

Akai (U.K.) Ltd. E.M.I. Division, Haslemere Heathrow Estate,

Parkway, Hounslow Middlesex TW4 6NQ.

Tel: 081-897 6388 Fax: 081-759 8268

IN ORDER

TO SAMPLE

SUCCESS,

YOU'LL NEED

TO SAMPLE

THE WORLD'S

MOST SUCCESSFUL

SAMPLERS!

ON

HIGH SPEED
DIGITAL
SOUND
PROCESSOR



4 drops in price. One day - and it's
not too far away - we'll be using
personal direct -to -disk multitrackers

costing just about the same as the

current tape -based machines which

are the cornerstone of home
recording.

Of course, as with today's
analogue machines, there will

always be a noticeable quality
difference between these machines

and professional systems. But even

at its lowest level the quality of the

personal direct -to -disk systems will

be far superior to present-day tape
multitrackers. And given the right
number of bits, there's no reason
why a personal direct -to -disk system

should not give the same quality
results as a heavy -weight pro
system. After all, even without a
direct -to -disk system it's possible to

record professional quality music
(using a MIDI sequencer) by
recording direct to DAT. direct -to -

disk systems will simply extend that

ability into the analogue audio
domain.

That digital is going to be the
preferred recording medium of the

future there can be no doubt. The
only question to be asked is whether

to opt for a digital tape system, such

as ADAT, or go direct -to -disk. You

might also find yourself mulling over

whether to dive in now or wait until

your chosen system becomes even

cheaper. In real terms, a direct -to -

disk system today is cheaper than
those early Teac 4 -track machines (I

had an A-3440 which cost around a

grand over 12 years ago!). But you

may think it's worth waiting a year
or so to see how the situation pans

out. Trouble is, by then, everyone
will have one. Not that this is a good

enough reason to part with your
money now, but it is worth

considering just how much

experience of direct -to -disk systems

you could gain in 12 months and
how much of a creative - and
commercial - advantage that could

prove to be, particularly in the semi-

pro arena. You may even be able to

hire out your direct -to -disk facilities

to song writers and semi -pro studios.

The choice, as ever, is yours. But

rest assured that MT will be doing its

utmost to keep you abreast of new

developments and new systems as

and when they appear. There's no
doubt in our minds that one day all
recording systems will be made this

way. 

Akai, Haslemere Heathrow Estate, Silver Jubilee Way, Parkway,

Hounslow, Middlesex, TW4 6N0. Tel: 081 897 6388.

Atari UK, Atari House, Railway Terrace, Slough, Berkshire, SL2 5BZ.

Tel: 0753 533344.

d2d Systems Ltd., St. John's Innovation Centre, Cowley Road,

Cambridge, CB4 4WS. Tel: 0223 420252.

Digidesign is currently setting up a UK office address but can be

contacted on 0483 740009.

Harman (UK), Unit 2, Borhamwood Ind. Park, Rowley Lane,
Borhamwood, WD6 5PZ. Tel: 081 207 5050. Fax: 081 207 4572.

MCMXCIX, 9 Hatton Street, London, NW8 8PR. Tel: 081 963 0663.

Roland (UK), Rye Close, Ancells Business Park, Fleet, Hampshire, GU13

8UY. Tel: 0252 816181.

Sound Technology plc, 15 Letchworth Point, Letchworth, Herts., SG6

1ND. Tel: 0462 480000.

Soundscape, 26 CasteII Coch View, Tongwynlais, Cardiff, CF4 7LA.

Tel: 0222 811512.

Studio Audio & Video Ltd, The Old School, Stretham, Ely, Cambridge,

CB6 3LD. Tel: 0353 648867.

Yamaha-Kemble, Sherbourne Drive, Tilbrook, Milton Keynes, MK7 8BL.

Tel: 0908 366700.

SPECIAL
NTEREST F /i L

FREE MAIL ORDER
DEMONSTRATION

ES

All Yamaha Products available on 0% Finance!
P e 081 749 222

Come down and try and try out these fantastic products in our demonstration suite - guaranteed no hassle hands-on playing; if you can't get down to us

then wl si II! to our door b next da deliver .,Dro by for a cup of tea and a tinkle so 0, Offer end* 31st 1993

Yamaha SY35
Excellent sounding 61 note AWM/FM vector

synthesizer, 128 voices, 32 multis.

In stock and up on demonstration,

come in and try one today.

£66 Deposit Only f59.30 per month

Yamaha TG100
Expand your sound source with this amazing

module. 28 note polyphony with 192

instruments and 10 drum kits, MIDI AWM tone generation,

you won't see better value for money this side of Christmas!

f38 Deposit Only f39.10 per month

Yamaha P-100
Portable piano, AWM tone generation, 32 note polyphony,

splits and layer DSP effects.

f 173 Deposit Only f 155.60 per month

£1729

Pr Yamaha SY85
A fantastic midpriced synth, 61 notes and

AWM2 tone generation, 6 Megabytes of ROM

and MIDI sample dump. 256 preset sounds and

128 performance memories, onboard 9 track sequencer with built

in disk drive and onboard FL Stunning value for money.

150 Deposit Only f135 per month
£1499

Yamaha TG500

Well, what can we say- 64 note polyphony, MIDI sample dump, 384

192 user performance sets, staggering FX, once you start

playing with this you won't want to turn it off.

£110 Deposit Only £98.90 per month

ts,

£1099

Yamaha SY9 9
Yamaha's flagship synth, once you've heard it you

won't want to be without one. 76 note AWM/AFM

tone generation, 8 Megabytes of ROM and MIDI

sample dump. 16 track sequencer 27,000 note capacity.

Two internal DSP's provide 63 top quality effects.

£220 Deposit Only f197.91 pe month
£2199

Yamaha RY3O
If you're looking for a rhythm machine then

this is the one., 48 KHz sampling

frequency, velocity pads, real time

controller and AWM tone generation.

f50 Deposit Only £44.90 per month

0% Finance just 10% down and the balance payable over 10 months, for example: Yamaha SUS f 150 deposit

and 10 monthly payments off 135 per month, but hurry this offer closes August 31st 1993, finance subject to status,

7 Goldhawk Mews, London W12 8PA. Tel: 081 749 8222 n
2 minutes walk from GOLDHAWK ROAD tube station, on the Metropolitan Line Es
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AKAI =ODD

As a proud owner of the Akai CD3000 Sampler,
you already know you have a ravenous beast !
We at Time+Space want you to know also that
we are committed 100% to keeping it well-fed
with the very best sound libraries on CD and CD-
ROM from every corner of the globe. There is
now a truly massive array of choice - something
to suit every appetite. With its built-in CD-ROM

drive doubling as a normal audio CD player, the
Akai CD3000 is the ideal machine for conve
niently accessing all that we have to offe
Whatever sampler you've got, to get the full story
on more than 100 quality products, call now for
our latest colour catalogue, and we promise to
keep you updated with all that's
new in the sampling world.

MINIMUM 5% DISCOUNT ON AKAI SAMPLERS! If you're on our mailing list, and you're in the market for any Akai gear, contact TSC
(The Synthesizer Company) on 071-258 3454. As a valued Time+Space customer you will receive a minimum of 5% discount.

DIGITAL AUDIO CONCEPTS

Of course a massive appetite requires
serious storage solutions. We carry a
wide range of DAC fixed and remov-
able hard drives, plus all the advice
you need to help you choose the right
gear and organise your sounds.

TEL: 0442 870681
FAX: 0442 877266

TIME+SPACE  PO BOX 306  BERKHAMSTED
HERTS  HP4 3EP  ENGLAND OF SAMPLING TECHNOLOGY

THE LEADING EDGE
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GREAT PRICES AND MUCH MUCH MOR

get
r The nation's SIX best equipped, most

professionally staffed,
top quality music stores::

'4 ea%

Specials ea NI Seer
This Months SPECIAL

T r- y
,...4t AB

at ABC Only 9
JV-1000

'Too notch male, sounds provide
tjeOeis for an keyboard wee"
- Future Music June 93

Emu proteus MPS+
The ultimate Sample replay system with 8MB of sounds!

We just can't believe it. how can Emu cram a Proteus 1 AND a
Proteus 2 AND digital effects AND a superb keyboard in a box and
make it this affordable. The Proteus sound are legendary and in the
MPS* you get a maximum of 500 stunning presets. Add to this great
sound shaping capabilities and you've got a bargain at £1399.
But ABC goes further. Fora limited period you can buy it for only
£999 - that's £400 off the SRP.

If you want the ultimate keyboard workstation
check out this 'mother' from Roland.
 76 velocity sensitive 8 attertouch keys
 129 preset waveforms - 4MB of wave memory
 Absolutely superb sequencer
 Built-in 3&' disk drive

Call in today NEW

MORE
FROM

ROLAND
CHECK OUT

THE SUPERB
NEW JW50
AND OUR

GREAT NEW
SUPER LOW

PRICES ON
THE JD.

Also Snub on s Oriel Sumner Dear.

,4
Yamaha SY35 £599

1
The SY35 must be the BEST VALUE Synth
around at the moment - all this for less
than £600 - It's unbelievable!
 Vector controlled. AWM 8 FM sounds

ir4fi  126 superb presets. On -board EX
 Multi -timbre) 61 keys.

Cheetah MD16 SPECIAL!!
All you could ever wish for in a drum
machine - killer sounds. pads, etc.
 700 absolutely great sampled sounds
 Dynamic drum pads 16bit samples
We have managed to secure the very last
of these super little machines - HURRY!

El

Zoom 9001 Only f199
Easy to use stereo effects from Zoom
40 patch locations. Ideal for recording
Easily arranged into effects types
2 pitch changers. Tone oscillator
FREE POWER SUPPLY
SRP £349 SAVE £150 with ABC!!

Casio VAIO Vocoder
( The great new ivocoding' keyboard Porta 07 NEW Spirit Po lo Call Roland MV30 f899

from Casio. Apply digital effects to your  4 track on cassette machine DAT quality mi ing and absolutely  Sequencer, Tone Module, Mixer

SI voice and 'play' it on the keyboard!  High AND Low EO super EC) from Soundcraft - all in one unit

i  60 powerful digital effects  Tape sync built-in.  des built-in  102 8 112 onfigurations  220 IRS-PCM sounds. 30 voice

 Pitch sensor (detects pitch of voice)  Xtra stereo inputs for submixes  3 band EC) with swept Mid polyphony. Buitun effects

 100 tones. 12 rhythms. Headset mic!  Dedicated stereo FX retum  2 x AUX sends  50.000 note sequencer

You MUST try this Bole wonder!  Pitch control for fine tuning Rackmount version in stoc as £1549 SAVE £750!!

Alesis 9R16 f239
 16bit stereo drum machine
 233 superb drum sounds
 50 preset patterns
 Samples of highest quality

- many with ambience
 New LOW ABC price!

We reckon this is just abo the most sophisticat-
ed, best sounding sy aroun The specification
goes on and on and Inc!
 JD -800 and JV-86 othes
 24note polyphoni 16 pa ulti-timbral

 Amazing

Call in today iNEWprogramming obi

EMU Vintage Keys
Do you LOVE the sound of the old ana-
logue synths? Those big tat strings and
funky bass sounds? Have them NOW!

 3B4 sounds -
3sampled Old synth'

2 note polyph
sounds
ony

 32 ANALOGUE FILTERS!
Korg 01/RW Superb

SAVE firs off list!
Rackmount version of 01/W and that means:
 Superb Ai' sound
 32 voice, 32 oscillators Dual multi-fx
 And MORE!

Korg 011W
SAVE E3501!
Love the 01/W ko -
Can't afford one?
ABC has the
answer! - Buy an
01/W and save
Ca's.
 Superb Ai' sound
 61 touch sensitive keys
 32 voice, 32 oscillators Dual multi-fx
 200 programs, 200 combinations
 Ideal for use with external

sequencer

Only il199

Wavestat
More than
less mono

lot
more

Only f 899
IBM software  Great Deals
Huge stocks and CRAZY ABC Music

prices eg. Cubase Windo Only £249

S ci rnpler
Altai 901 ABC Price f799
.4/e recommend this stunning value sampler. its easy to
use, has great features and nothing beats it at this price
ooint.  16bit sampling  8 -voice

Akai 92800 Now In Stock
Massive power from just 2U of rack space 2Mb memory
s expandable to 16Mb. Two assignable outputs  L8R.
Optional SCSI and Digital I/O board. - The Pro's choice!

Kenwood DAT SRP E649

YOU SAYE E159witM1 ABC!!

Affordable DAT Player/Recorder
 High quality CD mastering  Portable
 lbit 256x oversampling  Superb Quality
 Store & collate you're samples on DAT
 Make no -quality -loss back-ups
Free Rechargable

Only 499Battery Pack &!!

sic

XT AL ABC DEALS
RO D J5880 VBO inc 14 Mb waveform 51395
Kuspecial v2 ABC software Call

YA A E345

Novation M 0 adaptors £99

STUD1OMA 1) 121 £329

Pro -Line Gold with MIDI muting 16,40........E1099
KAWAI SPECTRA SYNTH - Save £150.........1349

Crate Combo f599
Superb value keyboard combo with
3 channel mixing. Reverb and
160watt power.
 3 channel inputs
 160watt power  Parametric EC)

Bristol 32 Alma Vale Rd 0272 238200

E xeter 68 Bartholomew St West 0392 425125
St Albans 130 London Road 0727 856351

Kingston 56 Surbiton Road 081 546 9877

Oxford 44 St Clements 0865 724820

Slough 324 Farnham Rd 0753 822754

WE WANT YOUR USED HI -TECH GEAR - FOR CASH OR P/X
You bet yal Why not turn that unwanted Synth, keyboard or effect into CASH - or use it as a

part exchange on a new model. ABC Music offer the very best prices on used gear.
You won't find a better deal. Call 0372 468114 for an immediate price guide.

Also wanted - Guitars, Amplifiers, Recording Equipment, PA Equipment, Effects etc etc.

Come
Upstairs!

Yes folks! The stair ascending request is still operational. Go for it!!
Come upstairs at Stix (Ooerr-Missus) and see Paul, he's ever so friendly.

New, Second-hand And Ex -demo
Synths IT Samplers
Yamaha SY135 wstabon £1349

Yamaha SY35 great first buy! £599

Roland JV1000 w(staon £1799

Roland JV80 £950
Roland JW50 estation.. 11299
Roland JO30 £899
Roland W30 sampler - rave on 1899

Peavey DPM V3 module warm £599
Peavey DPM3ee* gti xlr coupe .....£750
Boss Dr Synth 00330 wow £389
Yamaha TX812 hard bass £99
Roland 4V8110 say e more squire . £699

Akai 001 seep!. £799

Casio VZ-10M 1179
Yamaha TG500 monstrous! .........1816
Roland MKS -100 seeder module_£349
Volnd 0-220 sampler WAWA . _£399
Peavey SXSP11 sampler 32Mbi
stereo sampling only 11199

Peavey Spectrum Bess 1275

Casio CZ3000 synfems mate_ ....C2,19
Yamaha 0X27 more synlesis matel£159
Roland PC100 master ktbd ............/75
Roland PC150 master lebd ..........1109
Korg meropreset analogue ....£99

Drum Boxes/Sequencers
Yamaha RM50 waked!
esamplerarn £599
Roland R8 Mkll £549

£199
Roland TR626 £109

Roland DR550
Roland DR550 Mk 1239
Yamaha RY30 dance frenzy' 430

Yamaha 6010 wild bass mon! £269

Yamaha DD7 wacky' £75

Yamaha OD12 cheap MIDI pads ...£119

Boss DR660 £319

Alesis 5016 0149

Yamaha 0Y20. £399

MIDI
Akai MEBOP.
Phil Rees Stuff! Cheap

Amps, Monitors & Mixers
Mackie 1202 mixer .
Mackie 1604 mixer....._........
Peavey KB300 combo
Peavey KB100 combo
Peavey K860 combo ...........
Peavey K815 combo.

Torque 50w st
Torquel 00w st combo...
Marshallw £99

Marshall 1500 £350
Rhodes AR150 combo C250

Foster 2016 16 ch mixer .............1275
Peavey 3089 monitors HIT SHOT1.f 485
Peavey 310s HIT SHOP ........... ..£587
Peavey 312 monitors HIT SHOT ...£705
Yamaha 6010ms standard

220

£355
899

£499
£319
£269
1109
£179
£266
£349

Peavey Ultraverbll £299

Yamaha RI Ce £179

Roland SRV-330 3D reverbe £699

Bits 'N' Harrys
Roland SD35 MIDIfile player 1499
Roland FPB piano orgasmic!.. £1439
Yamaha MDF-2 MIDIfile played 1299
Tascam Porta 03 £150

PC Software
Sew £99

Big Boss 24 track1131

Dr Ts XOR Librarian..
Band In A Box
Jauchond
Dr T Copyist App
Dr T Copyist DTP
Dr T Quick.. Deluxe
Boombox great fun!..
MM401 MIDI interface
Portman PC interface
ST Software
K1 Editor
Feeling Partner
Neodesk 3 excellent...

Dr Is Copyist App

Amiga Software

Triple Play Plus, .........

KCS V3.5 level 11 crap name.
great sequenced

Syncman FSK synong!....
Smartsyne SMPTE

Steinberg

Cubase for Windows
Cubase upgrade to 3.0........
Synthworks editors
Mot. BO MIDI channels and
SMPTE sync. £349

1249
£79
£45

1119
.£299
1119
£39
159
£89

1109
£29

E119
E95

1119
1249

..£39
1149
1275
1239

£279
..£39
.1249
£119
£169

We buy your gear for cost'

STIX MUSIC

...0309

E249
.£69

on the triangle!!
603 Lincoln Road, Peterborough

0733 346518/52357 =

SOUND

UK distribution by Sounds O.K.,
10 Frimley Grove Gardens, Frimley,

Camberley. Surrey GU16 5JX

£1 P&P on all orders. Please quote MT on
orders. Cheques/P.O. should be made

payable to Sounds O.K.
Please include Tel. No. on orders.
Callers welcome by appointment.

Tel: 0276 22946

SOUNDCARDS
Metra Sound produce some of the worlds best sound cards,
packed lull of new patches from pianos, strings, brass, basses,
voices, leads, pads, atmospheres and effects.
Top keyboard player Rick Wakeman uses Metra Sounds, and
now it's your turn, so get the most out of your keyboard with Metra
Sound. Great sounds for great keyboards.

Korg 01W/01WFD/01WR
200 programmes
200 combinations
ROM £69 RAM £89
FD disk £39

400 SOUNDS ON
1 CARD OR DISK!

PRICES ARE FOR ONE CARD OR DISK INC VAT
ROM RAM

Korg M1/M1 R/T1-2+3, 6 cards + GM ..£46 £65

Korg T series 1 card £46 £65

Korg M3R 2 cards -I- GM ..£46 £65

Korg Wavestations 2 cards £46 £65
£65
£65
£65
£65
£96

Roland D50/D550 3 cards £46
Roland D70 1 card £46
Roland JD800 2 cards £46
Roland JV80 1 card £46
DX7 4 banks on 1 cartridge
DX7 mk2/TX802 1024 sounds on 1 disk
SY22/TG33 2 cards £65
SY55/TG55 1 card £65

SY77/TG77 4 cards £65

Ensoniq VFX SD1 2 cards £46
Ensoniq 501 502 1 card GM £65

Waldorf Microwave 2 cards £46 £65
Gem S2/3 100 sounds & 10 performances on 1 disk £49

NEW STUDIO SAMPLES 4
Studio Samples Library 4 is a new library of sample disks for the AK@ S1000

and Ensoniq EPSI6,

Set 1 General MIDI drums and basses (rock, pop. jazz. funk & house).
Set 2 AFRO percussion, grooves and sounds by world famous 'AI0'.
Set 3 Jingles. Special effects with performance.
Set 4 Film score. Synth mix, special effects, atmosphere.
Set 5 Licks and breaks. Guitar -bass -brass -orchestra breaks.

Set 6 House beats. Loops with drums, percussion and T8303.
Set 7 Techno. A special set for the techno musician.

SUPERB QUALITY AT ONLY CIS PER SET. SETS CONTAIN 5 7 DISKS.

SAMPLE C.D.S
Dance floor, house, techno. hip -hop
146 drum loops, 110 drum & bass
loops as well as 242 single drum
effects make up a total playing time of
55 minutes on this C.D. Also incluaeo
is a MIDI file disk containing dance
floor styles £39.99

CD1 Natural drums/ percussion with
orchestral percussion and sound
effects. A total of 559 sounds 100%
digital and stereo £32.00

CD2 String orchestra. A total of 399
strings from double bass to high
violin. At least 9 different ways of
playing for each instrument. Digital
and stereo C32.00

CD3 Natural sound effects. 523
sounds including water, thunder.
animals, drinks being poured. church
bells. All digital/stereo £32.00

CD4 Natural wind instruments. 316
sounds from the horn, trumpet,
flugalhorn, piccolo, bass, tuba,
contrabass, flute. trombone. clarinet
oboe plus more ........ C32.00

SAMPLE DISKS
Studio samples are an exclusive
assortment of over 90 sample disks
for most popular makes of sampler.
Our disks include the world famous
'SEX DISK'. Shakuhaki flute. Steinway

Grand, TR808, Kurzweil strings, Dues
Mues orchetra, Hammond sounds
plus loads more in our expanding
library. Please phone for a full list and
prices.



THE MT COMPETITION

AMBIENT
QUIZ

Environmentally sound: the orb live

Track its
1 O.O.B.E. (live) The Orb (exclusive)
2 Digi Out The Infinite Wheel

(previously unreleased)
3 Perfect Morning Visions Of Shiva
4 Hub Black Dog (limited release)
5 Halcyon Orbital
6 Zeroes And Ones Jesus Jones vs The Aphex Twin
7 Sky High The Irresistible Force
8 Mobility Moby
9 Awakening The Soul Beaumont Hannant

(previously unreleased)
10 If It Really Is Me Polygon Window
11 Kao-Tic Harmony Rhythim Is Rhythim

"The last thing I remember is hearing the sound of a tape

rewinding and echoing around the Listening Chamber...
I began

to drift...sage and mystic...sage and onion..."

Quite. And what better way to ponder Andy Weatherall's

sagacious words than in the edifying company of The Positiva

Ambient Collection, a continuous sequence of 11 tracks from the

ambient scene's finest - which you can win in our exclusive offer.

Just think ambient, chill out and write down the answers to the five questions below.

You could answer these questions lying down. You could post your answers to The Ambient

Quiz, MT, Alexander House, Forehill, Ely, Combs CB7 4AF by levitating to the corner shops.

And you could win a copy of Positiva's Ambient Collection album on the format of your choice,

plus this la Positivo T-shirt.

The first five correct entries in our draw will cop the product; the closing date for entries is

30th August; the Editor's decision is final; and no correspondence will be entered into. Now just

relax... relax... relax ... (repeat and fade with increasing reverbl.

Answers on a post card if you prefer not to cut your magazine.

L

AMBIENT Qt.)

1 What is the Aphex Twin's real name?

2 Which Woody Allen film featured 'the orb'?

3 Who is The Irresistible Force?

4 Who composed 4'53"in 1952?

tunnel vision
the aphex twin goes undergroun

5 What single word would you use to describe the sensation of a

cool breeze blowing through your armpits on a hot and sweaty day?

Name

Address

Post Code Daytime phone number

Now post your coupon to: Ambient Quiz, MT, Alexander House, Forehill, Ely, Cambs, CB7 4AF

Specify CD, vinyl or cassette

111 D
WHERE LIGHT & SOUND

COME NATURALLY

r PURE VFM FROM NJD
 CONNECTS DIRECTLY TO

MIDI KEYBOARD

INSTANT RESPONSE TO

NOTE AND VELOCITY

 UNIQUE MIDI "CONTROL

CHANGE" COMMAND

 EXPANDABLE TO 2048

CHANNELS

NJD ELECTRONICS, 10 ASCOT INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, LENTON STREET, SANDIACRE, NOTTINGHAM NGIO 5DJ, ENGLAND

TEL: 0602 394122 FAX: 0602 490453

£129 + VAT
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,1,, 1, samples in 16 bit mono,
at rates up to 48khz and includes a
comprehensive, interactive editor for
full control over your sample.

are supplied including a
Sample Track Sequencer, a MIDI Sample
Dump, A Drum Sequencer which plays
up to 4 samples simultaneously and a
complete MidiPlay package for
extensive MIDI programming.

ATARI

MIMI=
ICI CI C 05.0
1.=.111111M.1=1" =Inn Effft=_10 kri=A
11111=IMECTIN

44:itimottorl

ijrjr_r,j '.1 r,r combines the beauty
of a video digitiser, the fun of a
sound sampler and some superb
software to create a truly
revolutionary package that is great
value for money.

1,1r-,111'.(- monochrome video clips,
quarter screen, from a video recorder
or camera at up to 25 frames/sec and
save the film to disk.

using the built-in sound
sampler and editing software or use
an external sampler such as Replay
16, StereoMaster, Megalosound etc.

High Quality
Sound Samplers

for all
Atari/Amiga
Computers

Desk File Black (Sit Mis[ Filter Configure

II I

II: \SAMPLES \XYLOPM1311.01)R 116 bit Kong)

=1 Pelete, : 0.011080s

ki0 BI Len 13.851001 t -4J

Both Replay 16 (£129.95)
and Clarity 16 (£149.95)

are available from all good
music and computer

stores.

Int
Video

yo
500/

edia
ler for
iga
puter

Ala rirri
Size. 268800

Friinesert.
'25M131111:1113 2 GI
CI EU CI

1 -till screen

Re, Pia Blatch

lioaa I 'Save I

nikrodeal

AMIGA

allows stereo samples up to
32khz and mono samples up to 44khz
on a standard Amiga. Faster Amigas
can handle faster sample rates.

I include a full MIDI keyboard
emulator, a Sample Sequencer allowing
re -arrangement and re -mixing of your
samples within the editor, many special
effects, FFT analysis, re -synthesis of
samples and much more.

The Old School, Greenfield, Bedford MK45 5DE UK

CI 111211122111111MEM!
01=1
IZICCME
EMMEN
1111:13131E1MEMT=
ourczaIBMS
111EITE1111

CEI

mrigrettill

'.'rill I your video recorder and
produce high quality greyscale stills.
Or use the colour filters provided
together with your Camcorder to
create great colour stills.

1,, by using the
built-in video sequencer to combine
video clips with recorded or
imported sounds, assign these to
keys and then build up movies as a
sequence of clips (see screenshot
above) with an audio soundtrack.
Additional playback modes include a
picture -in -picture facility.

Tel: +44 (0) 525 713671, Fax: +44 (0) 525 713716 Call or write for more details.



Touching Bass
Part 7 of our series finds Simon Trask getting into a jazzy funk thang - synthbass rules!

Noticed anything different about this month's
examples? Yep, some of them consist of several
musical parts, not just a bassline in isolation. In

fact, the examples which do quote only a bassline can be
used in conjunction with some of these other
instrumental parts, too - in particular the drum and
percussion parts.

With the focus once again being on funk basslines, it
seemed like a good time to show the bassline interacting
rhythmically with other musical parts. Of course, you're
free to pick and choose as you want - you can record all
the parts into a sequencer, or you can play the basslines
by themselves or with just the drum and percussion
parts for accompaniment. The choice is yours.Incidently,
tempo this month should be 96 bpm.

Of necessity, the multi -part examples include a clef
which we haven't touched on yet in this series - though
if you've been reading up on music theory since the
start of the series you'll have come across it. Yes, I'm
talking about the treble clef (used for the Space Voice
pad part in Example 1 and for the strings and electric
piano parts in Example 3(b)).

When you see a treble clef on a stave, the lines of the
stave from bottom to top read: E, G, B, D and F, while
the spaces in between read: F, A, C and E. Put them
together and you've got the note series: E, F, G, A, B, C,
D, E and E As with the bass clef, you can indicate notes
above and below the stave by using leger lines as an
extension of the stave. Incidentally, the E on the
bottom line of the stave is the E immediately above
middle C.

In last month's examples the common rhythmic
factor was syncopation across beat 3 in the bar. This
month, the feature which unites all the basslines is

syncopation across beat 2 - more specifically, an
offbeat note on the 4th semiquaver of beat 1. If you look
at the snare part on the drum stave, you'll notice that it
too plays this offbeat note, rather than the standard
snare backbeat on beat 2; not surprisingly, this has the
effect of reinforcing the offbeat note played in the
bassline. The classic example of this syncopation is
provided by Herbie Hancock's classic jazz -funk track
'Chameleon', from his 1973 album Headhunters, where
the bassline and the snare part both hit on the 4th
semiquaver offbeat.

Example 1 is a typical jazz funk -style bassline. In
addition to the 16th -note syncopation across beat 2,
there are milder 8th -note syncopations within the 2nd
and 3rd beats, and another 16th -note syncopation in the
4th beat which propels the bassline forward to the
downbeat of the next bar. The busy clavinet part acts as
a rhythmic counterpoint to the bassline, and should be

played in a staccato, 'clipped' style. The pad part is
included to add an atmospheric quality to the music;
harmonically it's a bit strange in relation to the bass
and clay parts, but that's part and parcel of its effect.

The three parts of Example 2 could be considered

as basslines for different sections of the same track: 2(a)
gets thing rolling, 2(b) hypes up the action, and 2(c) is
best suited to a breakdown section ie. where the music
breaks down to just bass, drums and percussion. As for
other instrumental parts for 2(a) and 2(b), you could use
the pad and the clay, or the strings, electric piano and
clay. The electric piano and strings parts are actually
intended for 3(b) - but what the hell!

In Example 3(a) there are 16th -note syncopations
across beats 2 and 3, giving the bassline a strong sense
of forward motion; the instrumental parts to use with
this Example are as for Example 3(b).

In Example 3(b), a change of harmony from G to C
is basically created by transposing bar 1 up a 4th. See
'Instrumental Parts' box -out for a list of the instruments
used in this Example's ensemble.

Example 4(a) shows how you can get a chord
change into a single bar in this style. Example 4(b) is a
'mutation' of 4(a) which goes somewhat atonal, and in
the process acquires an 'a,cidic' quality (TB303s to the
ready!). In fact, this bassline is two notes short of being
a 12 -tone row. Perhaps if Arnold Schoenberg were alive
today he'd be creating acid 12 -tone music. Or perhaps
not.

While the pitch sequence of 4(b)'s bassline suggests
acid, its rhythmic aspect and the rhythm of the drum
track are, well, funky. Acid funk, perhaps - or acid jazz
funk. If you're feeling adventurous, you could drop in
3(b)'s electric piano part over the bass and drums!

That's your lot for this month. Keep those basslines
booming... 

General MIDI/GS Format
compatibility

All the examples were created using sounds from
Roland's JV30 synth, which is a GS Format
instrument. Consequently, if you have a GM or
GS instrument you can play the examples using
the 'right' sounds (in the case of a GS instrument,
literally the same sounds).

The patches I used were: Synthbass 1 (patch

39), Electric Piano 2 (6), Clay (8), Strings (49),
Space Voice (92) and the Standard drum kit (kit
1). The electric piano sound I used was in fact an
altered version of the standard EP2 sound,
created by setting the filter cutoff point to -6 and
the resonance amount to +50; this sound was
stored in Electric Piano 2's User Patch location.

As for the drum and percussion parts, the
sounds I used were: Kick Drum 1, Snare Drum 2
(Tight Snare), Pedal Hi -hat, Open Hi -hat, Short
Guiro and Cleves.
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Instrumental parts
Reading from top to bottom of
Example 1, the instrument parts
are: pad (Space Voice), clay,
bass, percussion and drums.
Similarly, in Example 3(b) the
parts are as follows: strings,
electric piano, clay, synthbass,
percussion and drums.
Reading from top to bottom of the
Percussion stave in both
examples, the percussion parts
are: claves and short guiro.
Reading from top to bottom of the
Drums stave: pedal hi -hat, open
hi -hat, snare and kick.
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Al Music
88 Oxford Street, Manchester MI 5NJ
ES 061-236 0340

Al Music
7-11 Heatley Street, Off Friar Gate, Preston PR1 2XD
' 0772-204567

Andertons
58-59 Woodbridge Road, Guildford, Surrey GU1 4RF

S 0483-38212

Babel Hire
7 Goldhawk Mews, Hammersmith, London W12 8PA
23' 081-749 8222

Mike Bardon Keyboards
22-23 London Road, Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN1 1DA

0892-511501

Carlsbro Retail
4 Smallbrook, Queensway, Birmingham B5 4EN
'23* 021-643 4655

Chappells
21 Sibury Arcade, Milton Keynes MK9 3AG
S" 0908-663366

City Music
114 Kenwyn Street, Truro, Cornwall TR1 1DJ
e 0872-71359

City Music 65 Market Street, Torquay, Devon TQ1 3AW
ES 0803-295488

Dawsons Music
65 Sankey Street, Warrington WA1 1SU
S' 0925-32591

Fox's Music 54-58 The Headrow, Leeds LS1 8EQ
21' 0532-450350

Hammonds
60-62 Queens Road, Watford WD1 2LA
Tr 0923-239733

Keyboards Direct
P.O. Box 222 Plymouth, Devon PL1 1BG

0752-346200

Marcus Music
113 North Street, Belfast BT1 1ND
Er 0232-322871

Eddie Moors Music
679 Christchurch Road, Boscombe, Bournemouth BH7 6AE

0202-395135

Musicland
148-154 North Road, Cardiff CF4 3BH
Et 0222-621715

Music Connections
202 New Kings Road, Chelsea, London SW6 4NF
Et 071-731 5993

Music Connections
Unit 4 Kingsgate, St. Mary's Street, Southampton SO1 1 NF
TS 0703-233444

Music Connections
Chelford Court, Robjohns Road, Chelmsford CM1 3AG
ES 0245 354777

The Music Station
Phoenix Way, Llansamlet, Swansea SA7 9EH
Er 0792-775751

Promenade Music
St. Aubyns, 404 Marine Road East, Morecambe, Lancs
S" 0524 410202

Runnymede Music
50 Station Road, Egham, Surrey TW20 9LF
11' 0784-438510

Rose Morris
11 Denmark Street, London WC2H 8LS

071-836 0991

Spectre Sound
104-108b Main Street, Bingley, West Yorks BD16 2JH
23 0274-568843

Sounds Live
27 Dean Street, Newcastle NE1 1PG
ES" 091-230 3422

Sutekina
21 Denmark Street, London WC2H 8NE
2S 071-836 0127

The Music Corporation
88 Ringwood Road. St. Ives, Ringwood, Hants BH24 2NX
ES' 0425-470007

Turnkey
114-116 Charing Cross Road, London WC2H ODT
VEZ 071-379 5148

Yamaha Music Pulse
58-60 Conduit Street, London W1R OFD
'22 071-734 5184
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Between now and the end of the
year you can pick up a very spe-
cial deal on Yamaha's most
powerful synth ever.

The amazing SY99.

From its 76 -note keyboard and 8
Mbytes of AWM waveform
ROM, to the twin stereo digital
signal processors, the SY99 is
every inch a thoroughbred.

It defines the term workstation
with a 16 track, 27,000 note
sequencer and was described
by reviewer Martin Russ as
"closer to the perfect synthesiz-
er than any I have seen".

To celebrate the SY99's success,
we've got together with some of
our top dealers and come up
with a very special offer.

The price is way down.

And there's a whole bundle of
goodies free of charge.

A 24 -diskette sound library for
starters.

Plus six all -new voice and sam-
ple disks.

Your dealer has details.

And a lot more than you bar-
gained for.

Yamaha-Kemble Music (U.K.) Limited Professional Music Divimn



Jean Michel Jarre is back. Only this

time the king of keyboards and the
master of multimedia has a new goal:

to stage his own kind of raves all over

Europe. With a new album Chronologie
under his belt, and deep in

preparation for his first ever 'tour',
Jarre has plenty to say about bad old-

fashioned rock'n'roll. Excuse me,

Elvis, but here comes the French
Revolution...

Interview by Phi Ward

Europe In Concert

For the first time, Jarre will he conducting a concert tour -
to the famous one-off spectaculars - through the summer and autumn
1993, providing much wider opportunity to witness his re -invention o
the concert stage. Confirmed dates, as at June 30th, are as follows (the

phone numbers are for ticket details):

July 28th

Aug 1st

Aug 19th

Aug 24th

Aug 28th

Sep 1st

Sep 5th

Sep 25th

Sep 29th

Oct 2nd

Oct 6th

Oct 9th
Oct 15th

Mont St Michel, Normandy, France (+33 1 45 72 11 68)

Stade de la Pontaise, Lausanne, Switzerland (+41 22 311 3372)

Nepstadion, Budapest, Hungary (+36 1 117 9488)

Atomium, Brussels, Belgium (+32 2 347 0450)

Wembley Stadium, London, UK (+44 81 900 1234)

Maine Road, Manchester, UK (+44 61 839 0858)
Vitrolles Airport, Marseille, France (+33 1 45 72 11 68)

Versailles Palace, Paris, France (+33 1 45 72 11 68)

Saint Jacques Cathedral, Santiago, Spain (+34 1 555 0730)

Expo Site, Seville, Spain (+34 57 481765)

Olympic Stadium, Barcelona, Spain (+34 57 481765)

Hippodrome, Madrid, Spain (+34 57 481765)

Flaminio Stadium, Rome, Italy (+39 6 322 3444)

Look out for shows planned for Germany, Istanbul and Athens.

On rave
- "MT is really close to lily preoc9vations at the moment. I've been

involved in the rave scene. and I really like the way dance and
,orave acts are using technology at the moment. It's a mixture of the old
analogue synthesisers with '90s technology, and that's exactly what
has inspired me for the new album, Chmnologie. It combhws what

have u before - like on Oxygei
dand

E jiquinoxe 7.which are s tlts

that create strong melodies harmonies a very rm

character and plenty of colour, xed with sam es and scratch

"If there are rave acts who onsider me like a 'Godfather', well... it's
because of the combination of analogue synths and sampling with
multimedia, but also, I guess, the idea of pirating through virgin areas

- like the skyline of Houston, or Docklands - an outdoor area where
you can improvise a party. For Bastille Day in Paris three years ago,
that's exactly what I did - and two million people came! So I really like
this idea of putting on my own equivalent of a rave, all over Europe,
with the musicians I want to convey my music in my own style."

On analogue
"After having explored ethnic and vld music during the '80s, with
Zoolook and things like thalt usigg of digital equipme really

consider a lot of old analogu,ynthesiscrs to be a kind of Stradivarius
of electronic music. Nowadays, no one can match the sound of a
Minimoog, for instance. That's why everybody is 404sing the old
gear. It's not just fashion. The first Linndrum, or the 80 or 909, these
have a quality of sound, yes, but also of having beemade as musical
instruments - not just as JaOrtese marketing products.

"And also, for me, having always worked with and been excited by
synthesisers, I really think an analogue synthesiser is the most
evocative instrument - one with which you can most evoke, not
reproduce, a real sound. I've worked a lot with samplers, too, of
course, and I do think there is a risk in taking a fragment of 'reality'
which becomes instantly dead. It's like severing an arm from the
body; I'm sorry to be morbid, but there is a morbid approach to
soundscapes with sampling. It can be interesting, but it has
limitations. What I love about analogue synths is that you can 'invent'
the sound of an orchestra, or the sea, or a train... just as Fellini hated
location shooting, and felt that evoking the sea in a film studio was
much more powerful. It gives you the idea of the sea. And an



- analogue synth can give the idea of a vitittriathe k ea of a drum.
' The TR80& is a long way from the sound of a real drum, and hat's

wleAtifma efit interesting...

"But hee synthesiser also has intrinsic sounds of its own, which
don't emulate or even evoke sounds in nature. \hich is why it's one
of the most important instruments in the history of music. Firstly,
you can create your own timbres - you can be your own craftsman.
Secondly, you have access to %wally sounds which have never
been heard before."

On modern synths
-It's i nightmare. We are regr ing 'nfortunately, I don't think
manufacturers NV change cot because when Bob Moog vi as

nit,evelopi the Minimoog. for Mstiace, or when the ARP '20)0 was
ade. or , EMS, people were creating prototypes, for musical

ttasons - notgammercial reasons. 'They weren't businessmen, they
-Nrea' engineers, inventors, musicians. Today the synth market is a

`multinational, corporate concern, so the sales of a Minimoog are not
goiag to mat- the sales of a DX7 or an Ml.
T 'ye tri , and the JD800 is a good
ex iple illt I like it very much, the
Col }nation of access and memory - but
after a while you realise that the basic sound
is much thinner than a true analogue synth.
You have everything built in, all the effects
which IT very catchy, but when you start to
incorporate them in the studio you find that
it's almost impossible to mix them. They're
already full of frequencies, reverb, delay...
and if you switch them all off you're left with
a very po sound, usuall.

-The bt way to build a good sound is to
start from a mono source, rather than
starting rith a stereo sound which is mostly
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Special offer
We are giving away a free copy of the

Summer 1993 issue of Conductor Of The
Masses - the dedicated international Jean

Michel Jarre magazine - to the first 20
readers who write to MT with the correct

answer to the following question:

In which part of Paris did Jean
Michel hold his outdoor concert on

July 4th 1990?

The Summer issue focusses on the
album Chronologie (above) and the

Europe In
Concert tour, so mark your entr

"Chronologie Quiz".

delay, or a phase difference between right and left which can create
problems in the mix later on. And it's so frustrating to have to take
thcie effects off 6st, before you can start working.

"Everything in the '80s was done the wrong way round. Instead of
using technology to ease the process of programming, we've made it
more complex. I saw a reverb/delay unit recently and the manual
had 89 pages! This is a joke. Who cares if the unitan recreate
stone, leather or wood surfaces?! No one has experienced the
difference in real life, it's an absurd situation. This is why I've
decided to be mtich more direct, as in the rave scene, and just use
technology for What I need and nothing else. I don't want to learn
Japanese any more...

"I like the K2000 very much, and I'm working with Kurzweil on
improvements to the sampling
card and other details. It's
probably the best synth on the'
market just now: it can he as
complex as you like, but you can
change sounds very quickly.-.



On sampling
"When I started out I worked in a French music
research centre with Pierre Schaeffer, who
created the concept of Musique Concrete just
after the Second World War. So that takes us
back to before you and I were born. And this
guy was the first in the history of music to talk
about music in terms of sound, instead of notes
and harmonies, and to take a microphone into
the street and record cars, doors, people. In
1950 he did a kind of .concerto for one door,
splicing up the tape recordings and making
something which might be done with an Akai
S30

Gran
least.

oday. So in a sense, this guy is the
Ater of dance music - or sampling, at
d having worked with tapes in this way,

I just had to get a Fairlight - I think Peter
Gabriel and myself were the first to get one
from Austridia - which, of course, enabled you
to do this so4fnuch easier.

"But then sampling developed in so
many different ways throug '80s. You have

the Ar Of Noise approach, ch is to take
frag u d make fun with it -a
ver posal. And then you

have the use o s. a kind of universal

way of making mus h in my opinion is
wrong. Because if yo e a trumpet, it still
doesn't sound quite mpet. You should

use sampling to create, vent new sounds,

not just to imitate s ds. It's OK for
advertising, for soundtrac' it's very practical
- and as a songwriting an rranging tool, of
course. But, to me, the most interesting use of
sampling is to transform and process sounds -
then it becomes a real instrument. Otherwise
it's just a library.

"The problem with the Akais is that they're
for the Japanese Take looping: if you
want to edit the a g of the sample, you

mad, like somebody
ng to readieft-to-

have to star
who rea
right."

On Croissy Studio

"I like to hat
Some
seq
seq
becau
timeco
are the
MPC60,1or No

big fan of the m
has found an
console - whe
Mac or Atari
still think that if you have
mouse is like being a crip

"I'm not questioning the opportunity to make
music with a joystick, a wheel, or whatever
interface. But from my personal point of view I
like a variety. So I have keyboards, and a

ecording meithods.
live withwit any
24 -track. When

use the M#C60 -
n co junctioY with
. Thse Sequences

pe astwell as=in the
Atari. But I'm not a
real pity that no one

he JL Cooper
in front of your

interesting. I
using one

multitrack which is the timecoded master, and
the MPC60 or C -Lab which are the slaves. And
I'm constantly developing new gear. Well before

MIDI, Michel Geiss - an engineer/musician
with me since Oxygene - developed the Matri-
sequencer, where you can have real-time
sequences triggered by pins; it has a matrix of
100 lines and 12 notes, and you can change
octaves for any note, too, and using the pins you

can play in real-time sequences, loop them, and
it used a single frequency to link different
synths. That was in 1978, and I used it on all my

early stuff. The technique was very close to
MIDI.

"And in the last year we've conceived a
version for the '90s - the Digisequencer - using
the technique of touching LEDs. It has a matrix

of LEDs, and you can instantly program any
kind of sequence, loop any section, make
polyphonic sequences or use it as an
arpeggiator, and it all works with SMPTE or
MIDI timecode. It's very much the brain of the
studio, now. I also want to develop nw types of
instruments for the projects I'm working on
now, such as a synth based on the ARP 2600 but

represented on a 1 -page LCD, and
incorporating old and new filters from the
Minimoog to the JD800. It has audio inputs for
acoustic sound, like a sampler; it has memory;
and beside the LCD you have virtual faders and

Live wires - plans for
Europe in concert

r every song.
Sometimes we run sequences on ProTools:
sometimes using arpeggiators. I'm looking at
ways of getting round the problem of re -
sequencing everything every night; I'll
probably use a Cyclone, a Prophet VS with its
transpose function, and the Digisequencer
that we built. I like running sequences live -
there's no DAT.

"There'll be three keyboard players. eac
with a K2000 and an S3000, plus one play
has a Korg T3, one also has a JD800, an
one has a JD800 and JD1000. I have a lot
portable prototypes, like the circula
keyboards with nine octaves within easy
reach, and the Melodica with a built-in MID
transmitter, plus Minimoog, AKS and EMS,
and the DJ70 for scratch effects. I'll probably
also take the old Fairlight, too!

"I'll have one drummer, using the Simmons
SDS2000 with new pads with real skins, and
ddrums. And a percussionist with acoustic
instruments from India, Tibet and North Africa,
and also electronic pads.
Plus a fantastic hard rock
guitarist called Patrick
Rondat, with whom I'll be
doing duets of sequencing
and guitar using delay. That
will be entirely improvised
live, without a click.

"I'm going to play Oxygene
like in the past - with just a
Minipop drum machine live,
with a few sequences and
one keyboard, by myself. A
kind of minimalist live
version..."

knobs which you can touch to instantly access
and alter the parameters. There's also a
sampler I'm working on with two technicians,
which uses a card from the new Macintosh to
try to improve sampling and programming
together."

On multimedia, or
The Revenge Of The
Keyboard Player

"I wanted to create a new format for concerts to
escape from the routine of the rock concert,
and the keyboard player trapped behind - in
the old days, keyboards - and now a screen,
watching 11T all the time. Also playing and
listening to music outdoors is a unique
experience; you're not a victim of the reflections
of ceilings and walls. So I've always been keen
for the music to be performed outside.
Furthermore, I've been frustrated for several
years by the sight of the 'stadium machine',
huge concerts presenting a formula which
hasn't essentially changed since the days of
Elvis Presley: one singer and a band. There
may be more PA, but between Elvis and
Michael Jackson there is no change in terms of
concept and visuals. It's great in a theatre, but
to pay so much to watch an ant on a stage so far
away... it's frustrating. It's such an old-fashioned
concept to maintain the focal point on one
singer, in a huge outdoor concert. Now, in the
'90s, the stage is no longer the focal point - just
as at a rave.

"I never considered myself the Mick Jagger
of electronic music. I'm much more interested
in how to visualise the music, how to convey to
the audience the emotions I try to put into the
music. And I believe the grander the scale you
give, the more you receive from an audience. In
a way, despite the scale of concerts I've given
before, the conviviality and complicity with the
audience was much more powerful than it
wouldshave been in a theatre with just one
stage, one synth and a band. Somehow you
match the scale of the audience. And to do this
1'4 hid to develop a lot of special techrjues,
linking visuals and sounds.

"We've developed MIDI interfaces, but also
other types of interface to connect lasers, lights

and images to the music. And
a lot of tricks like, all the
musicians are fed information
about lights and visuals
through headphones, and I'm
able to control a lot of things
at the same time. I'm a
cinductol of vision, not only
ortound.'w

"The laser harp is a very
good example of an

instruinent developed V this purpose. Instead
of strcngs, it has beatfis which you touch to
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SOUNDSCAPE
MULTI -TRACK HARD DISK RECORDER

"Soundscape could well find itself replacing the analogue tape

recorder in many a studio up and down the country ... a welcome

addition to any studio set-up for the sheer freedom it offers when

it comes to laying down tracks quickly

and easily in order to make the most of

that creative muse".

Bob Walder, Music Technology, July '93

"I've been playing around with a pre-

release version of the Soundscape Hard

Disk Recorder this week and

feel almost as though I've

had a religious experience".
1. 1
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IN. Modular up to 64 real tracks (16 rack units)

 Professional studio quality A/D's and D/A's

Brian Heywood, Midi Monitor, June '93

 Runs under Windows 3.1 on IBM PCTM or compatible with any WindowsTM
MIDI sequencer package

Full 'chase lock' synchronisation to MIDI time code

 DAT back-up (S/PDIF) as standard

 AES/EBU digital and balanced XLR analogue inputs and outputs (optional)

O. Very fast non-destructive editing

 Automated mixing, with 64 'virtual' tracks per module

r
Name

Address

Post Code

Telephone

Please send me a colour brochure on the Soundscape Hard Disk Recorder

Please return to: Soundscape Digital Technology Ltd., 26 Castell Coch View,
Tongwynlais, Cardiff CF4 7LA, United Kingdom (HSR SDT/001)

SOUNDSCAPE DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY LTD

26 Castel! Coch View,
Tongwynlais,
Cardiff CF4 7LA,
United Kingdom

Cardiff: + 44 (0) 222 811512
London: + 44 (0) 895 810259



sa di.a note. d th beamiere like keys,
becale you hav locity and Artouch. What
I like about this i is that you can involve
yourself p ically, hich is missing tit the
moment fGerrperformiivith keyboards. Also
you can seen from a distance, so you are
sharing m e with the through
technology.la i _

On technology
4. lm ani4e114iot, confor ist we've been in

the '80s. thinkthink we' .elebecause we can
re ive able but we have
exthy the same images in Mew Fork, Tokyo,
Madrid or London. We think fuse we can
travel right round the wort
liberated - but we have ne
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"Thcre me s cles recently
claiming that kids are not as creative now as

40tIvy were in the '60s aid 70*s - it reminds me of

n record
title
La Cage

Aor

Deserted Palace

Les Granges Brulees

Oxygene

Oxygene Part IV

Equinoxe

Equinoxe Part 5

The Illness Of Hamburg

Gallipoli

Magnetic Fields

The China Concerts

Music For Supermarkets (only one

The Essential Jean

Michel Jarre

Zoolook

Rendez-Vous

Fourth Rendez-Vous

Houston -Lyon, Cities In

Concert

Revolutions

Revolutions

London Kid*

Oxygene Part IV (remix)

Jarre Live

Waiting For Cousteau

Images - The Best Of

Jean Michel Jarre

Chronologie

Chronologie (Part Four)**

format

album

ballet score

album

film score

album

single

album

single

film score

film score

album

album

copy made)

compilation

album

album

album

single

album

album

single

single

single

album

album

compilation

album

album

single

my parents talking about their 'day'. It's
amazing how people from the '60s are
becoming as 'square' as those they criticized
then. It's ridiculous. What's different is that
there were no references then. It's true that
a new form - rock and roll, if you like - was
being created, but now the many
references - the access to greater
technology and music - means there is
probably more creativity. All we need is a
more provocative and subversive attitude
towards technology and the system."

"That's exactly what I like about the
rave scene: it challenges the formats of
`the business', and the performer is
not the most important thing any
more. I'm trying to do the same with
my tour starting at the end of July.
But you encounter such resistance.
As long as you're playing
Hammersmith, with a band and
Varilights, that's fine, but if you
move away from that you're
treated like a martian.

"At a time when everybody is
talking about communication,
we can scarcely communicate
with our neighbours. For

label released reached

EMI Pattie 1969

1971

EMI PathO 1972

1972

Polydor 1976 2

Polydor 1977 4

Polydor 1978 11

Polydor 1978 45

1978

1979

Polydor 1980 6

Polydor 1982 6

1983

Polydor

Polydor

Polydor

Polydor

Polydor

Polydor

Polydor

Polydor

Polydor

Polydor

Dreyfus

Dreyfus

Polydor

Polydor

*featuring Hank Marvin

**remixes by Sunscreem, Praga Kahn and Black Girl Rock
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1983 14

1984 47

1986 9

1986 65

1987

1988

1988

1988

1989

1989

1990

18

2

52

52

65

16

14

1991 14

May 1993 -

June 1993 -

example, sometimes I can't get
hold of MT in Paris, which I regret
because we must always be looking
forward, and yet Paris is closer to
London than Glasgow. We're not
using technology to our advantage,
so it's complicating the process
instead of easing it. So in
performance, and in the recording
studio, we must be technological
'pirates', and use it as kids use toys,
with a fresh attitude, and unfettered by
Japanese manuals..."

"Chronologie is closer to Oxygene and
Equinoxe than anything inbetween, and it
completes a kind of cycle, in the way the
music is constructed and in the use of old
analogue gear. There is '90s technology, too
- digital loops done on the DJ70 - mixed
with the melodies and harmonies from the

JP8 or the Oberheim, for example. I'm
happier with this album than with any other

for a long time

Ja
as used on
Chronologie

Digisequencer

Kurzweil K2000

Minimoog

ARP 2600

Akai MPC60

Akai S1000

AKS

EMS

Roland JD800

Korg 01

Korg 03

Roland TR909

Boss DR660

Synthex

Eminent

Emu II (for that Mellotron-
esque choir, "even if you
have to kick it to get it
working")

Roland JP8

Roland DJ70

Digitech Vocalist

Fairlight (for orchestral
percussion sounds)

Studer 24 -track analogue
multitrack with Dolby SR,
mixed onto Studer half -inch

analogue (..."far better than

any digital medium. I've
mixed onto both at the
same time, and a kid of 10
years old could tell the
difference")
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PCM, Wavetables, Multiloop, Crossfade, Multiwave and Subtractive
Synthesis
6 MBytes Internal Sound ROM
2 MBytes Internal Sound RAM
6 x 18 BIT DACS

2 DSP effects sections (Reverb effects + Modulation effects)
32 Oscillators
16 Multi -timbres, 16 layers, 16 splits (16 tracks)
32 fully programmable Digital Filters
2 Filters for each voice (5 types with Resonance: Low Pass, High Pass,
Band Pass, Parametric Boost, Parametric Cut)
Dynamic Stereo Panning

CONTROLLER
S3: 76 Keys (E -G)
Polyphonic After Touch
2 Wheels, 2 Foot controllers, 7 Buttons and 7 Sliders all completely
programmable

MEMORY
Microprocessor:Motorola* MC68302 (16 MHz)
6 MByte internal RAM
Sounds Library (350 ROM + up to 2000 RAM)
DSP Effects Library (64 + 64)
100 Performances
10 Songs

Sound Patch Matrix (for DrumKit programming or special sound
configurations)

EDITOR
Undo, Compare, and Clipboard features
Graphic Display: 240 x 64 pixels with neon backlight
Clock: Time and Date

SEQUENCER
Events: approximately 250,000
Background Song loading

Realtime, Overdub, Quantize, Realtime Delay, Microscope Editing
Compatible with Standard MIDI file (Atari/IBM compatible)

DISK DRIVER
1.62 MBytes formatted
Loads and Saves: PCM data, Sounds, Songs, Performances,
DSP Effects

Loads: Software Upgrades. User programs and new Software options
Full Background operation

MIDI
32 independent MIDI channels
2 MIDI In
2 MIDI Thru
2 MIDI Out

MIDI Merge (Incoming MIDI data can be processed and/or modified)

AUDIO OUTPUTS
6 Audio outputs, configured as a stereo master pair plus 4
programmable separate outputs

NEW SAMPLE TRANSLATOR SOFTWARE
Optional Load and Edit samples from your favourite sampler or sample
disk library direct into the S2 or S3

NEW TURBO KIT
500 ROM sounds, new exciting sound edit and sequencing functions
and 32 note polyphony.

GEM
GIN G a trademark al GENERALMUSIC S p.A

Distributed by:
Key Audio Systems Ltd
Unit C, 37 Robjohns Road, Chelmsford, Essex CM1 3AG
Tel: 0245 344001 Fax:0245 344002

* \ IMI ote )1 \ n d uadenrark of 1010ROIA

KEY
Audio00-00



Music Control
Yesterday's Technology Tomorrow!

Akar ASQ10 £ 549.00 KIM £ 199.00 Octave

MPC60 £ 999.00 KIR £ 229.00

51000 £ 1,699.00 K3 £ 299.00 Peavey

S1000PB .0 1,099.00 K3M £ 199.00 PPG

5612 £ 249.00 K4 £ 499.00

S700 £ 299.00 K412. £ 299.00 Revox

S900 £599.00 K5 £ 490.00 Rhodes

5950 £ 829.00 K5M £ 399.00

X7000 £349.00 Q1'80 £ 299.00 Roland

XR)0 £ 199.00 Spectra £ 269.00

AKG C1000S i 149.00 Korg 01WED £ 1.299.00

C414 1 499.00 03nv £ 629.00

Alesis 16:2,2 £ 449.00 707 f 279.00

HRI6 L 149.00 CX3 £ 449.00

Midiverb II .0 199.00 ODD) 6 149.00

MMT8 £ 149.00 D005 f 129.00

Quad L I. 269.00 Delta 1 249.00

Quad GT £329.00 DRV1000 £ 129.00

SRI 6 £ 189.00 DRV2000 £159.00

XTC £ 169.00 DS8 £ 349.00

Aphex C Exciter i 149.00 DOSI £ 599.00

ARE' 2600 £ 1,799.00 DVP1 £429.00

Axxe £ 199.00 DW6000 £ 199.00

Odyssey £ 499.00 DW8000 £ 349.00

Pro Soloist £ 199.00 EX800 L 149.00

Quadra 0 749.00 EX8000 .0 399.00

Quartet £ 169.00 KMS30 £ 129.00

Solina £ 199.00 Lynda £ 249.00

Atari 1040.mon £ 349.00 MI £ 699.00

Bel BD80 £ 349.00 MIR £ 749.00

C -Lab Creator L 129.00 MI REX £ 899.00

Notaror f 199.00 M3R i 429.00

Casio AZ) £ 299.00 Monolioly £ 299.00

CZI £249.00 MS10 £ 149.00

CZIOI £ :29.00 MS20 £299.00

EZ I £ 749.00 Poly 6 £ 299.00

FZIOM £ 849.00 Poly 61 £ 299.00

RZI t 179.00 Poly 800 £ 169.00

vz! £ 329.00 Poly 800 II £ 199.00

VZ 10M £ 299.00 S3 £ 369.00

VZ8M L 269.00 SDD1000 £ 149.00

Chase Bit0 I £ 349.00 SDD2000 £ 199.00

Bit0 I R i 449.00 SDD3000 0 249.00

Bit99 £ 299.00 SDD.3300 £ 299.00

Cheetah MS6 £249.00 SGI D £1,149.00

SX16 L 449.00 SQD1 £ 149.00

Crumar Trilogy £ 229.00 TI f 2,299.00

DBX 120XDS £499.00 T2 £ 1,349.00

Drawmer 01221 L 269.00 T2EX £ 1,499.00

DS201 0 269.00 T3 £ 1.199.00

M500 £ 499.00 Trident £ 329.00

EDP Wasp £ 249.00 Wavcstation f 869.00

F.Ika MK88 £ 849.00 Kurzweil KMS250 £1,999.00

EMS VCS3 £1,199.00 K)00)1 £949.00

Emu Drurnulator i 129.00 KI000FIX 0649.00
E.m. £ 749.00 K1000PX 1 649.00

Ent. HDSE £ 949.00 K10001/X. £690.00
Emu SE £ 849.00 KI200 Pro 1 £ 949.00

Emax II £ 1,149.00 lexicon EXP1 .0 329.00

Emulator II £ 949.00 LXP5 i 329.00
Emulator IN 0999.00 MRC (329.00
Emulator III 0. 2,999.00 Logan Strings £ 169.00

Proreus I £ 399.00 Moog Micro £ 229.00

SP12 £ 599.00 Mini £.749.00

SP12 Turbo £799.00 Multi £429.00
601200 L 899.00 Opus 3 £ 249.00

Ensonig EPS f 849.00 Poly /499.00
EPS16 £ 1,029.00 Prodigy i 329,00
EPSI6v £ 1.149.00 Rogue £ 249.00

ESQ1 £ 399.00 Satellite i 229.00
Mirage £ 349.00 Source f 299.00

SQ1 0699.00 Memory f 1,699.00

SQ2 £ 1,249.00 Memory L .0 1,999.00

SQ80 £ 629.00 Oberheim DSX f 369.00

Evolution EVSI L 149.00 4 Voice £ 1,699.00

Fostex 280 £ 429.00 M1000 i 399.00

812 0 629.00 Matrix 6 0 549.00

B 16 E. 1,699.00 Matrix 6 R £ 499.00

E16 £ 2,299.00 Matrix 12 £ 3,2'79.00

M80 £ 549.00 0B8 £ 899.00

R8 f. 949.00 OBSX £ 929.00

Ibanez li 01000 £ 199.00 OBX L 999.00

50101000£ 0429.00 OBXA £ 699.00

Kasai K I £ 299.00 Xpander £ 1.690.00

MC
L. t 499.00 112909 1 .999.00

Kitten £229.00 U110 £269.00

K0300 T. 349.00 U20 E 599.00

Wave 2.2 £ 849.00 U220 L 399.00

Wave 2.3 L 1.329.00 N'K9 f /49.00

077 £ 449.00 W30 £ 929.00

aroma t 1,799.0)) Seek 12:8:2 I 599.00

MK80 f 999.00 1812 £ 749.00

A80 £ 949.00 Sequential Drumrrax £ 149.00

D)0 £ 399.00 Pro 1 £ 299.00

D110 f 269.00 Prophet V i 999.00

D50 f 499.00 Prophet VS I. 999.00

D550 £ 599.00 Sixtrak i 399.00

D70 £899.00 Sony DTC1000ES £649.00

DEP3 £ 249.00 Steinberg SMP24 £ 349.00

DEI'5 i 349.00 Titnelock 1 149.00

GPI 6 £ 449.00 TC 2290 £ 949.00

IMO £1,349.00 Tammy I ink Reds £ 449.00

JP4 £ 429.00 Taseam 244 £ 249.00

JP6 £ 629.00 38 £ 799.00

JP8 £ 899.00 488 i 849.00

Ions 1 £ 299,00 644 £799.011

Juno 106 £ 429.00 688 £ 1,499.00

Juno 2 £399.00 MM) £ 529.00

JX3P £ 299.00 M5016 £ 2,999.00

JX8P £ 399.00 MSR24 0 4,999.00

M240 £ 469.00 Porta 5 L 299.00

MC202 i 249.00 TSR8 L 1,349.00

MC300 £ 299.00 Waldorf Microwave £ 649.00

MC50 £ 399.00 XRI X9.I300 £ 179.00

MC500 f 349.00 Yamaha CP70 .0 899.00

M50011 1 549.00 CSI 0 £ 179.00

MKSIO £199.00 CS30 £ 249.00

MKS100 £379.00 CS5 £ 129.00

MKS20 £ 469.00 CS60 £ 499.00

MKS30 £ 449.00 C.970 L 699.00

MKS50 £ 329.00 C580 t 899.00

MKS70 £ 649.00 01500 £ 249.00

NEKS80 £ 999.00 DMP7 £ 1,099.00

MKS80£ PRG.£ 1,799.00 DX100 i 149.00

MSQ700 £ 169,00 DX11 £ 299.00

MT32 £ 229.00 DX27 £ 179.00

NIV30 £ 769.00 DX7 11 FO £ 549.00

Octopad II £ 469.00 DX7 S £ 399.00

0330 Ai 379.00 KX1 £ 449.00

PG1000 f 129.00 KX5 £ 269.00

PG300 £ 129.00 KX88 £ 799.00

PC.200 £ 179.00 MDF I i 129.00

PG800 L 299.00 MEP4 i 149.00

Pro E £ 379.00 MT2X 0 249.00

R5 f 239.00 MT3X £ 329.00

R8 £ 349.00 QX1 f 269.00

R8M £399.00 QX21 £ 99.00

RD1000 £999.00 QX3 £399.00
RD250S £ 099.00 QX5 £ 149.00

RD300S f 799.00 QX5 ED 0 349.00

RE201 £ 179.00 QY I 0 I. 160.00

0E501 I 279.00 R1000 E. 149.00

8509 6. 149.00 Rev? £ 429.00

510 £ 299.00 Rex50 .0 169.00

9220 6369.00 ILXI 1 £149.00
S330 £ 749.00 RX15 £ 119.00

650 0. 849.00 RX17 1 119.00

5550 £ 949.00 0x21 £ 99.00

SBX10 £ 149.00 12X211. £ 99.00

SBX80 f 449.00 02<5 i 299.00
SDE1000 £ 149.00 1007 £ 169.00

SDE2000 £ 179.00 RY30 I 349.00
SHO9 i 149.00 SPX1000 £ 599.00

SH1000 i 149.00 SPX90 .0 249.00

SH101 0. 249.00 SPX9011 0 349.00

SH2 £ 249.00 SPX900 £499.00
SH2000 0 199.00 5Y22 £ 429.00

SH3A L 199,00 5Y35 £ 479.00

SH7 i 339.00 SY55 £ 499.00

SRV2000 f 329.00 SN'77 f 999.00

SVC350 L 479.00 TG33 0 349.00

Sys 100 M 0 1,499.00 TG500 £ 799.00

TR505 £ 129.00 TG55 £ 399.00

TR606 L. 149.00 TG77 £ 840.00

TR626 i 149.00 7X7 £ 199.00

TR707 i 149.00 7X816 L 1,199.00

TR727 £ 149.00 190812 f. 179.00

TR808 £ 399.00 V50 £ 549.00

New
Now in stock:
Lexicon Alex. Akai CD3000, 53200, Phonic Mixers and
monitors, Spirit Folio 4 and SI mixers!
Macintosh users:
E -mu SounclErtginel.m:
32 voice, 16 -bit General Midi sound module featuring the
best sounds from the Proteus range with a built-in Mac
MIDI interface. The package also includes EZ Vision'!" and
Edit One' m software. This is a great value Macintosh music
start up kit or composers scratchpad.

Secondhand
We specialise in supplying secondhand equipment to groups,
studios and hire companies throughout Europe. We also
locate equipment for many shops and even some
manufacturers!

All equipment is serviced before delivery and has a one
month guarantee.

Music Control

Credit facilities now available on all equipment (subject to
status). Export enquiries welcome. We also purchase
equipment. We accept Access, Visa and Delta.

We are agents for: Akai, AKG, Alesis, Art, Atari, Beyer, BBE,
Carver, C -Audio, Cheetah, DAC, DBX, Denon, Digitech,
DOD, Emagic, E -mu Systems, Fostex, Gem, Hammond,
Hosa, Hughes and Kerner, JBL, JHS, J.L. Cooper, Korg,
Kurzweil, L.A. Audio, Lexicon, Mackie, Microtech Geffel,
MOTU, Neumann, Oberheim, Opcode, Orban, Soundcraft,
Steinberg, Studiomaster, T.C., Tascam, That's Tape, TOA,
Tubetech, Urei, Voce and Zoom.
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ViaeoAaster for the tar
Grab yourself an image with this new add-on for the ST Ian Wau

Another sequencer for the ST? Where's the logic in that? Ian Waugh

Oppi 70 nic SM650 professio--1 --:-:- -'
sional DJ mixing starts here... John Wright

Is there still room for a little old style analogue technology?

Tascam offer evidence for the defence Nicholas Rowland

MIDI control from the ground up Ian Waugh

77 Eve & I MIDI C! al 5 gn lndiCaf
Sometimes a cigar is just a cigar - Sigmund Freud
Sometimes it's a MIDI crystal Ian Waugh

 77 Sound Foundc_.

for the Korq Wayestation
Get a taste of this new gold blend for the Korg Wavestaion Gordon Reid

It may be a monster but it can breathe life into your mix John Wright
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Ensoniq

TSB
synthesiser

Fancy a bit of S&S?

Ian Waugh can't get enough,

and Ensoniq have got just the thing...

G
od no! Not another S+S synth! The last few years have seen more

variations on S+S (samples + synthesis) instruments than Lloyd -

Webber has written songs around C, F and G.

Ensoniq's TS10 doesn't actually break new ground in the S+S

department, but it does have a refreshing approach to instrument
design. Here's a company that's done its homework, researched the

market, listened to the punters and produced an instrument to fill a

need - the performing musician.
What we all want are sounds, good ones, lots of 'em and with easy

accessibility. The TS10 has 180 factory presets and 120 user -
programmable sounds - that's 300 in all. They are arranged in banks

of six, selected by ten Bank buttons which are in turn organised into

Banksets, of which there are five, selected by repeatedly pressing the

Bankset button. It's easier to operate than it sounds - honest!

One nice feature of the TS10 is the ablity to load new samples into

the memory, and up to 20 can be stored in two other Banksets. You

get 2Mb of RAM with the machine, which can be expanded to 8Mb.

The main display is two long lines of LEDs which can show the

names of up to six sounds. You select one by pressing one of six soft

buttons around the names, and the selected sound becomes
underlined. You can layer this with one of the other sounds by double-

clicking on another button.
The basic unit of sound construction is the Voice. A program or

sound is made up from six Voices and one Effect. A Preset is a
combination of three sounds - think of them as handy 'performance

memories' - which let you create sound combinations, splits, layers
and so on. The organisation of sounds is actually a little more
intricate, because each of the three sounds in a Preset has a set of

associated Track parameters such as mix, pan, timbre, transpose,

detune MIDI channel and so on. In fact, the TS10 manages to
integrate the sounds and sequencing side of itself very well.

The sonic architecture is very powerful and sophisticated, with a

Sequen ial circuits
The sequencer has 24 tracks, arranged in a
rather novel way. 12 of the tracks are used to
record sequences which can be as long or as
short as you like, and may be given an 11 -
character name. In Song mode, sequences are
assigned to play in order in up to 99 steps,
each of which can be made to repeat up to 99
times.

In addition, each song has another 12 tracks

which are independent of the sequence tracks,
but which run alongside them like linear tracks.
You could create an accompaniment in the 12
sequence tracks, and use the linear tracks to
add the toppings and/or to record the 'live' bits.
No, you wouldn't cheat, would you?

Of course, you could be bolshy and ask why
we couldn't just have 24 'normal' tracks, but I

suspect most users will be happy with the 12

sequence tracks in practice. The sequence -style
arranging feature is a little like that used by
pattern -based sequencers, and I found it
generally preferable to the linear -based
sequencers you find on most workstations.

The sequencer capacity is a most reasonable
30,000 events, yet this can be expanded to
around 97,000 events with the addition of the
SQX-70 (around £199).
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myriad of programming options. To create sounds, you can use the
built-in 254 waveforms or user -loaded samples. A neat feature is the
Surrogate Program option. The RAM is volatile, so the instrument
forgets loaded samples if the power is removed. In such cases you can
assign an alternate ROM -based sample to act as a stand-in.

Now that idea must have come from a guy plagued by intermittent

power supplies - although one would have thought the obvious and

better solution would have been to provide battery -backed RAM.
Unfortunately ,that's not an option on the TS10.

The sound effects are provided by a custom Ensoniq chip. There
are 74 effects algorithms with variation controls which can be linked
to performance parameters such as aftertouch and velocity.

Put all this together and you can create everything from analogue

synth sounds through new -age pads to techno basses. Strong features

are the Transwaves and Hyper -Waves which let you create vector -

style sounds. The Hyper -Wave architecture allows up to 16 Waves to
be defined in a list which can be swept, cross -faded and timbre -
shifted. It's got the lot!

OK, so the sounds are mega. Let's look at the performance
controls. The keyboard has 61 keys, velocity sensitive of course,

and it has both Channel and Polyphonic Aftertouch. Ensoniq as a
company seems very fond of Polyphonic Aftertouch, and it certainly

adds a level of performance to the instrument.

The Pitchbend and Mod Wheels are to the left of the keyboard as

usual, but half -recessed, which is somewhat unusual - although they
aren't uncomfortable to use. Above them are two Patch Select buttons

which are unique. They let you select alternative groups of Voices
within a sound, so you can very easily change a sound either
dramatically or subtly.

The disk drive is used to save and load songs, sounds and samples.
It can handle quad -density disks - that's a potential capacity of
1.6Mb - as well as lower -capacity disks with a maxium capacity of
78 files. However, the system doesn't recognise standard MIDI Files,
so you simply can't prepare your material elsewhere.

The manual is very good, but a few more pictures wouldn't have
gone amiss - and at over 300 pages it's just slightly lighter bedtime
reading than War And Peace - although the story line lacks a certain
je ne sais quois. It's thorough - and it needs to be in order to explain
all the TS10 funtions. No one could accuse the TS10 of being under -

documented.

As a performance instrument the TS10 shapes up well, but there

are many users who want an instrument to double as a
multitimbral sound source. The TS10 is only 12 -part multitimbral,
which must lose it some potential buyers. Furthermore, it doesn't even
acknowledge the existence of General MIDI. Well, OK, that's cool.

Obviously the TS10 is aimed at the pro - who, of course, probably
doesn't know what General MIDI is. Still, GM is an added selling
point and, after all, the machine will not be bought exclusively by
professionals.

Its 32 -note polyphony is the minimum you'd expect from a new,
current instrument, and it assigns its Voices dynamically so you
shouldn't run out of notes - except perhaps in mad bouts of insane
pyrotechnics - and certainly not while playing live.

Niggles? Well, the LED display isn't as high-tech as you might
expect, and it is certainly a drawback when it comes to graphics - but
it's a whiz for cutting through a dark stage.

The lack of MIDI File compatibility must also be a major drawback,
even to the pro. There surely can't be many musos now who don't use

a computer -based sequencer, or at least a good dedicated hardware
sequencer.

I've yet to see any built-in sequencer with a tenth of the facilities or
friendliness of a computer sequencer, and I really don't want to learn
how to use an arcane system which

I didn't want to find in the
keyboard in the first place. But that's just me, and regular readers will
know my dislike of workstation sequencers (Don't we just. Ed). But,
having moaned my head off, the TS10's sequencer is one of the best
I've seen.

Apart from the performance aspects, the TS10 is heavily into
synthesis - a programmer's dream - but not something the average
user, pro or otherwise, will be able to drop into and pick up. Without

a doubt, such users will be happy to use these off -the -shelf sounds.

Other than that, the TS10 is just about as complete a synthesiser -
in the full sense of the word - as has appeared on the market in, ooh,
ages. At home or in the studio, the TS10 is a very desirable piece of
kit, and if you were only allowed one keyboard on stage it would be
difficult to think of a stronger contender.

"FlIE EAS7' WORD
Ease of Use

Originality

Value for money

Star Quality

Price

More from

Easy on a performance level. but beware
hidden depths

It is S+S, but with many nice touches

Heavy bucks, heavy machine

A winner for the performing muso

£1999 RRP

Sound Technology plc  Letchworth Point
 Letchworth  Hertfordshire  SG6 1ND 
Tel: 0462 480000  Fax. 0462 480800

IS:
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NJD

1Q250 IQ-MX40
Intelligent Lighting System

Musicians and DJs can shed light on their

stage acts. John Wright takes an IQ test...

F
aceless, imageless, anonymous, lacking in character. What am I referring

to here? The Tory cabinet? The Shadow cabinet? The new Ford Mondeo?

Nick Faldo? In fact, it's none of the these. They are all terms which have

been used in the British press over the past two years to describe bands

performing live dance music.

Exporting studio -based music to the stage just isn't that easy. Most of it

is produced using a considerable amount of immovable equipment,

making the music itself difficult to recreate in a live situation. And if you

do finally manage to haul your collection of analogue synths and samplers

onto the podium, actually working all that technology to create a 'live'

performance takes a considerable amount of concentration - leaving you

little time to choreograph dance routines, prance about with a microphone

or thrust your groin at the audience.

It can also be argued that the focus of dance music is the groove itself,

not the people creating it. And many would say this was a good thing. But

people like to have both their aural and visual senses bombarded when

they go to a gig of any sort - which is why an increasing number of
dance, techno and ambient bands are turning to complex lighting, video,

projection and special effects to enhance their performances.

And this is exactly why NJDs 10250 and IQ-MX40 lighting system is

attracting so much interest from musicians and DJs alike. Basically, NJD

have come up with a 'robot' light which emulates many of the effects of

much larger club and touring systems, but which represents ridiculously

good value for money. If you've ever been in a club, or watched a
dance/pop gig, or worked as a DJ, you'll have seen robot lights in action.

They consist of a high -power projector lamp, a series of interchanging

colour and shape filters to alter the beam, and a moving mirror to bounce

the light around in a host of different patterns. For the gigging techno-

head, they can transform a lacklustre lighting system into something very

DMX - ride on time
DMX, for the uninitiated, is the industry -standard lighting control protocol; keyboards
have MIDI, lights have DMX. Interconnection is performed by simply chaining lights
on a DMX buss together with a single 2 -core -and -screen cable. DMX carries all the
information required to control colour, movement and gobo changes; each light on the
circuit is given an 'address' (like a MIDI channel number), and a master controller
such as the MX40 will then identify individual lights for control.

special indeed. Suddenly, you

and the stage is bombarded with

a constantly -evolving spectacle of

light; not only do these things
move exactly on the beat, they

can even be programmed from

your MIDI sequencer - providing

you have the right interfaces.

The IQ system at present
encompasses the IQ250

lamps themselves and the IQ-MX40 controller. Up to 16 lamps can be run

from a single controller, creating some pretty stunning visuals. But you

don't even need the controller to get the lights working - they already

incorporate individual microphone sensors for responding to sound. So

you can employ a whole bank of IQs, or just one on its own, to illuminate

your gig. Flexible or what?

As I said earlier, the IQ250s include a set of internally -changing

dichroic colour filters, and shape filters (known as 'gobos'), which can be

controlled externally by the MX40, or which change randomly in time with

your bass beat. Eight colours are available - red, green, blue, cyan,

magenta, yellow, pink and orange - and the five gobos cover normal

circles, squares, dots, stars or tunnel shapes. The mirror then bounces the

light in a variety of preset patterns, such as up/down, side -to -side,
diamond, octagon, figure -of -eight - the list goes on.

The actual power of the lamp is impressive given the physical size of

the IQs; a 250 watt dichroic reflector is focused to provide an intense

beam of light that will sweep across all but the largest of stages. It's worth

mentioning that the lamps are also very portable: get a couple of cases

made up, and one person could easily carry four at once.

Although normal use would involve them hanging from a standard

lighting bar or wall bracket, the interesting thing about robot lights is that

they can be angled in almost any direction and still look good. Power can

be taken from a common 240 volt switching pack (or a 13amp socket,
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come to that!); sockets for DMX In and Out can be used to chain the lamps

together and/or connect them to the MX40.

The MX40 doesn't include MIDI control itself - it's basically a preset
pattern/colour/gobo switcher - but we'll be looking at dedicated MIDI-
DMX interfaces in the near future.

So, once you've hooked your 10250s (I used two for the purposes of

this review) to the MX40, you can set up various repeating pattern,

colour and gobo changes, which either work in time to a sound signal (via

the audio input at the rear) or according to the speed set up on the MX4Os

front panel. The sheer number of permutations available should keep most

people twiddling away for hours, but even this controller doesn't show off

the full potential of the IQ system - you need to get into some serious
sequencing to do that.

That said, a set of 'Qs with an MX40 still represents something of a

bargain. The effects have to be seen to be fully appreciated, and actually

having an automatic light show thumping along to your tracks is an

experience not to be underestimated - whether you're a performing
musician or a DJ.

The system is incredibly easy to operate, capable of stunning results

and offers one of the simplest ways to give your gig that extra 'something'

that no amount of stage presence can provide.

More and more, these days, musicians are faced with the task of

producing an exciting stage show which matches the multisensory

environment of the club, the rave and the imagery of TV. With the release

of the 10, NJQ have made life much easier for musicians who have

realised the need for a controllable lighting system simply by making it

available at a value for money price. With a set of IQs in your rig, you'll

be creating nothing short of a dazzling performance. Faceless techno?

Bollocks. I

T H E LAST WORD
Ease of use

Originality

Value for money

Star Quality

Price

More from

Couldn't be simpler

At this price, highly original

Excellent

Essential for any stage act

10250 - 2351.33 inc. VAT each

IQ-MX40 - £151.57 inc. VAT each

Special Offer - for four lights and one
control unit £1408.83 inc. VAT.

NJD Electronics  Ascot Industrial Estate 
Lenton Street  Sandiacre  Nottingham 
NG10 5DJ  Tel: 0602 394122 
Fax: 0602 490453
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OUR

HUDDERSFIELD

STORE GIVES US

EVEN GREATER

BUYING POWER.

WE OFFER

GREATER SERVICE

YOU CAN TRUST.

WE WILL BE HERE

NEXT YEAR!
ALF_SIS

WE STOCK MOST MAJOR BRANDS TO THE

MUSIC INDUSTRY. OUR SHOPS OFFER

SERVICE SECOND TO NONE. OUR ADVERTS

ONLY SHOW WHAT WE HAVE IN STOCK AT

THE TIME OF GOING TO PRESS.

CALL IN IF YOU DON'T BELIEVE US!

IN STOCK: TURBOSOUND

Soundtech  LANEY
!ROHNER  YAMAHA
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quino roi

TASCAM PORTA 07, 424, 464, 644,

688 - All IN STOCK

MARANTZ PDM 740 IS HERE!

by ART dbx
U131355

ensonia YAMAHA

AKG
acoustics

TREaL
CLEF

38 Pork Street
Brighouse

West Yorkshire"Sic
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(0484) 715417

beyerdynamic))))

SENNHEISER Ey

ENSONIQ TS1 0, ASR1 0 IN STOCK.
JV1 000, JD990 IN STOCK.

MOST OF THE ROLAND RANGE IN STOCK AT ALL TIMES.
FULL RANGE OF ROLAND PIANOS IN STOCK.

FATAR KEYBOARDS  CMS  SC7 STARTER PACKS 
BIG NOISE  CAKEWALK  STEINBERG  E -MAGIC  C -LAB

Roland TR808 £299 Kong Trident Mk II £450
Roland TB303 £ POA Kong Concert 2500 £600
Roland Juno 6 £150 Digitech IPS33 £325
Roland MC300 £300 Mackenzie 0 -Max 700 3 -way 0 -over £80
Teisco 60F £120 Tascam M080 £199
Yamaha 001 £199 Soundcraft Series 200B 8-4-2 £500
Yamaha DX27 £180 Allen 8 Heath Sigma 40-24-24
Yamaha MC1602 £675 + Midi Muting £10,000
Yamaha RX17 £150 (View by appointment)
Cheetah MO8 £99 Sennheiser MKH 50 £250
Korg SODI £149 Sennheiser SKM 4031-90/EM 2003 £1200
Kong DDM 110 £85 Kowai Kir £200
Korg DW 6000 £180 Casio VI -10M £200

bititititiU3L it/404) 1041
Fax (0484) 401
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d2d Systems

4T/FX and d2d Edit
software for the Atari Falcon

Ian Waugh goes directly -to -disk, and

finds the Falcon on the crest of a wave...

n the tech spec for Atari's new(ish) Falcon computer you'll find
reference to a DSP - Digital Signal Processor. It's a Motorola 56001

chip operating at 32MHz with a performance of 16 MIPS (Million
Instructions Per Second). Listed uses for the chip include the
connection of low-cost 19.2K baud fax/data modems, voice -mail
systems, JPEG/MPEG image compression and direct -to -disk digital

audio recorders...

So, is this the power -without -the -price Atari has been singing
about? A computer with built-in direct -to -disk recording capabilities

(and those all-important MIDI sockets, of course) sounds just what the

budget -conscious muso needs right now. That and some direct -to -disk

software.

d2d (cute name, guys) are a software development company
involved in the production of software for high -end digital recording

gear. The company were apparently given a Falcon development
machine and actually showed an early version of a direct -to -disk

package at the official Falcon launch in Dusseldorf last year. Now,

finally, the production version has hit the streets.

There are actually two pieces of software - 4T/FX and d2d Edit.
4T/FX offers 4 -track direct -to -disk recording with built-in FX. d2d

Edit is bundled with this but is also available separately. It offers

stereo direct -to -disk recording with editing; the 4T/FX has no edit

facilities at all.

Potential purchasers will need a Falcon with a hard disk and at
least 4Mb of RAM. The programs are protected by a dongle which
has to be plugged into the Falcon's parallel port, but this has a thru

socket so you can still connect a printer or even other dongles.

4T/FX only has one main screen which is laid out rather like a 4 -

track recorder. It has four fixed sample rates - 50, 32, 24 and 12kHz.

Interestingly, the Falcon's clock can't generate a 44.1 kHz or 48kHz

sample rate (the rates usually employed by CDs and DATs) although

these are attainable through the use of an external device such as
d2d's SPDIO or Singular Solution's A/D64x. The SPDIO is a digital

UUUU
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interface which will allow you to back up to a digital device such as

DAT. It's expected to retail for around £299.

Disappointingly, Atari have opted for a miniature stereo jack mic
socket for the Falcon's audio input. This is simply not up to
professional standards and makes it difficult to get a good line level

signal into the machine. Atari are apparently considering fitting
Falcons with phonos (although I certainly won't be holding my breath)

-a move which would also benefit home users as most domestic hi-fi

systems have phono connections.

To record a track it's necessary to open a file for it on disk.
Recording uses traditional tape transport controls and is quite

straightforward, but the program doesn't have an input level meter so

you can't check the recording level.

The Mic input is actually 'hard wired' to tracks one and two. So, to

record on the other two tracks you have to open the files created by

tracks one and two into tracks three and four and then record on
tracks one and two again. The software is capable of recording on all

four tracks simultaneously, but this requires additional hardware in

Disk drives - the bigger the better
With direct -to -disk recording, size is everything - at least
as far as hard disk drives are concerned. As the name
suggests, audio data is converted into a digital format and

saved to a hard disk. And we're talking large amounts of

data, here.

Using the Falcon's 16 -bit resolution, a 1 -second stereo

recording at 50kHz will consume around 200K of disk
space. A typical 4 -minute song will use about 50Mb of disk,

and if you're creating a 4 -track opus that four minutes will

require a 100Mb hard disk.

The Falcon's built-in hard disk is 65Mb and it comes
divided into four partitions (essentially mini disks in their
own right) each 16Mb in size. You can record each track in

the d2d software on a separate partition, but you can't split

a track across two partitions.

In its default state, therefore, the Falcon's drive will only

permit a track to be 16Mb in size, and this translates to a
recording time of 1 minute 20 seconds. If you only want to do

2 -track recording, you could reformat the disk and create two

32Mb partitions which would double the recording time. You

could also record at the lower sampling rate of 32kHz which

will give a 16Mb partition and recording time of just over two

minutes. However, if you use the lower sampling rate you
may notice a drop in quality.

Whichever way you look at it, one fact is inescapable -

for serious direct -to -disk work you need a larger hard disk.

The good news is these have fallen dramatically in price
over the past couple of years: a flick through the relevant

computing mags should bring you up-to-date with current
prices.
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The main functions in d2d Edit each have a window. Recording takes place in
the Transport window and the track appears as a waveform in the Edit window.
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The Cuesheet in d2d Edit lets you play back sections of a recording in any
order - ideal for remixes.

the form of d2d's 41/40 unit. This will feature professional inputs and
its own AD and DA converters - more about this in a moment.

You can bounce tracks in time-honoured multitrack tradition and
apply the built-in effects using the Effect Send and Effect Return
sliders. There are 10 effects in all: delay, flanging, chorus, ring
modulation and reverb. Each has up to four parameters which may
be adjusted from the main screen. As this kind of effects processing is
simply(!) a matter of processing numbers, it should be relatively easy
to add other effects by writing new processing algorithms.

Of course, one of the main uses of a direct -to -disk system is to run
it in sync with a sequencer so you can record a MIDI backing in the
sequencer and add vocals, acoustic instruments and so on in the
recorder. 4T/FX can run as a desk accessory and sync to Cubase v3
without using a multi -tasking environment such as Multi-TOS. The
insert on the box says it will also sync to Notator Logic but at the
moment this is not the case.

d2d is aware of the problem and hopes to sort it out soon. But the
full release version of Logic has only just become available for the ST,

so perhaps the company was using a slightly different beta test
version. In any event, running Logic and 4T/FX together on a 4Mb
Falcon proved a very tight squeeze (unless one of the programs was
hogging memory).

4T/FX will also sync to an external sequencer using MIDI Time
Code (MTC) so if you're thinking of buying a Falcon, hang onto your
old ST for the moment!

To edit a 4T/FX track you have to export it into d2d Edit which
handles two tracks as a single stereo file. The file formats of the two

programs are different and to load one file into the other program
you have to run it through a converter in d2d Edit. This program has

several major processing and edit functions each with their own
window which can be resized and positioned anywhere on the
desktop. A Toolbox window gives you quick access to functions such

as zoom and to the windows.

There is also an Input Level meter here, thankfully, so you can set
up the optimum recording level. However, on the system I was using, it
kept flickering with spurious noise. Time to take a break to examine
the sound quality, methinks...

If you run a signal into the Falcon's Mic socket and monitor the
output from the headphone socket, you get a pretty good idea what

the circuitry is doing to the signal. On my system there was a
noticeable loss of high frequencies and, believe it or not, the resulting
sound seemed to have reverb added to it. The extent to which this is
noticeable depends on the input signal. It's less obvious with an
orchestral mix, for, example, than with a dry drum track.

I should point out here that I was using a Falcon running TOS 4.01
and apparently this has now been superseded by TOS 4.02. (The
ROM is surface -mounted into the mother board and updating it is not
an easy business - so check the TOS before you buy a Falcon.) Now
d2d claim that the Falcon's input socket and audio matrix are really
not up to giving us the CD quality we would like. They also say that
the input noise problem can vary from machine to machine and is
more prone to appear on the earlier TOS 4.01 systems. This was all
news to Atari's technical department who claim the system is being
used in several professional studios, and leave us to draw our own
conclusions. So we'll do just that.

Quite simply, the output is not CD quality - a fact to which d2d
would attest - but it will be once the company releases the 41/40
which will directly access the DSP and bypass the Falcon's sockets and

AD converters. This, however, is expected to cost about £399 which
takes the edge off 'affordable direct-to -disk' such as the Falcon has
been promising for the past year. Back to the plot...

d2d Edit has only two sample rates - 50 and 32kHz. Recording
takes place in the Transport window which has more options than the
4T/FX recorder. You can set the recording length plus punch in and
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4T/FX has one main screen set out like a 4 -track recorder.
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4T/FX also has 10 built-in effects which have up to four adjustable parameters.
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out points, stamp a recording with MTC to sync it to other devices and

place up to eight markers in the recording to help with editing.

Marker positions may be entered manually or by tapping them in

real-time by pressing the space bar during playback.

You can find your way around the recording by scrubbing with the

mouse - a quaint practice which allows you to move the mouse

through the edit window and hear the section of the sample as you

pass over it.
Edit functions include cut, copy, paste and erase and it's possible to

save marked areas. But there are none of the more interesting or

sophisticated functions you might find on other (more costly) direct -to -

disk systems, or which you might associate with sample editors - such

as time stretching, reverse, fades, dynamic adjustment and so on.

Non-destructive edits are carried out in the Cuesheet by assembling

a list of previously-saved marked segments of the recording. You can't

load a segment into the Cuesheet directly from the Edit window but

THE
Ease of Use

Originality

Value for money

LAST WORD
Easy peasy

New to the Falcon

Affordable dirrect-to-disk recording

The first of its kind

4T/FX (including d2d Edit) £299 inc VAT

d2d Edit £150 inc VAT

d2d Systems Ltd  St. John's Innovation
Centre  Cowley Road  Cambridge CB4
4WS  Tel: 0223 420252  Fax: 0223 421096

the segment files only store the position of the segment, not the actual

sample, so this saves valuable disk space. The Cuesheet may be

played by using MTC or SMPTE and a Clock window lets you check

that the Falcon is receiving this data correctly.
Overall, the programs are easy to use although you will need to

refer to the manual to check a few functions. This was incomplete at

the time of writing, but a new version together with the latest software

updates will be issued free of charge to all registered users.

As the first serious direct -to -disk software for the Falcon, the two

d2d programs are certainly an attractive proposition, but I do

feel they should be better integrated and should be given at least

some of the bells and whistles of other direct -to -disk programs on

other computers. There is also the question of sound quality to bear in

mind, and the current lack of synchronisation with any software

sequencer other than Cubase v3. That said, the system is useable and

certainly affordable.
But for serious recording, you really have to budget for the 41/40

unit, and possibly the SPDIO if you want digital integration. You'll

probably need a larger hard drive, too. When all this is added up, of

course, the Falcon's promise of cheap direct -to -disk recording starts to

look rather less appealing, but it is still cheaper than most direct -to -

disk systems on other machines. You gets what you pays for.

There are those who think Atari has missed out on a golden

opportunity to bring budget -priced CD quality direct -to -disk recording

to the mass market, but the fact is the Falcon - with d2d software - is

available now for home users. CD quality - for those that need it -

will be available soon for a little extra. If d2d really gets behind the

system, it could become a serious contender. It's the first for the

Falcon, and that's the one by which others will be judged. 
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hi -tech music retailer has
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Compaq Deskpro 3/25i.
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Microdeal

Video Master
For the Atari ST

Ladies and gentlemen, the Atari is about to go multimedia.

Sample and see, with Ian Waugh

V
ideo Master is, according to the blurb, "an integrated
multimedia video and audio sampler". Simply put, it lets you
combine digitised video clips and audio samples to produce
a movie or presentation. You can even sync the audio to a
degree. We're not talking Cinemascope or promo videos
here, but the package lets you put together computer -based
video and animation displays at a price you won't believe.

The Video Master box contains an L-shaped cartridge
which plugs into the ST's cartridge port and includes audio
and video phono sockets and Contrast and Black Level
controls. The cartridge is connected to your VCR or video
camera which, hopefully, will have a phono video out so all

you'll need is a standard phono-to-phono cable. If not, it

will probably be worth investing in one of those video lead
packs which contain enough plugs and sockets to connect
just about anything to anything else.

The program runs in low resolution although it's essentially a
black and white display (more about this in the boxout). The
Contrast and Black Level controls are used to optimise picture
quality - the Contrast doubling as an audio volume control
while sampling. Audio need not come from the video source
and you can record the audio separately. In fact, you can often
get better results this way.

The main screen shows the picture in the top left quarter
and has an 'oscilloscope' waveform display for the audio
along the bottom. There are four pop-up cards or menus -
Video, Audio, Sequencer and System - which select various
program operations. These are in the top right of the screen

so the video and audio displays are always visible.
When recording the video you can select frame rates from

25 down to 2 per second. This is essentially a trade-off

between smooth animation and memory. A single frame
takes about 8K of RAM - and disk storage space. Also, the
more frames you display per second, the shorter the movie.

The program splits the RAM into video and audio areas
(perhaps it's doing too much work to assign them
dynamically) which you can reconfigure if you don't require
much audio, for example. A 1Mb ST with about 800K of
video RAM will hold about 80 frames which should give you
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This is the Sequencer and one of the clips which was NOT used

10 seconds of playback at eight frames per second - or four
seconds playback at 20 frames per second. Although by no
means essential, a hard disk and extra RAM is very useful.

To record a clip you simply click on record and start your
VCR or roll the camera. The window shows the scenes

you are recording and the frame counter advances across

Colour me sepia
The standard video display is in black and white
(actually 16 shades of grey) although you can tint it

red, green, blue, cyan, magenta, yellow or sepia (this
is excellent for atmospheric 'old photo' effects).

You can record in colour in two ways. Both require
the signal to be split into three - red, green and blue.
One involves the use of a separate RGB colour
splitter and is the preferred option - although whether
or not you choose to go down this road will depend on
your enthusiasm and determination to record in
colour.

The other method involves taking three shots of the
same image placing red, green and blue filters (which
are supplied) over the lens. You need to keep the

camera and source rock steady and get the lighting
right; a tungsten lamp will produce a yellow tint, for
example. And if you're using a camera with automatic
exposure control it may overcompensate for the filter.

The system is rather cumbersome for stills and
you'll certainly have to rule out any action shots.
However, the facility is there and full marks for
including it. A couple of sample pictures (in Spectrum
512 format) show how effective colour can be. The
demo movie supplied also contains coloured action
shots of Roobarb the dog - he can run but can he
sing?

The system can also produce pictures with up to

4096 colours but due to restrictions on the ST they

can only be displayed in 16 colours, or, using
Spectrum 512 mode (built into the program), 512
colours. Falcon owners get a special version of the
program which can digitise full colour pics in 4096

colours in True Colour screen modes. Start saving.
You can save a quarter -screen image to disk in

Degas, Neochrome, Spectrum and IFF formats
although they are expanded to full screen size with a
resulting blocky look. However, you can edit them and
alter their palette. There are Import and Block Colour
facilities, too.

Clearly, for most users, colour will be something to
experiment with. Most serious action work will be
done in black and white or with tints.

g
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the screen with each frame recorded. Click on Play to play it
back - dead easy! After recording, you can 'scrub' through
a sequence by dragging the frame counter slider with the
mouse.

The Audio card lets you record samples, edit them and
then save to disk for use in other programs, or import
samples from other sources into Video Master. Sampling
follows the usual computer -based sampling procedures; a

Listen function lets you monitor the incoming sound, you can
use markers to highlight and isolate sections of the sample
for editing and you can do an audio scrub by dragging a
marker over the sample.

Recording rate is variable from 1-16kHz. 16kHz is high
enough for reasonable quality - okay in a mix, as they say
- but a few Hertz short of ideal. However, you can get away
with much lower sampling rates if you're recording speech
or trashy music. As with the video frame rate, it's a trade-off
between quality and RAM - although audio uses far less
RAM than video.

Edit functions include Reverse, Clear, Delete, Fade,
Volume and Squash which compresses samples albeit with a

slight loss of quality. Video Master supports, AVR, SPL, IFF
and raw sample formats and a Flip Sign function may make
foreign sample formats useable.

After recording the sound and video, there are lots of
edit options to help you put these into a final

audio/video sequence. The Video Edit screen lets you scroll

Video I Edit rITII ICI CFI!.

Rec. filn Pla film
Audio

Frane:3
I Plane I

Start:1
End:176

Cut block
Cut rest
Reverse

Insert
Delete
Extend

Load DiC
Grab 0

I Loop I

Toggle

least

Here we are in the Editor, editing the grabs of the
complete screen dumps of the program. Er, can I go back
to singing now?

Roc fil

requires an exceptionally clean video
signal. Doing a full screen grab -
especially in colour, using the filters -
is not a task for the faint-hearted.

Okay, so it's a little basic. And
certainly Steve Spielberg has

nothing to worry about. But dammit,
this thing is fun! What did I do with
it? Well, my first project was to
record Monty (my Bernese mountain
dog) singing 'Everything I Do (I Do It
For You)'. No it wasn't easy -
temperamental these singers - and it
difficult because he only opens his mouth to bite and
running out of postmen. But that's another story.

After a lot of hard work trying to get the mouth and the
words in sync I had a clip a few seconds long which was far
from perfect - but even in its imperfection it was hilarious!

Okay, so let's get serious. In most audio/visual
presentations, the audio track makes considerably more of
an impression when linked to pictures. So even if the visuals
aren't 24 -bit quality, a good soundtrack can have a large
compensatory effect. It's a little strange, then, that the
digitiser was packaged with an 8 -bit sampler instead of one
of Microdeal's 16 -bit jobbies - although you can load in
samples created with Replay 16 (reviewed in our December
'92 issue), Replay Professional or one of three other
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through the frames as if they were on 35mm film and you
can also remove unwanted frames and load more in from
disk. The load process shrinks standard ST pics to quarter -

screen size - nice - and you can define blocks of frames For
bulk editing.

Once you've got the video and audio into the program
and organised the clips the way you want them, your next
step is to sync them together. This is done in the Sequencer
and basically involves assigning video and audio clips to up
to 24 keys on the ST's keyboard and then pressing the keys
in the order you want the clips to playback.

The process is easy enough, although ensuring smooth
audio playback (if you're trying to sync a song to video, for
example) can be a bit involved. However, you can record in
step time and the sequence can be tidied up after recording.
In order to minimise the amount of space needed, each clip
can have a different frame rate and sample playback
speed. You can also use loop functions to give you more
playing time. When it's all done, you can assemble a stand-
alone player routine using the Vidi Play program. This
requires you to write a short control script in a text editor -
though there are only six basic commands.

Video Master can work with full screen pictures, but this

was made more
I was

. Video IT!1 Aud 11711*17f11:

This is Monty's friend Dennis the Cat who does backing
vocals

samplers. You can even record the audio using one of them
- though Video Master, naturally, only works with the Video
Master cartridge.

As video clips take up so much space, some form of
compression routine would have been useful, especially for
handing your work out on floppies. But really, at the price it's
difficult to fault. Microdeal have done it again - another
piece of fun kit at an unbelievably low price. Low cost
multimedia on the ST starts here. Okay Bryan, let's go for
another take - and try to keep in sync with Monty this time 

1-11 E LAST WOR
I Ease of use

I Originality

Value for money

Star Quality

Price

More from

Mono easy. Colour shmolour!

A first at this price!

Buy it and believe it

Shine on...

£69.95

Microdeal  PO Box 68  St Austell 
Cornwall  PL25 4YB  Tel: 00726 68020
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Emagic

No to 7tor Logic
for the ST

A new version of Notator already?

Get ready for the Atari screen -age riot - Ian Waugh reports.

kings happen quickly in the software business. No sooner do we review

Notator Logic version 1.1 for the Mac (see our April '93 issue) than

version 1.2 appears, and then version 1.5 pops up ready and raring to

go on the ST and Falcon with many new features. So let's see what we

got...

In the Arrange window there are Real-time Groove Design and Time

Stretch features. Groove Design is a sort of customised quantisation and

will be familiar to Notator users, while Time Stretch lets you alter the

length of a sequence and changes the durations of the notes to fit.

Interesting.

The Transport window has also been altered to display a giant
SMPTE box - which is useful if you work at the other end of your studio

to the computer - and there are several other interesting new functions

such as Flip, Reverse, Scale, Range and Exponential. There are also a

number of preset transform functions such as double- and half -speed,

humanise (although you could make your own humanise function in

previous versions of Notator), reverse position, reverse pitch, transpose

and exponential velocity. Also included is a new tool in Hyperedit

which can be used to draw in linear changes such as fades.

The Environment window has many new features. Every instrument

can be directed to a certain MIDI output without the use of cables.

There's a new object called Multi Instrument which represents a
complete sound module. You can now use the Real-time Transform

Object as a Filter, and Mapped Instruments are now able to have
volume and pan settings like normal instruments. There have been
several new additions to the Key Commands set, too, such as Save

Zoom, Go To Position and Copy Events, and you can now hear a click

through the monitor (hooray!).

ut of all the windows, the Score window has probably been updated

Uthe most. It now has three different types of subwindow.

The Instrument Set window lets you create an unlimited number of
instrument groups to be displayed in the score. For example, you could

create an Instrument Set just containing piano if you only wanted to see

Protection rackets
The ST/Falcon version of Logic is protected by a dongle which plugs into the
computer's cartridge port. It's actually rather more than a dongle - it's called the LOG
3 and it has three extra MIDI Outs, giving you access to 64 separate MIDI channels.
It also has a Thru socket so you can plug in another cartridge, and it's compatible
with Unitor 2 which is a SMPTE synchroniser and MIDI expander with two extra MIDI
Outs and two more Ins.

LOG 3 will also function as a dongle for Notator SL version 3.2 so existing Notator
owners wishing to upgrade to Logic can run the two programs from the one dongle
during file transfer operations. Notator won't run on the Falcon, so if you want to
upgrade to a Falcon you'll have to upgrade to Logic, too. Interestingly, there is an
upgrade path from Notator on the ST to Notator Logic on the Mac...
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Many of Notator Logic's scorewriting facilities have been improved and it can

now produce very good scores.
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The Transform window lets you do many unspeakably mathematical things to
innocent MIDI data.
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The new Multi Instrument object can hold details of a complete sound module -
although you have to name the sounds yourself.
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You can create Instrument Sets which restrict your view of the score to certain
groups of instruments.

the piano part of a score. Likewise you could create a set for the strings
or brass section.

The Text Style window works in a similar way and lets you create text
styles such as font, size, attributes and so on. In the Score window,
there's now an Option menu with Diatonic Insert (which only inserts

notes from the current scale) and Hide/Show Parameters. Using the

Lyrics function you can tie text to certain notes.

They still haven't included the ability to enter notes in step time from a
MIDI keyboard - c'mon guys! - but otherwise the updates are very
useful and very welcome. Incidentally, the features in version 1.5 will be
the next update for the Mac.

Further to our review in the April '93 issue, I am now happy to report
that many of my niggles have been addressed, particularly on the
scorewriting side (although there is still work to be done here). Indeed,
having used Logic since then I can honestly say that it's the most
powerful sequencer I have yet seen, full of many impressive features.
Now it's just got even better!

THE LAST WOR
Ease of Use

Originality

Value for money

Star Quality

Price

L More from

Worth getting to know

Innovative!

You want the best...

Top of the bill

Notator Logic £499 inc. VAT

Sound Technology plc  15-17 Letchworth
Point  Letchworth  Herts  SG6 1ND
Tel: 0462 480000  Fax: 0462 480800
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1 Hurts Yard, Nottingham NG1 6JD
PC MIDI MUSIC SPECIALISTS. HERE ARE JUST SOME OF THE

PC
CAKEWALK PRO WINDOWS (FANTASTIC) BEST PRICE
CUBASE WINDOWS NEW LOW PRICE
CADENZA FOR WINDOWS POA
MASTER TRAX PRO POA
SEQWIN £POA
QUICKSCORE WINDOWS £POA
MUSIC TIME POA
ENCORE POA
BALLADE DOS OR WINDOWS BEST PRICES
FINALE POA
CUBASE SCORE PC POA
MUSICATOR GS (WIN) POA
CADENZA (DOS) £169.00
SONGWRIGHT 5 £119.00
SUPER JAM (WIN) £99.00
RAVE FOR WINDOWS £69.95
CUBASE SCORE FOR WINDOWS

(87,1"?c, C `'kAilto
P3 etiVeS) 44 4300

Qt), c.'"e8pik,--299 F
R0 44A, -00

' HONE pA
POR;p1P

/11Cesi
1:101817,4

41014 "C -7,s

" SrOco
PRODUCTS WE STOCK:

AMIGA
SEQUENCER ONE PLUS POA

DR T'S KCS POA

SUPER JAM POA

RAVE £49.95
MUSIC X £29.95
STEREOMASTER £39.95
CLARITY 16 POA

BARS & PIPES PRO POA

GET MIDI ON YOUR AMIGA
FOR AS LITTLE AS £60.00

INCLUDING MIDI
INTERFACE, SOFTWARE

& MIDI LEADS

KEYBOARDS &
CARDS etc.

ROLAND SCC1 ........ . ..... .....NEW LOW PRICE

ROLAND PC200 GS . ..P0A

MUSIC QUEST MQX32M

(INC. POWER TRAX GM SEQ)... ..... .............P0A

CMS 407 MIDI CARDS .....

SOUNDBLASTER 16 ASP ..PO4

MTP EXPRESS INTERFACE FOR PC. 6 MIDI OUTS

SMPTE CALL FOR DETAILS + PRICE

GRAVIS ULTRASOUND. .1209.00

PORTMAN PARALLEL INTERFACE.........£119.00

MIDIATOR SERIAL INTERFACE .............£119.00

MIDIATOR AS ABOVE WITH 4 OUTS ......E149.00

FATAR MIDI KEYBOARDS FROM..........£119.00

NOW IN STOCK. (NO WA_ ORDER SURCHARGE!!)

4 0;*('''''
0-%

4
4

£POA OR MAC BEST PRICES*************;*****************
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ATARI
EMAGIC NOTATOR/CREATOR BEST

PRICES

CUBASE POA

GAJITS BREAKTHRU POA

BAND IN A BOX £69.00

FEELING PARTNER £149.00

REPLAY 16

(16 BIT ST. SAMPLER) POA

D2D SYSTEMS 4 TRACK DIGITAL

RECORDER £299

D2D EDIT POA

NOTATOR LOGIC FOR ST &

f
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Citronic

Professional mixing desk

Punching, scratching and cutting - Citronic style. John Wright mixes it...

Trying to manufacture the perfect DJ mixer must be something of an

R&D nightmare. No sooner have you added the finishing touches to a

product, perhaps months in its development stages, than DJs discover

yet another way to use - and abuse - their rig in search of the

ultimate mix. The demand is then for new and revised features that

allow them to practise their new techniques easily and effectively -

forcing you either to return to the drawing board, or to release a
product that DJs simply won't want to use.

Unless, that is, you've been keeping a close eye on how the live DJ

scene is developing - and even anticipating new mixing effects before

they become fashionable. Citronic are one company who have
learned to keep abreast the whims of the DJ, and over the years their

mixers have risen to a position of considerable respect in the studio,

mobile and club worlds. The SM650 is just the latest example of their

understanding of what live mixing is all about.

Make no mistake, this is a professional machine (...it even says so

on the top panel!). Designed for top-flight mobile use and club

systems, the SM650 carries the kind of advanced features that leave

you in no doubt this is pretty serious piece of kit. For example, several

dedicated circuits, providing program and in -fill mixes (for remote

areas of clubs) are included for installation use; but if you intend this

desk to be studio -bound - or even mobile - then these facilities have a

variety of other applications.
The sheer number of connections provided on the back panel of the

SM650 indicates just how flexible Citronic intend this, their flagship

model, to be - right down to the optional balanced/unbalanced main
outputs. Of course, you'll never use all of the sockets all at once, but

it's nice to know they're there.

The front panel looks rather daunting on first inspection; indeed, if

you're not used to professional mixing systems, the SM650 could

prove to be a bit of a techno shock. But within a few minutes you

should find things beginning to become a little clearer - particularly

as things are laid out in a highly logical (and therefore effective) way.

Basically, there are six channels on the 5M650: two dedicated mic

strips, two CD strips and two - guess what? - phono (turntable) strips.

(Incidentally, the latter four also carry stereo line inputs for other
sources, such as a tape deck or sampler, and these can be called up

by means of dedicated front panel switches.) All channels feature a

nifty illuminated 3 -band EQ section - the mic inputs have the
additional benefit of a sweepable midrange - and access to two of

the three available Auxiliary Send busses, which have their own

master level controls.

Start buttons are included for those who can control their CD
machines or decks remotely, and, naturally, a prominent headphone

Cue switch can be used to monitor each input. Reflecting its
professional specification, Citronic have opted for high -quality level

faders on all the channels - these have what can only be described as

a very sensuous feel (...try them, before you scoff).

No DJ desk would be complete without crossfade, but the SM650
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takes things that bit further by allowing you to assign the side of the

crossfader (X or Y) that each of the CD and phono signals appears

on. You can also switch the crossfader out completely (not everyone

uses it, you know...), and override it in a mix by using a channel's

Punch control. This button simply brings the chosen signal to both
sides of the crossfader at once - allowing you to get up to all sorts of

weird scratching and transformation effects. Clever stuff. I would,

however, like to see the crossfader being made easier to replace;
these controls, unsurprisingly, have a habit of wearing out, and fitting

a new one on the SM650 appears to involve the desk equivalent of

open-heart surgery.

D ut enough of this pre -occupation with knobs. You know it's built
U well, and you know it can hook into 99.9% of rigs. So just how
does it perform? Well, for the most part, the answer has to be
'admirably'. As with any high -end desk, the SM650 takes a bit of
getting used to, but once you know the controls and the layout, you

can get involved in some intensive deck work. I tried it with a fairly

average mobile rig (two decks, CD, tape and sound system) and in a

similarly average studio setup, and in both systems Citronic's attention

to detail really did shine through.

The SM650 is extremely quiet, pleasantly responsive and well -
designed; everything from the EQ to the bar -graph meters is top

notch. If I have one minor whinge, it concerns the colours scheme -

I'd quite like to see more brightly -coloured fader and switch caps to

help you make out the controls more easily under changing light
conditions. Black, grey and beige on a blue background isn't the best

combination to work with when the strobe's on and a smoke machine

is coughing its guts out at you. I personally don't find it particularly

stylish either...

Such quibbles aside, one can only conclude that the SM650 is a
professional desk in strictest sense of the word, and an obvious choice

for those who are serious about their mixing. Clearly, Citronic's
awareness of the needs of the DJ is paying rich dividends - long may

it continue.

T II E LAST WO R D
Accessability

Originality

Value for money

Star Quality

Price

More from

Immediately easy to use

More 'evolutionary. than 'revolutionary'

Good

Up there with the best

£1350 inc VAT

Citronic Ltd, Bowerhill. Melksham

Wiltshire SN12 6UB Tel: 0225 709600

Fax: 0225 709639
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MEGA BEATS SAVE £20.00 ON RRP

Mega Beats is... The only sampling C.D. which offers the comprehensive
0 range of 30 of the best drum machines sampled in their original formats.

Yes, over 700 original classic sounds like the TR808 & 909, Dr Bohm,

0
m
0

R8, Yamaha, Akai, XR etc etc. This best selling C.D. which has already
been used for top selling records and normally retails for £39.95, is
now available while stocks last for only £19.95.
Yes - an absolute bargain! £19.95

B
Roland:

/#-`
ltYamai:-

Korg:

BOSS:

Simmons:

Linn:

Sequentia:

Alesis:

Casio:

EMU:

Akai:

Oberheim:

Dr Bohm:

EAT
veRECoRDED won

CR78 ,A505 - TR

07 - T

9 - R8
kt>,

- RX11 - RX21L
'4

DDD1 - KPR77 -

DDM110 -DDM220

DR550 - DR55

(Dr Beat)

Kit

9000-2

Tom,,

HR1141416B

RZ1 `'4-((s().s.,

Drumulator

XR1O_XE8°C13311

DBX

Digital drums

*)

474
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SAVE OM MCP \
This CD has explored the MC202 to new thresholds, creating

sounds previously not associated with this machine. Take yourself
to new heights of musical expression. Astro Glide normally retails

for £37.95 and is now available
for only £19.95 while stocks last

PtiAt rebot
Save even more and buy both C.D's for only £35.00!
Access & Visa welcome. Telephone your order on 0424 436674 or complete the coupon for postal orders.

Limited stocks, so order now to avoid disappointment.

Frederick House, 211 Frederick Road, Hastings,

E Sussex TN35 5AU. Please complete in block capitals making

cheques/postal orders payable to "Patchworks" and send to
the above address.

Overseas: Please add £5.00 for express despatch and carriage.

Please send me
copy(ies) of Me Heats at £19.95
copy(ies) of at £19.95
both at £35.00

Name

Address

Postcode Tel No= INFOLINE: 0424 436674
All trademarks and trade names are the property of their respective owners
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Tascam

Porta
Ministudio

Nicholas Rowland checks out the successor to

the Porta 05, and gets the max from a mini

D
espite what you may think, it's not so easy parting with good money for

a budget multitracker these days. At least not quickly. Comparing the

spec sheets of the half dozen or so machines which can be had for 400

notes or less is not something to be tried without the help of a couple of

painkillers or a good stiff drink. At this price no single multitracker gives

you everything: they all involve compromises. But they all compromise

in different areas, making it hard to compare the various machines like

for like.
However, the release of Tascam's new Porta 07 Ministudio might just

help make your decision a bit easier. Here you have a 'studio in a box'

which, without doubt, offers the best all-round package in its price

bracket.

The 07 is the successor to the venerable Porta 05 -a machine which

was deservedly popular due to its flexibility and ease of use. The Porta

07 has a broadly similar spec, with two important extras: double tape

speed now comes as standard, while each mixer channel gets 2 -band

EQ (the Porta 05 only had EQ on the stereo buss). The 07 also looks a

damn sight more stylish.

The bigger front panel is neater and the controls more logically

grouped. It's just a shame that Tascam have stuck with those 'boiled

sweet' knobs. While they may feel better than they look, I think they

bring an unnecessary touch of Toytown to what is otherwise a smart,

professional -looking unit.

Though the tape section offers you four tracks on playback, as with

many budget multitrackers, you can only record on two tracks at a

time. And while it's possible to use all four mixer inputs at once, only

two of them will take both mic and line level signals. Otherwise all

mixer channels are identically equipped with high/low EQ, Pan, Effects

Send and Input Select controls.

There's only one auxiliary send, although there are two returns so

you can make the most of those glorious stereo reverb algorithms or

ping-pong delay patches. The two return phonos can also be pressed

into service as extra inputs if necessary, with the added advantage of

control over input volume via the Effects Return master. A stereo sub

input provides another route into the mixer if you've got vast stacks of

MIDI instruments to accommodate. Note though that whatever you plug

Tape type: Philips Compact Cassette,
Type II (Cr02, 70µs)

Head configuration: 4 -track, 4 -
channel Permalloy Rec/Play head 4 -

channel Ferrie Erase head

Frequency response: (without noise

reduction) 40Hz-16Hz ±3dB
Channel separation: >70dB (0 1kHz,
dbx in)
Erasure: >70dB (0 1kHz)
S/N ratio (dbx in): 85dB (0)1kHz, ref to
3% THD, A -weighted)
THD: 1.0% (@1kHz, dbx in)

into it will need its own level control.

For monitoring you can stick cans into the socket on the front panel

and/or take an output from the stereo phonos on the back. Monitoring

options include Remix (for bouncing down and mastering), Effect (for

checking FX return levels) and Cue. This last one gives you a
combination of what's coming in through the mixer and what's already

on tape with four tape cue controls to set up a mix of the tracks on tape.

Visual monitoring is courtesy of four bar -graph meters which may

look the business, but because they cover such a small range it is quite

difficult to set up levels accurately.
Otherwise, the 07 package works very well. Recording quality is

good thanks to the double tape speed, while the tried and trusted dbx

noise reduction keeps the hiss at bay. This can be disabled for all four

tracks or just for track 4 if you're using it to lay down a sync code.

Track 4 possesses a dedicated socket for outputing code to sequencers

etc; otherwise there are just stereo outs for the final mix.

Punching in and out, using either the front panel controls or the

remote switch is virtually silent - not something that can be said for all

budget (and even not so budget) models. Also unlike many rival
machines, EQ can be applied at both recording and mixdown - a

definite plus.

Overall, the Porta 07 is a well -conceived machine which has plenty

of the classic features of the one -stop recording shop. It's easy to use (a

fact that should endear it to first -timers), yet it's also versatile enough to

grow along with the rest of the home studio. Not only that but its

rugged good looks should impress your friends (...don't let them eat the

knobs though).
By their very nature, multitrackers tend to have to work hard for their

living, putting up with many unreasonable demands on their modest

capabilities. The Porta 07 should have no trouble earning its keep. 

'I' II E S T W
Ease of use

Originality

Value for money

Star Quality

Price

More from

Beginners sign up here

Only the knobs

Best in class

First among equals

£349 inc VAT

TEAC UK, 5 Marlin HouseThe Croxley
Centre Watford, WD1 8YA Tel: 0923 Fax:

0923 236290
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At last, a 16 -bit STEREO PC Sound Card at
an affordable price, and with more sound
standards than any other sound card. That's
just one of the Sound Galaxy range from
Silica Systems. The range also includes 8 -bit
mono and stereo cards with several CD-
ROM and sound standard options. Check
out the Sound Galaxy cards against the
competition in the comparison tables below.
Powerful features, coupled with quality man-
ufacture and keen pricing make the Sound
Galaxy range a winner. And, every Sound
Galaxy PC Sound Card from Silica Systems,
comes with a Dynamic Microphone, worth
£7.99+vAT FREE OF CHARGE!

,...__.,
MONO STEREO

8 -bit
COMPARISON

A/TECH

""'
e'''''

CAVE

srAMN

-n-

ArECH

r'iLLN'N')(

"11

cPEATivE

PRO ii

Armco

NX PRO

N^0 T. 2 2 4 3

Soi, i

FM Stsoirsi ,- - - OPT2

FM SYNTHESIS. - OPL3

Marie. Dolma Cairn(
DIGITAL SOFTWARE VOLUME CON, OL 8 sap 6

DIGITAL 8Nss 8 TREBLE CONTROL

SNARLING RATE RECORD!. UP To 23KFlz 15KHz 23KHz 441KHz 44.1 OH:
SAMPLING RATE. PLAYBACK UP To 44.1KHz 44.1 KHz 44.1KHz 44.1KHz 441141-1,

GAME PORT. Mrs MIDI OPTION

DYNAMIC FILTERING FOR BETTOR SUMO

CD Atom IN

CAN USE MICROPHONE AND CO DURING

DIGITAL PLAWMCK

SMT BOARS FOR BETTER RELIABILITY

FREE SPEAKERS

CD-ROM INTERFACE (AT -DAs)

PANASONIC INTERME

M,TSUAN INTERFACE

SONY INTERFACE

CD-ROM INTERFACE (SCSI) OP'
Mms.-61.1 PSC Ayr. It 0

_

STEREO LINES IN 4. OUT ,,... ..1

STEREO
16 -bit

COMPARISON

AZTEC',

--

S, ..P., B ,srt,Pve II
MICROSOFT WINDOWS SOLI. SYSTEM

COOO, SPEECH THING

DISNEY SOUND SOURCE

6 2 2 2

FM SYNTHESISER - OPL3

DIGITAL SOFFINARF VOLUME CONTROL

DIGITAL BASS & TREBLE CONTROL

CD 01,,,,, SAM, Nr, RA,
R, r,,.. 0 1 .. II -1.2 44 1KHz 441KHz 44.1KHz 441KHz 44.1KHz

.1, IN

D DURING

P VRACX

OPTION OPTION

5.

MIXER StRYOR. FROM MIDI THAN
ONE SOURCE DURING. RECORDING

OPTION Fos UPGRADE To 16 -Nn

WAVE -TABLE SYNTHESIS

STEREO LINES IN AND Ou

PC SOUND CARDS 1WITH FREE MICROPHONE FROM SILICA SYSTEMS

8 -bit MONO
2 SOUND STANDARDS

SOUND GALAXY BXII

 8 -bit Mono Sound Card

 2 Sound Standards
AdLib, Sound Blaster v.2

 FREE Speakers

 Dynamic Filtering:
For Better Sound Reproduction

 CD Audio In:
Direct Audio Connection from your CD-ROM into the Card

 Mixer Support:
Recording and Playback from Multiple Sources

 Built -In Amplifier
 MIDI Interface

 FREE Dynamic Microphone from Silica

FREE!
SPEAKERS

8-bit
MONO £59

Ref: SOU 1002 +VAT = £69.33

16 -bit STEREO
2 SOUND STANDARDS

SOUND GALAXY BUSINESS AUDIO BOARD

 16 -bit Stereo Sound Card with CD ROM Interface

 2 Sound Standards
AdLib, Microsoft Windows Sound System

 FREE Headphones & Personal Microphone

 Ideal for the Serious Business User

 CD-ROM Interfaces (Built -In) For:
Panasonic. Mitsumi & Sony Drives - Optional
Upgrade to SCSI

 Software Control of Volume. Bass & Treble

 Built -In Amplifier

 FREE Dynamic Microphone from Silica

16 -bit
STEREO £109
Ref: SOU 1084 +VAT = £128.08

8 -bit MONO
4 SOUND STANDARDS

SOUND GALAXY NXII

 8 -bit Mono Sound Card with CD ROM Interface

 4 Sound Standards
AdLib, Sound Blaster v.2,
Covox Speech Thing,

Disney Sound Source

 FREE Speakers

 CD-ROM Interface (Built -In) For:
Panasonic Drives

 Software Configuration Settings in Eeprom:
Card Doesn't Reset on 'Power -Off'

 Software Control of Volume, Bass & Treble

 Built -In Amplifier & MIDI Interface

 FREE Dynamic Microphone from Silica

FREE!'
SPEAKERS

8 -bit
MONO

+CD ROM ONTERFACE £79
Ref: SOU 1024 +VAT = £92.83

8 -bit STEREO
5 SOUND STANDARDS

SOUND GALAXY NX PRO EXTRA

 8 -bit Stereo Sound Card with CD ROM Interface

 5 Sound Standards
AdLib, Sound Blaster v.2, Sound
Blaster Pro II, Covox Speech
Thing, Disney Sound Source

 FREE Speakers

 CD-ROM Interface (Built -In) For:
Panasonic, Mitsumi & Sony Drives - Optional
Upgrade to SCSI

 Software Configuration Settings in Eeprom:
Card Doesn't Reset on 'Power -Off'

 Software Control of Volume, Bass & Treble
 Built -In Amplifier & MIDI Interface

 FREE Dynamic Microphone from Silica

FREE!
SPEAKERS

8 -bit
STEREO

 CD ROM INTERFACE £99
Ref: SOU 1046 +VAT = £116.33

16 -bit STEREO
6 SOUND STANDARDS

SOUND GALAXY NX PRO 16
 16 -bit Stereo Sound Card with CD ROM Interface
 6 Sound Standards

AdLib. Sound Blaster v2. Sound Blaster Pro II, MS Windows

Sound System, Cocoa Speech Thing, Disney Sound Source

 FREE Headphones & Personal Microphone
 CD-ROM Interfaces (Built -In) For:

Panasonic, Mitsumi & Sony Drives - Optional
Upgrade to SCSI

 Software Configuration Settings in Eeprom:
Card Doesn't Reset on 'Power -Off'

 Software Control of Volume, Bass & Treble
 Built -In Amplifier & MIDI Interface
 Wave Power Upgrade:

Uses an Ensoniq Chip to provide General MIDI

Compatibility with 128 Instruments and 32 Note Polyphony

 FREE Dynamic Microphone from Silica

16 -bit
STEREO

, ROM INTERFACE £149
Ref SOU 1062 +VAT = £176.08

WAVE POWER
UPGRADE FOR NX PRO 16

The WavePower datighterboard option plugs onto the NX PRo 16
and turns it into a powerful 3 note polyphonic Digital Wave.
Table Synthesisier. Ensoniq, the well known manufacturers of
professional music equipm nt, provide the chipset on
WavePower. This allows forth realistic reproduction of various
instrument sounds including Marimba, Guitar, Bass, Strings and
Special Effects. WavePower is No General MIDI compatible pro-
viding the 128 instrument sounds and associated percussion
required of the standard. WavePower comes bundled with
MidiSoft Studio for Windows.
This combination provides a
powerful tool for you to create
your own compositions or to
playback the large number of
MIDI files that are available

£107.50
*VAT = £126.31 SOU 1096

ACCESSORIES
DYNAMIC MICROPHONE
For recording your own vocal samples or sound effects (this
microphone is free from Silica with each Sound Galaxy Card).

SOU 9010 £7.99+wiT = £9.39

MIDI CABLE
Connects to the Game Port on the card and provides MIDI
IN/OUT as well as an extension for a joystick.

SOU 9016 £9.99+ver = £11.74

SONY ADAPTOR
When connected to the Mitsumi AT -Bus CD-ROM interface
on the NX PRO Extra, Business Audio Board or NX PRO 16, it
allows connection of the Sony AT -Bus CD-ROM drive.

SOU 9021 E7.99+vaf = £9.39

SCSI EXTENSION BOARD
Plugging the Sound Galaxy Extension Board onto the NX
PRO Extra, Business Audio Board or NO PRO 16, enables you
to support a wide range of SCSI CD-ROM drtves.

SOU 9028 £29 +HAT = £34.08

090693 600

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU
 FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland.
 TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service.
 PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.
 ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales.
 £12 MILLION TURNOVER (with 60 staff): Solid, reliable and profitable.
 BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 081-308 0888.
 SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at all our stores.
 THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your requirements from one supplier.
 FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers + software and peripheral details.
 PAYMENT: Major credit cards, cash, cheque or monthly terms (APR 29.8% - wrinen quotes on request).
Before you decide when to buy your new pc peripherals, we suggest you think very carefully about
WHERE you buy them. Consider what it will be like a few months after you have made your purchase,
when you may require additional products or consumables, or help and advice with your new purchase.
And, will the company you buy from contact you with details of new products? At Silica Systems, we
ensure that you will have nothing to worry about. We have been established for almost 14 years and,
with our unrivalled experience and expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers' requirements
with an understanding which is second to none. But don't just take our word for it. Complete and return
the coupon now for our latest FREE literature and begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service".

MAIL ORDER: 1-4 The Mews, Hatherle Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111Order Lines Open. Mon -Set 9.00am-6.00prn No Late Night Opening Fax No 081-308 0608
LONDON SHOP: 52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA Tel: 071-580 4000Opening Hours Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm No Late Night Opening F. No: 071-323 4737
LONDON SHOP: Selfridges leasementntenal, Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB Tel: 071-629 1234Opening Hours: Mon -Sat 9.30am-7.00pm Late Night: Thursday  8pm Extension: 3914

SIDCUP SHOP: 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811
Opening Hours Mon-Sal 9.00am-5.30pm Late Night Friday - 7pm Fax No: 081-309 0017

ESSEX SHOP: Keddies (2nd Floor). High Street, Southend-on-Sea, Essex, SS1 1LA Tel: 0702 468039
Opening Hours: Mon -Fri 10.00am-5 30pm (0419.00am-6.00pm) Late Night: Thursday - 7pm Fax No: 0702 468039

To Silica Systems, MUTEC-0893-110, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent DA14 4DX

PLEASE SEND INFORMATION ON PC SOUND CARDS
Mr/Mrs/Ms: Initials: Surname: Date:

Company Name (if applicable):

Address:

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

081-309 1111
SILICA IS A ENVISION OF PROM PLO

SILICA
SYSTEMS

Postcode:

Tel (Home): Tel (Work):

1 hich computer(s), if any, do you own? 110B.
E8OE - Advertised prices and specifications may change - Please return the coupon for the latest information.



5 Highcliff Drive

Essex SS9 100
Leigh -On -Sea,

j0831 275329

Tel: 0702 471 334
7 day 24 Hour NO:

 Hire  Same Day Low Cost Mail Order  Sales  Service Installations

Our jam packed showroom has been open for 5 years and now
boast long hours - 10.00am to 10.00pm Monday to Friday and

9.00am to 5.30pm Saturday.

'444 We're never too busy to help a customer with a problemy. whether the item was purchased from us or not. We only stock
uality products which are all road tested by ourselves. We can

be reached out of normal hours on our mobile number.

DECKS SMOKE MACHINES

Pro 150 + cartridge £149.99 Martin Junior 700 free

Technics SL2 £POA fluid £149.00

Soundlab DLP1 600 £95 Martin Magnum 1200 * free

Soundlab DLP1 £110.00 fluid £199.00

LAD MEL90 £119.99 Martin Magnum 1600 + free

LAD MEL90 in fluid £349.00

flight case C189.00 Ves/Jem V1 including 5 Or

LAD GAJ 942SP £329.00 of fluid £130.00

LAD GAJ 828P £299.00 5 Or of universal fog

LAD GAJ 835S £235.00 fluid £20.00

LAD GAJ 835 £225.00 For any other smoke

For other deck POA machine POA

MIXERS

Made 2 Fade GM25 £85.00

Made 2 Fade GM35 £109.00

Made 2 Fade GM40 £144.00

Made 2 Fade GM50 £169.00

Electro Vision WS9ODJE149.00

Electro Vision SL200 £59.00

Numark DM1075 C195.00

Numark DM1175 £345.00

Numark DM1760 £525.00

Numark DM1475A £585.00

Numark DM1912 £935.00

Numark DM1775A £925.00

Numark DM1975A £1395.00

For any other mixer POA

LIGHTING
Abstract Scatterspot white
(50 watt) £44.00

Abstract Scatterspot dichrioc
(50 watt) £54.99

Abstract Scatterspot white
(150 watt) £77.00

Abstract Scatterspot dichrioc
(150 watt) £85.00

Abstract Twister 2 £99.99

Abstract Spectrabeam £119.95

Abstract Wildstar £169.99

Abstract Hypermoon £169.99

Abstract Mega Rave £324.99

Abstract Rave £215.00

Abstract Monster Moon E255.00
Abstract Starburst £325.00

Abstract Futurescan 150E299.00
Abstract Futurescan controller
+ memory £199

For any other lighting POA

FREE DELIVERY ON MOST PRODUCTS

200 (100w + 100w) £219.99 Four power ratios in watts

NA 400 (200w + 200w) £299.99 R.M.S., both channels driven

DNA 600 (300w + 300w) £399.99

DNA 900 (450w + 450w) £499.99

5 YEAR PARTS AND LABOUR GUARANTEE

SPEAKERS FROM £99.99

GOOD DEEP BASS

LIGHT CASED 1X18
400 WATTS R.M.S

EMINENCE LOADED)
ONLY £229.99 INC

VAT & DELIVERY
(AVAILABLE IN ALL

COLOURS)

FLIGHT CASED 15 &

12 400 WATTS R.M.S.

(EMINENCE

LOADED) ONLY
£179.99 INC VAT

DELIVERY

(AVAILABLE IN ALL

COLOURS)

Opening times: Monday - Friday 10.00am - 10.00pm
Saturday 9.00am - 5.30pm At any other time telephone 0831 275329

111I
scoop
BINS

FROM

A 9VAItAke23

-ntf 00L0081tt

Trade enquiries welcome
All prices include VAT



Ablesure

Hoi Fools
dual port programmable MIDI remote controller

You let your fingers do the programming, but there are other ways
of talking to your MIDI system. Ian Waugh puts his foot down.

Y

1.401 Remote Conthaki,
ayagem Ur*.

es, the name is a bit of a mouthful, isn't it? But at least it tells you what
Hot Foot is - and the publicity blurb completes the picture... "Hot Foot
- when you can't put your finger on it".

It comes in two parts - a rackmount system unit and a foot pedal
remote: you program from the system unit and perform from the foot
pedal.

The pedal itself looks like it was made in a Russian tank factory; it's so

solid it could almost be roadie -proof. It actually comprises eight individual

pedals numbered 1 to 8 - each with an LED above it - plus a further Iwo

labelled S lfor Shift) and P (for Performance) with a 2 -digit LED above to
tell you what mode the unit is in and which Performance has been
selected.

As you might imagine, it is when these pedals are pressed that MIDI

data is actually transmitted, but they can also transmit messages when

released or when held down.

They may be programmed with just about any kind of MIDI message

(including SysEx data) and these are referred to as Data Streams. They're

organised into eight Banks of eight Groups, to give 64 Performance
Memories in all, each holding 32 Data Streams which can be accessed

RecognisedMIDI messages
Hot Foot recognises, and can be programmed with, the following MIDI
messages:

Note On and Note Off. These can be set to any MIDI channel and
velocity value. Note values range from C-5 to G+6. You can program the
unit to play individual notes and chords.

Controllers from 0-127 can be assigned any MIDI channel and value.
Aftertouch (Key) is assigned a note name, MIDI channel and velocity

(polyphonic pressure value).

Aftertouch (Channel) is assigned the channel pressure value and the
MIDI channel number.

Program Change takes a number and a MIDI channel.
Pitchbend values are set using four figures and assigned a MIDI

channel.

SysEx can be entered in decimal or hex. Hot Foot puts a EoX (end of
SysEx) message at the end. You need to know what you're doing when
messing around with this.

Song Position Pointer
Song Select Number
Start
Continue
Stop
Tune Request
System Reset

E

cn

E

O
O
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Remote Controller Re,

using Shift on the pedal board (bearing in mind that the pedals can send

a message when pressed and when released). However, the unit can

only hold 150 Data Streams so not all of the possible 2048 (64 x 32)

settings can be different.

The
system unit has a mammoth 4 -character -by -2-line display which

gives you information in English - and none of the abbreviated

hieroglyphics which most instruments seem to rely on. It also includes

two independent sets of MIDI Ins and Outs so you can send data to

separate sections of your MIDI setup. Connection to the remote unit is via

an 181 -t -long cable which terminates in a latching plug so it won't come

out if you trip over the wire.

There are three sets of buttons - a group labelled Name,
Performance, Assign and Stream; another group labelled OK, Cancel,

Insert and Delete; and a pair of cursor buttons. There's also an alpha

wheel which is used to change parameter values.

Using the Name button, you can christen your Performances and

Data Streams etc, with titles of up to 16 characters - making it possible

to get quite descriptive. Performance mode is selected when you want to

use the pedal board, while Stream lets you browse through and select

the individual Data Streams which may be edited by pressing the Assign

button. Incidentally, Performance Memories are battery -backed and can

also be saved to an optional data card.

To help with your programming you can copy Performance Memories

and Data Streams, and set the number base to decimal or hex. Most

manufacturers use hex for SysEx, and computer freaks like to use hex

too. But there is a utility which converts between decimal and hex in

case you're not a wirehead. There's also a Help mode which is a useful

aide-memoire if the manual isn't handy.
Speaking of which, the manual is well written but it's essentially a

reference book. No tutorial is included apart from a 2 -page Quick
Reference guide in the Appendix which shows how to define a Data

Stream and assign it to a pedal in a Performance Memory. A few

hands-on - or foot -on! - walk-throughs (sorry!) would have been very

helpful.

As the Quick Reference section confirms, the biggest complication

with Hot Foot is setting up the commands. It's not difficult, it's just that

there are a lot of steps to go through and the steepness of the learning

curve isn't improved by the inclusion of so few function buttons. That

said, once programmed, the controlling front end is superb; the designer

is obviously a member of the Musicians' School Of Friendly Interfaces.

So, could you benefit from using Hot Foot? Well, it was principally

designed as a real-time device for live use, and if you're someone

who finds yourself flitting between settings and setups during a gig, it

would certainly merit further investigation to see how much time and

effort it could save. Even master keyboards can't easily handle the

amount or variety of messages Hot Foot can generate.

If you find that you regularly have to configure and reconfigure your

gear on stage or in the studio, then Hot Foot could save you
considerable time and trouble, too. Remember, it can do a whole lot

more than simply send Program Change messages.

The only alternative to Hot Foot (assuming your master keyboard can't

cut the mustard) is a sequencer or MIDI data filer, but then you are

totally in the hands of the programmed sequence. You can't easily go

round the chorus again, for example, or tell the band that you're going

to segue into a different number. But the importance of such an

inconvenience will depend on how rigid your sets are.

Another use which springs to mind is the control of MIDI lighting

systems. You can stomp on the pedals to activate different effects which

might be suggested to you by the venue or the action of the punters on

the dance floor.

You'll probably know by now if Hot Foot can help you in your music.

It's a solid unit, versatile and (once programmed) easy to use in the field.

If you're still not sure, Ablesure is offering a 14 -day money -back
guarantee so you can try before you buy. Can't say fairer than that. 

THE EAST WO R D
Ease of Use

Originality

Value for money

Star Quality

Price

More from

GOott-cOntide rtg'
has to handle

A versatile beacon in a MIDI wilderness

Ind Park *Colchester  Essex C04 4
Tel: 0206 751165  Fax: 0202 751190

Data Stream programming
Before you can use Hot Foot, you have to tell the
pedals what MIDI data they are to generate. The first
step is to press the Stream button and use the alpha
dial to select one of the 150 Data Streams. They aren't
numbered, but unused ones are called 'Unnamed!'
Select one, press the Name button and name it using
the alpha dial to scroll through the letters.

Assign a MIDI command to the Data Stream. Press
the Assign button and you'll see the first command in
the LCD which will be called 'Empty!' Use the cursor
keys to move to the name and scroll through the
available MIDI commands (see 'Recognised MIDI
messages' for a complete list) with the alpha dial. Use
the cursor keys to move the cursor to any associated
parameters such as the MIDI channel, and alter with
the dial.

Each item of data in a MIDI message uses a
memory position or step. Hot Foot increments these
automatically so you can assign several messages to
one pedal. Up to 64 items of data can be assigned to a

command.
When all the assignments are complete, press

Stream and you will be given the option of saving the
settings or cancelling them.

Assign the Data Stream to a Performance Memory.
Press Perform and scroll to the required Performance
Memory. Press Assign. Select one of the eight pedals,
shift mode (shifted or unshifted) and the output (No
Output, MIDI 1, MIDI 2 or both).

Select Contact type. This can be Momentary, which
allows a different Data Stream to be sent on each
press and release of the pedal; Latched, which allows

a different Data Stream to be sent for each
press/release pair; or Continuous, which sends a Data
Stream 50 times a second as long as the pedal is held
down.

Select Sense. This can be set to Down or Up.
Down will send the data when the pedal; is pressed
(Down) or on the first press/release for a latched
pedal. Up will send the data when the pedal is
released (Up) or on the second press/release for a
latched pedal.

Move the cursor to the Data Stream name and
scroll through them to select the one you've just
programmed. Press Perform. Press OK to save.

Scroll to the Performance Bank and Group you
want to assign the Data Stream to. Press Name and
name it.
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Eye & I Productions

MIDI Crystal
Signal Indicator

Aspirtual healing aid with special powers for technologically
challenged? A new (angled night -light for those burning the

midinight oil? In fact the MIDI Crystal is a neat little visual indicator

which lights up whenever MIDI signals are passed through it. Just the

thing if you really want to get in touch with your MIDI data, like er...
you know, man?

It's a small red 21/2" tube filled with electronics and a LED. It has

MIDI sockets on both ends so you just plug it in -line between a couple

of MIDI cables. It doesn't appear to interfere with the data flow at all.

It responds to Note On, Note Off and Controller messages (bright
flash); Pitch, Mod Wheel and Aftertouch data (rapid flash); Active
Sensing (3-5 flashes per second); SysEx data (steady bright glow);
and MIDI Clock signals (steady dim glow).

Of course, if your system happens to send all these at once you

won't have an earthly as to what's going on. But it looks pretty and

you can use it as a diagnostic aid to help locate faulty MIDI cables -

no flashes for you tonight - and check that a device is actually
transmitting data when it's

supposed to be. In fact it

has already saved me
from dismantling my

system simply by proving

that signals were actually

going into an expander
when I'd convinced myself

they weren't (blush... I'd
turned the bloody volume

down on the unit rather than on my mixer!). I've also used it as a
MIDI -to -MIDI cable connector. One of my cable runs is quite long and

the dog, short of postmen, had chewed through one of the cables.

And guess who didn't have a spare long enough?

The Crystal would offer more of a psychedelic display if it used

different coloured LEDs instead of just the one, but that would
probably have put a bigger drain on the power consumption and
maybe add to the cost. As it is, it only requires 3% of the MIDI line
power -a reasonable overhead.

All in all, the MIDI Crystal is a useful little gizmo; well worth having

to hand if you ever experience MIDI communication problems. And

who doesn't? Ian Waugh 

SoundFoundation Producer Series

Gold Card No.2
for the Korg Wavestation

The first thing that you notice about
this SoundFoundation card is that it

comes with lots of documentation:
Performance List, Patch List, Wave
Sequences List and Performance Notes

(for example: "Atmospheric! Try octaves

on the bass and a slow melody line for
full effect. Try Vector Joystick"). There's

even a sheet telling you just how great

the sounds are and how they make use

of the EX in Wavestation EX. (Sorry unexpanded owners, this one's not

for you.) Having discarded all this excess verbiage (who reads the

manuals anyway?) you plug in the card, play a few notes and... hey,

this isn't half bad. SoundFoundation are a spin-off from the Advanced

Media Group (AMG) who originally brought you the Valhala cards
and billions of sample CDs. And in many ways, this ROM is the
natural successor to the Valhala Gold Cards for the D50 and Ml that I

was raving about two years ago. Out of the 50 Performances and 35

new Patches on this card, it's hard to find fault with any, and trying to

choose a list of favourites is almost impossible.

This may simply mean that the programmer and I have similar
tastes, but I don't think so. Most people buy Wavestations because, in

a world of samploid AWM/FM tedium, the Wavey is a synthesiser in

the true rock'n'roll sense (Eh? - Ed). And most Wavestation EX owners

will love this card because it pushes the synth's performance
capabilities to the edge: sweeping textures, punchy brasses, and pads

that previously needed a Jupiter 8, a D50, and an Ml all receiving on

the same MIDI channel. OK, some of them are a little close to the
factory sounds, but what the hell - they're still damn good!

The card also proves impressive in the wave and patch
departments: 32 new wave sequences are supplied, along with 35

new patches - every one of which is excellent and makes use of at
least one of the newly programmed Wavesequences

(I checked.). But, given that so many cards draw so heavily upon
the internal ROM Wavesegences, it's hardly surprising that this card
sounds so fresh.

Above all, I like this SoundFoundation card because it makes me
want to play music. It raises my spirits. And there's not much you can

say that about these days. Buy with confidence. Gordon Reid 6

-THE LAST WORD
Usefulness Very! Usefuln Highly

Value for money Reasonable Value for money Not bad

Star Quality Are you serious? Star Quality As good they get

Price £17.50 inc. VAT ,tAtt4 Price £50 inc. VAT

More from Eye & I Productions (UK)  PO Box 1099 More from AMG  PO Box 67  Farnham Surrey
Swindon  SN5 7HR  Tel/Fax: 0793 GU9 8YR  Tel: 0252 717333 
873888 Fax: 0252 737044
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Perfect Pitch

Francinstien
stereo enhancer

John Wright plays fast and loose in a world of sonic booms and aural exciters.

ssst! Fancy a 1U rackmount that loads your bass with a depth charge

pcapable of shaking the foundations of Wembley Arena? Or which adds

more sparkle and fizz to your hi -hats than an Alka Seltzer falling into a

glass of Babycham? Or which creates enough 'space' in your mix to

make Dolby Surround sound like your grandad's old radiogram?

Is there a single processor that can do all of this? And is it anything

like affordable? The answer to both these questions is yes. It just so

happens that Perfect Pitch Music, a small British company, have come up

with such a device - and they call it Francinstien. Well, what else?

Whilst it wouldn't be entirely truthful to suggest that Francinstien is the

only stereo enhancer on the market capable of such tricks, it is true that

Perfect Pitch have a slightly different perspective on the processor market

than their immediate competitors.

Francinstien offers three principal types of stereo enhancement: bass

lift, harmonic high -frequency enhancement, and a mysterious processing

circuit simply known as 'Space'. What's more, it offers these tricks in a

package that is extremely easy to operate, is capable of stunning results,

and offers superb value for money at under £600.

Connection -wise, both balanced XLRs and unbalanced 1/4" jacks are

provided, making the unit ideal for almost any live rig, keyboard
system or studio.The front panel is composed of six rotary controls and

Iwo buttons with accompanying LEDs. Certain functions are immediately

LEase of Use

Originality j

Value for money

Star Quality

Price

No nasty LCD display!

Highly derivative

Decent

Invaluable in a mix

L More from j

£586 inc VAT; with valve output stage (for
extra `warmth), £734 inc VAT

Baccus Audio  PO Box 127. Kempston 
Bedford  MK42 7HW Tel: 0234 840408 
Fax: 0234 840400

obvious, such as the Bypass switch, Input Clip LED and Output level

rotaries. But the really exciting (pun fully intended) controls are those

which govern the three separate enhancement circuits.

First up is the mid- and high -frequency processing section, with knobs

covering Mid -Hi Tune, Lift and Harmonics. The basic idea is to 'Tune' the

circuit into a particular range of the frequency spectrum, and then use

the Lift control to add definition and clarity to the instruments that fall

within that range. It's rather like a parametric EQ in operation, but it has

a quite unique effect on your sound.

And if that doesn't offer enough in the way of scintillating treble for

you, the Harmonics rotary control increases the higher partials of the

fundamental notes in the signal, adding a sparkling 'air' to the extreme

top end of things.

Having added brilliance to a dull mix, you can then go on to pump up

the bass by using the LF enhancer. This is even easier to set up - you

simply choose the type of bass sound you're after (either a tight, defined

dry 'punch' or a smooth, rolling wash) using the Warm/Dry button, and

then turn the Depth control until the bass becomes prominent in the mix.

The Francinstien makes bass signals suddenly appear 'in yer face' in a

way that boosting the low EQ on a desk never can. For one thing, it

doesn't shatter your bass cones, and for another, the additional
harmonic emphasis doesn't make the bass sound unnatural. So if you're

a dance nut who longs for a killer bass at gigs, or a DJ longing to put

the kick back into drum, then Francinstien is for you.

If you're still unconvinced, and like a little icing on your cake, let me

introduce you to the Space control. By turning this rotary, all the
instruments in a mix suddenly appear distinct from each other, and seem

to swirl out from your speakers and around your head. This, as you

might imagine, is a pretty hard effect to describe on paper - so you're

just going to have to audition Francinstien for yourself.

Is that it? In terms of features, yes, but in terms of the impact this device

can have on your live or recording mixes, no. Everyone who mixes and

produces music should carefully consider Francinstien - it is a

phenomenal production tool. It adds that elusive 'magic' ingredient to a

track that makes it sound truly professional - and you can't put a price

on that, can you? 

Contributors:
Ian Waugh
Peter Forrest
Nicholas Rowland
John Wright

Ian Masterson
Dom Foulsham
Gordon Reid
Dan Goldstein



Coldcut
read MT...

...see next month's MT and read about the further adventures of
Coldcut in "multimedia pop group" Hex

 The listening Pool - life after OMD

 Oceanic - presets are a good thing,
honest

 Megadog MIDI Circus - exclusive pics
 Roland JV1000 synth
 Akai CD3000 sample playback system
 A -Z of Analogue - part 2
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Demos reviewed by Phil Ward

TEKNIK
Amiga A500; Eidersoft MM2000 sampler;
Korg Polysix; Noisetracker V2.0; ProSound

Designer

Jonathan Russell returns with a fifth album
from his 'Tek-Labs', pursuing the techno
dream with undaunted vigour. Tek-Labs is
actually Jonathan's very own Kling Kiang -
style environment down in Shoreham -By -Sea

in West Sussex, a far cry from Dusseldorf to
all intents and purposes except Jonathan's
Eurocentric goal. Entitled Oscillation!, the
cassette album comprises 10 new tracks
among which is `Electronique', which

featured in May's Demo Forum at the
Northern Music Show.

The strongest tracks are those
which display the heaviest 'dance'

influence, which is to say those which
are underpinned by the imperative rhythms

of the post -house scene. Where these

instrumentals lapse into the more four-
square beats of the early -to -mid -'80s, the

mood changes and the music begins to
sound a little tired. But Jonathan continues
to wrest a highly original and imaginative
range of sounds from his limited gear,
providing unchallengeable evidence to
support the theory that limitations are more
creative than complete and unbudgeted
freedom.

I know for a fact that, since this tape was
made, the Teknik project has moved on to
studio work with Mark Stagg in Manchester,
and early signs are that the Teknik sound is
developing nicely. If he can avoid the
temptation to emulate his idols too closely,
and indulge a marginally more consistent
contemporary feel, Jonathan could well land
a meaningful deal with some such label as

Warp.

Contact: Jonathan Russell, 0273 464142
(West Sussex)

HEAVEN IN ART
Heaven In Art are already signed to M -
CAM (Mainline Consultants & Artist
Management) who wrote to us a few
months ago with the news that this signing
followed on from HIA's appearance in MTs

Demo Takes page as Tape Of The Month.
And, linking the old with the new with
seamless grace, here they are figuring

prominently in the first ever Dare! Well,
Peter Brazier and Mark Palmer

certainly do dare, and it's got
them not just a management deal

but a highly polished and
professional image and sound, trading

off dance music's sequenced bouyancy

against the traditional cheer of commercial

pop.
`Never Be The Fool' is a highly club -

friendly tune, a little predictable perhaps
but few people want to be severely
challenged by polyrhythmic
experimentation when they're dancing
their socks off on Friday nights in
Hartlepool. The recording is loud and
bright without a hint of distortion, and its

clarity and sheen satisfies the
requirements of easy pop consumption
with barely a hiccup. Typically, for a
determinedly contrary music journalist
with a jaded palate, I prefer the second
track, `11.IA (Do You Understand?)', with
its extended instrumental mix and simple
hook. Edited down to a 7 -inch version, this
could still be a stronger single. 'Never Be
The Fool' is replete with confidence and
certainly supports GM files (that's George
Michael, not General MIDI), but it lacks a
little weight. The drums are just a little too
dry and exposed, and the bottom end
generally too frail to provide the necessary
'oomph' for a big pop/dance crossover hit.
And since this is a debut single (on Slik
City Records) and not just a demo, it's out
there competing with the big boys who
wear much heavier boots.

Contact: David Clancey, M -CAM, 0480
76067 or 0860 514825 (Cambs)

It takes a lot of courage

to submit a demo. Submit

yours to Dare! MT,

Alexander House, Forehill,

Ely, Cambs CB7 4AF.

THREE CHEERS

FOR ORSON
Yamaha MT2X 4 -track, EMP100
effects; Boss DR550 drum machine;
Shure SM58 microphone; guitars, bass,
sax, drums, glockenspiel; 1 bottle of
Johnnie Walker Black Label

A superbly drunken recording, with
scratchings of raw guitar vying with
the abandoned vocals for attention.
But taking a very large biscuit by far

is the gloriously inept drum
programming, which actually enables
this particular DR550 to achieve what
generations of drum machines have
failed to achieve: the duplication of
the 'feel' of a real drummer. Albeit, in
this case, a real drummer who could
best be described as keen but
technically challenged.

There's a hint of Lennon in the slap -
back echo applied to the vocals on
'Pleasurable Things Don't Happen Any
More', which is a sort of highlight, but
in the end the metaphysical notion
which overshadows all other
considerations is that of an artificial
construction of plastic, silicone chips
and electronic circuitry pissed out of
its brain.

Contact: Grahame Shaw, 0467 22855
(Aberdeenshire)
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ALTITUDE
Atari ST; Cubeat V2.0; Yamaha TG100
GM sound module, EME-1 reverb; Roland
PC200 master keyboard; Commodore Amiga

running self -written sample triggering
program -8 -bit sampling, 4 -note polyphonic

Altitude is actually 18 -year old Charles
Chapman, a solo sequencing maniac who
hath delivered unto MT seven excellent
and inventive instrumentals which he
descibes as variously "ravey" and "moving
towards trance". And move they do,
through all manner of throbbing corridors
of sound. Soft analogue waves are broken
up by occasional grainy samples,
sometimes awash with ripples of delay and
mostly hovering above a small -sounding
but steadily beating drumbox pattern.
Furthermore, the poor recording quality
does not disguise the originality of the
ideas, and there aren't many demos you
can say that about, believe me.

The most appealing feature of Charles'
music is the extent to which he will
abandon obvious melody to go with the
phrases suggested by the very sounds
themselves, and in this he has much in
common with current trends in trance.
Some of the passages are highly abstract,
in a kind of celebration of sound, and this
gives the material an energy and a cutting
edge which ought to be supplemented by a
barrage of much heavier drum beats (and
no doubt would be if only Charles had
access to a bit more recording hardware).
Also, the abstraction of the samples and
patches gets us away from the linear,
chordal clichés of the rave of a couple of
years ago, present here only in vestiges of
bouncy piano and semitonal progressions.

An overall sense of light and shade -
the dub approach to building a( track - completes a very

impressive picture.

Contact: Charles Chapman, 24
Magnolia Dene, Hazlemere, High
Wycombe, Bucks HP15 7QE

DES DE MOOR
Atari Mega ST; C -Lab Notator & Unitor
II; Yamaha MT3X 4 -track; Studiomaster
12:2 mixer; Emax II; E -mu Proformance;
Roland JX3P; Cheetah MS770; Yamaha
PSS580; Philip Rees V10 MIDI Thru box;
Alesis Quadraverb, Microverb II; DigiTech
DSP; Casio DA -1; guitars, percussion,
piano and cello

A cassette album of 15 songs from a
former collaborator with Mixmaster
Morris, indeed a member of The

Irresistible Force, until Des decided that
his future lay in songwriting rather than
in dance music, thereby taking a quantum
left at the late -'80s musical crossroads just
as technology was taking a quantum
right. As a result, these technologically
executed songs have a stilted, stagey feel
to them, as though the technology is still
a substitute for real musos. In this idiom,
it's possible that it always will be, which is
why other musicians with a head for
electricity went the other way, dancing.

Still, 'Out Of Step' has a Joe Jacksony
air, a subtle, writhing chord sequence

with latin percussion flavourings and a
spiky, insistent piano. Blending
sequenced elements with acoustic
instruments committed to a 4 -track, the
sound canvas is admirably broad. This is
very much a labour of love, in which Des
has brought together songs that have
been haunting him for the best part of 10
years, and many fine musicians feature -
including Mr C Lab. The cassette is
available by sending a cheque for £5.00,
payable to D N de Moor, to The Sphere
Of Production, 45 Orpheus Tower,
London SE14 6HY.

1:),E71,4r0cracy
SHOW CATS IN PLASTIC
Powerful, urgent Inspirals-type pop music, with distorted vocals and guitars and
some rapid-fire sequenced keyboard riffs. Manages to avoid the potential
muddiness of so many distorted sounds layered one on top of another, and the
polished mix communicates a sense of angst and panic rather well. A bit Beatley
in places (so what? Ed). Contact: Martin Bird, 081 441 0991 (Barnet).

THE CATWALK
Highly melodic synth -pop inna Paul Humphreys stylee out of OMD. The chord sequences may be
predictable, but the songs are big on naïve charm. Clumsy tom fills; hi -hat too dominant and repetitive
on Too Much To Sacrifice'; ugly, boomy vocal EQ on `Child'; but somehow they get away with the
guitar solos. Contact: Adrian J. Beeston, 0602 817834 (Nottingham).

APPLEBOMB
Shuffling, funky white soul from Lytham, where Les Dawson and my
Grandmother used to live. Not in the same house, mind. The strong drum
programs are complemented by a slight menace in the lead vocals. The tracks are
not listed anywhere, so we can only guess at the titles. Contact: Steven Wilding,
0253 736458 (Lancs).

BUSY BUSY WORLD
Simplistic riffs, a very dry mix, and a horrid, woolly guitar break on Dadatown'.
More clumsy drum fills and plodding beats, but the breathy, understated vocals
remind me of Frazier Chorus - as do the oboe, piano and string bass samples
interacting with clipped, boxy percussion. 'My Blue Period' is an excellent song.

Contact: Steve Cooke, 071 700 3121 (London).

MOVE OVER BEETHOVEN
...And tell The Specials the news. An eclectic 'sound portrait' of gangster Al Capone,
incorporating samples of '20s jazz, machine guns and a musical quotation from the
ska classic. Vigorous, punchy but a slightly annoying vocal. Contact: Chris Durney,
0272 681569 (Bristol).

BLUE FLUX
Ambling progressive rock, occasionally lapsing into indulgence
and lacking focus. Recognisable presets are not a bad thing in
themselves, but depend on the context. When the music aspires
to be epic, they undermine the grandeur by sounding too familiar.
Free copies of the demo are available from 16 Dinch Hill, Magor,

Gwent NP6 3JL. Contact: Thomas Kunze, 0633 880946 (Gwent).
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Send your letters to:

Sjpi*, MT, Alexander

House, Forehill, Ely, Cambs

CB7 4AF.

Letter of the Month wins a

12 -month subscriptiim to

the hi -tech mag with the big

mail bag. Sort of.

Free sample?
Dear MT
Please can you clarify the copyright/royalties
issues associated with using samples from CD
sample libraries. As they are sold for that purpose

I initially assumed all samples can be used
without paying royalties. However, I began to
wonder when I recognised certain breakbeats
which have been used on hit records. Have the
library creators recreated these loops? Do I have
to clear every sample I use from say, The
Dangrous CD with The Dangerous CD
Company? Or does their copyright only apply to

the CD as a whole?

David M Taylor
Kusnacht
Germany

 The whole subject of clearance as it relates to
sample CDs was addressed in last month's
Sampling Confidential article by Dom
Foulsham. But I have to say that I personally
found the answers given to Dom's questions on
this matter a little vague and somewhat
unsatisfactory. Check out the article and let me
know what you think. NL

Digital 1 Analogue 0
Dear MT
After reading the letters in your May issue I wish

to add the following to the discussion.

Richard Clewes of Wolvehampton discussed the

inflexibility of the newer digital synths as opposed

to the 'good old times' which were had by all with

the analogues of yesteryear. I tend not to agree
with this.

Let's consider ease of use. If you're
prepared to take the time and get into
programming a digital synth, you should
experience no more hassles than you would
if you were figuring out how to control the
voltages of an analogue synth. Agreed,
digital synths have very few keys or dials to
turn; but what they do have (most of them
at least) is a display which does away with
the need for a multitude of keys (ie. the
Wavestation).

Next let's take the digital synths and analogues

and put them in perspective. The analogues were
the first step in the electronic music revolution.
The next step was the introduction of digital
synths. It's a bit naive to think that
manufacturers should go back to analogue. On
the other hand it's also naive to say that analogue
synths have no place in modern music. What we
really need is a balance between the two. Sure
you can make a good track using only one or the
other, but to use both usually makes it just that
bit better

Maybe the solution would be for a synth
incorporating both sets of architecture or at least

emulation of analogue sounds through software
to be introduced. Now add a graphically
informative LCD for the analogue programming
and numeric/graphic for the digital S&S side
and you have a synth which would surely please
everyone. But what about the price? Well the
analogues had it right with the concept of
modularity. If you can afford it, pick up extra
options and slot them in. I don't believe that
space for extra SIMMS amounts to modularity.
What are needed are standards to adhere to with
regard to hardware (ie. some sort of operating
system). Just imagine a synth with the ability to
handle different modules (analogue, s&s,
sampling) just through the inclusion of standard
interfacing and the ability to load controlling
software into the operating system. In my humble
opinion this is the next step forward.

Lastly, I would like to point out the most
important point again; that of graphical
interaction. As the saying goes: a picture is worth

a thousand words. Manufacturers should take
note of this the next time they set up synth
programming pages with figures rounded off to

the 10th decimal place.

Kon Wilms
Port Elizabeth
South Africa

MT Index - latest
Dear MT
I have been reading MT since Mike Beecher was

doing the business in 1981 with E&MM and still

find the magazine essential to my well being.
However, I have one grouse after all of this time;

prompting me to write to the magazine for the

first time.
I refer to the annual index which I found

essential when combing the Readers Ads and
finding something which took my fancy. The
appraisal of your experts helped me make my
mind up on doubtful purchases more than once,
and that was only one part of the index. The last
index I have was for 1991 in the January '92
issue.

Any chance of making an old reader happier?

All the best.

Chas Hanton
Addlestone
Surrey

 Actually Chas, this does give me the
opportunity to apologise for the non appearance
of an index for 1992. It was purely through lack
of space. Rest assured that the we'll bring
things right up to date with a full index for the
whole of the period within the next couple of
issues . NL

Stick your neck out
Dear MT
I read with interest a letter in the May '92
edition of MT from Steve Dixon of Basildon. I
know about a device to which he refers. It is
MIDIvox - a device known as an
`electroglottograph' with a MIDI interface. The
electroglottograph monitors the electrical
impedance between two electrodes placed on the
neck at the level of the larynx which changes as
the vocal folds vibrate during speech and singing.

The device has a particular advantage in that
the pitch signal is highly accurate and completely

immune to competing acoustic noise.

It's available from SynchroVoice, 400
Harrison Avenue, Harrison, NJ 07029, USA
and was reviewed in the May 1992 edition of
Keyboard magazine.

It may sound as if I work for the firm involved.
This is not the case. I am involved in research
into the singing voice; in particular, what
parameters we can measure which change when
the voice is trained. I have never seen a
MIDIvox, but I do use another manufacturer's
electroglottograph in my work. I also use a
Roland CP-40 pitch -to -MIDI convertor with
specially written Atari, IMB-PC and BBC micro

computer software for working on singing
development and assessment in young children.
This may be of interest to Steve Dixon. I mention

this in case your publication would be interested
in an article on the subject.

David M Howard
Lecturer in Music Technology

 Thank you for taking the trouble to reply,
David (and Johan Burman of Sweden who also
wrote in).
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As regards the article on singing
development and assessment - it may well be of
interest, please forward it for consideration.
And to all our other readers, let me extend the
invitation for you to submit any contributions
you think may be of interest - particularly in
the areas of music, computing, multimedia, club

technology, video etc. We offer (reasonably)
generous rates of pay, an audience of some
twenty thousand readers and the chance to get
yourself into every WH Smiths in the country.
What are you waiting for? NL

Career opportunities
Dear MT

As someone who is involved in musical
instrument technology I am writing to you to
float an idea I have for assisting young musical
instrument makers and restorers whilst helping
to promote their skills and talents at a national
and international level.

If you were about to launch your own small
business, making or restoring musical
instruments, where would you go? You would
need premises, equipment, office facilities and
the right environment.

I have the premises - Springwood Organ Works

- in the centre of the university town of
Huddersfield which, as well as being a famous

centre of musical excellence, is set in some of
England's most attractive countryside. We have

well-equipped workshops that not only have the
basic facilities (such as benches, glue kettles,
cramps and drill presses) but also boast everything

from a working forge to a lathe. The office has a
word processor, photo copier and a fax machine.

I intend to convert one floor of the building
into a gallery where instruments would be
exhibited, concerts would be held, and students,
musicians and even paying members of the public

could be entertained, generally promoting the
work of all those involved.

The environment would be ideal - a small
group of musical instrument makers and
restorers, working individually, who could
exchange ideas and skills and share a common
aim. Road, rail and air links are excellent and
we already have groups of visitors from Europe
and America - as well as the UK - and I
imagine our centre would become a national
centre of excellence in musical technology.

If you agree, please help by publicising the idea

or introducing it to any young person who may be
interested.

John Sinclair Willis
Conacher & Company

Springwood Organ Works
Water St
Huddersfield
HD 1 4BB

 Happy to be of service, John - though I'd be
interested to hear what kind of instruments MT
readers would build using glue kettles and drill
presses. But I wish you well. NL

Skint
Dear MT
I'm writing to ask for help. I've been looking
around for companies that deal in loans for home
studio equipment, but can I find one - no!

The problem is that I recently lost my job and
am now signing on the dole. So I need a
company that is willing to help me out with the
loan who I could pay back on a fortnighly or
monthly basis. That sort of arrangment would be
ideal for me as I also have to pay other things off

such as maintainance for my son and rent, etc.
Any help you could give me would be much

appreciated.

Sky Jones

Harlow

 I'm not sure there's any help I could give
you, Sky. But I can see the loan sharks forming
a queue even as I write. NL.

MT looks back
in Ongar. Oh,
all right, Ely. Great Moments In Techno - No.2: Michael Nyman (right) sees off a determined challenge

from Naked Eyes (above) to snatch First Prize in the 1986 International Giant Synth Finals,

Luxembourg. Naked Eyes took maximum points in the Joystick play-offs (below).

The Buchla 700: No keys, no wires, no sound. As used by

The Osmonds on 'Crazy Horses' 83
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-1 0284 765765Pro Music new low prices from F.M.W.
ORDER HOTLINE 0284 725271

SUMMER
SPECIAL!!

JUST IN!!
NEW CATALOGUE

Featuring over 100 NEW song titles

Soloist MIDI Songfiles

M.C.P.S. Licensed

(Minimum order - 4 songs)

Discounts
available for
orders of 10
songs or more
during August -
Call now for details

Also Free postage + packing on all
orders placed until 31st August 1993

PLUS
Great new synth sounds

from Roland, Valhala, Voice
Crystal, Pro Rec

& Songwriter
(Atari self loading disks)

Including new sample, on disk for
SY85, SY99 & K2000

Call for your free new
catalogue now!'
0284 765765

ALSO AVAILABLE
1.argc ,,cloctitin itiitiorial videos &I),)(4:..-, including I he Comploic

Ctil);1+4.- I landhook. u auc at
i.-,ts,ctics 6'; :)m! k, All liALLI

- (:;,ill fur yotir t+cc (+)11). num!

Icinciiihtr!! No rharec lor 1st cLIRti 11, istagc 4 t+.K king \ I )

cli)No itmts tm 01,r)gfIlt--; (luring .Ntigw,t,

Pro Music
Dettingen Way,
Bury St.Edmunds,
Suffolk IP33 3BR

Call 0284 765765 for enquiries or for
your free copy of our brochure
For Visa/Access orders only call
0284 725271 - Please have your credit
card number and expiry date ready.
Or post your order enclosing
cheque/P.O.

S1000/S1100
8 megabyte board

only £249-10p

Akai S950
,,megabyte board

only £ 58-75p

Akai MPC60
mmegabyte board
only £ 58-75p

Casio FZ1
1 megabyte board

only £124-55p

more memory expansion mega deals!
51000 2 megabyte expansion board
S1000 SCSI interlace card
Ensoniq EPS 2 times expansion
Ensoniq EPS16+ 1 meg. expansion
ASK70 expansion for S700/X7000
Yamaha TX16W 1.5 megabyte board

E94 -00p Yamaha DX7/DX5 RAM cartridge
£65-80p (comes with 128 DX7 patches)
E47 -00p Yamaha DX7mk11/7X802 RAM card ..
£98-70p (comes with 256 DX7mk11 patches)

£124-55p DX7mkll 1024k MEGARAM
£98-70p (as above. but with 1024 patch locations')

£39-95p

£44-65p

£89-30p

second hand & ex -demo hardware
Casio FZ1 keyboard sampler (2 meg, £705.00p
Akai S700 rack sampler C352 -50p
Roland 510 keyboard sampler (plus disks) E352 -50p

AlesH AIMT8 sequencer £117-50p
Akai AS010 pro hardware sequencer C470 -00p
Yamaha DX21 keyboard FM Synth £176-25p
Roland SH101 analogue monosynth C124.55p
Moog Rogue analogue MOnOSynth £117-90p

Roland 0110 sang module
Casio VZ1011 synth module
Oberheim Prommer sampler
Yamaha EMT1 FM synth module
3 ter A frame keyboard stand
'entre wide. Ms 88 note keyboards)
Zimmer Frame 20u rack (slight damage, fa9.35P
Roland MM4 MIDI box (1 in. 4 out) C23 -Sibs

2176-25p
2352-50p

f58 -75p
249.35p

f235 -00E

ST software
FileMaster 3 OD £35-25p
Sample editor and librarian for Aka( 5700 and X7000
quick disk samplers.
XE8 Organiser f9 -40p
Editor for Akai XE8 Drum Module.

BLISS (bulk library sample sender) £9-40p
A very useful utility. reading Roland sample disks direct
from the Atari disk dove and sending the sample data
over MIDI by SOS to a variety of other samplers.
allowing you to convert all your old sampies to your new
sampler'

Editor and librarian for the Roland U20 and U220
PAIxDown LA £9-40p
Librarian and organiser for Roland 0110 Pagestream V2.1 (DTP for Atari ST1

All ST programs require mono monitor and one megabyte memory

£98.70p

sample disks

S1000/S1100 S900/S950 W30/S330/S550
Four Minute Warning have a large library of professionally recorded high quality sampled sounds on disk Aka

Roland samplers. Please phone or wnte tor a full hsting of our 189 available disks

four minute warning
For further details on all our products. please telephone or write to

Four Minute Warning, Dept. S7. 298 Horbury Road. Wakefield, West Yorkshire. WF2 80X.
All prices INCLUDE VAT @ 17.5+0. E a OE. Visitors by appointment only please.

Tel: 0924 386527.

r -s
PERFECT PITCH MUSIC

nrinotir
STEREO ENHANCEMENT SYSTEM

L
"There seems to be a high level of

interest at the present time in a

device that can add that magic

'something' to a mix That the

Francinstien unit achieves this in its

own way is beyond doubt."

Paul White. Audio Media

"I recorded copies of the session onto

DAT, some Francinstien enhanced

and others not...Both the artists and

the record company independently

chose the Francinstien enhanced

versions."

Tim Handley. Record Producer

Distribution by

B ACCUS
PO Box 127, Kempston,
Beds, England MK42 7HW

Francinstien features unique signal

processing circuitry. By dynamically

manipulating the frequency

spectrum and stereo image

information Francinstien produces

a stereo signal that is more closely

tailored to the way the ear and

brain perceiveL sound and space.

No other unit breathes life into dull,

boxy samples, bad bounces and

synth patches or restores natural

ambience information to congested

and compressed signals.

If you yearn for analogue warmth in

this cold, sterile digital age, an

optional valve stage is also

available.

Tel: + 44 (0)234 840408
Fax: + 44 (0)234 840400

L PROFESSIONAL AUDIO



Bureaucracy. Who needs it? Well, we do, because
here's yet another form to fill in. Every month, this
very questionnaire will go to a deserving fax
machine somewhere in the music business. What
comes back is between you, me and the telephone
bill. This month: Peter Cunnah of D:REAM

D:REAM on
Peter is one half of dance duo

D:REAM, a songwriter by

trade partnered by DJ Al

Mackenzie. Their first two

singles `UR The Best Thing'

and 'Things Can Only Get

Better' both hit No.1 in the

dance charts, and scored 19

and 24 respectively in the Top

40. Remix work for EMF,

Deborah Harry and Duran

Duran, among others, has

confirmed their status in

clubland, whilst the new

single `Unforgiven' - plus a

forthcoming album-

promise further crossover

success.

1 What was the first synthesiser you ever played?
"Roland S-10 sampler"

2 Who is your favourite musical pioneer?
"Brian Eno."

3 What's the difference between Take That and Stravinsky?
"Girls learn to masturbate to Take That, but with Stravinsky

they learn to make love."

4 What's the difference between a drum kit and a drum machine?
"A drum machine is never pissed or late for rehearsals. Then

again, you can still pour a pint of beer over a drummer and
he'll just keep on playing."

5 Playing live: why bother?
"People need to see people: then they need to believe that what

they see is what they get. At the moment DREAM are at a

means to an end, in that we use DAT backing tapes to PA in

clubs, but I have plans to increase our group to that glorious

state where the sleight of hand or one simple signal can break

down the set to temper the mood of the audience; this is where

'ive' becomes 'alive'."

6 Which record says most to you about music technology?
"'Sweet Dreams' by The Eurythmics first brought my attention

to the idea that computers weren't soulless black boxes, while

supplying that thick atmosphere of chunky bass and drum lines

that I love."

7 What does the phrase 'multimedia' mean to you?
"Completely interactive, all formats, computer -interfaced

information."

8 How do you react to hearing a sample of your music on
someone else's record?
"Flattered that they were inspired to progress from our ideas in

their own direction."

9 What is the next piece of equipment you would like to buy?
"It doesn't exist, but a completely self-contained workstation

similar to Question 7, which I could plug into anywhere at any

time just to sort out my ideas. Other than that, the Alesis or

Tascam ADAT will do for the present!"

10 Will technology become invisible?
"Only when we do!!"

_

WE. BUY, SELL, PART -EXCHANGE, REPAIR & MIDIRETROFIT THE CLASSICS.

POLYSYNTHS
PPG 2.2/2.3/Waveterm B

Moog Memorymoog
Sequential Prophet 5/10
Oberheim 4 Voice/Obxa

Roland MKS80/Jupiter 8 MIDVMKS70
JX10

Rhodes Chroma
Kurzweil K250

This is a selection

Chris - 0625 526449

MODULAR SYSTEMS
Arp 2500/2600

Moog 3P/3C

Aries

Roland System 700

Serge

Polyfusion

of our current stock; phone for latest info.
gri

Tony - 0246 208287

ALSO
MONOSYNTHS by Arp, Roland & Moog.

Vincequencer
(16 step custom built analogue sequencer)

EMS 2000 vocoder
We manufacture analogue sequencers &

can produce custom built analogue
equipment i.e. filters/oscillators

Fax - 061 429 8510



itairavo.2
Dual Channel MIDI TO C.V. Converter

CRANNIL A CHANNEL B

MO - 01,1,11
mom MOM V7J MIK : il..1.1

Amu.

-.---,--- SUM
""" PRO 2 wormwr

ainiderimileo

 CV & Gate outputs to control two synths
at once, each completely independent
of the other
Assignable MIDI channel for each synth
S -Trig outputs (for Moog etc)
Four MIDI controllable aux outputs
(for filter control, etc)
Assignable note priority
DIN Sync 24 output
Arpeggio clock output
MIDI Thru socket

 Built-in mains power supply
 Easy programming of all parameters
 Setups stored even when power is off
 Solid case construction
 Size 245mm x 150mm x 45mm
 Includes many features not found on

other converters

 Optional HzN output for
Channel A - add S:29.38
Optional wasp port

THE PRO -2 WAS DESIGNED TO BE USED BY MUSICIANS, SO YOU WON'T NEED A SCIENCE DEGREE TO OPERATE IT! - AND IT'LL STILL BE
WORKING IN YEARS TO COME. ADD KENTON'S ENVIABLE REPUTATION FOR HIGH QUALITY INTERNAL RETROFITS (WHICH OF COURSE WE

STILL DO) AND OUR THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED CUSTOMERS IN THE MUSIC INDUSTRY, WHY RISK BUYING ANYTHING ELSE?

- GET IT RIGHT FIRST TIME - GET A PRO -2
OUR CUSTOMERS INCLUDE: MARILLION - BEATS INTERNATIONAL - N'JOI - 808 STATE - THE PRODIGY - PLUS MANY RECORDING STUDIOS, HIRE COMPANIES AND

PROFESSIONAL PROGRAMMERS OUR RANGE CURRENTLY INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING INSTRUM E NTS (please phone if yours isn't listed)

POLYPHONIC SYNI IIS
(114(Out

OBERHEIM OB-X/OB-Xa/OB-8
PROPHET 5rev 2 & rev 3 (all)

PPG WAVE

KORG POLY 6/POLY 61
KORG TRIDENT MONOPOLY

(Inithru only)
KORG CX3/BX3 (In/Thru only)

MEMORY MOOG

ROLAND JUPITER 8

ROLAND JUNO 60/6
ROLAND VOCODER VP -330

(In/Thru only)

RHODES CHROMA

YAMAHA PE15/10/YP40

(Out only)
YAMAHA CS80/CS7OM

(In/Thru only)
SOLINA String Ensemble

MOSCIPI ION I( nis
th,ihno
MINIMOOG

MICROMOOG
MOOG PRODIGY
MOOG SOURCE

OBERHEIM 011-1

SEQUENTIAL PRO -ONE

ROLAND SH-5

ROLAND SH-09

ROLAND SH-101

ARP Odyssey Mk 1 & 2

ARP 2600

YAMAHA C5-15

ROLAND TB -303 (baseline)

IIINEs
(In Om (Mu)

LINNDRUM 1/2/3

LINN 9000 CLOCK

CONVERSION

ROLAND TR-808

ROLAND CR-78 (In/Thru only)

SIMMONS SUS 5 (In/Thru only)

OKI, \Ns
Out otlI

YAMAHA ES/DX/FE series

YAMAHA A/B/C/D/E series

TECHNICS E series G series

JVC/350/250

HOHNER D98 & series

HAMMONI) tonewheel

At KENTON ELECTRONICS we also install MIDI into pre -MIDI
instruments using our own range of custom circuit boards - designed

and built by us in "leafy" Surbiton! PRO 4 COMING SOON!

A HAS MAPLES ARE LISTED BELO PLEASE) PHONE OR 1'55 IOR DTI MI PRP Ex ND DE EMI

YAMAI IA PE I5. Ii). AP 10 01 '1)

PROPHET all rev 2 & 3 models (MIDI In/Our/Thru)

MIN1MOOG (MIDI IN/TEIRI!)

Roland 1R.808 (MIDI In: out horn)................

Price .31-8,811 inc. tilting. Kit price 2123.38

Price 4.246.75 inc. fining. Kit price 5193.88

Price 2199.75 inc. fining. Kit price 2198.68

Price .(1)38 IX) int. fining. Kit price Sill on

WE ARE NOW ABLE. TO SUPPLY MOST OF T1 -1E. ABOVE MIDI SYSTEMS AS KITS
FOR THE EXPORT MARKET - PLEASE PHONE OR FAX FOR DETAILS AND PRICES.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT Carriage extra where required. Please apply for capon rat,
ALL MIDI KITS PIT INSIDE INSTRUMENT (except baseline).

FULL DETAILS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST TRADE AND EXPORT ENQUIRIES

KE1\17-131\1 electronics
Rear of 137.165 Hook Road, Surbiton, Surrey KT6 5AR

Pk, Tel: 081 974 2475 Fax: 081 974 2485

MIDI TO CV CONVERTERS FROM ONLY £99.00

DO YOU OWN AN OLD SYNTHESISER ?
SH101, SH-2, PAS -10, PRO -ONE, PRODIGY,
ROGUE, MINIMOOG, ODDYSEY, WASP.....

WANTTO USE IT WITH YOUR MIDI SYSTEM-?
WELL YOU CAN WITH THE darn EXCV,
A HIGH SPEC. MIDI CV CONVERTER.

The EXCV has all the features you would expect of a normal
MIDI -CV converter and more besides;

An Internal LPO: sine, saw and random waves.
Portamento function, controlled by MIDI.
Two control outputs for control of VCF, VCA....
Atpegglator trigger output (locked to the MIDI clock).
SYNC24 output, to sync the TA -808 or TB -303 to MIDI.

EXCV
EXCV2
EXCVI

 for control of one synth 139-00
 for control of two synths £179-00
- internal retrofit £120.00 to £250.00

THE EXCV WORKS WITH VIRTUALLY ALL MONOSYNTHS.

r-Elt!AON 7 1
The ideal, cost effective, MIDI solution for the SH-101 and other
analogue synths which only accept CV and GATE inputs.
The EMCV offers: CV over live octaves with pitchbend, ...ve and -ve GATE
and may be upgraded at a later date to the full EXCV spec. £99.00

for further details or to order contact:

m FON FAX UK 0256 53953
DBM, PO BOX 335, BASINGSTOKE, HANTS., R021 3RB.

Coping with MIDI in the 90's is
easier as a member of

UKMA
the official MIDI Associationfor the UK

Individual benefits, free with membership,
include help -line advice on all aspects of
MIDI and related areas plus a bi-monthly

magazine dedicated to MIDI

Special Offer!
Individual Annual Membership
just £27.50 with this advert

UKMA, 26 Brunswick Park Gardens,
New Southgate, London N11 1EJ

© 081 - 368 2245



Your worst nightmares
exorcised by Ian Waugh

I have a problem. I am interested in the sounds created by analogue

synths and am thinking of buying one. But which one? Ideally, I would

be able to record (via a MIDI sequencer) continual filter changes and
such Ike.

Another bonus would be a multitimbral synth with more than one voice. I
don't know if this is possible, but you never know. Please help with some info

on the subject, otherwise I just know I'll end up spending a wad of cash on
something I don't need.

S.C. Morris
Stoke -On -Trent

AMost synths have filter parameters which can be controlled via MIDI,

which is what allows them to be edited with a software synth editor.
However, being able to control said filters in real-time is another matter

altogether, and one which most synths can't handle. If they can, you will often be

limited to playing just one sound.

Knowing which synths can handle filter changes in real-time via MIDI means

digging into the innards of the manuals. I can only really point you towards one

instrument which seems ideally suited to your requirements - Roland's JD -800.

This is designed like an analogue synth with lots of lovely knobs and sliders.

Expand your horizons with the Roland JD -990 - knob -twiddling via MIDI.

Twiddling the sliders generates MIDI data which can be recorded and played back
via a sequencer

It's 5 -part multitimbral and you can alter all five parts at the same time.
What's more, you can even tweak the individual Tones which make up the parts!

However, all this tweaking is done with SysEx messages, and if you really go
bananas it may affect the important stuff like MIDI note data. But be sensible
and you should be OK. You can do similar things via MIDI with Roland's new JD -

990 expander, such as using an expression pedal and so on. The JD -990 was

reviewed in MT, June '93.

If any reader or manufacturer knows of any other instruments which can
perform similar tricks, let us know and we'll print a list of them in a future issue.

I am a Swedish musician/software developer. I have a studio and I am

soon going to buy new speakers. I want a speaker with frequency
response from the lowest bass to the most shimmering high

frequency. And it is important that the speaker response is flat.

I know that I must listen to speakers myself, but it should be very interesting

to hear your point of view. Which speaker is the best:

1. Tannoy 8NFM

2. Tannoy 1ODMT

3. Yamaha NS -700X

4. Yamaha NS -40M

5. JBL 4412

It is perhaps some other speaker that you like better? I hope you understand
my bad English.

Benny Ronnhager
Sweden

AYour English is better than my Swedish. Come to that, it's better than my

English! (here, here! - Ed). However, while we at MT dabble with
amplification and monitors and so on, you'd be better off addressing your

question to our sister magazine Home & Studio Recording.

I don't actually recognise any of the speakers you mention. I believe the
Yamahas are hi-fi speakers

for domestic use rather than

pro audio studio use. I
suspect the others are, too.

The only speaker I could
personally suggest you look

at is the Yamaha NS -10,
which is very well respected

in the monitor field. But as

you yourself said, you've got

to listen to them and make
your own decision.

St.Etienne producer Ian Catt models the classic
Yamaha NS -10s. Ian takes two sugars, by the way.

QA friend and I are currently producing tunes using a powerful PC
setup that includes the SB16 ASP and Waveblaster cards. We were

considering buying a Roland PC -200 Mk II to use as a controller
keyboard, when I noticed that a second-hand JX-3P is of a similar price. Not
knowing much about this instrument, we'd appreciate it if you could answer a
few questions:

1. What is the polyphony of the JX-3P?

2. Does it have a Local Off control?

3. Is it velocity sensitive?

4. What sort of sounds does it do best?

5. Do either the PC -200 Mk II or the JX-3P have aftertouch?

John Topley
Lincoln

AThe JX-3P is 6 -part polyphonic, it does not have a Local Off control, nor is

it velocity sensitive. It's an all-round type of synth, but it's quite a few
years old now. I reckon it's best for organs, strings and analogue brass -type

sounds. It does not have aftertouch.

The PC -200 Mk II is velocity sensitive. It does not have aftertouch on its keys,

but it can generate aftertouch data via a slider. This is not as immediately
expressive when playing,

but it does allow you to
add aftertouch to a track

later, which you may find

more useful. Then again,

you may not.

The JX-3P has 32
presets and 32
programmable sounds,
and you would not be able

to call up all 128 sounds

in your sound card from the JX-3P's front panel. The PC -200 Mk II is designed to

work with GS (and GM) instruments and sounds, and can transmit 128 program

changes. But it doesn't have any sounds of its own - whereas the JX-3P does.
Finally, the JX-3P has more keys, although the PC -200 Mk II has an Octave
Up/Down switch giving it a 6 -octave range.

You pays your money..

A Roland PC -200 Mk II yesterday. Better than the JX-3P?

87
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SOHO SOUNDHOUSE/TURNKEY

071-379
5148

071-240
2041

Fax 071 379 0093
114-116 Charing

Cross Road,
London WC2H ODT
(Opposite Foyles and 100 yards

from Tottenham Ct Rd tube)

A Division of

ARBITER
Group PLC

EUROPE'S LOWEST
Authorised Dealer Soundcraft Roland AK AI KORG lensonictl BONN
C-LAII 5tbm :±.1111=111 Sound'Rch 7111(7131M DBE # 11Digrech

Wrnioirnan T'ASSOT Rya. - [0777-
authorised agents for every major brand, and as such, we can offer

VVe are
authorised

unbiased and objective assessment of products from an end
users point of view having worked with the product ourselves. Our

breadth of product coverage from MIDI to tape makes us the number one package specialist
and our system based approach pledges us to supplying you with a working solution to
include all the necessary accessories and peripherals right down to installation and training in
your studio if you wish.

Although our product range is probably Europe's widest under one roof - having fifteen full
time demonstrators enables us to train them in depth on particular products. (you've probably
dealt with stores who know little about what they sell but we're confident that if you have a
question or a problem using your equipment, we will have someone 'in house' who will have
the answer). We will never tell you to '...ring the manufacturer,

We are now the U.K.'s largest music dealer for most of the products we sell (ask the
manufacturers). In practice this means that our prices are the cheapest, often by a substantial
margin. More importantly our products are backed up by a staff of over 25 including
engineers, on hand long hours to provide a quality of after sales service that stems from
almost 40 years serving Britain's leading music professionals. Put simply we understand that
the equipment you purchase from us is used to produce music, often in a commercial
situation, and our first priority is to keep you working at all times.

We veil train you in YOUR
studio. Over 85% of our
clients surveyed said they
achieved the greatest
increase in productivity when
trained on their own studio
system. Our tutor looks at
your equipment setup and
then puts together the
appropriate training course -

work to suit your needs.
We also offer a range of
classroom type courses on a
variety of topics t Basic
Multitrack, Studio
Techniques, MIDI, AN

MHOUR COURIER
DELIVERY

% FINANCE BY
MAIL / IN STORE

FREE EXPORTS
A SPECIALITY

PRODUCTS 1ST
OR MONEY BACK

LEGENDARY
PRICE SMASH,.
POLICY

We realise tha01 is often
necessary to sell your old
gear before buying new gear
At Turnkey, we aim to make
this process as trouble -free
as possible. Our trade-in
prices are around the best
you'll get from a music -store.
and we operate a 'nothing
refused- policy in store.
Fora no-nonsense quote,
simply bring In your
equipment. preferably with
the original packaging, leads
and manuals, and we'll do
the resti

At Turnkey we've been building studios for

0 almost 15 years on yachts, in attics,
basements and even in a castle. In that time
we've learnt a thing or two and the
experience is put to good use planning,

designing and installing each facility. If you would like to visit us, 'Studio One',
downstairs at Charing Cross Road, features: the latest products from Soundcraft 
digital and analogue 24 track tape  Akai, Roland and Apple Macintosh based hard disk
systems  consoles from Soundtracs and Tascam, and a choice selection of outboard
from classic Urei and Drawmer to the latest Lexicon. All in a relaxed working
environment right in the heart of town (a factor appreciated by our London based
clients when a piece of equipment goes down at some unusual hour). Please call our
Pro -sales department to arrange an appointment 'at our place or yours' or just drop
in...the coffee's always hot. Ask for Brian Hamlin, Nick Thomas or Rupert Pfaff.

aorfrniceyPR
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EX -DEMO

DESKS
(ex VAT)

Soundcraft
S app tivre
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Soundcraft Delta 8 20:8 £3199
Soundcraft 200 Deluxe 24:2 £2399

EX-DEM

DESKS
(ex VAT)

DIRECT Disk
OurOur digital suite is up and running at all
times featuring all the leading edge
technology. We demonstrate and support
applications from AV sound effects/foley
editing, and stereo mastering/12" remix
editing , through to hard disk multitrack
integrated with MIDI.
We are the natural choice for any Mac
based system being fully Apple
authorised. (99% of pro audio dealers are
not) Call in or make an appointment with
Nick Thomas.

At TECHNOLOGYJUST
uftf ARRIVED & AVAII F NOW %
nu' ON INTEREST FREE CREDIT L

Akai DR4D, Digidesign TOM buss, Lexicon
NuVerb, SMPTE slave driver, Macintosh
Track Manager software for DM80. New
Ouadra 33Mhz 68040 under £4000!

II A
'F',

NOW IN
STOCK

Digidesign

Session 8

A breakthrough in direct to disk recording ! The new
Session 8 provides 8 track hard -disk recording running
on the IBMS compatible PC. (you'd be amazed how
cheap modem PCs are!) Built-in digital mixing net ED,
and SP/DIF interface on entry level model, and
AES/EBU on XLRs with pro version.

SESSION 8
AUDIO MEDIA II

SOUND TOOLS II
PRO TOOLS

AM1
"Session 8" eight track re ording system for 386'486
PC compatibles running Mic osoft Windows 3.1.
Audio Media II (LC) Cubase Audio and StudoVision
compatible, digital I/O c/w Sound Designer II software at
unbelievable price. (Also LC version for £1175)
Sound Tools Pro Master 20 - state of the ad 20 -bit
digital recording
Pro Tools expansion chassis adds twelve NuBuslx
slots to your Mac II

NEW SOFTWARE UPDATE
for Akai DD1000. Call for info POA

ROLAND
DM -80
Digital Audio
Workstation

011 MAC
From as lithe as

£5200
The Roland DM -80 heralds the beginning of the first
dedicated low cost system aimed at the mass music
market. The basic system is four track with a builbin 100
Mbyte hard disk giving up to 18 minutes of stereo audio.
This can be expanded to eight backs, all tracks can be
mixed with the built-in 8 channel, 24 bit , digital mixer.
Both the DM -80R remote unit and the DM -80F fader unit
can be added to this along with 'Track Manager System'
software for the Apple Macintosh.

dIgIdeolgn

88,1 6 Track
In true Turnkey 'Hands On' tradition, all
the popular desks and recorders are on
permanent demo. Don't take the so called
'advice' of the cardboard box shifters;
Choice of E0 and Noise Reduction for
example is highly personal, features
should be carefully compared and specs
are often deceptive. Please come and
listen for yourself.

M TECHNOLOGY JUST

HOT ON
ARRIVED & AVAII E NOW 0%

INTEREST FREE CREDIT V

Alesis adat, BRC & SRC. Alesis X2 desk
Allen & Heath GS3 desk.

SOUNDCRAFT
SPIRIT AUTO
The quality of the SPIRIT desk is already legendary. Now

SPIRIT AUTO gives you professional studio automation at a
hone studio price. Fader automation is provided for every
channel with mutes for both monitors and channels.
Assignable software groups are also available through
Steinberg's excellent automation software which gives
graphic controller sarong as found in Notator etc_ and also
doubles the fader resolution. Available Now.

Soundcraft SPIRIT FOLIO - in stock

irissEv
FOSTEX R8

& 812 EIGHT
BUSS DESK

+ extras

£219
NEW BOOED

Outsells the other 8 tracks 10 to 1. Dolby G first chf
for narrow gauge multi -track. Used with grout
breaking MTC interface you control tape transport it
MIDI sequencer. We've pioneered this interface and
experts in the field. 812 console is modular, MIDI m
ready, has full bar -graph metering and UK designed I

ALES
AD/

(BRC her

WHICH DIGITAL 8 TRACK.

Or - =

TASCAM
DA88

(11111

DEMO ADATS available Tascam TSR8 POA

ASH GS3 C1900 Tauarn 23BS C139,

R8 P.Line1648 {12229 Tascam
Fostex E16 E2691

Mixdown 16/4/8 E1175 Fostex 2016 16/2 E27,

Mixdown 16/8/16 E1525 Fostex 812 new £791

Proline 16/8/16 £1399 Fostex 820 £1391

Proline 16/4/8 E999 Mackie 1604 Clowes
Fostex R8 £1340 Prolin16816 +rnm £129.

T.

JVC
XD -Z505 CASIO DA7

1 -bit 64 times oversampling  digital
long play mode  all sub lo codes

NEW AND USED: Sony DTC-670

Aiwa HDS100 £525 Sony DTC77
Denon DTR8OP £575 Sony TCD D3
Kenwood 007 £499 Tascam DA30

£449
NEW BOXED

ESN
£649
£499

E1095

'I! 

£39
NEW BO

Identical to the 1870 TEAC OAP -20 except ,or '.no

inputs. Great sounding machine, gold plated connect
The best speed portable at the lowest price, ie the
logical choice. Features sampling rates, 48, 44.1 via
axle, digital Ins / Outs on gold plated connectors
superior sound quality  LCD display inclu,
rechargeable battery. charger / mains psu and c

case  R.R.P. £599 Limited stocks remaining. If

EFFECTS
An 1E0 Midi ED £295 Drawmer D5201 f295
ART Muftiverb LT £135 Drawmer DS221 C295
ART Muniverb LTX MO Drawmer DI.241 f399
ART SGX-LT new E199 Drawmer LX20 E219
Ouadravert6 E298 Ensoniq DP/4 EPOA
AlesiCauadverb GT E299 LA 4x4 POA
Alesis 3630 E199 Lexicon LXP1 8. 5 £399
Alesis ME0230 £18.5 Lexicon LXP15 f799
Nese microverb3 £158 SoundrechSP200CLE125
Ale MIDIVerb3 new E249 Yamaha EMP700 0399
Aphex type C £245 Yamaha EX550 in stock

Boss SE50 £299 Zcom 9000 new UK

360111214*111,ktlIE1,PNWEIEFIIrkkiMINIW

ART MULTIVERB ALPHA

24 bit, 20 kHz bandwidth, 90dB dynamic range 50
effects, up to 4 at once. Control of up to 8 parameters
over 5101 offer breaks all previous limits. No real
competition, RRP. £449

ART Multiverb LTX 250 great cl 99
programs up to 3 effects at once 1

BBE 462 PROCESSOR

BBE 362 PROCESSOR

To insure the frequency components of any audio signal
reach the listener in the proper relationship, the BBE
procs uses phase correction for the 3 frequency
bands It does not add artificially created harmonics of
any kind. Both units are stereo and offer Definition and
La -contour adjustment, while the 422 has separate
controls for both channels.

VISCOUNT STUDIO MULTI-EFFEC
When our product specialists
heard the prices on this r
a ge of multi -effects, they w

sceptical. A brief list
however, quickly revealed
strength of Viscount's cuss
VLSI technology. In I

departments like dynamic range, and signal to no
they outrpedorm units at twice the price. But m
impressive are the algorithms themselve
Developed in Europe by a team of leading musici
to suit current up -front mixing techniques, they
characteristically smooth and free from the hat
grainy overtones associated with many of todE
budget units. Reverbs for example are clean, nett.
and

Add
spacious.

to this, a vast range of effects and flexibilit
programming unheard-of at the price for air
remarkable product.

And we're confident enough to say that it you
not fullly satisfied return the unit to us within 14 d
fora prompt and courteous refund.

tturn
FACTORY
DIRECTrtn:=

EFY

True 16 bit digital, stereo iniout, 32 haracter back -
LCD, 95 dB dynamic range, THE/ 002% Full MI
control (in/out) Excellent sound qua ity, shirnmerii
reverts, full aditability. up to 6 simult nexus effect.,
reverbs, chorus, phasing, flange, delays. ech
distortion, pitch -shift 32octaves, compression, noi
suppressor, 128 presets (105 user spares) spa'
saving half rack design (rack mount kit available
switchable -20 44 dB operation_ 2 footswitch inpu
peak clip and MIDI activity LEDs

EF

rigE
Sames processor as EFX1. 49 presets made fro
banks of 7 sounds reverb, dela , chorus/liter
phase/pitch-shift, multi, guitarl, guitar2. All
convenience of a preset machine with the advantac
editting the most useful parameters e.g. reverb time c
time, chorus depth, etc... Footswitch control, -20i
operation. 95 dB dynamic range, 0.02% THD, Peak
LED. Ideal for project studio users. Up to 6 eftecl
once, half rack size (rack mount kit available) dedic

pots for input, output, mix and parameter edit. Only

button pushes required to select any effect.

DJproducer

TECHNICS SL1210 industry PO A
standard record deck inc cart.

40% OFF  SECOND HAND 8 EX DEMO  UP T

Gemini PMX12 E156 Vestax PMC-05T [235.

Gemini PMX15 E210 Vestax PMC-10-II C299
Gemini PMX2000 E34.0 Vestax PMC.15 C44,
Gemini PMX2500 £370 Vestax PMC.20SL C941
Gemini PMX3000 £399 Citronic MasterMix C48!
Gemini PMX3500 £420 Citron° SM150 [191
Gemini PDM1008 £350 Chronic SM250 C299

do  OW30 X3 It CINVH ON0035  440%0
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AKAI S950EX PACK
Package includes

 750k RAM expansion
 Time & Space CD with 1000 samples
 50 floppy disks Scoop purchase on

 8 way loom the last of these
industry standard machines and the best selling
sampler ever. 11 outputs  Timestretch  Exchange
disks with 51000  48 kHz sampling rate  Huge library
available  1.5 Meg RAM  SCSI & SP/DIF option cards

Full synthesis features. No other sampler gives all
these features at anywhere near this price. Turnkey
galactic exclusive. Hurry while stocks last In

£999
NEW BOXED

11111111 111111111111111%

FATAR STUDIO
MASTER KEYBOARDS

The 49 & 61 synth -action keyboards offer full-size
velocity sensitive keys (128 levels) with a tern but light
action. Keys are designed for minimum flex and
positive seating.

0 OCTAVE 5 OCTAVE
STUDIO 09 £119 STUDIO Si £199
FATARS flagship models feature a fully weighted and
counter -balanced action keyboard with 88 piano depth
keys. Shut you eyes and you're playing a concen
grand! Black keys have ebonite finish. Both models
have a split capability, and the PLUS also has pitch
mod wheels. 3 separate outs, adjustable key -response
curves, and assignable footswitches and pedals.
We feel that these keyboards are to best we have played
If you disagree. we will give you your money back.

88 NOTE 88 NOTE
STUDIO 90 £599 STUDIO 905 £699

PEAVEY in
CENTRAL
LONDON

fora limited
Introductory period on

Turnkey are proud to offer t e exciting new Peavey
range of hi -tech models, such as the ground -breaking
SP/SX combination (a same e player with separate
sampling module), and the DPMsi, a synth to challenge
the best products horn Japan

Ell

KAWAI XSI PCM SYNTH £185
Unbelievable value from Kawai - 16 -bit 14 note poly,
high quality K4R samples, great real instruments,
drums. Comprehensive editing on front panel.
Store 96 programs. Due to our bulk purchase this is
by far the cheapest PCM module available and It
edits Limited stocks. Hurry. demand will exceed
suppiv RRP £379

Boss D53306 new £299 E -mu Emaxll new £1599
Ensoniq S0132 C999 Ensoniq EPS16. 1399
Ensoniq 502-.32 E1099 5950 750k card £79
Ensoniq SOR E499 S1000 2M cards C129
Ensoniq ASR10 £1899 510008 meg card £299
Ensoniq KS32 £POA ProteusMPS .new POA
Evolution EVS1 dm £175 Proteus/1 new C549
GEM S2 & S3 £POA Proteus/1 omh new E649
Kawai K-11 E889 ProteusHXR new POA
Kawai G -Mega newE499 Proteu. new £649
Korg Mn lowest UK Proteus2XR PO*
Korg Wavestation £1099 Proteus/3 new £549
Korg WavestnA/D C1099 Vintage Keys £799
Korg WavestnSFI lowest Proformance new £269
KorgO1WFDnew C1495 Proformancrenew £299
Korg 01NY £1299 Roland SC55 POA
Korg 01R/W lowest Roland SC155 POA
Kong 030/W £599 Roland CM64 C299
Kurzweil. K2000 lowest Roland CM300 £299

Roland JD800 £1299 MOTHER RODS
Roland JD990 in stock Akai MX1000 + piano
Roland JV80 Inc 14 Meg board ex demo £1199
expansion new £1499 Kawai M'Key new £299
Roland JV30 £735 Roland PC200 £129
Roland JV880 £599 PC200Mk2 E199
Roland ..1W50 £869 Roland PC150 [149
Wadded MicrowavePOA Roland A.30 £349
Yamaha SY% £1995 Roland FP8 £1375
Yamaha SY85 POA DRUM MACHINES
Yamaha SY35 £499 Alesis SH16 £199
YamahaTG500new£849 Ales. D4 £299
YarnahaTG100 new E299 Cheetah MID16 deco £99
Yamaha OVIO £179 Cheet.MDIER dem £129

Emu Piocussion new C549
SAMPLERS/PLAYERS KORG S.3 new £299
Akai SOt - Interest Free Boss DR660 new £279
Altai 53200 £POA Yamaha RY30 £349
Altai 53000 £POA Yamaha RY10 £199
Akai 52800 £POA Yamaha RM50 £111111

Akai S1000 C1899 SEQUENCERS
Akai 01100 £2195 Alesis Datathsk £299
Akai 0950 £849 Kawai 055 new £POA
Roland DJ7Oused £1299 Roland SB55 new EPOA
Roland 5750 EPOA Roland MV30 699

EMU EMAX II £1399
NEW BOXED

OLAND PADS

£89
NEW BOX D

5 pads with adjustable vekualy
senotWity. Connect to an keyboard / module with MAI-
M drums and record exp essive drum tracks into your
sequencer. Each pad can be assigned to any MIDI note
number. Play with hands / sticks, great live R.R.P. E175

EMU UNBELIEVABLE PRICES
Proteus/1 £549 Proformance £269
Proteus/2 £649 Proformance+ £299
Proteus/3 £549 Vintage Keys £799
Procession £549 Proteus MPS -I- in stock

ALL ARE NEW, BOXED

EVOLUTION EVS1 - algorithm..
synth in one 19" rack

VINTAGE
Despite the furious pace of technological upgrades, the
world's leading musicians still look to the same classic
synths for the sounds they need. Analog technology is too
expensive to build nowadays. so the second-hand market
is the only option. Turnkey takes the mystery and risk out
of acquiring a classic synth. All the products in question
are guaranteed. and each one represents a sonic legend
that will last for ever. Offers subject to restricted availability!

Jupiter 8 with MIDI MKS80 0 Prog
MKS70 + prog .1%10 + prog
Minimoog ARP Odyssey  ARP
2600 Prophet V3.3 with MIDI
Prophet VS Prophet TO Juno 6
Polysix ProOne OB8 with MIDI

STUDIO warei
P TO 40  OFF C

Atari RA100 £259
XR1 XR300 £199
ReVok B77 mint £1299
JLCooper PPS100 £149
JLCcoper PPS2 POA
Foster MTC1 POA
Yam NS1OM new £239
JEIL Control 1 065

SECOND
JBL Control 5 £245
-JBL Control 10 £949
JBL 4206 new £299
JBL GS115 0199
Shure SM57 lowest
Shure SM58 lowest
YamahaP2075demE239

ot, cu. dn  .33hlretlre313 3N11 JO ON9  019210

XRi Systems XR300 sync unit
Popular and easy to ohm

JBL
CONTROL 5
REFERENCE/
HIGH POWER

MONITOR

HOP 069 Ideal for near -held monitoring Two way
enclosure 6.5. bass driver. 1 inch titanium tweeter.
massive power handling of 175w frequency response of
50 Hz to 20 kHz. Drivers are shielded from each other for
clean and on -distorted sound. Variety of mounting extras.

COMPUTER
Personal Computers now form the heart of every 0101
Studio, and have been our core business for some
years. Experience in this area differentiates the
serious dealers and we have specialists in each of
the three main areas. We stock over 50 music titles
and demonstrate 30 of these regularly. We are fully
Apple Authorised - 99, of music dealers are NOT.

-l"-;"'"94.4,

NEW PRODUCTS:
LC III  Centris

610  Centris 650
 Quadra 800 

 Powerbook 165c
Laserwriter Select

CALL FOR PRICES

Macintosh Classic 0 2,10 £815
Macintosh Classic II 4,10 £875

CLEARANCE DEALS
Apple 12" Colour Monitor £259
Apple 15" A4 Portrait Monitor (grey scale) £449
Macintosh Plus 2.5 Meg (s/h) £350
Macintosh Ilsi 5/40 (one dem only) C1299
Macintosh Powerbook 140 4.20 lone deco only) C1199
Apple Laserwriter LS lone dem only) £499

M an Apple Authorised Dealer, we cannot offer
sApple computers or perlpheraLs by mail.
Our price promise does not apply to Apple
Products. due to the prevalence of grey imports.

MACINTOSH MUSIC SOFTWARE
Cubase Mac lowest UK EZ Vision (at seller) £139
Cubase Score £425 EZ Starter Kit £199
Cubase Audio £649 Finale 2.63
Ballade for Mac Egg Musiclime Mac
Emagic Notelet Logic POA Mac interface
Performer 40 £399 Trax M.
Encore Mac POA Vision 1 4

£799
£199
£65
£69

E399

OpCode MusicShop

SOUND
QUEST

Specific Editor and

Librarian packages
MAC. ST, PC, AMIGA

only £79
For Alan, Macintosh, DOS, Windows and Amige
avast:tie for :Roland D -series, 020/220, JV80/880, R8,
195, 58m, all GS products, KORG M -series, T -series, 0 -
series. Wavestation series, Emu Proteus 1,2,XR,
Ensoniq VFX / SOI, Yamaha TO 8 SY 22,33,55,77,
Kawai KI / K4. or WHY NOT GO FOR lull MIDIOUEST
Only £189 (£219 for windows), for over 135 editors in

MUSICATOR

G) FOR
WINDOWS

Music Sequencing and Notation Printing Seamlessly
Integrated. with full adding of GS timbres and effects
You used to have to buy 3 separate packages to do all this!

Ideal with SCC1, SC7, SC55, CM300 etc...

Lowest E on Steinberg I Ems& UK versions
Steinberg Cubeat £79 Alan Falcon from £499
Steinberg Cubase E289 Atari 1040 0 Monitor
Cuba. Mac £375 +C -LAB Creator E649
Cubase Score £425 Midi Time Piece E349
Cubase Audio £699 Emagic Creator POA
Steinberg Mid.. POA Emagic Notator POA
1040. Monitor £350 Emagic Unitor2 POA

31E105593DV

1040ST
Packages

with
Monitor

+ Notator Cubase Lite + Cubase

£699 £499 £749
New Atar11040STE + Monitor £449

ATARI
Falcon 03
IN STOCK Call for the from
latest news on price
The machine Atari affectionados have been waiting for.
16 MHz 66030 (as in Mac LC II). Motorola 66001 digital
audio processor (as in Sound100is 8 Audio Medial
gives potential for direct to disk recording via SCSI2 for
connection to high spec hard.dnyes Check compatilityi

IBM® PC COMPATIBLE
CUBASE

FOR
WINDOWS

Official UK
authorised

version

£269
Includes free MIDI card (while stooks last)

FACT PC Cubase for windows s already the best selling
version of Cubase worldwide WHY? The PC is the only
true industry standard hie all o industry). Reliability is
total. the PC is not a home ornputer. Because of
ferocious PC competition, you can now buy a 486 PC for a
pittance. It is many trees more powerful as a 1040. - 32
bit chip. hard disk 8 expansion slots. We are the Uks
most experienced PC MUSIC store. What works with
what? What dryers do you need? We know the answers

PC Cubase Score finally arrived:
iir

MaxPak MM

5,36E3 /6613! JikeMax kbMw

MAXPAK
FOR

WINDOWS
by Bp No,se Software

From Inc makers of Cadenza, thi is the first product to
any full advantage of Windows 3.1 multi -tasking.

MaxPak offers SegMax (the only atom -based windows
sequencer), MisMax (Automated mixer with 128 controls)
LibMax (Generic Librarian), nd JukeMax (Live
playback scheduler). Big N ise's unique MIDI
DIRECTOR lets you load, run, pl y and sync them all
simultaneously. Free Demo Disk a affable. Cast

IBM.' PC
compatible MIDI cards

CMS001 - E81 - I in. out CMS101  C65 -tin 1 out
CMS402 -E116 - 2 in, 2 out CMS102 - C81 - I in 2 out
CMS444 - E234 - 2 in, 2 out CMS104 - 0105 - 1 in 4 out
*SMPTE and ChaseL.k Midialor Laptop interlaces:
CMS444C -E293 -4 in,4 out KEY MS101 -E116 tin tout

SMPTE /Chaselock KEY M5124 -E152 lin 4.

CMS cards are expandable, compatible and reliable
Band -in -a -Box 5.0
Cadenza DOS
Cadenza -Windows
Cakewalk Live
Cakewalk 4.0
Cakewalk Prof.
Cakewalk windows
EZ MIDI Pro seg.

£75 Finale Academic £295
£175 CluckScore Deluxe £115
£295 SeqWin £95
£39 Tres (windows 3) £75

£115 MusicTime windows £229
£189 Roland SCC-1 £299
C295 Roland 5C7 (new!) POA
£99 SCC1 edam 079

The
4 TRACK- Centre

It is fair to say that Turnkey is the birth place
of personal Multitrack, indeed the company
and its founders were instrumental in the
development of the first Japanese products
of the early '80s. The philosophy was always
to use innovative technology to bring
multitrack within the realms of the musician.
Our current catalog is still the definitive
guide to the subject - comparing all the
current machines. Call us for a copy

Our famous 4 track pack
includes everytmusiching you need to

'sled making . Sennheiser
headphones. microphone with
cable. chrome tapes. cables,

eadcleaning kit and the best book
eve yet seen on multitrack recording,

king you through basic track laying, mixdown
etc... with sections on everything from mic

placement to synchronisation and MIDI. We've
obtained some great 4 reack pncing AND for a limited

penod we Will give you the 4 track pack (normal price
E59.95) absolutely free with the ands featured herein

4011111
Yamaha's new double speed four -track features 4 rnic
inputs, a stereo graphic eg

YAMAHA
MT120

NEW BOXED

Heres the machine offenng bounce -down and sync lacks
which you wouldn't expect at this price. Monmix bus
doubles as effect send on mix -down. Dolby R.R.P. £289

FOSTEX
280

£599
The 280 sr..- -

with computer sequencers such
Dolby C, 8 inputs. 3 band sweepable E0 and 2 auxilianes,
the 280 sports MIDI machine control we the MTC1, so that
your mueerack can be slaved to the computer rather than
the other way round which is the norm. 2 autolccetion
memories, areoplay and a. punch Woo!

TASCAM
Porta 05 HS

£299
NEWBOXED

o of long-standing reputation, now including
double speed, dbx and bar graph metering, and
Tascarres legendary reliability.

1

 Tascem 488 8 Irk £899
Tascam &re 8 trk t1699

' Tascam Porta 05 POA
Tascam Porta 03 POA
Tascam Pona07 stock
Tascam 424 POA

Tascam 464
Foster X18
Easley X28
Foster X28H
POS., NIR44

£POA
£225

E'3249£

11329

U

t.!

PASystems
Huge display, all name brands configure
as you like and compare. Our range
features 11 ultra -cost-effective packages
from £399 to £3399 including products
from Bose, JBL, EV, etc ... We guarantee
you can't buy better. Call 071 437 3195 for
info now.

MIXERS
=1."-(3000.. *see a 0.,
STUDIO RESEARCH NEM24
24 channel Noise eliminating Mixer £199

NEW ED

Imagine a 24 channel mixer that introduces no
additional nose. 20 jack inputs and 4 balanced XLRs
Using your sequencer to control MIDI volume and MIDI
pan, the NEM24 offers unequal value - 4 sends, buirein
headphone amp, 19  rack mounting  Irresistible Also
available is NEM8, a basic 91 or 4s12 noise eliminating
mixer for E79

.._

8:2 rack 12:2

STUDIO
RESEARCH

SFUCIO DESKS

16:2
£199 £299 £375

Available in 6, 12 and 16 channel versions. Very quiet,
great sounding EO, nagged steel construction for good
shielding etc.  Each channel has NC line and XLR
balanced input, gain, high, mid and low EO, 2
auxihades, pan and long -throw fader  Auxiliary master
gain. EO and pan, Bar graph metering. headphone
monitoring.. Exclusive. Ltd stocks. Includes FREE
monitoring headphones and 24hr carnage

Soundcraft SPIRIT Folio in stock

ROLAND
RACK

LINE
MIXERS

M480 asp E2259 RRP El 799 M240

£699 £575
NEW BOXED

Designed by Roland to match the astonishing quality of
their AVB range, including the DM80, RSS and 5750,
these top of the range mixers are not shoe on features
either The 4U M240R has 24 inputs, with 3 effect -
sends a Pre/Post swicthable aux send rend 3 stereo
returns. Put several together using the buss lacks or
use it as a 24:4 mixer for use with multi -track recorders.
Tri-colour LEDs monitor Input level on each channel
The 6U 11480 offers en unbelievable 48 channels
configured as 24 stereo channels. 4 FX sends and 2
pre/post switchable auxiliaries. Cue facility for prefading
levels. Balanced outs. 1 off opportunity to buy the
ultimate keyboard mixer. Incredibly quiet enormous
dynamic range. Last law remaining - Hurry!

PEtaS IIICUME 175% VAT  Add £9 PAP

We will beat any genuine quote (tom
a UK or European dealer.

We must be able to substantiate
The quote and the goods must

be available and in stock.
Interest Free crecla (typical APR 016), avalable on selected

Items only. Both are subject to status. Soho Soundhouse is a
licensed credit broker under the 1974 consumer credit act.

Written details are available on request

MENNEN

MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT

Our long estamshed mail order department documents
your order from receipt to despatch. Send cheques
postal Orders. Access or Visa Orders. Bankers draft,
Building Society cheques, Cash in reg. Env! to
TURNKEY, FREEPOST WD 684/1 LONDON WC2H OBR
(10 day clearance for personal cheques).
All other forms of payments - 24 hr despatch.
Telephone Orders Welcome on 071-379 5148

NAME
ADDRESS

GOODS REQ.
AMERICAN EXPRESS

Aft = CARD No.
I

TOTAL



So what are people doing with all this gear out there..?

ELEKTRIC MUSIC
Esperanto (SIM
Since leaving Kraftwerk in 1991, Karl Bartos has sought to
develop closer contact with like-minded musicians beyond
the confines of Kling Klang. Teaming up with Lothar
Manteuffel to form Elektric Music, Bartos has achieved his
aim: this album includes collaborations with both LFO and
Andy McCluskey. And it shows - the new generation of
dance -orientated techno, reflected on 'Overdrive' and

`Information', mingles with the

Y
R '80s electro-pop of 'TV',

`Showbusiness'
McCluskey's contribution
`Kissing The Machine',
unsurprisingly reminiscent of

imgIIIIIIIIII
classic OMD.

and

In fact, the album could have
been called TVactivitiit, given
the conceptual link with
Radioactivitiit, Bartos' first

studio outing with Kraftwerk in 1975, similarly concerned
with communication and the media. Further echoes of
those pioneering days abound, not least in the re-
emergence of the vocoded, 'robot' vocals, but the melodies
are more fluid than those of Ralf Hater. It's a looseness that
no doubt reflects the sense of freedom Bartos now feels,
and it's possible that the move away from the inescapably
Germanic image of his old band will enable Bartos and
Esperanto to establish a pan-European, high-tech musical
dialogue to parallel the language of the title. PW

DAVID SYLVIAN & ROBERT FRIPP
The First Day (Virgin)

Renewing their partnership on 1986's Gone To Earth, and continuing
the intriguing collaborations such as Sylvian's work with Can bassman
Holgar Czukay, and Fripp's frequent excursions into uncharted territories such as
sessions for The Grid, here they generate a funk -laden and spiky jam, with plenty of room
for improvisation throughout. Stick -player Trey Gunn and drummer Jerry Marotta
complete a quartet which, in the hands of Peter Gabriel's engineer Dave Bottrill, recalls
the Real World rhythm section of David Rhodes, Tony Levin and Marotta himself in no

small measure.
Hence the choppy, fuzz -drenched 'Brightness Falls', and the laid-back percussion

grooves that act as a rich bed for Sylvian's poetic musings. But mostly it's Fripp's
multilayered guitar that dominates, demonstrating every tonal nuance available from a Les

Paul and an unstinting studiousness at every turn, from the rapid, staccato and quite
impossible scales to the ambient 'Frippertronics' of the closing track 'Bringing Down The

Light'. Such beauty is rarely plucked from an electric guitar. PW

Beyond the Mind's Eye (BMG Video)
Music by Jan Hammer/Art Direction by Ted Mader

Question. You've compiled a video of some of the most astounding
computer -generated graphic sequences ever to grace the small (and not
so small) screen. The action and intensity of the visuals is overwhelming;

every time you watch the clips, you see something new. All you need now
is something to stimulate your auditory circuits with a similar intensity,
and the ultimate sensory multimedia experience will be complete. You
need music created by someone who perfects sound -to -visual scoring
down to individual film frames; someone understands soundtrack work so

completely that the music slides

zwymix\ Fantazia - The First Taste
(Creation Entertainments Video)

going to let me
watch Fantazia -

The First Taste.
"What's the point
in watching a video
of a rave?" she
spluttered. "It's
hardly the same as
being there, is it?
You're not exactly
going to get the
same atmosphere

from a 14" `achi portable that you would in a
warehouse with a 25k Turbosound rig and fifty
grand's worth of lights, are you?"

But while she did make a valid (if obvious)
point, I settled down to view The First Taste
anyway, because I had a suspicion that this video
would turn out to contain something slightly more

hordes of rave compilati
currently lining record shop shelves. And I VI

right. This film is intended as a supplement
Fantazia's first compilation album - not
replacement for it - and it shows the setting up
execution of one of the most impressive r
events, technically and musically, that I've seer
a long time. The behind the scenes footage of
lights, sound and crew setting up is particul
fascinating - more of this would have be
welcome. And as a memento of the event its
the video works well, with some of the showca
acts putting on a helluva performance. It is tl

that you can't get the true atmosphere of the e4
from the video - only those who were actu
there could recall what it was actually like - but
tape is best looked open as an analysis
record of what amounts to a massive multim
overload. You might only want to see it once
do see t. IM

effortlessly into sync with the graphics. So who do

you ask?
Not Jan Hammer, I'm afraid. It is true that

Hammer is one of the leading exponents of
expertly -synthesized scores for picture; who could
forget his storming soundtracks for Miami Vice
(with albums that went gold and platinum), or his
innovative work with a host of other artists and
directors? But while the visuals in Beyond the
Mind's Eye are uniformly engaging, the music is
sadly not. These graphics require fluid, evolving,
sweeping sounds to enhance them - instead, each
clip tends to get the sequenced-bassline-and-
widdly-guitar treatment, rather like Miami Vice's
less talented (and duller) cousin. I do recommend
buying this video for the graphics alone; but when
you play it, turn down your TV speaker and stick
Aphex Twin's Selected Ambient Works on the hi-fi
instead. Now that's what I call a complete sensory

experience. IM
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OMD
Liberator (Virgin)

Andy McCluskey continues to
tread highly commercial water
with this new collection of songs,
veering from S/A/W-influenced
disco to the driving techno of
'Agnus Dei', topped off with a
veritable Christmas tree-ful of
bells, chimes and hooks.

GEOFF SMITH
Gas Food Lodging

(Kitchenware)
Featuring the voice of Nicola

Walker Smith and the strings of
The Balanescu Quartet, this is an
album that challenges many
preconceptions. On 'Fifteen Wild
Decembers', Smith employs
sequencing and sampling
technology in a subtle and
successful marriage of chamber
music, song and electronics.

Loveblows & Lovecries

(One Little Indian)
Mournful voice and violin swirl

over a tough, sequenced backing to
create a powerful and hedonistic
rock/dance crossover. Messrs
Karn, Jansen and Barbieri are
session guests on 'Sweetheart
Raw', but in truth there's more of a
Simple Minds tang.

KLAUS SCHULZE

The Dome Event (Virgin)
A live concert, recorded at Cologne

Cathedral with all of Herr Schulze's
hardware to hand, plus a studio track
'After Eleven'. The three 'movements'
of the concert piece unfold in a tumble -
dryer of samples and riffs from around
the world.

SUNDIAL
Libertine (Beggars

Banquet)
Notable for the interaction of

abstract, menacing samples with the
traditional guitar/bass/drums format.

AMORPHOUS
ANDROGYNOUS
Tales Of Ephidrina

(EBV/Quigley)

To all intents and purposes,
this is a new album from The
Future Sound Of London, who
have "directed" this collection
of shifting soundscapes under
that shapeless and sexually
ambivalent name. It's a

deliberate attempt to refute
identity and challenge
reputation, part of the
continuing battle against
showbiz norms currently being
undertaken by survivors of the
dance boom. And as the
anonymous, abstract and
downright trippy computer
graphics on the cover
illustrate, the future sound of
ambience is going to have a
pretty striking look to it, too.

From the opening 'Liquid

Insects', replete with wiggly
sample from Tangerine
Dream's Phaedra, we're taken
on a journey through various
aural environments. Whilst we
are expected to embrace the
work as a whole, with each
track segue-ing into the next
via some delicious sonic
interludes, Tales Of Ephidrina
- like a luxurious pool - can be
dipped into at leisure. The

BRIAN ENO
Neroli (Thinking Music

Part IV) (All Saints)
Old -school ambience: no beats, no

samples - no nothing, really, apart
from a few haunting, suspended notes
tossed like twigs onto a pond.
Designed to encourage you to think
about something else, of course...

FUSE
Dimension

Intrusion (Warp)

WILD
PLANET
Blueprint (Warp)

Another pair of belters
from the label doing more
than any other to advance the
techno format beyond dance,
trance or ambient to pastures
new

shadow of the '70s concept
album may be lurking in the
background, but the saving
grace of this kind of work -
just as with The Orb - is its
steadfastly instrumental
stance. Rhythm is now the
underpinning theme, and
words are not allowed to
stowaway unwelcome thoughts
on board the post -dance
dream -u -like cruise. PW

EULUROPEAN
MULTIMEDIA
YEARBOOK 93

European Multimedia
Yearbook 93
Researched, compiled and edited by

Multimedia Ventures. 540pp.

This Yearbook presents a series of short but
insightful Q&A-style interviews with
representatives of such companies as Apple,
Commodore, IBM, Intel, Kodak, Microsoft,
Sony and Philips - all key players in the
multimedia field. These are followed by a clutch
of articles, under the heading of 'Multimedia
Markets', which tackle such topics as strategies
for business, the CD-ROM market, information
publishing, consumer titles, multimedia in
education, and multimedia in marketing.

A series of profiles detailing the state of
multimedia in various
European countries is
followed by two
articles which look at
the creative and
financial aspects of
producing multimedia
titles - essential
practical reading for
anyone thinking of
getting involved in
multimedia production.

With the next
section, headed 'The
Multimedia Studio', the

Yearbook gets into the actual technology
involved in multimedia production. Included
are articles on desktop authoring packages,
audio tools, graphics packages, video boards
and desktop video editing. The emphasis here
is on accessible explanations rather than
techno-nerd obsessions - as is the case in the
following section, 'New Technology', which
includes articles on videoconferencing, high -

definition TV and virtual reality.

A 'Further Information' section provides a
lengthy list of books, magazines, journals and
associations covering multimedia, together with
a list of multimedia events and an 11 -page
glossary of terms.

The rest of the Yearbook - amounting to 366
of its 540 pages - is given over to a
comprehensive, Europe -wide directory of
multimedia companies, distributors and
products - an absolute must for anyone
thinking of getting a job in the multimedia
industry. If nothing else, it offers proof positive
that there actually is a multimedia industry.

The European Multimedia Yearbook 93 isn't
for the casual browser. However, if you want to
get a detailed, well-informed take on the wide
and wonderful world of multimedia without
having to fight your way through a mass of
hype in the process, this is the book you need.
ST

See this month's Scanners for information on
a special -offer price - exclusive to MT readers.
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QY20 £385
QY10 £250
RY30 £480
RY10 £240
RM50

Yamaha Hi -tech

SY85 £1475 dep £275..12 x £100
SY35 £650 dep £100....10 x £55
TG500 ..£999 dep £199....10 x £80
TG100 dep £45 6 x £55
MDF2 ....£325 dep £43 6 x £47

dep £55 6 x £55
dep £40 6 x £35
dep £60 6 x £70
dep £30 6 x £35
dep £85 10 x £55

0% Interest Free

Ex -demo And Used Bargains

LPN E L& vealt

agvarturaro
Sundays IC
71 IMANINNIIMINM ize , LL.s Qua,

L- 4 5 L1 -z L.-;-

Yamaha PF85 Pro Piano
NEW £995.00 £195 dep.

10 x £80.00
inc stand

Yamaha PF P100 Pro Piano
£1699 dep £499 12 x £100

including FREE stand
Phone now

0533 545456

Ex -demo And Used Bargains

Roland U20 £495 Mackie Mixers Akai EX9OR reverb £189

Roland D5 £350 CR1604 ..£875 ....dep £275 ..10 x £60 Yamaha R1000 reverb £150

Teisco mono synth £139 1202 £345 ....dep £75 6 x £45 Yamaha TX7 expander £175

Hohner Planet piano
Yamaha SY22

£139
£429

Amazing Gem Workstations
Yamaha TG33 ext £375
Yamaha RX7 drum machine £245

Cheetah MS6 £275 S2 £1675 ....dep £475 .12 x £100 Yamaha EMT1 expander £135

Cheetah MQ8 £199 S3 £1875 ....dep £675..12 x £100 Yamaha EMT10 expander £175

Evolution EVS1 £175 Akai Samplers Yamaha EMQ1 sequencer £199

Yamaha RX21 drum machine
Casio CZ 1000

£125
£139

SO1 £775 dep £175 ...6 x £100 NOW IN STOCK

Casio CT 3000 £195
0% interest free available on selected

Amptech Amps & Mixers
plus cabs all available now

Yamaha Acoustic Guitars

ex -demo + used items 0% interest free Also available on 0% finance

-

J L L

Most customers who 'phone around the country to purchase hi -tech
gear are genuinely disappointed once they've got the product home.

Because they may have bought from a dealer who is just
interested in taking your money and couldn't care less

whether you get on with it or not.

1.441,
At lntasound we offer the immense talents of our resident hi -tech
specialist (barmy Baz) 7 days a week and we always try to tailor a

deal to suit your requirements and your pocket.
So what are you waiting for?

GIVE US A TRY!

Music Maker Exhibitions are proud tc1111111.04

Scotland's largest public music

show featuring all the latest

equipment and services.

Performances by top artists

in the live showcase hall

MU SIC
grArirMff :::MAKER

I1EXHIBITIONS



KEYBOARDS
2x YAMAHA TX81Z sound
modules, boxed plus manuals.
Excellent condition, £100 each.
Darren. Tel: 0234 353028.

AKAI X2000 sampler, disks,
stands, £350 ono. Roland D10 with
teinberg Editor, £400 with stands.
Tascam 144 4 -track, £150 ono.
Casio VH100, £50. Graham.
Tel: 0302 739511.

ANALOGUES. Moog Prodigy,
£200, Gen SX1000, £100. Tiesco
607, £100. All in good condition.
Tel: 0224 323007.

CASIO AZ1 remote MIDI
keyboard controller (guitar
style), £250 ono. Wanted Korg
CX3 organ. Tel: 0705 526582.
CASIO CT650 full sized keys, MIDI
in, out and thru. Chunky sounds
which can be layered. Good for
mother keyboard. £110 ono. Alan.
Tel: 051 6777 8696.
CASIO CZ1 synth with hard case
and RAM cartridge, £250. Tel:
Norwich 0603 486861.
CASIO CZ1; £250. Casio CZ8M,
£150. Both excellent condition with
manuals and extra sounds on Atari
disk. Tony. Tel: 0705 652164.
E -MU PROFORMANCE Plus piano
module. £200. Tel: 0248 713763.
E -MU PROTEUS 1 plus
orchestral multitimbral sound
module (550 sounds), £560. ART
Multiverb LTX, 250 preset effects
and MIDI mapping, £160. Phone
0787 312593 (Sudbury. Suffolk).
ENSONIQ EPS16 sampling
keyboard, mint condition with
library, £950. Yamaha 0Y20
Walkstation, mint condition,
£290. Fostex 20016 Line Mixer,
£190. Tel: 0602 816621 between
3-6pm.
ENSONIQ ESQ1 latest spec
software stack, fully -expanded
sequencer, 100s of sounds. Swop
for Matrix 6 or Matrix 1000, or sell
for £295 Tel: 0454 772237 Bristol.
ENSONIQ ESQ1 synth sequencer,
latest operating system. One
expansion cartridge, £325. Tel 081
342 0078.
ROLAND JUPITER 4 £295.
Yamaha CS60 classic analogue
poly synth in superb original
condition, £275. Yamaha DX21,
£210. Steven. Tel: 0726 66715.
ENSONIO ESO1 synth with
expanded sequencer, plus
sounds, £375. Technics digital
piano, SX-PV10, good sounds,
£80. Tel: 071 733 1917.
ENSONIQ 501 personal
workstation 16 -track sequencer, 24 -
bit FX etc. Akai S1000 2Mb
memory expansion board, £600 for
the lot. Russel. Tel: 081 500 5287.
EVS1 multitimbral expander inc.
Atari Editor and library of sounds,
£135. Gary. Tel: 0702 349544.
HAMMOND X5 portable drawbar
organ, twin manual with pedals.
Leslie 760 cabinet to suit, £400
ono. Mr Ashby. Tel: 0744 894122.
KAWAI K4 excellent condition
with RAM card, manual and box,
£420 ono. Tel: 0676 532326.
KAWAI M8000 master keyboard,
mint includes flightcase, manual,
cartridge and stand, £850 ovno.
Chris. Tel: 0705 828587.

KORG OW1 FD mint condition still
boxed, £1200 for quick sale. Tel:
0909 566695.
KORG 01 rack workstation, brilliant

OVA S
The Warehouse contains MTs readers' ads - the
largest repository of high-tech bargains in the
Northern Hemisphere. Some of the ads are free to
place; others are `priority' ads for which you pay to
jump the queue - next issue guaranteed. Priority
ads appear in bold.

To place a free ad:

 Dial 0891 100767 (24 hours)

 State category, recite your ad and include contact details
 That's it

To place a priority ad:

 Dial 0891 100796 hours),

state category, recite your ad and include contact details,

Access or Visa card number and expiry date

OR fill out and post the coupon below

 Up to 25 words costs £5.00

 Additional words are 50p each

*Calls cost 36p per minute (cheap rate), 48p per minute at all other

times. We regret we cannot answer queries regarding readers ads.

The Warehouse is for private vendors only.
Business vendors must use the classified ads at the
back of MT

condition, 1 month old, £690. Paul.
Tel: 0302 538304.
KORG 707 excellent - easily
programmable FM synth, touch -
sensitive, great MIDI spec,
multitimbral, 'fling -on' potential.
Excellent condition, boxed plus
manuals, £350 ono. Martin. Tel:
081 450 9131 days or 0276 32249
eves.

KORG 707 excellent, easily
programmable FM synth. Touch -
sensitive, good MIDI spec,
multitimbral. Excellent condition,
boxed plus manual, £325 ono.
Martin. Tel: 081 450 9131 (day),
0276 32249 (eves).
KORG M1 for sale, vgc, home use
only. 11/2 years old, manual etc.,
£750 ono. Consider exchange for
good piano. Ruth Corbett. Tel: 0225
461233.
KORG M1 and full f/case, £750.
Roland D50, full f/case and 2
sound cards, £450. Free stand
with each purchase. Matt. Tel:
Ipswich 0473 681992.

KORG MS10 analogue synth -
great old sounds, £100. Tel: 0702
349544.
KORG MS20 analogue synth
produces classic sounds. Two at
£120 each. Duncan Cyril. Tel: 0759
302395 (day) or 0377 240831
(eves).
KORG P3 piano module. 2 high
quality piano samples plus card slot
for extra voices. Excellent
condition, boxed plus manual, £120
ono. Martin. Tel: 081 450 9131
(days), 0276 32249 (eves).
KORG POLY 61 analogue synth,
£110. Yamaha RX 21 drums £45.
Roland HP2000 digital piano, £475.
Alesis MMT8 sequencer, £110.
Boss MA15 monitor, £55. Tel: 0270
587768.
ROLAND E70, RA50 with many
rhythm cards. Akai 612, Roland
D50, Casio MIDI guitar plus many
other things. Must go soon -
need the money. Call 061 366
5081 or 0457 853200.
KORG T1 88 -note keyboard, 300

sounds plus 1 extra ROM card and
also Korg sample disks. Offers
around £2500. Tel: 0276 22946.
KORG T1 workstation mint
condition includes quality stand,
stool, boxed with manuals and
demo disk. Original price, £4000.
Accept, £2000 ono. Tel: 0429
263296.

MOOG PRODIGY mono synth,
good condition, £200. Teisco 607
mono synth. good condition £90.
Gen SX1000 mono synth, good
condition; £90. Roland U20
RSPCM keyboard, immaculate
condition plus 2 ROM and manuals,
£500. Tel: 0224 323007.
OBERHEIM MATRIX 1000
the only analogue rack module.
Perfect condition, boxed with
manual, £330. Graham. Tel: 0582
451260.

RHODES VK1000 keyboard, 76
touch -sensitive keys, 14 draw bars,
rotary FX, volume pedal, manuals,
£625. Offers, Tel: 0604 37582
Northampton.
ROLAND D50 multitimbral synth,
2 cards, stand, £495.
Studiomaster 12:2. power house,
500W powered mixer under
warrenty. Immaculate condition,
£895. Bose 802s series 2, £600.
Mike.

Tel: 0952 240324.
ROLAND D70 excellent condition
complete with flightcase, manual
and RAM card, £925. Martin. Tel:
081 450 9131 days 0276 32249
eves.

ROLAND D70 excellent condition
with f/case, manual and RAM card,
£925 ono. Roland TR626 drum
machine, very good condition with
manual and psu. Martin.
Tel: 081 450 9131 (day), 0276
32249 (eves).
ROLAND D70 mint condition,
f/cased, £800 ono. Gary.
Tel: 0533 742857.

ROLAND 0110 + RAM. All stereo
voices, 4 years worth of
programming, £300. Yamaha R100
reverb, £90. Interesting swaps
considered. Rob. Tel: 031 539
5408.

ROLAND 0110 multitimbral sound
module, £275 ono. Mr N. Omar Tel:
0222 480744.
ROLAND D110, with Atari Editor,
£275. MIDIman, universal editor,
£25. 808 card for Roland R8
drums, £20. Brian. Tel: 0752
550199.
ROLAND D550 rackmount version
of D50), immaculate condition,
boxed, brilliant sounds etc. Quick
sale required hence £490 ovno.
Kevin. Tel: 0494 536757.
ROLAND JD800 perfect condition,
boxed, manuals, home use only.
Will deliver to your nearest station;
£1040 ono. Robert. Tel: 0453
825837.

ROLAND MT100 workstation,
D110 and sequencer inc. Atari
Editor with 100s of sounds, disks,
manuals and box. Excellent
condition, £250. Fostex X28
multitrack recorder, 4 -tracks, tapes
and box, £225. Paul. Tel: 0536
761014.

ROLAND JV80 immaculate
condition, 6 months guarentee,
boxed. Only £890. Stephan. Tel:
071 581 0257.

ROLAND JX1 as new, boxed, £220
ono. Mr Walsh. Tel: 0533 517165.
ROLAND JX10 classic analogue

sounds, excellent condition, £750.
Or swop Korg Ml. Andy. Tel: 0869
278331 (eves).
ROLAND MC50 as new, under
guarantee, £400. Yamaha CS50,
good condition, £200. Tel: 0902
343409.

ROLAND MT100 workstation,
D110 and sequencer including Atari
editor with 100s of sounds, disks
manuals and box. Excellent
condition, £250. Boss DR550 drum
machine, 16 bit R8 and 808 dance
samples. Excellent condition
including manuals, £110. Tel: 0536
761014.

ROLAND MV30 , £750. R8M,
£275. Ensoniq ESQ1, £325.
Tascam MM1, £425. Kawai K4R,
£225. Alesis MlDlverb II, £100.
Beyer M88 microphone, £140. Also
monitors, rack, cases, keyboard
stands and other small stuff
available. Mostly boxed in vgc.
Robin. Tel: 0847 62517 (24 -hours).

ENSONIQ EPS sampler. Roland
D110. Alesis 16:2:2. Roland R8
with 3 sound cards. Atari 1024 plus
monitor plus Pro 24. Microverb II.
Best offer secures. Tel: 0787
378106.

ROLAND PC200 MIDI keyboard
controller, £100. As new and
boxed. Tel: 0752 550199.
ROLAND SC -155 sound canvas
with sliders, £375. Fred. Tel: 0633
266647 eves.
ROLAND TB303 Bassline with
manual and carry case, as new
£399. Waldolf Microwave with
MIDI £385. Akai S1100 V2.09
update chips, £130. Tel: 081 444
5074.

SEQUENTIAL CIRCUIT Prophet V
v3.3, MIDI fitted, in full working
order, perfect condition, includes
flightcase, £1000. Tel: 0892
521695.

SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS Prophet -
5 classic analogue synth, fully
programmable, Deluxe f/case,
manuals. Absolutely breath-
taking condition, £750. Tel: 0222
677139.

WALDOLF MICROWAVE with
latest software installed plus Atari
utilities and sound disk, £650.
Michael. Tel: 081 558 3504.
YAMAHA CLAVINOVA CLP50
home use only, 88 -weighted keys,
£650 ono, Tel: 0206 540245.
YAMAHA DX7 mkt with El Board,
£450; Roland D110, £290; Yamaha
MV802, £220; Casio DH200 MIDI
horn, £40. All boxed with manuals.
Stephen. Tel: 0248 600427 (N.
Wales).
YAMAHA PSR400 as new still with
10 months guarentee, £280. Julian.
Tel: 0905 724662 eves.
YAMAHA PSR4500 as new, boxed,
£350 ono. Tel: 0533 517165.
YAMAHA PSR4500 top -of -the -
range full size multichannel MIDI
keyboard. 100 x 100 rhythms, auto
accompliments, FX etc. Quick sale
needed so £345 or swop for Fostex
20:16 mixer or similar or SH101
and MIDI -to -CV convertor.
Matthew. Tel: 0978 358734,
YAMAHA SY77, 99 voice
libraries, cards etc. Cards, £30.
Disks £15. Large selection. Call
Ashley 0223 246096.
YAMAHA SY85 1 month old,
excellent condition with 2Mb
sample upgrade plus library. Matt.
Tel: 0954 719217.
YAMAHA SY85 2 months old,
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boxed with manuals, £650 K cards
plus library plus 2.5 Mb sample
upgrade. Good condition, £1200
ono. Matt. Tel: 0954 719217.
YAMAHA TG55 programmable
module only £295. Juno 106 digital/
analogue synth with f/case only
£295. 2 -tier A -frame with carrying

bag, £45. Korg Delta Poly
strings/synth with f/case only £125.
All in excellent condition. Tim
Morfin. Tel: 0482 802186.
YAMAHA TG100 tone generator, 3
months old, £270. Alan. Tel: 0245

265176.
YAMAHA TG500, £750. Tel: 0248
713763.
YAMAHA TX816 rack, £900, mint
condition. Bruce. Tel: 0506 672304
or 031 555 2507.

SAMPLING

AKAI 612 sampler complete with
MD280 disk drive and large
sound library on 2.8" 0 -disks.
Also sound filer ST sample editor
for above. Best offer around
£225. Dave 0527 60508.
AKAI S612 with disk drive and 20
disks. Immaculate condition, very
little studio use, £195. Tel: 0353

663613.
MICRODEAL REPLAY 16
16 -bit sampler for Atari ST inc. 4

software disks, under guarentee,
brand new, £95. Gary. Tel: 0702

349544.
AKAI S700 sampler including
Memory expansion and disks, £300
ono. Also available Moog Rogue
and Roland D110. Offers please call
0924 386527 ask for Damion.

AKAI 51000 6Mb and SCSI,
£1700. SECK 18:8:2, £800.
Yamaha SY85, brand new, £1200.
Tel: 031 346 7325.
AKAI S1000 immaculate condition,
home use only, library available if
required, £1550. Andy. Tel: 051 449

1855.

AKAI 51000 playback, £1050 ono.
Ensoniq EPS 16+ with library plus
full f/case, £1100 ono. Lexicon
LXP1; LXP5 plus controller, £800
ono. Tel: 0978 810135 (office hours

- ask to speak to Russ).
CASIO FZ1 2Mb memory, disks and
manuals, £700 ono. Roland SH101
and Yamaha DX21 - offers. Damion.

Tel: 0924 386527.
CASIO FZ1 keyboard, excellent
condition with library of 30 disks
plus stand, £620. Stephan. Tel: 071

581 0257.
CASIO FZ1OM 2Mg, 16 -bit
sampler, £695. Emu Proteus 1XR,
£450. Korg DW8000, £275. Korg
S3 (rhythm workstation), £295.
EVS1 multitimbral synth, £130.
Jon. Tel: 0255 851338 after 7pm.
EMULATOR III 8Mb keyboard, 16 -

bit, 16 -voice, full analogue/digital
processing, 16 -track sequencer,
SMPTE/MIDI interface, 40 Mb hard
disk built-in, £2250. Mr E Diaz. Tel:

071 221 6874.
ENSONIQ 16+ sampling
workstation, waveform development
kit plus 100 sample disks. Genuine
reason for sale, £1000 ovno. Paul

Green. Tel: 061 434 8473.

ENSONIQ EPS 2x expanded 200
pro sample disks, Quik Lok
stand, manuals, Mega Bass
sample CD. Two foot pedals,
SCSI, £850 ono. Steven. Tel: 081
851 4968.
ENSONIQ EPS sampling keyboard.

Samples 34 seconds 24KHz, 23
seconds 44KHz, onboard
sequencer and disk drive powerful
analogue editing. Complete studio
in a box, £650 ono.

Tel: 0524 412911 after 6pm.
ENSONIQ EPS16 + keyboard with

FX, 2 Mb memory plus 1Mb
flashbank. Boxed, as new includes
4 sample CDs and massive library,
£1280. Tel: 081 501 4705.
ENSONIQ MIRAGE rackmount
sampler with disks, manuals
and MASOS, £250. Sean. Tel: 0304

813469.

KORG DSS1 sampling keyboard
complete with Korg sample library,
PA Decoder Editor, £600. Tel: 0276

22946.
ROLAND DJ70 sample workstation
90 seconds of 16 -bit sampling,
great sounds. Genuine rason for
sale (Music Student with an angry
Bank Manager). Phone Kevin on
081 942 1140.
ROLAND DJ70 sample workstation.
Up to 90 seconds of 16 -bit
sampling. Great sound. Genuine
reason for sale (music student with
angry bank manager). £1200 ono.
Kevin. Tel: 081 942 1140.
ROLAND S10 sampler in vgc
complete with 35 disks, boxed with
manuals etc. Must sell hence £295
no offers. Kevin. Tel: 0494 536757.

ROLAND S10; £349. Alan. Tel:
0245 265176.
ROLAND W30 sampling
workstation with large library,
excellent condition, £900. Ian. Tel:

0264 333947.
ROLAND WE30 workstation
16 -note polyphonic, 8 -part

multitimbral, 8 outputs, SCSI
interface, manuals, vgc, £950. Chris
Taxford. Tel: 0789 204675.

RECORDING

APHEX B EXCITER, £150 ono,
BBE 422A Maximiser, £265 ono.
Drawmner 1960 valve -compressor
limiter, 3 months old, immaculate,
£850 ono. DBX 2631 De-esser,
£125 ono. Tel: 081 462 6261.
BOSS SE50 multiple FX unit,
£299. Boss BX8 mixer, £199.
James. Tel: 0742 583540 after
6pm.
FOSTEX 280 4 -track recorder with
8 inputs, £450. JL Cooper DPS II
MIDI synchroniser, £100. Boxed
with manuals, as new. Phil. Tel:
0602 382719.
FOSTEX 2016 line mixer, 16 -
channels, great condition, £210.
Torque 8 -channel stereo keyboard
mixer, EQ and mic inputs, excellent
condition, £160. Graham. Tel: 0582
451260.
FOSTEX MODEL 80 8 -track, £550.
SECK 18:8:2 mixer, £650. Roland
S330 sampler with mouse and
Director -S sequencing package,
£600. Roland MC50 sequencer,
£400. Tel: 0703 695383.
MACKIE CR1604 mixer, 1 month
old, £735 ono. Mackie mixer mixer,
1 month old, £210 ono. Akai S900,
£550 ono. E -mu Vintage Keys, 1
month old, £650 ono. Roland D50,
£485 ono. Roland R70,
PROPHET VS plus flightcase plus
ROM, updated, £1050. ddum pads,
snare, kick plus 3 toms, no brain,
£450. Studiomaster Series II
24:16:2, £3200. Drawmer
multitracker, £150. Rob. Tel: 081
761 8013.

ROLAND M120 12 -channel 1U
mixer - amazing! £199, boxed.
Alesis Quadraverb Plus, boxed,
£225. Yamaha PA2075 amp,
150W, boxed, £150. Richard. Tel:

0273 732811.
SECK 12:8:2 desk 1HRS use,
boxe with manual, £495. Nomad
AXXEman guitar processor,
£100. Akai S612/MD280 sampler
and disks, £195. Chris. Tel: 0565
653308 eves or 0925 726065 day.
SIMMONS SPM 8:2 programmable
rackmount mixer. Program levels,
FX, pan etc and store -to memory,
£250 ono. Robert. Tel: 0453

825837.
SONIC 820P 8:2 mixing desk, mint
condition, £240. Phone Ivan for
details. Tel: 0458 252086.
TASCAM 644 perfect condition,
£695. Yamaha FX500 £165.
Roland A880 patchbay, £165. All in
good condition. Paul. Tel: 0302
538304.
YAMAHA 4 -TRACK MT44D dolby
C autocue, digital counter, MM30
mixer. Integral graphic EQ and
delay. PB44 patchbay units all fitted
in RB30 system rack with looms.
Al condition, manuals inc, £400
ono. Lawrence. Tel: 0525 221106.
YAMAHA DMP7 8 -channel digital
mixer with in-built FX, £1100. Carl
Stocks. Tel: 0507 606956.
ZOOM 9010 effects unit, rack
mounted, excellent condition, £150
ono. Alan. Tel: 0268 793812.

SEQUENCERS

AKAI ASQ10 the best hardware
sequencer on Earth! £499 ono.
Richard. Tel: 0273 732811.

CADENZA GRAPHIC sequencer
plus music Quest PC MIDI card,
interface, new, boxed, £100.
Yamaha 0Y10 music
walkstation, as new, £135. Tel:
135. Tel: 0372 379562 (Surrey).
DIGIDESIGN AudioMedia I card for
sale, £400. Bruce.
Tel: 0506 672304 or 031 555 2507.
ELKA CR99 MIDI disk
recorder/sequencer, 3.5" disk drive,
Atari Mega II plus monitor and
Steinberg Q -Beat, £325. Tel: 0634
718604 after 7pm.
KORG SQD8 8 -track
sequencer/Datafiler plus disks and
manual, £69 ono. Richard. Tel:
0273 732811.
KORG WAVESTATION
Performance librarian for ST, £10.
Fred. Tel: 0633 266647.
MACINTOSH NOTATOR Logic
v1.2 complete, £250. Rob. Tel:
Southend 0702 367484 work.
ROLAND MC50 in perfect
condition, boxed with manuals,
£350. MRM500 MIDI Falcon
Version software, £50. Or £380 the
lot. John. Tel: 021 449 6603.
ROLAND MC50 sequencer with
manuals and disks, immaculate
condition, £450 ono. Tel: Burton
515675.
ROLAND MC50 MKII boxed with
manuals used once. Only £400.
Tel: 0491 638600.
ROLAND MC300 hardware
sequencer, disk drive and disks.

Boxed with manual, vgc, £ 195.
Dave. Tel: 0734 665538.AKAI
ASQ10 99 -track sequencer. The
best live sequencer available plus
flightcase, £549 ono. Richard. Tel:

0273 732811.
STEINBERG PRO24 with orginal

manual and dongle, £35. Tel: 0223

415540.
VOYETRA SEQUENCER Plus
junior. DOS -based sequencer.
Latest version; £30. Malcom Tel:

0666 510605.
YAMAHA QX7 sequencer, good
condition with manual, £60. Tel:
061 941 7335 ask for John.
YAMAHA QX21 with long MIDI
leads, £125. Mervin Richardson.
Tel: 0753 579547.
YAMAHA 0Y10 sequencer/module
complete with manual and box,
£115. Roland PC200 mother
keyboard, £65. Both £155.
Desmond. Tel: 0453 836554.
YAMAHA OY20 sequencer sound
module complete . As new £330.
Tel: 081 360 7523 (N. London).
mint condition, boxed, £200 ono.
Tel: 081 342 0078.

COMPUTERS

ATARI 1040 ST with monitor and
Notator V3.0, £395. Korg 03R/W
and Roland PC150, £650. Tel:
0860 696938.
ATARI 1040 STE and Yamaha
SY22. Both as new and boxed,
hardly used , £600 ono. Mark. Tel:
0753 575965.
ATARI STFM 4Mb, 2 disk drives,
SM125 high res monitor, music and
games software, £400. Tel: 0602
784358.
BARGAIN NEW Atari ST monitor,
high res Emulator includes monitor
and software, £85 ono. Colin. Tel:
0253 779713.
EMR STUDI024 V3. sequencer for
Archimedes plus 2 disks of
samples. Cost £270, will accept
£150. Steve.
Tel: 0532 781455.
MIDI INTERFACE for Apple Mac
(all models), never used, boxed,
as new, £40. Pete. Tel: 0742
759226.
NOTATOR 1040 STE FM144, 3
months old, £700. Alan.
Tel: 0245 65176.
PERFORMER (Mark of the
Unicorn) sequencer package for
Apple Mac, V3.6, £175. Ian East.
Tel: 0865 373268.
ROLAND SOUND CANVAS
editing software for Atari ST, £15
ono. Tel: 0709 853394.

DRUMS

ALESIS D4 drum module, £300;
Roland TR626, £120; Yamaha
QX5 FD sequencer, £120; Fujiha
D9E organ expander, £200; Atari
1040ST computer, £200. Vic. Tel:
0428 606283.
ALESIS D4,
195. Datadisk , £160. Simmons
rack, 5 pads, £95. Roland snare,
bass pads, £95. Oxford. Ian East.
Tel: 0865 373268.

ALESIS HR16 drum machine,
£150. Tel: 0248 713763.
DDD1 Korg drum machine: 6
outputs, powerful editing facility,
only £120. Latest video tutorial for
Notator, £20. Julian Head. Tel:
0276 479744.
ROLAND R8 drum machine,
excellent condition, manuals, leads
etc. Also Roland Q60 amp and 2 -
tier adjustable keyboard stand and
118 ROM electronic. All for £450 -
excellent offer. Steve. Tel: 091 258
3852.

ROLAND TR727 percussion
machine, absolutely brilliant.
Offers. Ben. Tel: 0273 416406.
ROLAND TR808 mint condition
complete with orginal box and
manuals, £350. Tel: 0703 220152.
ROLAND TR808 mint condition
complete with original box and
manual, £350. Tel: 0703 220152.
ROLAND TR808 mint condition
complete with original box and
manuals, £350. Tel: 0703 220152.
ROLAND TR808 mint condition,
complete with original box and
manuals, £350. Tel: 0703 220152.
YAMAHA RX21 and RX21L
standard/latin drum machines.
MIDI, mains adaptor, £75 each or
£140 for both or swap/ part -
exchange. Korg M520. Rod. Tel:
0273 602371.
YAMAHA RY-30 rhythm
composer, mint condition, mnual
and psu. Only £300. Also Roland
Octapad mk1, beat out those
rhythms onit £200. Call Paul after
6pm on 0623 659477.

AMPS AND PA

ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE4's
speakers, hardly used, new top
ends, £1200 ono. Alan.
Tel: 0268 793812.

HH KEYBOARD combo, 90W
output, EQ, reverb, FX sends.
Great condition, £160. Graham.
Tel: 0582 451260.
MARSHALL 9001 valve -guitar
preamp with footswitch, 3 channel,
5 band EQ, £299 ovno. Neil. Tel:
0705 736217.
PEAVEY CS1200 amp in castored
rack, excellent condition. Best offer
secures. Tel: 0647 62517 (24
hours).
SWAP MY Croft series 4 valve
amp, 60W per channel, £1500 new
for a 19" rackmount amp, 300-
500W per channel or swap for any
MIDI

keyboard/sampler/workstation.
Mark. Tel: 0202 315330.
TOA 300W PA cabs. Incredible
sound. Cost new £700. A bargain
at only £375. Ian. Tel: 0264 333947
after 8pm.
YAMAHA 100W amp, 15" woofer,
high frequency driver and horn.
Andrew. Tel: 0732 833069.
YAMAHA P2075 140W per side 2U
rack amp, mint condition, £175.
Richard. Tel: 0273 732811.

PERSONNEL

ANYONE AROUND
Manchester/Liverpool area willing
to show me how to mix my
recordings properly. In exchange I'll
help out around the studio. Tel:
0942 714268 and ask for Lee.
MUSICIANS! HAVE a demo?
Want a deal? Let us let them
know about you. For free. Details
on 0225 859839. No catch.
NEW ROMANTIC keyboard
players required A Step Back In
Time, Soft Cell, Yazoo, Depeche,
Human League, Frilly Shirts &
Eyeliner welcome. Birmingham
area only. Tel: Stourbridge 0384
440239 and leave a message!
STUDIO WORK required around
NW England by keen 22 year old
with electronics diploma. Unpaid if
need be. Ask for Lee. Tel: 0942
71426.
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VOCALIST REQUIRED to form
group, aged 18-24. Influences:
Depache Mode, 9" Nails, Curve.
Tamworth area. Paul. Tel: 0827
287950.

YOUNG GERMAN with degree in
Media -design, experience in
music production, film
photography and graphic design.
Looking for a job in London
starting September. Good
knowledge of English and
French. Tel/Fax: +40 711 2369
600. Address: Stefan Roth,
Leonhardstrasse 8, 7000
Struttgart 1, Germany.

WANTED

ALESIS MICRO Series Enhancer
and Micro Limiter. Cash waiting.
Tm. Tel: 0473 225503.
CASIO FZ1 contacts needed to
swop samples. Matthew.
Tel: 0978 358734.

CHEETAH MK5 MIDI keyboard.
Cash waiting. Mark. Tel: 0732
351526.

CHEETAH SX16; £375 cash
waiting. Must be in immaculate
condition. Phil. Tel: 0844 208026.
CIRCUIT DIAGRAM for MultiMoog.
Andy. Tel: 0709 876354.

DESPARATELY SEEKING Wung
Cung album - Mosaic. So far no
luck. Cash waiting for CD only. Tel:
0484 547912 after 6pm.
EMAX 1 DISKS of dance or techno
sounds. Must be CD quality. Will
pay a good price on each disk.
Simon. Tel: 0236 732917 (24 -
hours).

ENSONIQ EPS16+ or Roland
DJ70. Must be excellent condition,
£1000 cash awaiting. Rich. Tel:
0844 237677.
FOSTEX 2016 mixer or similar or
HS101 and MIDI -to -CV convertor.

In return for Yamaha PSR4500
keyboard or quick sale at £345.
MIDI full size top -of -the -range etc.

Cost loads. Matthew. Tel: 0978
358734.

KORG M1 must be in good
condition, with box, manuals etc
and with any cards, will pay up

to £750. Tel: 0429 864512 after
5pm.

MELLOTRON flute sample for
Roland S550, S330 or W30. John.
Tel: 081 778 2947.

MINIMOOG desperately wanted
MIDI or non -MIDI anything

considered around the £500.
Mark. Cash waiting. Tel: 0533
835455.

MIXER MOST considered.
Example: Fostex 20:16, Studio
Research, Simmons, Boss etc. Will
swop Yamaha PRS 4500 or quick
sale at £345. May swop for
analogue synth and MIDI -to -CV
convertor. Matthew. Tel: 0978
358734

MOOG SYNTHESISERS must be
in working condition. Tel: 0836
667799. Cash waiting.
POLY MOOG cash waiting. Mark.
Tel: 0732 351526.

ROLAND 750 or 770. Price paid
depends on upgrades and extras
- cash waiting, Tel: 0532 692480.
ROLAND CM64-MT32 editing
software. Kevin. Tel: 061 620 0058
after 6pm.

ROLAND JUNO 60 Jupiter 8, SCI
Profi 5, all MIDI, Roland System
100M, SH09 Jupiter 4, Korg
MS20, SCI Pro 1. James. Tel:
0484 865137.
ROLAND JUNO 106 keyboard.
Must be in excellent condition. Will
pay upto £250 cash. Roland SH101
wanted - must be in excellent
condition. Will pay upto £90 cash.
Alesis Quadraverb Plus wanted
must be in excellent condition - will
pay £200 cash. Dave. Tel: 081 826
0221 (work), 081 902 9784 (after
7pm).

ROLAND MTS70 plus PG800
programmer. Roland Jupiter 8,
Roland TR909. Tel: 0224 323007.
ROLAND OCTAPAD (pad 8),
Alesis Quadraverb Plus and
Steinberg Midex Plus in good
condition. John. Tel: 021 449 6603.
ROLAND TB303 Bassline wanted.
Will pay generously. Peter. Tel: 081
940 0697.

ROLAND TB303 bassline, Roland
TR909, Roland Juno 106 and
Roland MC202. Cash waiting. Tel:

081 665 1840.

ROLAND TB303 bassline, Roland
TR909, Roland MC202 and Roland
Juno 106, all wanted cash waiting.
Mr Eccleston. 106 Brigstock Rd,

Thornton Heath, Surrey CR7 7JB.
ROLAND TR909 drum machine,
will pay good price. John. Tel: 081
778 2947.

MOOG SOURCE mono synth and
Roland S10 sampler. Tel: Durham
0772 715825 week days after 6pm.
ROLAND TR909 wanted. Good
price paid. John. Tel: 081 778 2947
after 1pm.

SANSUI WSX1 or Tascam 644 or
488. I'll swop my EVS1, Simmons
SPM 8:2 and £300. Yamaha QX21,
£35. Casio CZ1000, £100. Tel:
0748 825481.

SOUNDS WANTED for my Roland
D20. Valhalla Voice Crystal or
Roland Natural variations. Will pay
or swop my Roland unique ID

sounds - Rhythm and Bass or Best
Choice sets on card or disks. Tel:
0563 20776.
SUNSUI WSX1, Tascam 644/488.
Swap my SPM8:2, EVS1 plus,
£300. Casio CZ1000, £80; QX21,
£50; SPM 8:2, £150; EVS1 £150.
Tel: 0748 825481.

TASCAM 238 8 -track with Dolby -S
and Soundcraft Spirit Studio 16:8:2
desk. Paul. Tel: 0302 538304.

VESTA FIRE commander rack unit.
Also f/case 8-10 units. Tel: 061 799
6154.

YAMAHA CLAVINOVA PFP100.
Keith. Tel: 0883 625842 (eves).
YAMAHA 0X5 FD sequencer
wanted. Must be in good condition.
Dominic Loughrey. Tel: 0265
833830.

YAMAHA WX7 wind controller,
must be in excellent condition.
Robert. Tel: 0536 761262.

MISC

12 UNIT rack-f/case on wheels,
£125 ono. Richard. Tel: 0273
732811.

ROLAND GR50/GK2 guitar synth,
£525. Tel: 0248 713763.
12U RACK on wheels, £99 ono.

Richard. Tel: 0273 732811.
AKAI ME35T Audio Trigger,
brand new, boxed with manuals,
home use only, £200 ono. Tel:
0379 870984 (Suffolk).
ALESIS MMT8 vgc, £100 wanted.
Korg Monopoly or good
analogue polysynth with panel
controls. MIDI not necessary.
Call Martin 0223 845588 (days),
0223 833436 (eves).
BOKSE SOPHISTCATED unit,
SM9 model, £180. Grahic EQ, 10 -
band stereo, £60. Tel: 0342
323094.
CASIO PG310 MIDI guitar synth.
Highly collectable, black strat type,
humbucker pickups, tremelo arm,
MIDI plus 64 on -board sounds and
ROM/RAM slot. Excellent
condition, boxed with manual, £480
ono. Kevin. Tel: 0635 868728 eves.
CHEETAH MS6 and Roland GX1.
Tel: 0531 640538.
ELKA MIDI bass pedals, £120.
Copist DTP for the Amiga. Original
disks plus manual, £100. Tel: Carl
(Wigan) 0942 226026 (eves).
ENSONIO EPS16 rackmount, vgc.
Atari 520 STE with Cubase
program running with Roland piano
plus 400. Sell as set £1550. Terry
Bentley.
Tel: 0707 60095.

ENSONIO VOUSD1 voices, huge
library in Atari/Ensoniq or PC
format. 4 disks with 1000 voices
each only £12 per disk or £40 for
all four. Richard. Tel: 0736 67531.
ENSONIQ VSX/SD1 voices. Huge
library in Atari/Ensoniq or PC
format. 4 disks with 1000 voices
each, only £12 per disk or £40 for
all 4. Richard. Tel: 0736 67531.
HOHNER SE35 professional
electro acoustic guitar for sale. 2
pick ups, treble controls, volume
controls. Perfect condition, hardly
played, £155 including strap and
set of strings. Happy to negotiate.
James. Tel: 081 886 6987.
KORG 8 -channel mixer, £100
ono. Akai XE8 drum module,
£80. Roland JSQ-60 sequencer
for Jupiter 8 or Juno -60, £30.
Yamaha Revrb unit EME-1, £60.
Roland.

Tel: 0243 830697.

MARSHALL 9001 valve preamp,
£250. Roland GT16 guitar FX plus
MIDI pedal, £400. 150W per side
power amp, £200. The lot for £750.
Neil. Tel: 0705 736217.

MOOG PRODIGY analogue synth
in excellent condition with manual
and wave charts. Offers or will
swop for a Yamaha WX7. Robert.
Tel: 0536 761262.

PHILIP REES 2M MIDI merge unit,
boxed and unused. Any
reasonable offers considered. Tel:
0847 62517 24 -hours.
REVOX B77 HS tape recorder 7.5
ips and 15 ips, workshop manual,
vgc, £300. Tel: 081 640 5280.
ROLAND DEP5 multi effects unit.
Yamaha SDX 50D multi effects
unit. Rane Line mixer 6:2 SM26.
Tony. Tel: 081 346 7238.

ROLAND GR50 plus GK2 pick up
plus RAM card, mint condition,
never gigged, boxed and manual,
£530. Dave. Tel: 0734 665538.
ROLAND GW50 £800 ono. Barry.
Tel: 0702 615143.

STUDIOMASTER PROLINE Gold
mixer 16:8:16, £650. Sony
DTC750 DAT, £300. Boss DR550
drums, £80. Korg Poly 800
synth, £100. Roland DEP3 FX,
£100.
Tel: 0705 731526.
TASCAM 34, £400 ono; Tascam
32, £400; Roland D110, £250;
Yamaha SY22, £350; Alesis 16:2:2
mixer, £400. Bets offer on all
equipment secures. Tel: 081 461
0885 or 081 684 9205.
TASCAM 244 4 -track, new heads.
Casio keyboard amp. Roland 505
drum. Yamaha QX21 sequencer.
Korg poly 61 not MIDI. Stand,
leads, all Al condition, £475 ono.
Will split. Steve. Tel: 0295 262872.
YAMAHA REVS; £400. Bruce.
Tel:0506 672304 or 031 555 2507.
YAMAHA TG55 for £250. Roland
TR606 for £40. Casio CZ300,
£175. Debt forces sale. Will
haggle. Badge. Tel: 0353 698073
eves and weekends.
ZOOM 9030 effects processor.
Excellent condition as new,
boxed, £375. Tel: 05395 61032.

PRIORITY AD ORDER FORM
Please fill in your ad opposite. Ads for the September issue should reach us

no later than Wednesday 11th August.

Please place my ad in the section.

I enclose a cheque for £5 made payable to Music Technology (Publications) Ltd.

Name

Address

Postcode

Send your form to: Priority Readers' Ads, MT, Alexander House,
Forehill, Ely, Cambs CB7 4AF.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
REACH TODAY'S HI -TECH MUSICIANS

THROUGH MT'S
DISPLAY CLASSIFIED ADS

TO BOOK YOUR ADVERT

TELEPHONE66 7 7
Extension 163

VISA

CUSTOM MADE COVERS
Made from nylon, padded and PVC materials

Top quality hand -made covers and cases for all

equipment, keyboards, amps etc

We are official manufacturers and suppliers to:

stcanbczrg KORG JBL Fostex VOX
YAMAHA Pro Music gra4

For free brochure/samples please write or phone

CAPITAL MAMBA (GIG)
96 CUMBERLAND AVENUE, WORPLESDON, GUILDFORD, SURREY GU2 6YH

TEL: 0483 236449

Analogue
Systems (UK)
A Division of L.A. Modular (USA)

Specialists in the sales of vintage analogue
equipment

ARP
BUCHLA
DELTA RESEARCH
E.M.L.
E -MU

MOOG
OBERHEIM

POLY FUSION
ROLAND

SEQUENTIAL

TEL: 0726 67836 UK
TEL: 0101 213 850 5216 USA

Over 20 years experience servicing the music industry

H MK
MIDI Song Files

Quality Sequences
Competitive Prices

For FREE catalogue
Tel: 0292 317398

MCPS Licensed

STUDIOHIRE
111111111 071 431

- 0212

- 0212

L\ STOCK NOW  FOSTEX PORTASTUDIOS,

MULTITRACKS & PA, FOR SALE OR HIRE

WE ALSO STOCK A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF ANALOQUE RECORDING

EQUIPMENT. KEYBOARDS. BACKLINE AND EFFECTS FOR HIRE OR SALE

YOU NAME a - WE'VE GOT IT -RING FOR DETAILS

Alesis SR - 16 owners!
50 new patterns, including:

50's & 60's Pop, Bossanova & Waltz
Only £10.45 inc. P&P

Datacassette/ST Notator disk/SB55 disk

Yamaha RPSR5700 owners
Rock'n'Roll Disk

Authentic backing patterns of R&R standards
Only £12.95 inc. P&P

Send cheque or postal order to: -
THE GROOVE FACTORY

52 Beachwood Road, Knaphill, Woking, Surrey Gl121 2DB
Tel: 0483 476524

100 + Samples
 Percussion. Piano's,
 Metal Guitar,
 Layered Sounds.
 Effects Sounds
The list goes on and on..

Lu

Only

£6.95
Inc.
P&P

Digitally Mastered
onto Chrome Tape
Send Cheques/P 0's
payable lo.

POWERAGE STUDIOS
12 St. Peters Footpath
Margate. Kent. CT9 1TL

 Musical & Studio Equipment
 Home Recording Packages
 New & Used Equipment Sale,
 Part Ex / Delivery / Collection
VISA. ACCESS Los Rates. Good Service

TEL 081 462 6261 or 8621

CD/CASSETTE DUPLICATIO

Compact DISCS
AT VERY COMPACT PRICES

Plus cassettes (1 to 1 million)
Vinyl; Print & Packaging and much
more CALL NOW!!

ON  Q PRODUCTIONS: 081 671 4431

w

* CASSETTE AND DAT MASTERS
* REAL TIME DUPLICATION
* VIDEO/AUDIO
* PRINTING
* ANY LENGTH
* SMALL ORDER SPECIALIST

RING FOR BROCHURE

081 421 1970

TAPELINE
Blank & Duplicated Cassettes

 P

 Tapematic Loop Bin
Duplication & Loading

 Professional 'Studer' Bin
Mastering
 On - Body Printing

 Real - Time Duplication
 Blank Cassette

Supplies for
Duplicators, Studios
& Trade Users

 Ferric or Chrome Precision
Wound to Length

sling & Packaging  Case & Accessories
 Nationwide Delivery

FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE CASSETTES

Call 061 344 5438
24 hr FAX 061 343 6660

Tapeline, Unit 2, York Works, York Street,

Audenshaw, Manchester. M34 5HD

SERVICES

STOP!
If you are making an

insurance claim,
then contact Claimlink Assessors,
to find out how we can make your

claim faster, and for the right amount.
Specialists in music biz claims.

Make the smart move -
Call 081 958 7747

Quality

international and service

RFAdMyIDIto plAy Song Files
General MIDI Standard (GM)

Standard MIDI file (SMF)
Roland MC -300 (MC) - GEM S2/S3

GEM Workstation

DEMO disk with 50
sample songs available
For further information and
song list, Fax -Phone -or Write to

24
hour

6 Linden Close, Westgate -on -Sea, Kent CT8 8EH

Tel: 0843 836150 Fax: 0843 836151

PMS
PANIC MUSIC SERVICES

HI -TECH SERVICE CENTRE
ALL MUSIC EQUIPMENT REPAIRED AND

SERVICED MOOG-ARP, ETC. A
SPECIALITY

SERVICE CENTRE FOR ROLAND, SANSUI

TEAC/TASCAM, YAMAHA & AKAI

Tel: 0954 31348 or 0860 782541

Fax your ad to
Music Technology

Classifieds on
0353 662489



SOFTWARE, HARDWARE & SAMPLES

Heavenly Music MIDI Software
Atan  IBM  Amiga (WB2/XDOS)  Mac (Sys7/AFE) SB55/S037  MDF2 recommended for use by
Yamaha, Roland. Ouasimidi, BCK 8 others - Now in formal 0 and 1

Dr. BEAT RHYTHM PATTERNS. The DEFINATIVE 8 UNBEATEN collection. CuVpaster
patterns into existing work or start from scratch. Vols 1 8 2. HOT JAZZ 8 WORLD
RHYTHMS, ROCK 8 R 'N' B, SOUL 8 DANCE and '50s and '605 £13.95 each

ALMOST 600 SONG FILES from MEGGATRACKS. A WORLD CLASS SELECTION of
pop, funk soul. reggae. Ian, MOR. roack. TV 8 films - programmed by the best ears 'n the
business. We DARE you to compare. Send for our demo/catalogue pack (E3.00
refundable on 1st min order o13 fines)

COMPLETE MIDI FILE LP'S Oldfield's
TUBULAR BELLS Hoist's PLANETS
SUITE Tchaikoisky's NUTCRACKER
SUITE Hermann's PSYCO NEW.The

ESSENTIAL JARRE £19.95 each.

BEAT 'N' BASS - All new patterns but with bass, funk guitar and other groove
templates from straight 45 to MEAN slap bass. Pro results in minutes £19.95

THE JAM FILES - Imagine jamming with top musos anytime, in any key at any speed
till you drop - you've just imagined RAMJAM MIDI files 2 vols E13.95

NEW - TECHNO GROOVES 15 classic club and dance grooves on one disk.Vol 1
out now - £16.95

EASEL for SOUND CANVAS F24.95
SOUNDSCOPE for Dr SYNTH £24.95
Easel junior, Desk Ace Editor (DS330

Multi Mode) £11.95 EASEL or
SOUNDSCOPE Plus Junior £34.95

CUBASE Mixer Maps SC55 /35/DS330
DTD, 020/ 220 TX8 DX2V00 E9.95 per

map NEW . MIDISCOPE 1 to 0
conventer for Alan computers £12.95

To order , send cheque or PO to: HEAVENLY MUSIC MIDI SOFTWARE, 39 Garden Rd, Jaywick Village,
Clacton, Essex, C015 2RT, England.Add £1.50 p&p for U.K.£3 00 for overseas.

For more info tel / fax 0225 434217
Why just sound good when you can sound GREAT!

To book you advert in

Music Technology's

Classified Section

Tel:
0353

665577

This
4x1 column
space can

cost as little as
£40

per month

BIG TIME Sample Libraries 
PRODUCTIONS FZ1/9000/203M101/10

EPS/EPS16+1ASR10
The Clock Sync:

Korg DSS1/DSM1Sync BI lo alas, chronise,
B'00.0 O U...., YAMAHA SY-85 Atari ST3036,6361..
only £79.99 Avalon/Genwave/Sound Designer

MIDI.Y"Swich 100's of disks available.
Feces from £3 per disk.1601 ouls

rerslat 03.00 Demo disks £1 (£1.50 HD).sw, cum
Synth Patch. 
CZ patches Vol 1+2 era.. on

rvs11=5, or ST Oe190.16.,

LS per volume6., 66-. pt.. [66.6..
[10 001. Pal..

mr. ST or PC 6.
CIO 001..11.61

Sampling
ASTRO GLIDE 202 CD . . t37.95
SAMPLE D.A.T.S . £15 00 each
SAMPLE TAPES
£6.50 CHROME £7.50 METAL
r FREE P&P ON ALL ORDERS

Wnte or call for free catalogue for any of the above
P 0 BO% 520, Burs.. Sloke on Trent. Staffs ST6 5,1 Tel: 0,61 WW1

Attention all MT32 / CM32 / CM64
D5 / D10 / D20 / 0110 owners
Get more from your equipment

each disk
only

£7.95
inclusive

reacle
....nen1 wry 30 Fosn Street. Goldnanget, Maleon. Essex C119 BIT England

Disk I: General MIDI Emulator
Svse. aurnOs s

 Dumps GA4 patches d drum

Dlsk 21 Get
Sm.

Cubs
*WI lo your sepuer., tollmnt,

Disk Cubs.* MIDI Managers
Now yoJun se1666 Bre64.666. horn Cu.. Now"
Disk& Raplseasnent Soave

,n6d sae. 6o6,66 6..61-

Westec Sound Services

0621 88466

MIDI SOFTWARE
for the ST

Phone Sam on

0522 533461

COURSES

RECORDING & PRODUCTION TRAINING
Constantly updated part & full-time courses operated in association with the pro -audio industry

providing unique access to the latest analogue & digital sound recording and production
technology in our 24 -track automated studio and digital programming suite

One year full-time Diploma Course in
ADVANCED SOUND RECORDING & PRODUCTION

Practically based tuition in small groups with theory from internationally recognised specialists
supplemented with new technology from leading manufacturers

Three months full-time Certificate Courses
ANALOGUE SOUND RECORDING & PRODUCTION

One week full-time course
INTRODUCTION TO SOUND RECORDING & MIXING

An entirely practical foundation course
THE COURSES COMMENCE 27TH SEPT. '93

These comprehensive courses give the necessary skills & experience to gain employment
in the music recording industry

Brochure from: MEDIA PRODUCTION FACILITIES
Bon Marche Building, Ferndale Rd, London SW9 8EJ

Tel: 071 737 7152 or 071 274 4000 x 328

"CALLING"

All home musicians and music fans

HomeTech Music Club forming now

Be heard by and hear 1000's of others.

For further details write to:

HomeTech Music Club
2a White Conduit St.,

Islington,
London N1 9EL

HURRICANE
S T U r D I 0 S

City & Guilds Courses
Our 24 track studio and MIDI facilities are the

UK centre for City & Guilds qualifications 2337

and 2338. Sound engineering and Music

Technology courses start at regular intervals

throughout the year.

The certificated course formats are:

*1 year on day release *
*7 weeks condensed intensive *

* 1 year evening classes (twice weekly) *

Phone now for details and a free prospectus

London Belfast Dublin

16 Havelock Walk,
Forest Hill, London SE23

Tel: 081 699 6945 Fax: 081 699 5845

AUDIO ENGINEER
1 YEAR COURSE

I FREE BROCHURE + STUDIO I
COURSE

071 609 2653
I

VIDEO ENGINEER
1 YEAR COURSE

FREE BROCHURE + STUDIO TOUR
+ 24 TRACK

"NEVE" STUDIO/INTERNATIONAL COLLEGE NETWORK

071 609 2653

MIDI COURSE

BASIC/INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED I

071 609 2653

A RECORDING WORKSHOP
Offers a 2 month course of 8 creative workshops in

small groups, on recording and production

techniques. 16 track studio near Shepherds Bush.

Hands on experience from the start.

Beginners welcome. All aspects covered from midi,

microphone techniques to EO, effects use and

mixing. Emphasis on practical experience.

FOR PROSPECTUS: 081 743 2645

NEWTRONIC
Sound Design & MIDI Software Ltd

MIDIMUSIC Collection TM
Now available:
2408 Tribal Dance 2 Unlimited
2336 All That She Wants Ace of Base
2404 Oh Carolina Shaggy
1998 Give In To Me Michael Jackson
2406 Bed Of Roses Bon Jovi
1966 Steam Peter Gabriel
2335 I Feel You Depeche Mode
2368 Jump They Say David Bowie
1140 No Limits 2 Unlimited
2334 Open Your Mind Usura
1774 Ebeneezer Goode The Shamen
1895 Exterminate Snap
1773 Informer Snow
2338 Are You Gonna Lenny Kravitz
2337 Ordinary World Duran Duran
1982 I'm Every Woman Whitney Houston
1970 Could It Be Magic Take That
2359 Sweet Thing Mick Jagger
2371 I Put A Spell On You Brian Ferry
1627 It's My Life Dr Alban

MIDI Songfiles GS/GM
New catalogue features

2500 Songs
For catalogue & demo disk

send £2.00 in stamps

* SOUND Disks
(e g 01/W 03R/W)

* SAMPLE CD's
(e.g.ASTRO GLIDE 202)

* MIDI ALBUMS
(Mike Oldfield T Bells II)

* Friendly Service

NEW MIDI SOFTWARE
(ATARI ST/STE/TT)

SESSION PARTNER £149.00
Songwriter Arrangement Software

MUSIC MANDALA £29.00
Graphics To MIDI Software

JOHN THE COMPOSER .£45.00
Fun composition Program

Check out current reviews of the above

EDITOR SOFTWARE

Y -Not JIVE? ..NOW AVAILABLE
editor/ manager/librarian for JV80/880

Y -Not Shape? £89.00
editor/ manager/librarian for 01/W

Y -Not Aftershape? £69.00
editor/ manager/librarian for 03R/V11

SOUNDMASTER SC55 £24.50
voted the best SC55 editor by Future Music

SOUNDMASTER U220 £24.50
editor/manager for U220 incl. new sounds

62B Manor Avenue
London SE4 1TE

TEL/FAX 081 691 1087

Please add £2.00 (UK) £5.00 (EC)
£12.00 (Overseas) for shipping.
Please allow 28 days for delivery



CLASSIFIED ADVERTS
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY RATES

The following are just a few examples of the shapes and sizes available. The
prices shown in the boxes represent the cost per month

2 cm. £30
(+VAT)

1 column (4.4 cm)

1 column (4.4 cm)

6 cm. £60
(+VAT)

1 column (4.4 cm)

4 cm. £120
(+VAT)

2 column (9 cm)

Please note to qualify for these introductory rates i.e. £15 (plus VAT) per
column cm your initial booking must be for three months.

To advertise please (including VAT) for the first
advertisement to:

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY (Classified Department), Alexander
House, Forehill, Ely, Cambridgeshire CB7 4AF

or telephone:

Colin McKee
on

0353 665577

FOR SALE

Akai

S1000s/h
SI 100  EX
S2800/3000/3200
CD3000
5042
,111

MEM
tall 01 scrim

£699 WS IR

Roland

(199 D70

1190 W30
,99 D50

13110'110

Digitech

Emulator

MC
Analogues, °Mks And 12.ne Machines

2929
(529 Eon, Eat or

Cam AZ1
CiSIO 007
(Ave BuOIR
Emulator Ilr
Enron, HQ!

9 Fairlight11*
Hubner VZIOM
)2C M.16/20Tascatti

£569

Yamaha

MUSIC Control
0270-883779 Tel
0270-883847 Fax

Korg Monopoly (2,0
f249 Kurzweil KM5250 (1999
.49 Mdlorron rdual man) hall I

.49 Moos LEheramon 2429

£999 Omar 1599 *normal Prol
f399 Roland hula 106 069 Somsennal Pro V

hall Roland JP4 1399

1299 Roland JXI £29 Yamaha .1
.99 Roland 1%10 []229 Yamaha TX816 LI I

New Latest Additions

hill rolc, Range

Music Control

An interesting collection of new digital and
collectable analogue equipment always available.

Why don't you call to arrange a demonstration
in our new showroom?

WANTED
Fresh new music for a fresh new label.

If you've got a groove, a song and an attitude,

send your tape to:

Black Sea, Stock Hey, Todmorden OL14 6HB

Advertisers' Index
ABC Music
AMG

44
6, 7

Mr DJ 56

Music Connections ....22, 23,24,25
CLASSIFIEDS

(see pages 96 to 98)
Akai
BEM

41

32
Music Control 74

Advanced Sound Hire Media Production Services
Musical Exchanges 65

Babel Systems
Baccus

42
84 NJD 45 Analogue Systems Music Control

Barnaby Marder 64 Patchworks 71 Big Time Productions Newtronic

DPM
Disco Supplies
Eddie Moors Music

86

81

36, 37

Peavey UK

Pro Music

QC End

24

84

78

Black Sea

Capital Mamba

Or -Q Productions

PMS

Ex Analog 85 Claimlink

Four Minute Warning
Gajits

84

IBC

Roland UK

Silica Systems

20

73 Copytime

Powerage Studios

Recording Workshop

Gigsounds 4 Soho Soundhouse/Turnkey ..88, 89 Sam Griffiths

I ntasound 76 Soundscape 53
Groove Factory

SAE

Kenton
Key Audio

86

11, 55
Stix Music 44

HMK
Stage One Music

TC' Rock Cellar 61
Korg UK
Metra Sound

OBC
44 Time & Space 14, 15, 17, 43 Heavenly Music

Studio Hire

Microdeal 46 X Ware Tech 31 HomeTech Music Club Tapeline

Millenium 69 Yamaha IFC, 48, 49 Hurricane Studios Westec Sound Services



rier A vturat
What should you f,,I;per_..r. to pay 'for a 164* Salltepiker advanced

50ftWar-,', ingcll a p«) trill 641 track saftlencell
New from Gajits and Audio Visual Research; a low cost 16 -bit hardware and softwar
combination for the Atari ST range. It could transform the way you make music...

'or k,feti,91 is a 64 track professional quality MIDI sequencer withJ .1 A _ID J J J a difference. At the same time as it plays your MIDI
.ruments, Breakthru will play back 16 -bit samples through a Replay 16 sampler plugged into your
ri computer! (If you don't have Replay 16, Breakthru can play samples through your monitor or
speaker, through the computers' DMA sound output sockets where available, or through the
rodeal range of 8 -bit sample cartridges.)

In fact, Breakthru is a MIDI sequencer, a sample sequencer, or both at the same time!
i to that a host of highly graphical and user friendly editing screens, unique and innovative
tures like Gajits' Diamond Drag note editing system, and an ease of use which might surprise you
Du've not used Gajits' software before, and you'll see why we called it Breakthru!
For Atari ST/STE/MegaST/MegaSTUTT
-touters  Mono and Colour Screen Modes
ported  Minimum 1 Mbyte RAM Required 
to 4 Sample Channels With Stereo Output
are Supported by Hardware  Sample Output
AVR Replay 16, Pro Series 12, Microdeal
To & Stereo 8 -Bit Cartridges (eg. Replay &
back), Atari PSG Sound Chip, or Atari DMA
eo Sound Chip  Real Time Pitch Shifting of
iples According to Note Value  16 MIDI
nnels (32 with Breakthru Plus)  VU Meter
a Channel Display  64 Music Tracks Plus a
trot Track  High Resolution Real Time
Drding From MIDI Instruments (192 PPQN) 
D Mode, Overdub & Punch-In/Out Recording 
Jltaneous Multi -Track Recording  Auto
nt-in Facility  MIDI or Audio Metronome 
Time Recording of Music Over MIDI or Using

Ise Entry  Track & Cue Sheet Screen (64
ks/64 Cue Points)  Sample Palette Page
ds AVR, IFF & Other File Formats)  Step
Dr Screen with Diamond Drag Note Editing

("... by far the easiest grid edit system I've
seen..." Ian Waugh, Music Technology review of
Gajits' Sequencer One Plus)  Insert
ProgramNolume/Pan/Control Changes
Graphically at Any Point  Score Editor Screen for
Conventional Music Display  Drum Editor Screen
for Easy Drum Programming  Song Arranger
Page  Tempo Map Screen for Graphical Display
of Tempo Changes  CD Juke Box Screen for
Chaining of Separate Songs  Flexible Quantize
Options to Improve or Fully Correct Timing 
Many Different Types of "Global" Operations
(eg. Transpose, Strip)  Sends & Responds to MIDI
Clock & Song Pointers (External Sync)  MIDI
Filtering & Re -Map Options  Imports & Exports
Standard MIDI Files for File Exchange with Other
Programs  MIDI System Exclusive (Sys Ex)
Handling to Backup Instrument Memory  Undo
Last Operation Facility  Keyboard Shortcuts for
Many Options  Supplied with a Selection of Pre-
recorded Samples & Demo Songs  Telephone
Helpline Support Included

ivr:_1:11t I plu vzispf,:loIrttts1Ve4tinoafrinBereisaikntshtreua,dbti3.1

handy if you have more than one MIDI instrument! A hardware interface is included with the
age to provide an extra MIDI output socket. This simply plugs into the serial port of your computer.
f you are a registered user of Sequencer One Plus, you can obtain a substantial discount off the
of Breakthru or Breakthru Plus (see the order coupon).

.4y .1 9- from Audio Visual Research and Microdeal represents a giant
forward in sampling technology. it plugs into the cartridge port of your Atari, turning your
niter into a 16 -bit sampler and sample replay unit. Unlike dedicated samplers, Replay 16 makes use
iur computer's built in RAM, so it costs considerably less than its nearest rival. Replay 16 comes
all the sampling and editing software you will need to record samples at rates of up to 48 kHz
ter than CD!). You can record samples direct from a CD player or other sound source and then edit
with the most versatile software you can buy. A phono output socket provides a standard

ection to a wide range of sound systems.

'If MIDI and sampling's your thing, this is a must." Clive Parker, ST Format.

coupon or Ci.111 .11111101)::_q

aajit s
USIC SOFTWARE M1 6DE.

Gajits Music Software
I-Mex House,
40 Princess Street,

Manchester.

include VAT & UK 1st class postage.
temarks acknowledged. Breakthru & Breakthru Plus UK release date 31.10.92.
ch normally within 3 working days, but allow up to 28 days. Credit cards are not

until date of despatch. Products are sold subject to our standard licence
"lent. E & OE.
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WITH A KORG '0' SERIES

YOUR SET WON'T BE DISC AFTER DISC,

IT'LL BE SONG AFTER SONG.

There's nothing worse.

You've got the audience hanging

on your every note, baying for more.

Instead, all they hear is the silence

while you load up the disk for your next song.

It can kill a live set stone dead. But now,

Korg have come up with the perfect solution: a

48,000 note internal sequencer that lets you play

your songs one after another without having to

ploy computer operator.

Clever? You've heard nothing yet.

'Cr Series keyboards have 32 voices, giving

plenty of capacity for the richest arrangements

without any risk of sounds being suddenly

'snatched' away.

On top of that, each of those voices has its

own enhancement circuit, letting you acheive

almost infinitesimal variations in the texture and

colour of sound.

There are even two samples per

programme, allowing you to create

stereo voices without tying up your FX.

If you like the sound of all this write to

Korg (UK) Ltd. 8-9 The Crystal Centre, Elmgrove

Road, Harrow, Middlesex HAI 2YR and find out

more about the '0' Series. The keyboards that

make performances less of a performance.
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